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Erna Fe,1sson, native New Mexican, author of Dancing Gods, Fiesta in Mex
Guatemala, Ve lezuela, Our Hawa,ii, recently spent the better part of a year in Chile, wh
is the subje~t f her article "You Yanquis" and of her forthcoming book. Miss Ferguss<
wide-ranging i~terest turned to Latin America. long before most Americans were aware:
the importanc~ of our neighbots to the south.
•
E. L. Mou.ton has for many years been associated with the Charles Ilfeld CompanJ
Albuquerque, one of the oldest and largest firms in New Mexico. His article was a pa
read before th¢ Ten Dons of AIibuquerque and before luncheon clubs last spring? ']
swift succession of events and of governmental rulings since last spring has. not, the edil
feel, robbed the article of its value as a succinct statement of the effects of the war
business.'
'
H. G. Alexander teaches philosophy and aesthetics at the University of New Mex
Spud Johnson, of Taos, pauses in his series of impressions, "On and On," to pay trib
to Gina Knee lof Santa Fe. Mrs. Knee's watercolors were shpwn recently in New Y
galleries and aIie now to be seen at La Quinta Gallery in Albuquerque.
George St., Clair, Dean Emeriitus oflihe College of Fine Arts and Professor Emeri
of English, University of New Mexico, continues his travel letters from previous issues
the NEW MEXl QUARTERLY REVIEW.
Ray B. W st, Jr., is One of the editors of the Rocky Mountain Review and is the cc
piler of the rec nt Rocky Mountain Stories. This is his first appearance in the NEW ME)!
QUAR~YRE
W.
Lyle Saun ers' bibliographical feature; "A Guide to the Literature of the Southwe
will be contin ed indefinitely. Mr. Saunders is on the staff of the School of Inter-Ameri
Affairs, univeiity of New Mexico.

I

J. V. Cun ingham, author of the recent collection of poems The Helmsman, ,!nd Y
Winters, auth of many books of poems and criticism, teach at Stanford. Harris Dow
is a member of the English faculty at LouisianaState University. Clark Mills teaches in
modem langu ,ges department at Cornell; he has appeared in many collections.. with 0
inal poems and translations from: French. These are the first poems published _by How
R. Houston, ~o lives in New England. James Franklin Lewis, one of the poets in
recent Three roung Poets, teaches science at Arkansas College. Winthrop Palmer wr
for a dance gr(j)up in New York; two of her books are reviewed in thjs issue. John Cia
winner of a J;Diajor award at Mi~igan recently, is now in the army air corps. Rayml
Kresensky liV i n Emerson:, Nebraska; Dick Roberts in Billings, Montana; Irene Bruc€
Reno, Nevada. Isobel McBri$1e Sarvis is the wife of ·David Sarvis, formerly of the facult~
the University f New Mexico, now in the armed services.

'
x

Several of e reviewers in this issue are new to the readers of the QUARTERLY REVI
Eric Russell Bentley contributed an article on D. H. Lawrence to our last issue, and one
Stefan George to the Partisan Review. He now teaches at Black,Mountain College. Tho]
Nickerson. no~ living in Albuquerque. had a bookstore in Honolulu almost up to the t
of the recent "unpleasantness" there. Ruth Hannas. who sojourned recently in AI
querque, is he d of the theory department in the music school of North Carolina Woml
College. Gree$boro. Mabel Major. of Texas- Christian University. has been a kind
pioneer in the study of Southwestern literature. Among other things, she helped ed!
biography of Bigfoot Wallace and helped write a history of literature in the.Southw
She has long ~een active in the Texas Folk-Lore Society.
George P. Hammond, dean of the graduate school of the University of New Mexico:
editor of the vatuable publications of the Quivira Society. is an eminent Southwestern :
Latin Americah histOrIcal scholar. The rest of the reviewers are also on the staff of
University of 1IIlew Mexico. Willi~ Jacobs. Katherine Simons, and Alan Swallow teach inEnglish departiJnent. W. W. Hill is in the anthropology department. Lyle Saunders in
School of InterrAmerican Affairs, Mela Sedillo in the College of. Fine Arts. and V. C. KIe
in the department of government and citizenship.
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YOU YANQl!IS
E'Tna Fergusson
bustling eagerness to make friends with Latin America, perhaps we are overlooking one very important party to the transaction.
De we know who is seeking friendship to the south? Can we, even
imagine how the North American looks to 'the people who receive his
protestations, his emissaries, his literature, and his loans? Doubtless the
people who have formulated and are carrying o~t the-Good Neighbor
policy ~ave a very definite North AlIleric~n in mind-a sturdy,_ friendly
fellow with dem~cratic principles, honesty of purpose, arid nothing
remotely resembling an ulterior motive. We also know, in our several
ways, the "American South" with whom this Yankee wishes to deal.
for ourselves quite 'a literature on that subject.
We have, in fact,
. written
.
But the Yanqui ~hom the American South sees remains to us an unknown, even an unsuspected character. His very name, Yanqui,
has
.
connotations so different from our conception of Yankee that the most
unreconstructed Southerner can respond to the title without resentment.
. Because United States does not form a euphonius adjectiveeven in. Spanish "Estado-unidense" is awkward-and the world-wide
application of American to us offends Latin America, a substitute was
inevitable. Mexico-uses gringo. ~ubert Hen:ing, in)lis excellent Good
Neighbors} has given us "Americ~ns North" as opposed to "Americans.
South"; and that is good because 'it is relative. Canadians are north,
Mexicans ar~ south of us, though ~ot in South America. But in Chile
"Yanqui" is the common designation for a citizen of the United States.
And in Chile it first dawned on me that the Yanqui was a well-defined
personality with surprising virtues ~nd vices, some of them so exagger- .
ated as to stand in the way of any clear and adult understanding between
us. Unfortunately for us, Americans South have 'not made quick trips
across the United States and written superficial impressions of our
quaint and curious ways, or how we seem to be adapting ourselves to

I

N OUR

..

,
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their superior
civilization. They should by . all means do this. V
I
Americans North, greatly n~ed to know what our neighbors think
us. But un~l those books are available in English. I offer a few notes
the Yanqu~1,which were jotted down during several months in Chi
This di~ not come about through any design; with true Yan~
complacenc~ I was not concerned with what Chileans thought of us
was thi~~i9g about th~m. But it so~n became ap.parent that Chile~
are sensltIv~ly,~ven palnf1!llly aware of us. -Many, If not most, conver
tions ~n that .c~?ntrysoone~ or later get round to polite questions ab.c
. "you Yanq1j1ls, to categorical statements, or even to a half-humon
"the trouble with you Yanquis... .o' From such talks a character begi
to take shape, even a whole family of characters with whom Chile
dealing, while we plunge blindly ahead in the smug assurance tl
Chile knows the citizen we think we are. It is easy to say that Chile~
, are often mistaken, to. cite instances in disproof of every trait the Chile
considers typically Yanqui. But the truth or falsity of the picture is
no immedia~e consequence; the important point is that this fictitic
character iS~for better or orse, the Yanqui against whom Ch,ile judI
what we do or say.
Chile k ows, first, the,Yanqui in his country. A young, man wh(
boyhood haid been spent in the port of Valparaiso was offered a schol
ship at a college in the United States. He wantec, to go, but ...
w"

II

I

All knew of Yanquis [he said] was what had seen at Vaipo':
drunked sailors who insulted our women and smashed e~ery
thing. They always offered to pay for what they smashed, but
that to us was only added insult, for it made it so clear how little
our pesos were worth against their dollars. We didn't want their
dirty dollars (that's the way it seemed to us); we wanted theII1(to
t-r~at us, andc:>ur .things with respect. So I went to the Sta~es
With real trepidatIon. I was very young, you see. I had nev,er
traveled. I thought all Yanquis were ill-bred savages and when'
I got to, New York and found how well mannered the people
were anf how kind, I oouldn't believe it.
Sailors ~shore are rowdy the world over. But men doing business
a foreign cebuntry might be expected to put themselves out to ma
friends; to ~onform somewhat to the customs of the land where tt
live. Yet this summation is typical.
Your men are interested op.ly in business, they can talk nothing
but business. They pay no attention to our politics unless their
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss3/1
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precioUls dollars are threatened. They do not read our books.
And one of them making a serious study of our history, even of
our relations with his own country, is unthinkable. They are
~mugly, blindly unaware~that 1Ve have a culture, that a life
migh~ be founded on anything besides business.
A sterner indictment of the business man is related of so many men
in so many situations that there must be truth back of it somewhere.
This version was told by·a prof..,es~or in one of Chile-s universities._
One of our professors took a group of students to yisit a great
Yanqui plant. It is a splendid operation and 'well worth study.
, The group was conducted about by a young Yanqui who was
very casual, almost rude~ But our professor, who happens to be
half English and a graduate of an Engliih university, knows you
Yanquis well. So he put on his Oxford accent and his most insufferable British manner. At once the Yanqui changed his tone
to one of complete courtesy. He even asked the group to SPend
the night, offering the professor a' room in the company guest
house where "you won't have_ to associate with the natives." R~
member that the professor was a "native" on the other side.
The professo"r who told the story will never forget it; whether he
was Nazi or not I cannot say. But this is the sort of thing that the Nazis
gleefully use against us.
Impossible to explain in Chile, where only gentlemen are educated,
the ill-bred Yanqui was probably the graduate of some hinterland
college where -he might have had excellent technical training without
, acquiring either culture or manners. We need not be ashamed of him,
because he is a product of our universal education; he has done well in
the line he chose; his children will do better; they may even attain a
culture C(~pable of appreciating a foreign country. But we must deplore
the fact that he has. for so long been almost the only Yanqui Chile
knew. The cultivated, considerate gentlemen we have also ~ent to
Ghile are always so unobtrustive (according to ,their kind) that they
are looked upon as exceptions. "You would never, take' him for a
Yanqui", is high praise'in C h i l e . "
~
The wives of these men-with some notable exceptions-Chileans
brush aside with light scorn. "The Yanqui woman never interests
herself in Chile, seldom bothers to speak a decent Spanish, knows nothing of our literature or history. She stays apart from our life, gets her
. clothe~om the States, plays bridge wi!h her friends, goes home as soon
as s h e G n : - , .
.
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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Yanqui women, on their part, complain that Chilean women do n(
make them vrelcome. This IS true for different reasons involving diffe
ent classes. The small-town Chilean woman, who would be ,the natur:
friend of th~ Podunk woman living in Chile, does not speak Englisl
And the Chi~ean woman who does speak English belongs to an aristl
cratic and v~ry exclusive society. Until the war she lived in Eurof
more than iIlj her own country, she moved among ptiople of great naml
if not great titles. Chilean society is as inaccesible, if not more so, to d
business maJ 'or engineer and his wife as, is the society of, say, Phil;
delphia or Boston. When Yanqui women complain of Chile,an Wome]
or vice versaiit is interesting to learn what class of woman in each cal
, is speaking a d what class she is talking about.
So much Ifor the Yanqui l,iving in Chile. Though many are likec
even loved, the casual.visitor With an ear cocked for both good and ba
hears'more dad than 'good. The Yanqui in Chile must mend his mal
ners if he (Including slier is going to make a vital contribution t
internation~l understanding and good will.
The casukl Yanqui, traweling expensively through the country (
staying a shoh'time for study, as a government representative, or (rno:
suspect of all~ ~o Write a book, has much to answer for. ~ ow and the
one ea.ms hetrtfelt p~i~e,~? the ter.ms ~f approbation are s'!ggestiv,
. A.professrr of'ChIle s natIonal unIverSIty spoke of a member of Ot
embassy, recently transferred. "He alone could solve all the problen
of cultural rJlations between us: He ~pmip.ated Castilian [as the Spa]
ish phrase it]~ and he could use Chilean slang; he knew our 'history, ha
read our classics and kept up with modern books; h_e was more Chilea
than the Chlleans." Of a student of Chilean literature: "He becam
I
. '
one of us. His printed studies of Chilean literature show deep undestanding of theidiom,a.n~the mode of thought." Of another: "He an
his wife becatne so much a Jj>a!t of Santiago that their ioing leaves a ga
i~ our SOCialtl:mdCUlt,:,rallife.. They bo.th s~ke Spanish, they work~
WIth the Ins ztuto Chzleno Norte Amencano de Cultural they sang I
the Ambassa or's choir; they were Chileans to us." ,
Another ~nd a sadder story was told of a group of students from
,
small college/in the United State~. Off on a junket, they appeared mOl
frequently in the night clubs than in the lecture halls; they put thei
feet on the ~lush seats of special railroad coaches supplied them, as
courtesy; the~ failed to attend..c. ultural or even social events planned fe
~hem. On one occasion, when they had been invited to a handsom
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss3/1
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home, so few of the honor guests showed up that Chilean friends of the
United States hastily substituted other Yanquis that the exquisite buffet
supper~hould not go untasted,' that the rude disregard of hospitality
should not be too apparent. But it was apparent~ That group of students has confirmed Chile's impression that all Yanquis are uncultured
and ill mannered. Many generations of decenter students will have
diffic~lty in changing that opinion. .
Writers are looked upon wid~ suspicion. As why should they not be?
There is something impudent"about bouncing into a country, uninvited, .
,to write about it. A citizen might reasonably inquire: '\JVho are you,
anyway? How dare you assume that you are fitted to write about us? '"
Why should we who live' here have to submit to have" ourselves presented to your countrymen as we happen to strike you? Is your judgment any good? Is your heart in the right place? Can you speak our
language, appreciate our point of ~iew? Do youk'now our hisl'ory, our
literature? -Ate you going to stay long enough, study hard enough to
qualify on any of these points?"
- Chileans did not ask me just these questions, but they were implicit
in many remarks.
A woman professor, looking at me with a calculating eye, said: "The
most charming and clever Yanqui woman 'I ever knew lived at a mine.
She studied Spanish, published a little paper in English
which she
,
filled up with news and items of interest about Chil~. She studied at
our University and read our books. She stayed five years. When we'
asked her why she did not write a book about·Chile, she said she did not
know enough."
A m~le cQlleague of hers ,said: "The trouble with you Yanquis is
that you don't stay long enough.... You are staying longer? Goodl
But not long enough.... And these Yanqui newspaper men who stay
"four days, talking in bars with 'Young exchange students who have some
figures but who understand notHing and then write a" book explaining
Chile. . . . WeIll" Spanish is rich in explosive expressions of scorn.
So Chile judges ,us by the examples we .send. But Chile's Yanqui.
who comes from the movies find is roupded out by hearsay is an even
more fantastic character an4' much more widely known. Gangsters,
cowb~ys, divorcees, idle rich, flip youngsters, colleges dedicated to
sports, government given over to graft, homes rife with dissensio;n have
produced a composite !Conception that marks even fairly mature judgments. Impossible to explain t4a~ m~vies are made of the striking and
<

I

<
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unusual; tm.at the everyday dullness of the law-abiding citizen, 1
modest home, the studentt who studies, the honest and efficient put
serv~nt, has no dramatic appeal. To an extent, truly alarming, Cll
judges the American home as something fairly r~presented by Ph:
delphia StarrY, The T¥omen, or Susan and God.' And Yanqui won
are more t~ked about and more misunderstood than men because 1
contrast. is ~o sharp between the Chilean .girl who is educated in a Ci
vent and guarded at home and the Yanqui girl who goes to school w
boys~ plays and works with them, and grows up to have a vote and a jl
The mildest judgmerit of the North American mother comes out
such comments as this.
•

1

Of tourse your mothers feel no responsibility for th~ir
families[as we do. We always have to be with the grandmother,
with thee children, or the husband. You believe in iridividual
rights; ~ou let the old folks and the children look out for them-,
selves. Jf your women tire of a husband or fall in love with
another I man, they divorce and remarry; they insist upon their
right to: be happy. We Chileans are all married to the wrong
men because we marry so young and because we never know our
husbands before marriage. Of course we are unhappy, but we
stay witlt the wrong man for the sake of the children. Our children a~ our greatest concern, much greater than our own
happiness.
Thinkimg of oU,r intense young mothers with their books, magazir
and lecturds on infant cw-e and child psychology, their constan~ ,c
that pre-school children shall ncot be left to servants, I asked, "Where l
you get the :notion that OUIT mothers feel no concern for their childrel
"From the movies," she laughed, but went on to propound a tr
disturbing question. "Please answer me frankly; I have heard it said
often that iall your girls begin life a~thirteen or fourteen. Is t]
really true?!'
.,
"You mfean )Ilature?"
"No, begin to live, to know men. We hear that your way of educ
ing boys and girls together leads naturally to babies; that all your g
-well, maybe not all-but it is the custom for girls to have babies.v
'young, tha~ there are ~eat institutions to care for them; that the g
~en enter alife of freedom and adventure and marry late. A friend
mine who was there said one seldom sees young mothers in the U ni
States; that ionly mature women have legitimate babies."

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss3/1
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This speech so overwhelmed my amazed brain that I could only
muster up a few denials. I had recently read that the average girl in the
United States marries at twenty or twenty-two. I said, but doubt that
I was believed, that young people can study and play together without
. the need of m~ternity homes.. ~ut how can one combat such m,isinformation? My questioner, who had some doubt but was more than
haH convinced by what she had heard,~ was a ,mature woman of good .
family, with a sixteen-year-old daughter, well-read, widely traveled (in
Europe, not in the United States) , a writer, a person of much more than
average intelligence.
~
, Later I quoted this conversation to a sensible social worker, a
Chilean woman who had studied
and
worked in ,'the United States and
!
.
knew our failures as well as our 'successes. She waS grave.
tJ

• •

~

,Yes, such tales are widely believed. The movies partly.
Propaganda too. We are not free of magazines which feature the
worst Yanqui pictures and lurid newsstories as generally true....
But i~' is more serious 'that we find you on the whole simple
and gullible. I know from my social work that trust is the best
way to bring out the good in a person. Chileans do" not believe
that. oThey see pictures of your boys and girls together in sports,
in swimming suits, unchaperoned; they think you 'are fooled in
your belief that no evil comes of it.
Yet your American homes, filled with confidence, are wonderful, the happiest homes I hav~ ever seen. ~d happiness is
what you want most, isn't it? With us it is not sq. Our mothers
ten us to expect unhappiness with our husbands, with our children. . . . We are a lot of neurotics compared with you. A
Chilean woman believes that if she loves her, husband she
must hang on him, if she loves her children she must hang over
them and spoil them. Your methods, in comparison, are 80[she sought a wor.d]-so professional. Ina family everyone is an
individual, everyone's rights are respected. I think your trust is
sometimes carried to the point of 1:>eing ridiculous, your confidence amounts to simplicity, but' think too that yoU avoid
more evils with YQ1:u methods than we ever do with ours. .
.

.

.

Another Chilean woman, whoknew only New York, found th~re a
special ,and curious simplicity. Our guilelessness is a theme dear to
Chileans.
Your young people take themselves ,go seriously, they have
. none of the Chilean's d~precating humor. A young Yanqui will
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say: "I have a very intere~ting and unusual job. I'm head of my
section in. the corset d~partment (or the drug store lunch
counter or ithe hot dog fa~tory)." They push it, to the point of
being utte~ly ridiculous., A sober youngster will say: "I am a
writer ... Ithree plays, a !short story.... Well, I haven't published any~hing yet, bq.t I ha.ve such and such contacts,
hopes....'"
A Chilean would die fuefore he called himself a writer unless
he had a lcrmg list of not~ble books to his credit, but notable!
He'd be laughed at until he couldn't stand it. But the great difference is tJllat you Yanquis have a self-respect that we lack. Each
Yanqui feels himself a pewson of consequence. He has pride in
himself, in ihis job. He is not afraid. We are afraid of ridicule,
of failure, we are afraid t<l) try. ~ Yanqui of ordinary talent can
develop an~ train himself, get ahead, make a success. Here he
would be ICl>st.
I,

-

So this bri~gs us to the Chileans who have been in the United States.
As a rule they admire our country and like us. Many of them are such
intense adherdnts of the United States that they battle for us against
their own. Even when their <rool and critical observation looks through
our pretentioJsness and their penetrating humor makes sport of our
bumptiousnes~, their matur¢ judgment sees the other side of every
shield, the vir~ue~nherent in the vIces, resp~cts the fine principles on
which our government is founded, and has confidence in our goal if not
always in our Jbility to keep steering toward it.
And so thij is the way thel young student who feared that our entire
population actd like drunken sailorS' in Valparai~o fi.nished hisstory.
.

I called up my courage and went. I am a SCIentIst; I wanted ,
to see what was being done in my line. 'New York w~s not so
good for a ~uth American. But when I got beyond that-I went
as far as Ccilifornia-I found the real AmeriCans-kind, friendly,
hospitable,1 generous. .
Your people are generous as Europeans have never been. In
Paris I called on the Director of· the Pasteur Institute. He rereceived foteigIiers, they told me, only on Thursday. So I stayed
over almosjt a week to see him. The day I called I waited an
hour. An4 when I did see him he would give me nothing; his
knowledge: was a secret tio guard against foreigners. In Wash.ington, in ~ontrast, when I went to the bureau which interested
me, I was received at once by the chief; in two minutes I was
sitting at his desk. And he gave me every aid he could, let me see
everything: I wished. I did not feel like a stranger in the United
States, but llike a colleague.
~

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss3/1
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Your friendliness is universal, but President Roosevelt has
done wonders to express it. When he sent Sra. Davila home in a
plane, all Chile appreciated it. That one act was worth any number of formal prot~stations, or cultural delegations. "Only a
true friend'," says the ordinary Chilean, "would do that."
A Chilean girl who spent. four years in United States colleges said:
At first I found the' girls too naive and simple for any use.
W-e, in our liceos, had deep philosophical talk, discussions of
music or art. Those-Yanqui girls seemed to have no intellectual
interests at all. But afterward I found they. could talk well if
they were aked. Their frivolous· front was a convention; back
of it· they worked hard, and they played hard too-at sports or at
week-end'dates. And they were marvelously friendly to me. I
was taken to the loveliest homes and made to feel so at home.
I liked the girls' college better. I was in a co-educational one
too; and there I found the competition as fierce as in a jungle.
Sororities made treaties, but their real ethic is a tooth-and-claw
one.' And the get-your-man struggle is a fight to the death with
no ru~es respected. In comparison the girls' college was filled
with a wonderful spirit of mutual ihelpfulness and co.,operation-.
I'd like to live in the States, yes. The Yanqui is probably the
best husband in the world. J3ut as long as I teach, I'd rather live
in Chile. Here there is more chance to use your ideas; we are
just starting. There everything is cut and dried; you have to fit
into a rigid system; your ideas are no good until you have taken
many degrees and are too old arid set to have a new idea.
,
.
It is only fair to state that this young woman teaches in the only
progressive school in Chile.
(.
Much of Chile's disesteem f~r us comes from what they have seen
of our education. A young Chilean engineer, on his way to take a
Westinghouse job, asked seriously:

,.

Is it true that your" college students are interested only in
sports? A friend of mine wrote me from Stanford that the students there take no interest in politics or in abstract ideas. He
says they will fight for the' sports section of. the paper and the
funnies, but never read the serious pages. And the most popular
man in the college-he said, but I cannot believe-is a ch$lpion
at a sport, who has no books in his room, not even a chair at his
desk.... Can this be true? And why is it? Why are they not
interested in ideas, in affairs? .
One need not be able to answer such questions to understand Chile's
. conception of the Yanqui.
c

.
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More mature travelers, perhaps more guarded in what they sa1
dwell on qther qualitie's which are, after all, not incompatible wit]
gullibility crnd lack of cul~ure.
.
One of a group of n'ewspaper men who spent a month workIng on '
daily in thJI United State$ and another month in travel, said:
.. '
To lIIle the most impressive quality of the United States was
its spirituality-yes, spirituality. 1 expected commercialism, materialism, preoccupation with money. 1 found people everywhere
concerned with the general welfare, generous in giving money
I
and suPfort to every effort for good.
And hospitable! Surely there never was such hospitality!
Not lab?red like ours,. but casual and completely sincere. They
seem to jsay: "So here you are! Well, make yourself at home!"
And they mean just that. With none of the protestations we
make they make you feel that you are really at home and may do
as you like.
And! kind! Even in your hectic great cities a Yanqui will
stop in fpll flight to und,erstand a South American's halting question, to give directions, even to walk along and
show the way.
. .
~'

A woman 1ho knew only;New :o~k, had another impression.
Any other city [she said] could be known from reading about
it. New York, never, because its most notable quality is its
rhythm. Without having felt that one can never know New
York. Everybody is caught in its pace. Let one fall fainting or
injured ~nd who can stop to help? Nobody! If one pauses a
second on a subway staiir he loses his train, misses his- connection,
arrives l*te, loses his job. For no human consideratiQn prevails
.
against ~e rate and pace of the machine.
This Doaa Julia had never beheld the throitgs that gather round-an
accident, fr~e to stand gaping until the police make them give way for
the ambulance with stretcher bearers, doctor, and nurse. The importance of her' observation seems to be in her impression of a life
so geared to the machine that all human values are lost.
An old sholar and gentleman just back from his first. visit to the
United Stat s had also rtoted a human lack. He received me in his
library with busts of the philosophers on the tall bookcases and books
piled eve
here. He rose courteously to greet me, but sank promptly
pack into th armchair wHich he had long ago shaped to fit his every
curve. "I sh?uld have gon~ when 1 was younger," he ~miled.
I

At almosi eighty, one is ~oo old to stand the ex~itement, to accustom oner ~ stran~ customs. Meal hours were new to me, and
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss3/1
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IDe quantity-of food seemed very little. As you know, we Chileans eat too much. And glasses of water with ice in them to take
with meals? No, 'no, Itcould never do that after a lifetime of
Chilean wines.
And in the United States there are no servants. That l could
never adjust myself to. All my life I have had four or five
people to answer my bell, to attend me, to layout my clothes, to
hand me things. In your country there are no servants, only
employees.... It's democracy, I know. I admire it, I believe iIi
it, I've been a democrat all my life. But I couldn't live it.
A Chilean woman who has lived in our country and really studied it,
gave me a summing up of our character as she found us at home,-which
may perhaps offer some solace for what Chileans think of us in Chile.
After three visits to the United States [she said] I "began to
get its essence. Especially after a three-cornered trip I made to
the United States, to Europe, and back to your country againilf
We are so much closer to Europe than you are. I saw that. I felt
your freshness, your youth, your simple directness. Compare
Charles Boyer in El Puerto de Oro [Hold Back the Dawn] with
the innocent schoolteacher played by Olivia de Haviland and you
will see what I mean. We are closer to the complicated Euro-,
pe~n with his mixed motives, his indirections, his distrust of
.everyone. YOu have faith as we have not. In spite of our reputed
Catholicism you are much more religious. People talk about
their religion. Curious! They always askee. me what my religion
was. It gave me such a shock the first time. One would never do
that in Chile. Never I
But you Yanquis at'e honest, completely frank. YQu say what
you think; you are direct and clear. That is why, often, we find
you crude. We cannot bear the full clear light you shed. We' are'
afraid to see too much. We do not trust each other as you do.
You really have no classes. There are rich and poor; there are
different social cliques, but there is constant' movement among
groups. You-have no rigid class lines as we have. The United
States, compared with any other country I have known, is a true
democracy. Men meet each other on a level, deal with each other
honestly. There is complete unity among you.
This was leaving me even more breathless t:I1an some of the critical
remarks I had heard. "Unity?" I recalled our politics, our isola~ionists,
our professional howlers. "Unity of what?"
. "In your fundamental belief in ~iberty, in the value and dignity of
the individual, in your tolerance.. ~-:O."
j.
','Ojalal" I said, using the expressive Spanish ejaculation. which
comes from tlhe Arabic and means: "Oh, Allah! May it be sol"
I
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THE WAR AND ITS IMPACT ON
I
AME'RICAN BUSINESS

E. L. Moulton
again is engaged in a great war. "It is unanimous
agreed that before it is ended it will have been the greatest huma
struggle of all.time. Compared with this one all previous conflicts ha'
been mere brief previews. This war was begun at the instance of
fanatic wh1asPired to world domination. That was and is his person
ambition; ·t is the apotheosis of the Prussian spirit of German
Through t e pages of history we read of ambitious characters who, i
their respe~tive eras, sougJIt to dominate the earth. With an exceptic
or two, eaqh in turn fai~d, only to be followed in later periods 1
others who isou~ht t? do what their p~edecessors had failed ~o ~o. Tl
germ of th,s mIasmIC' pr~toplasm whIch has caused thepenodic eru:
tions of the Prussian spirit had its origin in Central Europe in d
years 406-453, in the being of Attila, the King of the Huns. Attila h
been called the "Scourge of God." He was actuated by no sense c
moral right, by no divine instinct, by no human consideration. He Wi
actuated solely by a cruel, dominating spirit whic~ sought only 1
destroy. And he destroyed and dominated. That spirit has flared u
periodically since. In modern history it has manifested itself in tl
persons of Frederick the Gr~at, Bismarck, and William the Fourtl
Now Hitlet is the embodiment of it.
.
It will.1onti~~e to m~if~st itself and be a "Scourge of God'.' unt
that PrussI~n mIlItary SpIrIt IS' uprooted and completely extermlnatel
And that ta k today is made the more difficult by reason of the existen(
of a parall to this Prussian spirit in the form of the military spirit (
Japan.'
' l I . ,
At this writing, when the gloom of thCYfall of Singapore and Ja'
and Burma hangs ~ver us,'ind the fortunes of war seem adverse 0

T
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nearly every front, it is rather' difficult to appraise the'situation, economically, in this country today. The adverse effect on our personal
fortunes or business as a whole seems dwarfed when contrasted with the
picture of a rich and powerful nation in imminent peril. The awful
possibility of losing the war strikes terror to our souls. Complacency
no longer exists except in the mind of a dotard or a sympathizer with
German culture or Nipponese infamy. And;, perhaps too late, the question of whether this is our war or not, has ceased to be an aCademic
question.
The writer does not believe that a war such as this is ever started
II)erely because of economic exigency. It is now definit~ly known by
us, and by all other intelligent peopl~s, that wars do .not produce .economic gain. All of those engaged in this struggle know that fact. N ~ver
theless wars do have a terrific impact upon the economic life of all
peoples, and <:lisastrous economic results are. usually one of the chief
casualties of war. Let us examine, then, the effect of war on business in
general, at the beginning, during the progress of the war, and after the
war has ended.
.
If we go back into the history of this cduntJ;'y as far as the war with
Mexico, we find that for a period of time at the incipience of every war
there was quite a sharp depression. A short one followed the beginning
of the Mexican War; one of a year and a half's duration occurred at the
beginning of our Civil War; a sharp one, lasting nearly eighteen months
occurred at the outbreak of World War I; and~except for two months
right at the b~ginning, the first year of' World Wlr II was a period of
,depression. These business recessions are due" almost entirely to
psychological reactions; a comparatively fixed pattern can .be quite
easily traced.
.
. By and large our economic activity is made up of two primary efforts.
. One is agriculture which produces Our food and certain raw materials; the other is industry, consisting of mining, manufacturing, transportation, etc. The products of agriculture are sold partially at points of
origin, but largely in the highly developed market centers; the products
of industry are sold through a vast distributing maze. The ownership
of agricultural resources is largely individual; the control of industry is
largely corporate, with a vast number of stockholders participatit~g in
the 9wnership and in the income. The stock is widely held, belonging
to investors at home and also in foreign lands. When a war breaks out
and it is known that largf7 quantities of food and other commodities will
~
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be needed I markets bit de ceiling the first day: Under de commod
exchange iaw now in effect, only a maximum advance or decline
permitted lin one day. But whether under a limit: as now, or with(
one, as forfOerly, commodities usually advance rapidly at the beginni
of a war. On the other hand, the stock market always falls at the beg
ning~ The reason is as stated-psychological; the explanation is. t1
capital is ~lways timid. Investors are fearful that their securities 'V
decline in Ivalue. They dread to take a loss. It is a time, to them, w1
the only tliing of value,. it seems, is money itself. Also at such a time 1
foreign inwestor sells in order to secure exchange with which to p
chase the commodities which his country wil} need. Therefore, st(
markets a9t unfavorably, securities fall sharply in value, and sometir
the excha,ges are closed. Note the ever-recurring pattern. After 1
first sharp I impact is over and people have had an opportunity to
praise things fully and adjust their emotional equilibrium, they n
ize that people do not eat much more in time of war than in times
peace, and that agriculture is susceptible of rather prompt expansil
So the speculative fever wanes promptly, commodity prices return
normal, and aJittle later ~sually decline. And securities which shar
declineat~
"the beginning, on account of sh~rp liquidation, find, fai
promptly, ready buyers ~ooking for bargains, who know the large p
industry pays in war, especially modern wars. Then the pendulum
market ticfer swings or fluctuates back and forth. Finally a decline ~
in because some investors cannot be so patient as to wait until act
war matetjial production starts. So at the beginning of most wars,
was the c~se in this war, there is. a period of depression, lasting frl
a year to ~ighteen m o n t h s . ·
Worldl War II started September 3, 1939.. There w~s a sharp
vance in the prices of a few commodities, such and sugar and lard, 1
those adv~ces lasted only a month or two; thereafter, and until ~
of 1941, bpsiness was not ac~ive, and prices remained fairly station
and, on th~ average, at lqw levels. Stock market prices reacted from'
first setbadk and then settled into a decline which has continued do
to the present time. What will happen to the market quotations of .
big indusq.-ialleaders when they get into full swing in the productioI1
war material remains to be seen. It is generally believed, however, t
because of the very heavy tax rates nbw in effect, and the promised.
creases in the coming measure, security prices will fail to maintain'
pattern heretofore designed.
I
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So much for this first phase of war-the short depression.. Thereafter, the second phase is entere~. Tremendous industrial activity
develops. The government votes millions and billions, as in the present
conflict, for the purchase of all kinds of war material. An~, as wars
now ar~ so preponderantly mechanical, the cost of supplying anpiesand
navies with ~ll the mechanical weapons devised is. tremendous. Such
weapons call for vastquantities of steel, iron, aluminum, and other oasic
,materials. The making of these materials, requires a vast amount of
labor. Nothing can be done in an orderly manner; there is much haste
and confusion. The only thought is to hurry up and win the war. The
result of the appropriation and distribution of the vast sums often is
inflation. Agricultural prices advance because of accelerated demand,
wages in all lInes rise sharply because of the competition for labor,
industry for civilian production usually competes with the government
for basic materials, and· a spiral of advancing costs and advancing prices
develops. This i.nflation is pleasant to take, and all kinds of excesses
are indulged in. This generally goes on for the duration. Finally the
war ends. And even though we are on the winning side, the subsequent
adverse effects are catastrophic. There was a depression in 1848 after
the Mexican War; a very serious depression in 1865 and 1866, after
the Civil War, followed by a secondary'postwar depression lasting from
1874 to 1879; and finally the 's~arpest and most precipitous decline in
all his~ory iIJ, 1921 and most of 1922, after World War I. ~he losses sus": ~
tained by the countFY during these postwar depressions and the burden
of debt piled up have always been infinitely greater than the material
gains of the war boom. Paradoxically, then, the net result of war is' a
terrific loss. .
I have pointed out that there was a flurry for a month or so at the
outbreak of the war in Europe. Thereafter, and until about May, 1941,
there was little, if any, .increase in business activity. 'It was a period of
almost hopeless argument in Congress over three fundamental issues.
It seems to the lVfiter that no greater proof of the operation of our
democratic system was ever displayed in this country than 'the long
debates and exhaustive consideration of the three measures which were
finally enacted into laws. First, there was the proposed amendment of
the neutrality act. The debate on this lasted for about three months,
although the. administration ha~ the.votes to. push it through quickly
at any time. Se<;ond, there was the lend-lease program, which appro- '
priated C!v~r seven billions of dollars, for the aid of those countries fightPublished by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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ing GermaniY and Italy. This did not take so long to pass. We seemec
finally, to b~ willing to provide means with which Great Britain an
others still tiree could the better fight the menace to the world. It wa
finally passed almost unanimuosly. But when it came down to actuall
raising an army for our own defense, the debate continued for month:
We recogni~ed the danger to the world and naturally to ourselves whe
we voted funds with which the other countries could fight. But whe
the adminis~ration asked Congress to raise an army so we could do
little fighting ourselves, the argument was on, and it seethed fe
months. Tille question could have been brought to a vote and carrie
months bef(j>re it actually was decided, had the administration desire
to force the: issue. But everyone in and out of Congress was permitte
to argue, as :th~ weary months dragged by. Finally the conscription la'
was passed :with certain amendments which were dangerous for th
country. But it provided for an army and the machinery was put i
motion. Priceless months were l-ost in debate, but our democratic sy
tern prevailed. It was still stoutly maintained that this was not our wa
that we were in no danger, and that none of "our boys" should eve
fight away from home. Then came Pearl Harbor and finally a unite:
nation, exc~pt for the fifth columnists and German-paid sympathizers i
our midst. How clear the issue is today, how menacing the danger! All
to those who urged caution or playing safe it is so regrettable that propl
steps were not taken long :ago! But democracy held sway, the isolatiol
ists had th9ir s.ay, and, to a large extent we went about our easy, cor
fortable w~s until the conflagration crept up almost to our door-ste
Whether tIle blaze can now be quenched temains to be seen. It is bla
ing at white heat in ever widening circles. No one can feel safe.
Just as lhis is the most terrific war in all history, so it promises'
cause the thost serious dislocations of business and the most seriol
effect on activities-professional, occupational, and personal, of all tim
The effect is already seen and soon will gain tremendous momentum.
The di~locations refelired to are due to two primary causes. Firl
the production for war requires such quantities of material and such
vast amou~t of labor, that material and labor for the production,
civilian gO(l)ds are largely unavailable. Second, the cost of all this qUl
governmeI1jtal outlay must be paid through taxation and through be
rowings h(j)m the citizens, which in turn must be paid back late~ 1
__ additional I taxes. The result is a curtailment in purchasing pow
during the iwar and after the war.
Some materials used for war purposes are unlimited in quantil
I

.
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But many materials and many kinds of labor
Therefore" there
will be a shortage of materials and labor for the pr. uction of civilian
goods. The shortage in labor is increased alsO beason of the large
. number of young men drafted and to be inducted Into military service.
It is, now calculated by the best authorities that the military and wargoods production effort will take half tqe man power and more than
half of the raw materials of the nation. The other half cannot possibly
produce an<;l distribute the full normal requirements of the civilian
population. 'Therefpre-there will be extreme shortages in goods. Therefor-e, alsq, there will be less goodS to sell, less goods to transport, less
goods toconsu~'
.
'<1f
The net restflt of all this, as the writer views it, is about as follows:
The fiye to seven million men in military service are quite largely
eliminated as an economic factor because of their non-productive activity ~nd relatively small wages received. The twenty million to be
engaged in war materials produ~tion will earn. tr~~endousamounts in
the aggregate" but will have limited opportunity to buy goods with
these earnings. The bahlnce of the. earning population consists of agriculturists and the rest of the civilian population.' The agriculturists
will probably earn a much larger sum than normally. They will pay
larger ~es but will have larger amounts left with which to buy manufactured goods. ·These goods, as stated before, will be scarce because of
.. scarcity of raw materials and scarcity of manufacturing facilities. The
"rest of the ~ivilian populatipn"- referred to, will as far as possible produce and distribute the goods for their own requirements, for the requiremellts of the agriculturists, and for the requirements of the twenty
millions' engaged in war-goods production. New workers, principally
women, will be recruited and trained into this service. But, when it is
realized'that, normally, it requires all of those engaged in war and war
production now, and nearly all of the balance, to :produce the goods
which both of these groups normally consume, it is easily understood
why half of that number cannot. possibly produce the goods that are
normally required. On top of all this, when it is realized that much of
the material used in the manufacture of goods for civilian use is not
obtainable at all, because it is commandeered for military purposes,"and
when many other materials are available only in limited quantities or
rationed quantities, then it easily can be seen why there will be severe
shortages in consumer .,goods.
What will be the result on business or on our economic life, of all
this dislocation? It would seem to be about as follows:
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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The war-goods production industries will earn vast sums. Howevel
under the present tax laws and those to be enacted, they will retain les
in their sUllPluses than formerly. For instance, the huge United State
Steel Corp?ration paid federal taxes of 85 million dollars in 194c
leaving 10~ million dollars in net earnings. For 1941 they will pa
federal tax~s of 180 millik>n dollars and retain only 112 millions ne1
Thus, thei!! taxes increased 95 millions of dollars but their net earning
increased Oldy ten millions of dollars. And under the proposed new la'
they will eaJrn much less net than was earned in 1940. Therefore, as fa
as the war~goods production manufacturers are concerned, the ne

:~; ::1b~:~~:alJr~~';:~;=U:S~r~=;:'d:~r~;:.:~;~

.sonal spen .ng will be curtailed, they will be able to save more mone}
They will I e strongly urged to buy Government securities. The agri
cul.tur.ist wiU b~ affected quite similarly to the wage earner and probabl
will 'save hils money in the same way. The manufacturer of goods fo
civilian use will produce much less goods than 'formerly, by reason 0
shortage of jraw materials and shortage of labor. But, as only about on
half the nu~ber will be elllgaged in this activity each will be quite fun
and profitaply occupied. However, these persons also will par mud
higher taxe~ and in the end will be no better off, except that they wi]
be in position to continue in their established businesses after the way
The real casualty of the dislocation, it seems to the writer, is the di~
tributor of ivilian goods. His services cannot be transformed to activi
ties connec d with war-goods production. By reason of the vast decreasl
in the qua tity of civilian goods available, the transporters, the whole
salers, and e. retailers of such goods will be very adversely affected
Approxima ely only half the usual quantity of goods will be transportee
or sold.
So, as w see it, this is tthe general situation:
Gain
Wag earners . ~
wart-gOOdS manufacturers
No loss-no gain
.Agri ultUrIsts
Gain
'"
Civi ian-goods producers
No loss-.;.no gain
Disntibutors and a~lied services
"
Net loss
I

The go~ernment has enacted laws to make the war effort effective
It has enacted laws, also, to attempt to soften the shocks, the terribll
impacts of tihe effects of war on the civilian population. First and fore
most the gQvernment insists on having whatever it needs to prosecut~
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the war, namely, men and money and materials. Thus the draft, the
heavy taxes, the control of all war or other materials.. The government
also attempts to control the cost~of materials for war a~d prices of goods
for consumer use, .by price control legislation. It is a very difficult thing
to do, but tb:e effort is commended by all thoughtful and unselfishpeople..The manufacturer ever aims to keep prices down and succeeds.
The processor likewise strives always to produce and prepare food
.supplies 'at lowest possible cost. The distributor likewise does everything his ingenuity can devise to reduce the cost of transferring goods
from the manufacturer to the consumer~ _The efforts of these two
factors-manufacturers and distributors-exempli'fy the competlth:e system at its best. The net result is beneficial to all. However, there are
elements in our economic life who, mistakenly, have a different
philosophy. The agriculturist and the wage earner rather erroneously
b~lieve that high prices and high dollar wages are desirable. Naturally
it is very difficult to make propet adjustments or to secure the ideal
balance, but the history of our economic system, proves conclusively that
high prices for farm products are not an unmixeq blessing, and that
high dollar wages for labor are not necessarily a high real wage, but
quite often the very opposite.. So the price control legislati~n is commendable, though peculiarly'it has-little control over the two elements
which now most need control, namely, labor and agriculture. This
situation exemplifies one of the weaknesses of our democratic system~
A brief -reference to the pracdcal steps taken to control supplies for
war purposes as well as efforts to control prices will perhaps be of
interest.
All are familiar with some steps the government has taken. The
War Production Board has authority to appropriate to its use any
materials it needs.. The. Office of 'Price Administration exercises authority ov~r prices, within the limits permitted by the farm bloc and labor
bloc of Congress. The War Production Board started off by appropFiatingmost of the base metals. Aluminum was taken over entirely. Steel
was placed on an allocation basis. Priorities were established which
provided the order in -which steel products were to be allocated., As
war production increases, the amount allocated for civilian use declines.
Today, for instance, nails and bil1e ties may be secured on a basis of 100
per cent of the 1940 purchases, not 1941. Allotment is ~ade, however,
on a quarterly basis and depends, also, on whether the mill the distribut<?r. usually buys from can furnish the material. Barbed wire or
1
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other fencing is on' a basis of seventy per cent of 1940 purchases, 'W
the same restrictions regarding supplies. Sheet metal and roofing ~
theoretically, on a seventy per cent hasis, but actually none is nowav
able. Pipe is available up to seventy per cent of 1940. Production
tires is cut leighty to ninety per cent, with amazing restrictions as
sale. In the' appliance line, domestic refrigerators are out, with sto
on hand frozen. Washing' machines are curtailed" sharply. Gas ran
are cut fiftYlper cent. Ammunition and firearms are restricted sharI
. Canvas go01s are entirely out. Manila rope is out, sisal uncertain. '
estimate now that we shall be able' to secure less than fifty per cen1
our purchases of hardware items last year. In groceries the rules chal
from day tOlday. Sugar, first, is on a basis of eighty per cent of the sc
of 1941. T~at left the policing job to the wholesaler. New regulati
are coming I out which willI give the consumer, on stamp certifica
eight ounces of sugar per person per week. These certificates are tur]
in to the retailer, who turns them over to the wholesaler, who, in tu
delivers th~m to the refiner. The plan for eating-houses is ye't to
worked out~ In canned 8oods, some items are limited to seventy-:
per cent of the 1940 pack., Others are not restricted. But certain si
cans are now prohibited, to save tin. Dry pack vegetables, such as be~
may be canlled no more. That ki~d of food must be prepared now
the good hqusewife. Of ililterest, I am sure, is ca~ned dog food, wh
now is completely out. In this connection it is amazing to know t
more tin h~s been used in the past in canning dog food than hr b
used in canjning tomatoes or corn. Soups, such as Campbell's, will
limited to tllree varieties.
This brief recital shows some restrictions. There are many me
The mail of a business man is flooded with new orders and new in
pretations. Price ceilings are also set and there will be more, but un
wages or raw materials advance there will be little need of much pl
control, beetause the competitive system is still in vogue.
Yes, indf,ed, the rePercussions of this war, like the war itself, are
greatest of ~ll time. As pOlinted out, various segments of the populat
. will be affected quite differently during the war. But in the end
suffer. For the after-effects of war are cataclysmic. However, if I 4
recdy appraise the temper of the American people, we are prepare(
take the bltter with the less bitter, to do anything and everyth
required w~thout whimpering, to make a,ny and all sacrifices for
nation, and to die, if need be, that "this government of the people,
the People, land for the people shall not perish-from the earth."
l

I
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TYPES OF AESTHETIC APPEAL
H. G. Alexander
is usually assumed to be the essential quality of
aesthetic appeal, it is well recognize~ that objects which have
such appeal are not equally beautiful. Some aesthetic objects are just
pleasantly pretty, and some, from cer~inangles at least, may even
appear ugly. Now beauty is a quality singularly difficult to define, and
often difficult to locate, though its influence in matters of human be. havior is very great indeed,' as witness the fa<;t that for many peoples
and cultures, the search for beauty has been more compelling than the
s~archfor truth.
. '
In the first place, let us not prejudice ourselves with the assumption
that beauty is the aesthetic eSsence. It may rather be an .emergent
quality which arises from certain basic types of aesthetic ~ppeal. If we
can analyze these types of appeal and discover in what way the aspect
of beauty customarily attaches to them, we should seem to have a
potent argument in favor of such a view, and at least a starting point
for further exploration.
It is often noticed ~at the term "beauty" may have a wider or a
'narrower meaning., Sometimes in the narrow sense it is contrasted with
other "aesthetic types," such as the comic, the tragic, the sublime, or the
pretty. On other o~casions it refers equally to the whole range of
aesthetic appeal. If, however, it is an emergent quality, as we have
just postulate<;l, there will be certain preliminary or prerequisite
qualities whose combined presence will produce a sense of beauty in
varying· degrees.
,
Our first task is that of establishing the basic types. Now the good
dialectician-like the good carver, as Socrates remarked-is concerned
with the folloWing of· natural distinctions. Economy of thought deman~ that we think in terms of large groups or classes or types, and
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from this point of view we' observe how necessary and useful are sue
groupings. But it is never tertain that divisions 'and classifications U'
natural. Upon closer scrutiny it turns out that classifications have litt
stability. Tdo often they walk around as did the definitions of Euth
phro at the hand of a greater Daedalus.
It is hard I to escape the conviction that in the last degree all classi
cations and fna~yses are in some measure arbitrary, that nature, fc
some reason, does not produce clear-cut boundaries, and that our log
must create these before reasoning can commence. If that is so, the:
sciences too are partially arbitrary in their descriptions; for there
no science which is so completely particular in refe~ence that it,
not concerned with classes of objects or events. Historical scieno
approach p~lliticularity, but even there, comparisons, abstractions, all
generalizatiohs are commomplace and necessary.
. In a worl~ of innumerable objects and events we glance about 1
hunting feVetishl Y the similarities and groupings ·whiCh appear It
only road to ntellectual salvation. We may pause to notice that in th
process we ar aided by linguistic habit. Language, as given to us, hi
already dich~tomiz~d expe]'ien~e into cla~ses. Linguis.tic symbols arl
for most of u~, that IS, terms whIch symbolIze some key Image or centri
type from and by which we customarily judge the nature of oth€
objects or events in experience. Any term but a proper name is frOl
the very beginning a metaphor. It symbolizes a gtoup of objects a
more or less different from the key image; but since it focuses atte~tio
upon the similari~ies, the differences are usually neglected. It ofte
happens that several key images refer almost equally well to' the sam
situation creating a momentary perplexity of terminology. Or ~t rna
be that in spite of the customary usage the differences are excessive, i
which case the metaphorical character of the terms is more apparen
For example,.if we extend the term "book" to a looseleaf notebook, th
differences arb not too great, but if we should call a building a "ver
table book," ~e metaphor is seen immediately. What happens? _Simpl~
in the light of a certain key image (e. g.,. book) some aspect of the ne'
object (e. g., Ibuilding) is called to mirid. The latter is, as it were
thrown into ar unusual perspective by means of the metaphor.
. Thus a class of objects is an extended type, the product of .. th
extension of a key image through experience, finding tpereby th
similarities, and neglecting (we must remember) the difference:
Linguistic terms, in a sense, then, are tools for the investigation c
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experience and the discovery of perspectives just as much as tei~scopes
or galvanometers. Each name that is at all. applicable enhances the
understanding of the new object or situation.
.
It has been, stated that our linguistic, logical, and mathematical
symbols are metaphorical. Now, the aesthetic temperament enjoys
rather the use of far-fetched metaphor, while the scdentific temperament
prefers the ,safe similarity which holds within narrow extensions of
meaning, cases in which the presence of metaphor is scarcely noticeable. Indeed, the scientific ideal would be to find nature so perfectly,
dichotomized that logical and mathematical symbols Illight apply precisely. In a sensej the artist is bolder in his application of terms. He is
more concerned with insight than with precision. He loses the ability
to create the careful system of interconnected data which the scientist
seeks, but hegiins the inspiration of a brilliant rapport in the face
of great contrast. And by this very device a sense of reality is created
" which is lacking in scientific abstractions.
The basic intellectual and philosophical value is the sense of realities. Art, insofar as it can capture a feeling of reality, shares in this
value. Now, historical science is an effort to reCite actual events, but
histo,ry is only'ideally the story of reality, for the real is too 'complex and
elusive to be taken altogether into human consciousness and .understanding. Customarily we abstract in two ways from historical reality:
{I) toward. repetition of simi~ar.events, and the abstract patterns of
science; (2) toward single, unique events and the p;;rrticularity which
is better represented in art. But just as the abstract pattern has mea~ing
only in its reference back to the historical reality, so the single event
has meaning only in ~~~~ten~ed.context. ~n drama this context is
that of the "whole story, ·the beginnIng, the mIddle, and the end. The
dramatic quality.of the single event is due, then, to the realization of
its significance in .the whole process.. In general, dramatic qualities are
those closely associated with man's fears, desires, strivings, and ideals.
Happiness, sadness, anticipation, disappointment, internal tumult and
calm, and so on-these are the emergent qualities of drama and history. Insofar as these qualities are caught in the single work of art, it
will reflect the dramatic character ~f r~ality.
However, sucn ~xpression of reality is not the only aesthetic value.
There are others which are more distinctively aesthetic, as, for example,
the capturing or preserving of any experienced, quality or impression
whatsoever. To reproduce or imitate through some aesthetic media
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those traits of nature and hutn,an nature which appeal to us' for
reason at all, is certainly one of the primary functions of art. The]
a value· in the simple ability to preserve in somewhat pennanent fl
the moments of experience which have proved pleasant or unusua
amusing or harmonious or especially significant.
Another value of art, and one which is usually esteemed more hi~
than the preservative function, is the ability to enhance or improve
qualities (])f experience which are reproduced. Through distorti
and exaggyrations, highlightings and emphases of one sort or anotJ
art can call attention to qualities and make them stand out beyond t]
ordinary f(J)rce.
.
There lis' even a val~e in experimenting, or playing with the
ments of afsthetic media~ a process comparable to scientific experim
or mathematical and logical postulation. But this value appears to
strongly idstrumental inasmuch as it is the result of the experimen
every case rhich gives meaning or purpose to the experimental acth
It is the need for novelty of presentation (see below) which is lar~
responsibl [ for the demands of experimentation in art. Yet even
realization of novelty is not in itself sufficient justification if the d
aim is me ly a startlingly new technique or arrangement rather t]
concern fo expression of beauty or significance.
Types f aesthetic appeal are so closely connected with aesth
values tha they may aplPear only another aspect of the same thi
However, hom the point of view of the appeal alone we are not (
cerned Wit a reasoned justification of our evaluation, but rather ~
the simple qualities in things which are capable of prOd, ucing aesthl
experienc . Nevertheless it is difficult to escape at:.ranging these qu
ties in a scale of relative importance, even though the basis of Sl
arrangemeht is admittedly subjective. Let us essay it.
In the first place a purely experimental desire is least importan
preservati~e value is nex~, and the value of enhancement or impro
expression is uppermost. But there is another issue to be consider
namely, th~ type of quality which' is to ·be preserved or enhanced, ~
these likewise may be arranged according to inlportailce. We h~ve m
tioned five! such qualities: the pleasant, the unusual, the amusing,
harmoniorls, and the significant, tentatively. arranged, in the ordeI
their imp<f-tance; and at the moment these seem to exhaust the ral
of ordinary aesthetic appeals. Let us remember, however, that til
qualities a Ie "types" or tYlPical focal centers (key images) which may
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applied more or less to any work of art. That is, as mental instruments
they create perspectives by which to aid our perceptions and understandings. It may be further assumed that all the major arts are capable
of expressing these types in varying ways and degrees.
Considering first the typIcally "pleasant," let us take as e~ample a
sunny landscape or a pretty face, and all art whose primary concern is
to 'capture or enhance any moment of direct sensory appeal. Thisquality is marked by an obvious and immediate appeal which evokes a
rather s.imple and spontaneous reaction of pleasure in the spectator. It
is not necessary,~that the subject matter of pleasant art be absolutely
representational, for it may vary considerably toward the stylized and
. conventionalized forms., These latter, however, tend to lose the sort, of
pleasantness which depends upon associations, conscious or unconscious, and which we have here in mind. As art becomes formalized, it
is rather the appeal of harmony or fOI'm which predominates, and as this
_ occurs there comes less a sense of perceptu~l pleasure than of inte.llectual
satisfaction with the realization of abstract pattern.
It is possible that aesthetic media themselves, such as colors or
sounds, may have a directly ple-asant quality of the same sort as the
pleasantness of 'natural objects. These qualities, as for example brilliant colors, may be to a certain extent ~uggestive of past associations in
an indirect and less concret~ way than the scenes themselves., However,
they pr~duce a spontaneous appeal, such as a natural object or scene
itself would hav.e (though in this respect n~ture' has the advantage
of being able to ,produce more sensations at onc;e). There are thus
".,.j
two sources of pleasantnessiJ.l art: f!rst, from the/ subject matter, and,
second, from the sense matter itseif.
The most successful presentation of pleasantness would seem to
occur when a pleasing effect of aesthetic media or sense matter is con,cerned' with a pleasant subject matter, thus augmenting and harmonizing bothifsources; and in'this case,.of-course, art has the advantage over
nature in being the product of intelligent combination. It might be
noted further that those arts, such as music, which are less directly representational must depend ~ore upon the intrinsic pleasantness of
the media themselves than upon pleasant subject matter.
, In the appeal of the pleasant the sense or impression of beauty is
slight. The ~ustomarydescription of such art would be to term it
merely "pretty" or "gracefur' or "delightful." The term "beauty" has
<
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a more dignified connotation attaching it to a higher level of appl
This may ibe due to the fact that pleasantness is immediate and rl
tively easy to discover. There is little use of the imaginative or in
. lectual fuJ¥:tions of the mind in this type of appreciation.
The allitithesis of pleasantness lies in hideous or badly distorted s'
ject mattetr, or in jarring , media. To some individ~als these characl
istics are eno'Qgh to cause art to be completely ugly. Yet there are hig]
types of appeal which redeem distortions and sensory pain, so thal
would be ~ery unfair to human ~imagination to rule these qualities ITI
the realm of the beautiful. It is possible that strong, rough, fierce,
brutish qualities have a direct sensory appeal. Is it not, however, t]
this appea~ comes rather, as a reaction against mere pleas.antness, a
therefore a,s less spontaneous and more cultivated? (See below un(
"formal appeal.")
i

The sedondappeal is tlhat of the "unusual" or "novel." A particu
scene or o~ject'is sudden.y given a new quality which stroI!gly attra
us to it. This is especially realized in the case of old and familiar obje
when abrUjptly they possess qualities for us which seem quite nc:
Mountains' which we see every day may suddenly become aesthetica
attractive because' of a strange lighting effect. Often, for example, wh
we say thatl a scene appears "unreal" we do not mean this literally 1:
only in the ~sense of "uriaQcustomed."1 Subjective factors often accou
for a new alttitude toward an object or event which makes us aware
a strange aspect of it. As Professor Pepper says, the sense of nove:
comes with Ithe breaking of our habits of perception.
In art, novelty occurs ip. two ways. First, there may be novelty of t
object or event represente,d; and second, there may :be novelty of te<
nique or presentation. It ~s the first kind which we have had primari
in mind; for it is the desire to catch and enhance the quality of the unl
ual in nature or experienee which contributes directly to the appeal
novelty; Dlistortions of ttecognizable subject matter through undl
emphasis 011 overemphasis!or any sort of alteration are common devi<
for this purpose. But there is not only a breaking with habits of perce
tion; there is a breaking with habits of artistic presentation. The art
seeks new techniques in the arrangement of his aesthetic media. It
I

1For an excellent discussioti of the ambiguity of the term "real," see L. A. Re
A Study in Aesthetics (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1931), Chap. X. For an interesti
treatment of the general subject oIf novelty in art, see S. C. Pepper, Aesthetic Quality (NI
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 19SV) , Chapter II.
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true that we still appreciate the art of former ages, of artists whose
schemes if reproduced today would seepl trite. But in these cases, either
we place ourselves mentally in..the epoch of the artist and realize to
some degree the novelty 'of his mode of expression, or else the appeal
rests upon other qualities in his work. ThatljOartistic expression which
most successfully embodies the appeal of n<;>velty should utilize a certain novelty of presentation to convey the original impression of novelty
in nature. It should, of course, be cautioned that works of art surpass
the proper l~.mits of novel presentation ~hen their distortions are so
crazy or juxtapositions ,so odd that they require labored explanations to
convey the artist's intention, eve:p. to the intelligent observer.
The .apprehension of novelty requires a higher level of mental
.activity than the apprehension of pleasantness. In the awareness of nov:elty a focus· is created which causes some central image to stand out in
high relief against. the background of experience. This step is preliminary to any further intellectual activity, such as the abstraction of
traits or relations from. the central image itself. The creation of a key
image in this fashion achieves the importance of becoming a potentially
fertile instrument of cognitive exploration. In nature, or in the artistic
embodiment of nature, the quality of nQvelty is sensed whenever the
new insight of a unique individual is realized, and its importance is felt
when we have the further realization that a new instrument of thought
has been forged. But the application of this new instrument has not yet
been made.
Extended metaphor is especially useful in the representation of
novelty; for extended metaphor (e. g., the world is" a stage) has the effect
of highlighting generally unnoticed aspects of familiar objects or events.
.This is accomplished by the strong contrast created with the original
image. The differences between the objects metaphorically related far
outnumber the similarities; thus causing th~ similar trait or traits to
stand out in that much stronger relief. However, metaphor when used
to iJ.ldicate novelty does not depend so much upon awareness of the
contrast as u'pon awareness of the hitherto unIloticed trait in the object
illuminated. When the two terms of the metaphor are equally before
the attention, we have more sense of dramatic quality than o~ mere
novelty:. In the one case, metaphor is used to indicate the highlighted
trait, in the other to indicate the contrast itself.
Metaphor is particularly a device of poetry. Howevet, in a more
general way other arts can accomplish the same end. Dramatic allegory

a
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is a complex metaphor, and may be frequently used to show underlyi
similarity in the face of strong contrast, though it cannot be as direci
a pointer type of metapJtor as the simpler kind. Allegorical subjc
matter in painting and! sculp~ure likewise is metaphorical. .Me
. . directly, however, the subtle distortions, exaggerations, narrowin:
intensificat!ions, etc., whi$ we find in painting and sculpture are moe
-. of heighteJPng certain a~pects or qualities, that is, of producing, t
impressioniofnovelty. Aqd in a'remote sense they are metaphorica1.2
music, likewise, there are various more or less metaphorical techniqu
But here, ~s in drama, it,lis usually done by consCious contrast, so til
the quality which emer~s is more the dramatic than the novel.
music, novelty is producecil by ~nusual effects, either in harmonic, me]
dic, or rhy~mic progressions. This is done only by contrast with co
ventional tinusic of a certain culture and period, so that it is alwa
rather novcHty o~ presentation than of insight which is achieved. In t]
unexpecte4 juxtaposition of different styles in music, the effect pI
duced is rather. that of humor.8 "
The quality of novelty can produce the effect of beauty. Tl
strange, the unusual, the exotic, are well-known traits surrounding tl
impression of beauty, and it is just these traits which depend up<
unique presentations or fue breaking of habitual perceptions. Nev~
theless, novelty alone is not so often associated with beauty as is h~
mony of form, nor with Isignificance as is dramatic contrast. For t]
"
more centlial
qualities of beauty and significance we must turn
these latter types.

.

"

I

I

The.character of the amusing and the comic comes so much by co
trast with the serious and significant that it seems better to consid
, them togetljJ.er. Let us turn, therefore, to the appeal of formal harmon
Here we shall consider ~l types of pattern or structure which' fir
response irl the strong human ~ense of 'rhythm and balance, and tI
search for ~hich constitutt.. es the very essence of man's abstractive int~
lectual del· ht. .
The id lization of fOl\m and symmetry was so strong in Classical a
I

-

I

2 For example, the attenuatqt figures of E1 Greco enhance certain human qualities .

analogy with aongations and at~enuations themselves. We might say that the feeling
slenderness, ~ce, ethereality, sqper-mundaneness is created by analogy (i.e., metaph(
ically) with th~e qUalities present in the aesthetic media.
8 See belof. concerning the Hdiculous effect of metaphor which is extended too f~
For the generill position that JJ!1etaphor constitutes the aesthetic essence, see especial
Helen Huss Pairkhurst. Beauty (New York: Harcourt, Brace Be Co., 1930) , Chapter XI.
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that traditionally the term "beauty" has -more often than no~ meant
forD;lal beauty. It is thus in a sense justifiable to consider that formal
harmony is the key image of beauty, or at least the maximum point of
.the beautiful. ~Beauty of form will include, in this case, all degrees from
si~plicity to complexity of structure (even the" most "intricate" type
of "difficult· beauty," to use Bosanquet's term.4 ) In general, we have
only to lemember how Plato, in the Philebus, almost identifies beauty
with harmony and symmetry, in order to realize how close was thisassodation, for Classical thought.
The appeal of fo~m is primarily due, it seems, to the inner sense of
equilibrium to which it leads. There comes a strong feeling .of repose
and satisfaction, as from a Greek temple or a Bach chorale. This sense
of repose gains its character from being the resolution of struggle, a sort
of final universal peace which envelops the wearied ye~rnings of mortals. Perhaps there is in this idea too much of an entelechal perfection,
but at least the great feeling of satisfaction which only the formal appeal
can give is easily associated with·· the realizadon of orderin the chaotic.
A balance which is too perfect or too simple is. apt to seem commonplace a:nd monotonous. It has lost the suggestion of chaos which it needs
to give' it mea~ing. The most successful artistic structures are those
which are more :or less upset so far as absolute balance or symmetry is
concerned. Even when the .lack of repose of an asymmetrical arrangement is ultimately resolved in a larger harmony, the general chanicter of
formal satisfaction is preserved. However, the greater the noticeable
contrast betweeg. harmony and disharmony, the more a dramatic quality is introduced.
Appreciation of structure and form involves more mental activity
than appreciation of either the pleasant or the novel. A well-developed
abstractive abJlity is necessary before patterns as such are, even recognizable in concrete pe,rceptiops. That is, perceptions of form are not
immediately realized, though structures and interrelations are present
in the perceived·matter. There is certain amount of elementary intellectual analysis and synthesis I).ecessary before we can become aware of
formal properties. Some imaginative abstraction is presupposed by the
very discovery of form. Now, the abstraction of patterns and structures
from the raw data of experience is a c~gent evidence of the presence of

a

4 Bernard Bosanquet, Three Lectures on A.esthetic (London: Macmillan and
1931~, Lecture lII. For the other types of difficult beauty, involving "tension"

Co., Ltd.,
(dramatic

qUality) and "width" (range.of ,variety), I believe we must go beyond the formal.
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mentality and intellect. (Again we remember the Platonic evaluati
which links beauty with meaning and intelligence.) However, it is]
only hom admiration of the abstractive power of human intellect tl
the harmonious is beautiful. There appears to be in man almost
innate love of symmetries, as though the perceiving, sensing, and.cre:
ing of sytnmetr~es and Jihythms could bind man harmoniously w
nature itself. It is this subtler harmony of man with his environmc
which~ produces the strong appeal of the formal.
From 1e point of view of formal beauty, ugliness would be found
the chaoti~, the unformed, which is no part of a largeF symmet
There is, ~wever, a primitive joy.in the strength of rough and hide(
aspects of qxperience, which is itself sometimes mentioned as an aest]
tic type. In dealing with this quality in art, Prof~sor Flaccus points (
that "the ~sk of unifying'such material tests our mettle,"1S ~us intim
ing that one side of thea~reciati~nof the chaotic is the very fact thal
challenges us to create df it a harmony. This might also be said
unpleasantness portrayedl in art: it challenges' us to find the pleas,
therein. The suggestion is certainly worth considering, though the
appear to be oftentimes 31 genuine joy and a pleasant exhilaration if
sense of brute strength, or irrational and chaotic nature. It may be tI
such strengjth is pleasant oecause it implies a potency to overcome thl
ordinarily displeasing factors; yet in the moment of enjoyment one
scarcely aware of this implication.
I

.-

I

Great qpantities of art bear witness to the strong aesthetic appeals
the amusiqg or humorous and the significant or profound. Thou
not at all tHe same in origin, the humorous and significant are in a ser
complemedtary; for whereas the essence of humor lies in incongruc
and meani~gless contrasts, the'significant is, if anything, meaning£
Moreover, it is often but a matter of attitude whether a profound i
sight appears truly profound, or only ludicrous. Considering the aml
ing and significant together, then, we may term them both "dramatic
though dramatic quality in art pertains primarily to strong contrtu
while the degree of humor or significance grows with increasing cc
trast. However, it is at the level of greatest contrast that these tyI
stand out in strongest relief.
Dramatic qualities are associated in particular with man's strivil1
IS

Flaccus, Louis W.• The Spirit and Substance of Art, 3rd edition (Crofts. 1941) , p.
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and ideals, his successes and frustrations. Yet a sense of ~ramatic quality is present wherever there is a full realization of contrast. It was said
above that contrast is present in the quality of novelty;, but in that case,
as we said, tlrere is not so much an awareness of the two contrasting
terms as of the ~nusual nature of the object highlighted or illuminated
by the new perspective. That is, in novelty we are not aware of the
perspective itself; in$the dramatic we are_.
..
Now, of all the large contrasts, of whose realization man is capable,
it is that between uniqueness 'and endless cosmic process, between the
infinitesimal'individual and the totality ofthe,universe, which produces
the most tremendous
, dramatic effect upon man's spirit. In the moment
of dramatic action something of the uniqueness and irrevocability of
that action crowds into the situation heightening ~e sense of responsibility and creating the impression of significance. There are other
contrasts, contrasts of hope and defeat, of life and d.eath, of heaven and
hell, of soul and body; but they all lead to the supreme significant conflict of the human and the cosmic.8
The various arts capture and present dramatic quality in a variety
of ways. A pose is dramatic, for example, when it makes us keenly aware
of the historical context which surrounds it, or of the aspirations of
the poser. A portrait is dramatic when the historical background, past
and future, is concentrated in its lineaments; .when it is seen, that is,
as a liv;ing character engaged in the process of life. But even in the
aesthetic media themselves there are dramatic symbolisms. Contrasts
of color,~ of line,~ of rhythm and balance, all contribute to produce a
sense of the dramatic. Dynamic art, especially music, is capable' of great
dramati~ contrast in this latter sense. But all such contrasts appear to
be suggestive 0t: symbolic of the 'more' profound significance which
attaches to the' realization of contrast itself. It is' in metaphor that this
significance is best understood.
In ~etaphor, as;we said, the key image may be shot far into the universe to shed its ]ight upon some remote region. The result is a striking
realization of contrasts, sometimes stunning, almost overpowering. This
experience is closely akin to that of vast spatial or temporal perspectives.
So much so that the images of such perspectives may be used to create
this effect. In this aspect it is called "sublime," for sublimity is associated with any breath-taking sweep of the imagination. The work of art,
.

.

.

.

6 See the excellent treatment of the importance of contrast in significant art in Miss
Parkhurst's
.
, work, Ope cit..
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man's art 0ll" nature's, conquers at one blow, by one illumination, t]
confused vastness of the universe. When the full realization of this
luminationhas been borne in upon us, we feel it as profound. There
thus a contction between the sublime or lofty and the profound
deep, for 0 e is preliminary to the other. Often the return of contemp]
tion upon an's own insignificand~ in contrast. to the grandiose pall
rama of reality which has just been divulged will bring with it a feelil
of misery a d the ~agic. The outw~rd.movement of thought is thrillil1
inspiring, t e return is he~vy, sickening. Nevertheless, the grandeur
man emerg s, found in the self-redemption of a mind whiCh can sp:
such reach s and then return to itself with a more profound sense
its own no1j)ility. "La grandeur de l'homme est grand~ en ce qu'il
connait mi~erable." "The greatness of man is great in this, that]
knows him~elf miserable. A tree does not know itself lPiserable. 1
know one's ~isery is to be miserable, to know that one is miserable is
be great."7 tso spoke Pascal to whom the vision of man's incompeten
was overshadowed by the greatness of his aspirations.
Tragedt" is found in thJe hostility of nature to human aspirations.
is found in ~he animal stupidities of man himself, stupidities which c
cumscribe his imaginative powers and thwart the accomplishment of I
projects. *e beauty and significance of tragedy seems to lie, howevc
in the Op~~[~unity to view dispassionately, somehow remotely, our 0\1
futility and weakness, to see the failures of man and yet transcend thel
Even in this there is an ultimate gain in understanding.
The nature of the comic emerges from incongruities. The obsel
ing of awkwardness in human behavior, of inappropriateness
thought, mry give us t~e desire to laugh, even at ourselves. Where;
extended nretaphor strikes no chord of sympathy, where the analo
appears to~ farfetched, the impression of absurdity easily arises. SYl
boIs meaninglessly and inappropriately applied constitute the basis
nonsetise hhmor. Where ·ignorance and err:or of others lead to cOlJ.f
sion and failure, provided we are not drawn into sympathy and a fe
ing of pity, 'we become aII1used at the comedy of errors.
There i~ indeed a narrow margin between the ridiculous of mel
!,ho~ too fatIetehed and tll.e sub~imity '."hich that metapho~ mi?"ht gi
If rIghtly apprehended. The rIsk of Incongruous absurdi~y IS takl
whenever artistic metaphor is used. An equally fine margin lies betwe,
7

Pensees,

~runschvicg edition, no. 897.
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the comic and the tragic; for a tragic situation easily becomes ~ne in
which the slender link of sympathy, is lost, and the aloof observer only
mocks the sufferings of others. This even seems to be especially so when
the frailties of the observer ~imself are found in another; for he is given,
as it were, a chance to transcend his own weaknesses in laughing at
them in someone else. Such humor is a support to his morale and a
defense against the sense of failure. As simplification is an intellectual
need, so a coinic relief is often a moral need.
When'the comic takes the form of ridiculing the broader deceptions
and frauds of mankind, it be,comes satire. As the breadth of the trait
satirized becomes greater, ~e satiric itself takes on the character of
significance. Every trait condemned implies an ideal. It is a greater
desire for the genuine that leads Socrates to ridicule sophistries, or
Voltaire to satirize the best .of all possible ,wodds, or Anatole France
to blast man's penguin-like uniformity as he ,rep~ats again and again the
same old follies. In satire the ideal is indir~ctly revealed, but the ideal
of human aspiration is just as surely present as in the direct type of
idealistic metaphor.
'
The effect of dramatic contrast is to produce a strong sense of significance. Is there also an impression of beauty? It would seem that
the effect of humor or of a ,sense of importance in art is not to produce
primarily the impression of beauty. Beauty there may be. But in such
cases it is almost a secondary trait, subordinated to the prim¥y realizations. In the significant we have passed beyond mere beauty to the level
of valued meanings. Why th~se meanings are valued, and whether they
convey truth, and whether indeed in certain cases they alone are capable'
. of conveying truth, all t~is is another question. s Here we shall. limit
ourselves to the quality of beauty.
.
Now beauty is strongest at the levels of novelty and formal harmony. It is traditionally co~nected with 'the strangely pleasant, the
exotic, or with the harmonious, the rhythmic, and the patterned. Yet
a sense of beauty pervades all types of aesthetic appeal. Is it not that
the quality of beauty emerges at a given level in the contemplative
process, whether the object Qf' contemplation is nature or art? Simpie
pleas~tness is too elementary, too direct, in this process and full significance i~ too far advanced. The intermediate recognition of uniqueness or of harmonies or both produces the strongest sense of beauty.
, S See especially Urban, W. M., Language and Reality (London: Geo. Allen & Unwin,
Ltd., 1939) , Chapters IX, X.
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This does not preclude the possibility that a further realization
humor or s"gnificance cannot enhance the effect of beauty. The latt
attitude mty be resumed after an investigation of contrasts and mea
ings, and stfbtly these searchings have their effe.ct. The total. imptessi<
of a work of art will be the result of all such explorations into traits at
aesthetic types. Perhaps this exploration never ends. Indeed, it appea
a character of an great art that new realizations of quality continue
arise even ,fter numerous investigations.
In a sehse, philosophy is art. Its visions are realizations of gre
contrasts. In metaphysics we find these contrasts between epistemolc
ical optim~sms and pessimisms, or between the various metaphysic
systems. Thought can be" like art, fraught with dramatic quality; for
. the great ~eeps of philmsophic 'metaphor we find dramatic contra
It is first die realization of new perspectives, and second the realizatic
that these
perspective.s are the illuminations of the world's mea
ings, the s1urces of man's understa;ndings, and the triumph of hum:
intelligenc , which grant to the systems of, the great thinkers th~
quality of esthetic significance. Even the disillusioned return to tJ
view of t
skeptic cannot destroy the impression of greatness aJ
beauty.

few
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THE SCHOOL FOR "THE RIO 'GRANDE
A .Symposium'
ARTICIPANTS in the "School for the Rio Grande" were asked
by the editors of the NEW MEXI20 QUARTERLY REVIEW to tell
simply the three most interesting or valuable things they got from
the conference. Replies were numerous and prompt. They are given
wi~hout comment or re-arrangement. Lack of space, made it necessary
to omit some parts of some replies.
. This symposium is printed because of the ~opinion of the editors
that seldom in New Mexico has there been a more concerted and frank
attack upon the problems 9f a region. To many persons, onlookers as
well as participants, it seemed that the "School for the Rio Grande,"
with its emphasis upon the war and cultur~l relations in New Mexico,
was perhaps the beginning of a regional enterprise as important as that
in the: Tennessee Valley or the Pacific Northwest-important not because of the number of people involved but because of the nature of
the people. 'The Spanish-Americans in the Rjo Grande Valley are the
closest link the United States has with Latin America. If co-operation,
intelligent public polky, and long-range planping can bring to the
people of-the Rio Grande VaHey their just share of the benefits (and
snares!) of modern society, then the same attitudes, techniques, policies, and plans can be made to function internationally. Here is regionalism with a promise.
.
To the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United States Department of Agriculture, which spopsored the School, and to the .School
of Inter-American Affairs, Ut;liversity of New Mexico, which co-operated, go the thanks of th~ editors for permission to publish these replies. The full proceedings -p.f:~the School are to be published as a book.'
This symposium, it is hoped.,:~Arill give a slight foretaste of the full proceedings and will re-direct ati~iition·to the problems of the region.

P
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There ijas been no editorial attempt to avoid repetition. He
"precept uRon
precept, example upon example" has significance.
,
Carl
B~reau

F.f'aeusch, Head, Division of Program Study and Discussi

of gricultural E~onomics, U. S. Department of Agricultu
DIrector, S 001 for the RIO Grande:
-.

The g~nerous sponsorship by the University of an -undertaking which aimec
get at the fun1amental problemsl of the Valley; if this is followed up by the penetral
of all parts of the State by real extension education, the University would show its
functional pIa in the life of the Valley and of the State.
2. The wide representation of groups and organizations in attendance. Only by
...concerted efforts of all groups and peoples in the Valley can the people achieve their'
possibilities;
the churches, all the agencies, private, local, state, and federal, must
operate-otherJise the problem will be too big to solve.
S. The wish that more faI'IDI people had been present, more Hispanos, so as to g4
clearer picture of ~e real problem.
1.

arl

\. M. M. Kelso, Regional Representative, Bureau of Agricultu
Economics:
I believe I Iwas most impressed by these three things: (I) the imp01'tance of the
Grande Valley because of its Spanish-Indian-Anglo cultural relationships' as a meel
ground througJ1 which Inter-American relations might be strengthened. I had nc
realized before I what an important role this area might perform in strengthening tl
relationships, were we to undertake as a nation a carefully formulated program dire(
I obtained a much clearer picture than formerly concerning the prob
to that end;
'of accommodat ng diverse cultural groups one to the other and the role that educat
particularly as "t revolves around languages, might play in bringing about this accomc
tion. I am impressed with the inadequacy of our public education system, due to
failure to recognize the importan:ce of this problem; and (s) I obtained a st~rtling :
ture of the healIth problems among Spanish-speaking peoples of this valley as they re:
I
-not so much to disease as to nUitritional shortcomings. The fact that so many people:
the valley are IWt able to perform, a full day's work because they are inadequately supp]
with food is extremely startling'and of great significance to one who is concerned with
proving the le\fel of employme~tI of this over-populated area.

(21

I

. AndrewlR. Cordova, Associate Agricultural Economist, BAE:
... outstanding, in my opinion, were Dr. Donnelly's suggestion for state scholarsl
for needy and worthy students, Maurice Sanchez' idea that Spanish-American talents
utilized in the foreign service, the Rio Grande Valley Authority proposal, and Dr. Gee
SancPez' exposiltion on bilingual education.
In terms o~ broader perspectiive, I would like to name the three things which seell
most impressive to me.
1.
The T~nor of the School.It seems to me that, in spite of the delicate subject D
. 'ter, the realistif and objective fashion with which talk and discussions were handled
serves first place.
2. The IJter-American Relationships. The realization' that all Americans-in
total sense of the word-are in the same hemispheric pot, adds great validity' to the pc
that the Rio G1ande region can be a vital connecting link with respect to solidarity.

I
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3. Sponsorship of the Schqol by -the University of New Mexico. It is, extremely significant that the University has taken the leadership. in this matter. By so' doing. this
leading educational 'institution of the State has at least taken a step toward -,"social consciousness," which is so urgently needed in the Rio Grande Valley.

Hugh G. Calkins, Regional Conservator, Soil Conservation Service,
U. S. Department of Agriculture:
1. The internationai importance of the problems of the Rio Grande Valley arising
not only from the proximity of its Spanish-speaking people to Mexico, but also from the
fact that these people form a segment or-- a very large minority-group population resident in the United States.
.2. The way "in which racial ~scrimination and plain lack of understanding have
combined to intensify the social and economic plight of the Rio Grande people.
3. The evidence exhibited throughout the conference of a general willingness to
accept factual statements which; a few yea!s ago, would have been considered revolutionary
or highly prejudiced.

A. G. Sandoval, Associate' Information

~pecialist,

SCS:

I. Maurice "Sanchez's suggestion for utilizing New Mexico's wealth of SpanishAmerican background for developing future U. S. good Will, representatives for LatinAmerica.,
2. The suggestion made for awarding state scholarships to deserving s~udents in
order that they may continue their higher training without the handicap of overtaxing
themselves "working their way through college."
.
3. The several reports made' on nutritional, health, and educational deficiencies
throughout the Rio Grande Valley proves that a program of action is needed there, immediately, in order to save those people "for democracy:' . . . Perhaps the Rio. Grande
Valley Authority could do it-who knows?
4. . .. The School made a lot of people think. Made them mad. Made them stop
and take notice.

Miss Anne Raymond, Division of Education-Information, SCS:
1. It was a real pleasure to hear and see people who were honestly endeavoring to
arrive-at a better plan for co-operative work. . . . In my many years of attending meetings, I have never found a series of conferences which held such sustained interest or to
which I,went more readily.'
2. I felt that there was a pleasurable lack of perSonal or organization ambition or
jealousies, which was heartening to observe. . . .
3. I was sorry that there seemed to be, towards the latter part of the conference, a
definite frustration manifested because of lack of~ opportunity to finish discussions or of any
chance to make working recommendations...• It seemed a pity to me that &uch determination and purposeful energy should have fallen back on itself. . . . I hope some plan
will evolve fairly soon to unify their efforts.

Allan G. Harper, Office of Indian Affairs, Vi S.
Interior:

Departm~nt

of the

The collective analysis of the Valley'~ social and economic problems placed an accent on the need for finding and developing new industrial activities in which the land1.
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less. unstabili~ rum population would be able to find employment. Either this POI
lation must ~in access to new 'Work opportunity. or it will be compelled ultimately
leave the Valley. There is only one other choice and that is for these people to be p
manently basea upon a relief economy-certainly an unpleasant choice for them and
undesirable chbice for the taxpayers.
.
2. As to the Spanish-speaking population. one of the speakers brought out the c(
tinuing discrMination in the distribution of school funds; and another speaker expO!
the shockingly \bad' bealth conditions which prevail. The economic basis of these distuJ
ing facts, rather than anyone's vindictive malevolence. was also emphasized. Only wh
a sounder eco~omic base is- put runder tlie entire population of the Valley can mater
progress in improving the SOcialfelfare of the people be expected. .
3. I was impressed by the ggestion" of still another speaker that the task of pia
ning the solutibn of the Valley's roblems and of bringing the activities of various pub
and private bodies into foCUs be ngs to the State.

W. O. (j)lson, Junior Administrative Technician, Office of Indi,
Affairs:
1. The emphasis on the la~k of basic education or facilities for education for t
great mass of people within the state. . . .
2. Discuss~on of the serious ~conomic status of a large percentage of the populatic
of the state and the suggestion that a solution lies in industrial
, expansion within tl
state.
3. The expression of the grOup that co-ordination in planning and execution of a
ministrative programs both 'federal and stale would lead to more efficient utilization
I
1
money spent. I

.

Nina Ot~ro-Warren, State Supervisor of Education, Recreation, an
Spanish Projects, WPA.:
..• the ai~ to promote a better understanding and relationship of the Spanisi
speaking group~ is a most worthy one. I feel that the Conference proved the need for SU(
relationship. ~
.
tHowever,
problem can be settled before the people directly concerned can sta
what their pro lem is and their idea of its solution. Since the people directly concemf
were not presen~ at the conferenc~. neither the problem nor its solution was presented.
In the second place, not en01llgh of the general public was present or participatin
The discussions: were carried on fuy out-of-state teachers and college professors. many c
whom were not !familiar with conqitions in the Rio Grande district.

.

Mrs. Helen Ellis, Field Representative, New Mexico Departmer
of Public Wflfare:
Hungry. apathetic children do not respond to education or training.
The on~ inescapable fact" which must be considered as the premise in all SUI
gestion for the am,elioration of conditions or solution of problems in the Valley, is tho
there is only enCltugh land, even under optimum conditioIJs, to support one half the pre
ent rural popul~tion of the Middle Rio Grande Valley.
3. Deviatiops from the norm give rise to discrimination and intolerance. The devb
~ions which are !remediable are hunger, physical defects, language difficulties. lack of ski!
and managerial ability.
1.

2.

I
I
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4.· Training the unemployed in the Rio Grande Valley for skilled occupations would
create a vast reservoir of man-power, which could be utilized in the successful pursuit of
the war and channeled into industries after the war.
•<;;"

Albert R. Lopes, Department of Modern'Languages, University of
New Mexico:
.
~

. • . 111 briefly state what 1 think was the most significant aspect of the School: A
challenge to civic-minded citizens to think and act wisely in relation to the economic.
sociologic, and cultural problems of the Rio Grande Valley.

.

P. W. Cockerill, Head,· Department of Agricultural Economics,
~ ew Mexico State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts: "
. . '. I believe 1 was impressed by the need of many specialized fields of knowledge
necessary to 'effectively attack the problems in the Rio Grande watershed. . . . The talks
that were given seemed· to add up to the fact that the building of strong bodies and the
providing of an education which will enable the young people to compete in the outside
.
world will be the only permanent solution in an over-populat~ area.
\

J. T. Reid, Director, Taos County Project:
The genUine interest of those attending in the problem of inter-cultural affairs
in New Mexico. 1 have heard th'is matter discussed for years in all kinds of meetings, but
I thought it was handled more realistic~y and vigorously at this meeting than I had
seen it before.
.2. The by-product of, interest in and recognition of the crying. need for co-ordinated
effort in the solution of county and area problems. l;;here was no evidence of any clear
thinking along this line, but rather a sudden realization for its need.
3. The lack of attendance on the part of farmers and laymen in general, as well as
agency workers on the job. This is to be deplored, as· these are the people upon whose
final judgme~t and co-operation any program of socio-economic improvement depends.
1.

J

Antonio Rebolledo, Difector of Research, New Mexico Spanish
Research Project, Highlands·University:
~
The seriousness of the malnutrition problem among the Spanish-speaking population of New Mexico, due mainly to lack of proteins in the· diet. The necessity of an intensive campaign to encourage these people to raise goats and chickens, which would
solve 70% of ·this malnutrition problem.
2. The inadc:;.quacy of educational methods of teaching English to Spanish-speaking
children in New Mexico. The necessity to look into the proposition made by Dr. George
I. Sanchez to the effect that the first years-of instruction for these children should be given
in Spanish and that the transfer' of concepts into English' should be made increasingly
after the initial experiences have been well established in the vernacular. .
3. The realization that the problem of over-population of the productive land of
New Mexico should be solved by preparing the excess population for assimilation into
industrial and commercial enterprises of the nation..
1.
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George I. Sanchez, Department of the History and Philosophy
Education, IDniversity of Texas; author of Forgotten People:

l

1. This co erence gave a large number of individuals an opportunity to exchan
views ~d expe iences on a subject which heretofore has been a matter of unco-ordinatl
attack by a v~r' ty of agencies and individuals. To my mind the greatest contribution
the conference nsisted in giving participants the opportunity of approaching the qUI
tions involved j intly~
2. In con
tion with the above I was deeply impressed by the widespread agreeme
manifested in e discussions as regards the fundamental issues and the relative unil
portance of the differences, techniques or views which have in the past handicapped pI
fessional colla ration and adminiStrative co-ordination.
3. The mbst interesting not~< struck at the conference was the appreciation of t
fact that the pJjoblems of the Spa/nish-speaking people in the Rio Grande Valley are n
unique and that the procedures. for their solution have numerous precedents in oth
areas. That is to say, the problem of the Spanish-speaking. people there is merely a I
8ection of similar conditions else~here, and the solution of the problems in New Mexi
may well be fOlilnd through the use of measures found· successful elsewhere in the Unit
States and in otlher parts of the world.

. Carey MeWilliams, Chief, California State Commission of Immigt
tion and Housing; author of Factories in the Field and of III Fares tj
Land:
The conference was an excellent demonstration of a sound economic, cultur
and political r~gionalism. In' years past we have heard much about regionalism, fr(
many points of~iew. Unfortunately most of this discussion has been theoretical and 81
pended in mid- ir, so to speak. At Albuquerque an attempt was made to obtain and .SUI
marize all of e information about a broad region, its population, its economic I
sources, its soc~al and economic pro~lems. Proceedings. of the conference will unqu
tionably serve for years to come as a. staTting point for many programs and policies, b<J
state and federal.
2. I was also deeply impressed with the rather unique importance of New Mexl
as a state in w&ich -many experi~ental projects ,might be developed having for their pI
pose improvenient of Latin AIQerican relations. A climate of opinion unquestional
exists in the state which makes p~ssible the success~' initia~ion of many programs whi
will have much significance in otJ;1er states, particularly in Colorado, Texas, Arizona, a
California-pro~ams which, how¢ver, should be logically started in New Mexico.
3. I was also impressed by tihe enduring values inherent in the pattern of village
semi-commun~ agriculture, with iits long historical background, in New Mexico. It see:
to me, merely as an observer, th~t the essentials of this pattern of rural relationships c
and should be preserved, and thaf the preservation of these patterns has great significan
1.

No conference would be a success without its rank dissenter. 0]
correspondent wrote:
Your letter ... assumes tnalt there [were] at least three valuable things to be c
rived from thejConference. My personal impression is that we did a lot of talking amon~
group of peop e that [were] interested in this and other problems. Unfortunately, thl
disdIssions do not get either to those who can do something about the problem, or
those who fOlf the basic part of it. . . . I must be sincere in saying that I could :
nothing of lastmg value in the two days that I attended..••
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Impressions of Some Watercolors by Gina Knee
c

Old Civilizations

it is devious, going roundabo~t, going up and down like
.
a graph, almost disappearing in the vagaries of old script, but there
is always that fine line connecting this one and that one: the old dead
life, its bones parching on mesa-tpps and in caves, and this one, spring• ing up anew under the rain-clouds, under 'the trees.

S

OMETIMES

<

•

Monument Valley by Hearsay,

Strange and barren cliffs, you said, rising Qui: of desert like the tortured limbs of a dying civilization. Cleopatra's Needle crumbljng into
sand-dunes as softly voluptuous as flesh; and cathedrals sinking into
subterranean lakes of lava. An other-worldly world of pale colors depicting viol'ence: a pastel purgatory. That's what you said, and here it
is, but nobody will believe it.
j

Crisp and Low

Long winter evenings he sat huddled in his igloo, munching
candles; the only sounds above the moan of the wind were the hard
crunch of molars against stiff wax, and the loud, measured tick of a
clock.
But in summer, lying naked on his mat under the flimsy shelter of a
grass h~t,' the m.oonlight filtered through, peppering him silently with
.
romantic salt.
After D(lrk
Always the night is mysterious. AnythiJ;lg· may happen. Prowling
animals, strange ghostly.shapes.and noises, sudden steps-these may be
horrible. White palings of a fence, black doorways, lighted windows,
SOl
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these become awesome. Alfter dark, even a mouse is a burglar, and
night a dog's howl is alwa~s wolves.
.I

For G. H. and Max

An aspe~ grove can be a church: silver pillars supporting a cerule:
ceiling, and the feeling that in the transept will be a shrine, cool-shadl
with holy tr mbling leaves..
Odd th~t a pocket knife in the hands of a city picnicker, slashil
names and dates, can change all that. (Who on earth is G. H.?)
The sacred grove becotPes a sordid alley; there's a gas station at tl
corner; andithe aging log j'that was a pew, suddenly resembles a kha
bag full of q'Id golf-dubs.
Abra~dabra. s~y~ ~axf ~ossing a tin can over his left shoulder. 3J
the beautlfull pumpkin IS ~ Jallopy.
i

fool Without Fish
"

N 0 will~ws trail their long fingers in these pools. Clear, roc
bottomed, wind-washed, tmeir throats gargled a thousand times a d
by the tide, ~ach is a clean jewel, a rare ~green ambler, embedding pa
anemonies ~nd purple sea-urchins within its depths, preserving the
for the necklaces of future mermaids.
Or perhJps they are not so romantic; perhaps their only purpose
to reflect th~ sky for a day, or wash the wriggling toes of one lflr
~rchin, or b come the grave of a single handful of salty clams, bak«
in the sun w en the water has evaporated.
'.
'

Deep South

.

There's more than one fhip of 'Uncle Tom's Cabin left in the wor]
to knock off: Aunt Georgifs shoulder. Sometimes you wonder, wh(
factory smokle taints tl.te clcear odor of cherry bloSSoms, or when radil
blur with b~re the clean ~ong of the mocking bird-but deep in tl
country the pld South hasn't changed. There they are still: Pickani:
nies and wa~et:IDelons, cottbnfields and cypresses, Topsys and Scarlet
and prize hogs-all in a row' . . . .
.
i

White Cliffs and Red Trees
Out whe e the west begins and sometime~ ends abruptly, the lan~
scape, like re color, is apt to be violent. Sometimes the trees are T«:
I
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where the cliffs are white, and sometimes the cliffs are crimson and the
, trees as pale as" ghosts. Sometimes the west begins and ends as abruptly
as a precipice bf pale volcanic ash against a granite sky. '

Hero
The line of his jaw from ear to chin was long and strong, yet delicate, like a steel spring concealed in a Greek statue. The eyes seemed
to be gazing far out into some unknown s~a, but not dreamily. They
said he was' born in Arkansas, and yet he spoke in a strange language,
beautifully.
was just a photograph in a newspaper, making music
in an unknown tongue.

He

Item on New Mexico
Blue, I remember: blue mountains and bl~e sky-equally vivid, but
.out of different realms. And tiny fields like checker-boards, and trees of
twig, subdued and pigmied by terrific space. Turbulence organized into
a pattern for a new world that is infinitely old.

Simple Gesture
.,
Everything suddenly seemed so simple-like drawing a~ long straight
line and stopping at exactly the spot where you want to stop-or like·
reaching out to touch 'a rose, opening in the sun-or picking cherries,
putting their cool but sun-warmed fragrance to your lips.

It's So Peaceful in the Country
Daisies and wind-mills, gamboling lambs and trees in bloom; everything is pink and pale and yellow-green. The wind of spring is like
strong rum-yet there he lies, a Litt1e~ Boy Blue, asleep in the cowpasture.
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FROM MANILA TO MADRID
An ;Epistolary Record of Travel,

1920-1921

1

George St. Clair
IV.

GREECE AND ITALY

.I..

On boar~ the S. S. Eloi, September 18th
s THE t,lhght settles down over the land of Egypt, let me sum 1
my i~fressions of the people, ~ined from three visits to t
country. Thee men are big-footed, ignorant, conceited, and lazily inco:
petent; the w6men, thick-ankled, even more ignorant than the men, al
hopelessly stupid. Though I sympathize with their aspiratio~s for inc
pendence, I do not think they will be able to maintain a decent govel
ment for ye s. I asked our Greek friend on the train if all the EID
tians wante CQmplete seif-government. He replied that the Iar
owners are i terested in only one thing, and that is, water for the
lands, while !he merchants rwant only peace and quiet. In his opinic
as the Britis~ absolutely control 'the Nile dams, and as the farmers (I
completely d pendent on the Nile, it would merely be necessary, in t
event of"trou Ie, for the British to shut off their \Vater, and they wou
be forced to orne to terms. If the British would but introduce edw
tional and s nitary reforms, their rule would be much better for t
people than. y possible goVernment they could form. But we sh:
see how it wdrks outl
As the polyglot steward is beginning to fill up the wine glass
preparatory to dinner, I shall stop and resume illy narrative out on t
blue Mediteuanean.

A

1

1 This is the fourth installment of a travel diary kept by Dr. George St. Clair. (
further portio~n this travel recor.d will appear. For previous portions see New Mex
Quarterly, X ( ay. November. 194~) , pp. 73-86 and 245-258, and NEW MEXICO QUARTEl
REVIEW, XI (Au st, 1941) • pp. 298-!P4.
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On board, September 21 st
We are passing close by those islands famed in song and storyByron's Isles of Greece, "Where burning Sappho loved and stJ:ng."
The Greece of which he then sang was a subject country, with most
of its people content to dwell in supjection. How unlike those ~freedom
lovers of the old Greece, who made the Greek name a synonym for all
that was finest and noblest in the ancient world! But the Greeks are a
different people now. They have practically regained all that territory
which once constituted Greece proper, and seem in a fair way to· develop
a real country, one not unwQrthy of their great ancestors who "strove
with gods."
'
I believe I am a bit of a pagan. The beautiful mythology of the
old Greeks has still its charm, nor does it seem such.a "creed outworn,"
as Wordsworth called it. I have never been able to understand why it
seemed so terrible to him to .
"Have sight of Proteus risiI].g from the sea,
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn."
Last- night, for instance, with the moon' turning the azure waves to
silver, it would not have seemed strange had the Nereids appeared'sporting around our craft.. No wonder that the Greeks were so fanciful and
poetic in their mythology! These bold, bright. islands, these blue, blue
seas, lend themselves naturally to poetic idealization. They mean much
to all lovers of·Homer and-Virgih Perhaps we are n<?w sailing over the
same path once·-plowed by the ships of Jason ~nd his Argonauts, in
their quest for the Golden Fleece; here came Hercules, intent on accomplishing his beneficentflabors for mankind; here passed Perseus, later,
to rescue the hapless Andromeda (the very rock to which she was' tied is
now pointed out in the Bay of Jaffa,-Palestine) ; across these waters, the
storm, in its mighty fury, bore Ulysses and fiis fleet to the Land of the
Lotus Eaters; later, near that same country, Aeneas found refuge from
the anger of! Juno, whose wrath had tossed his ships over these same
waters. Between these islands passed the Greek colonists, carrying their
culture and civilization to Asia Minor and Italy, and here triumphantly
. and insolently sped that great athenian fleet to what they thought
would be the easy conquest of Syracuse,
from whence, only a shattered
.
remnant ever returned to their native shores. So, what with its reminis- .
cent and natur~l beauty, I think we shall enjoy Greece.
.
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Athens, September 23rd
Day beflore yesterday, we sailed triumphantly into the port
Piraeus, f0 triiles from Athens, with the American flag flying prou
from our m sthead, in honor of the governor, for, as the little capt
explained, ,t is not often that so small a craft has the distinction
carrying a.....governor. I cannot help thinking, as we go from place
place, of that trip John and I made, in 1909, over these same :wat
but oh, what a difference! Then we were "pobre maestros," trying
see all Europe with the savings of six years-about a thousand dolla'
and we did succeed in seeing most of it, though we had to travel c
live very ch~aply, in order to accomplish it. Even at that,- the ship
which we taveled from Alexandria to Constantinople was ~ ml
larger and ,etter one than the one we just left, and second class 0]
was far supt1Tior to our de luxe steamer.
. We are E'taYing at the Majestic Hotel, on Boulevard de l' Dnivers
We have a all doubie bedroom, with a smaller one adjoining, wh
we use as a ressing room. For room and the light European breakf
we pay twel~e and a half drachmas apiece, a day. This is our first exp
ence with the European breakfast, and reminds me of "Mamselle,"
the little ro ming house, in the Latin Quarter, in Paris, where John c
I had room so long ago, ten dollars a'month, breakfast included. Ev
morning, t femme de chambre would bring us up our roll and cof
The first m rning, the ro]l was long and thick, more than enough
two, thoug we ate it all. Each morning thereafter, it visibly decrea
in both len th and thickness, until it was scarcely enough to kee:
Parisienne live, much less two healthy, hungry Americans. Finally
it had grown so small that we were thinking of hiring a microscope:
be able to +e "it, we grew desperate, raised our window, and sholl
over to Mamselle for more bread. The next morning, the loaf ]
again becotbe long and stout, but it immediately began to shrink
size, until ~e would again summon up courage to shout to Mamse
This comedy was played about six times during the five weeks
were there, land never once did she show in any 'way that she thou
anything urlusual was occuring. It was partly because of Mamselle t
I was sure ~f
France during the war, for I knew that a nation wb
I
boasted such qaughters, women of such inflexible determination c
da~ntless tHrift, could ne~er be vanquished by the Boches.
I
But to get back to my story. The governor and I eat around
but ~_A
~ally at the first one we tried, whicli is nearest I
various cafe~,
I
I

1
I

.

I
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hotel, and also the best we have found. The dishes are all served a la
carte, and one pays for everything he uses and orders, except water. I
do, not understand why that is free, for this is a very dry .country. They
even charge for sugar and for napkins. The cuisine 'is, French ~nd
excellent. The fruits are especially delicious. The portions are large
'and we al\e able to make 'out a very good meal for about a dollat. A
regular cou'rse dinner would cost about two dollars and a half, music
and art thrown in; The consul here says that living is more expensive
in Athens than in New York, but I have my doubts. Certainly, it must
be fearfully expensive for the Greeks, but the cafes are all crowded,. and
they order. the most costly dishes. If it were not that our dollar is
worth so much more than it used to be, we could not afford to travel in
these countries. And yet I would not have missed Athens! Not to mention the fact that itjs far cheaper than Egypt or Palest~ne!
The ruins on the Acropolis are, as every one knows, the Mecca of all
travelers to Greece. We nave been there twice ~lready, and plan to
return. I derived a great deal of pleasure also, as did the governor" from
a walk along the liuie streamlet of Ilyssos, which flows through the
outskirts of the city-that is, it flows very gently, for it was almost dry
when we saw it. It used to be the favorite haunt of Socrates, and we
conjured up the scene of. him and his disciples strolling along its banks, .
or resting,in the:: shady nooks, while they discoursed of the age-old problems' of life, death, and immdrtality. Our stroll there made a fitting
introduction to the Acropolis.
You are familiar ~ith the pictures of the Acropolis, with its beautiful
temples-the Nike, small but exquisitely pretty; the Propylaea; the
Ereehtheum, one of whose porticoes is the lovely Porch of the Caryatides
or Maidens; and, crqwning them all, the wonderful Parthenon, splendid
and impress.ive even in its ruins. ·It was ruin~d, you know, during the
siege of the city by the Venetians in the seventeenth century, when a
shell fell into it and exploded some gunpowder stored within it. Later,
Lord Elgin, then British Ambassador, carried away many' of i~ most
beautiful friezes, now in the British Museum.
. It is in vain for me to'attempf-any description of these places. It has
already been so much better done by better men. I can 'only tell you
how they appealed to us. That we have gazed upon them almost reverently; that I have carried about with me all day. a sort of hushed, solemn
feeling like that I ,experienced on my fir~t visit, ~t twilight, to the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre; and that my soul has been filled with

~

\
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beauty all 4ay-these are the things that seem of importance to :
From th~ Acropolis one" gets a splendid view of the plains of Att
including thje field of Maraithon and the Bay of Salamis. You.remem
those lines qf Byron's from "The Isles of Greece," considered by sc
critics two of the finest lines in our poetry:
I

The mountains look on Marathon,
And Maralthon looks on the sea.

.

Below tme Acropolis, and resting against its eastern wall, are
ru~ns of the Theater of Dionysos, where the plays of the great Gr
dramatists were given, pralctically in the open air. There still rem:
enough of the theater to ~ive one an idea of its vastness. Of the ~t;
little is left, and that, I think, of a later period. But the orchestra is ,
clearly defined, and still th~re rise tier upon tier of seats, the lower (
being of marble. As you remember, the action of a Greek play t
place almos~ entirely -in the orchestra, a flat, level space just in fron
th~ stage an~ at the foot of the tiers of seat~.
We trie~ to visualize the scene as it must have appeared w
Sophocles ~ Euripides was to present a new play. They were k
. rivals. Sopq.ocles was a conservative in art, morals, and religion; E
pides, an idnovator, in both form and philosophy: the elder poet
more artistk, more sane, perhaps, and a greater poet: Euripide
deeper thinker, with less· charm than the other, but a more hUl
appeal, and! more modern in his ideas. As judged by their own
,Sophocles l\fas th~ greater, for he won the tragic prize thirteen time:
Euripides' five. But, as Urowning puts it: "Gain prize, or lose p:
god-like stilJI.'"' Euripides died only a few months before Sophocles,
in the- next! play that he F?roduced, the latter made his actors dresi
in black. ] like to think ~hat those two great souls are friends nm
some Elysium of the poet~, where, in flowery glades, they discuss t
different thFories of art and life. No doubt Homer and Virgil, D:
and Shakespere often li~telIl to them and debate earnestly the probl
which they Istated here but never settled.
I went <l>n a literary pilgrimage this afternoon. It was to Colo
the birthplJce of Sophocles. It is a very small village, ab~ut a mile a:
half north4est of the cit~, and today possesses little charm or bea
being bare lof any sort of decoration~ dry and dusty. But in Sopho
time it was famou;s for i~ olive groves, as is shown by his celebr
"Ode to Colonus,'i in his 'last' play, "Oedipus at Colonus." Then, 1
I
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and flowers ,abounded, and nightingales sang sweetly in the branches.
There are no nighting3;les there now; only the shrill call of the roostet:,
telling the sun it was time to go to, rest, broke the stillness of its lonely
solitude~ There is a pretty story told about Sophocles, in connection
with Colonus:
'
You know he was a very popular man. Indeed, it was said of him,
'that he wa~ the only Athenian in-public life who-never had an enemy.
Even the irreverent Aristophanes ,never satirized him. What makes it
more strange is that he was famed for his personal beauty, grace, charm,
and success with the other sex! So, it is not always true that a man who
has no enemies does not amount to much. Well, as time passed on, the
poet aged, and som~ of his relatives, anxious to get their hands on his
property, brought suit in court, asking that a guardian be· appointed to
administer his affairs, as he \V,as in his dotage. To disprove the charge,
the poet read to' the jury this Odei!0 Colonus, .itself a triumphant proof
that he stili retained his mental vigor, though ninety years of age. I
have been able to find a translatiQn of this pde, from which I quote a.
few lines:
-'
To the land of the steed, 0 stranger,
To the goodliest homes upon earth thou comestWhite-eliffed Colonus this,
Loud with the melody piercing sweet
Of nightingales that most delight
In,deep.green glades to haunt.
.'

.

Sun-proof, nol' vexed by wind,
Whatever storms may blow.

. .

And the clustering fair narcissus
Eve by eve out of heaven the fresh dew drinketh-

....

And bright the crocus springs like gold.
I am glad to have seen the place which this greatest Greek poet
thought b~autiful enough for a special description, probably the most
extensi~e nature reference in Greek literature, for though the Greeks
personified nature in their myths, they rarely put her in their poetry,
except in their imagery.
'
We rode by tram car out to the Temple of Theseus. If stands by
and is, I think, the
. itself, on a level space, not far below the Acropolis,
,
"
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most beauiiful monument of ancient Athens now existing. Lookel
from a disthnce, it..seems ~o be in an almost perfect state of preservat
Its severelt classical lines rival those of the Parthenon in their sin
b~auty. I Isuppose that J confess my ignorance of architecture wh4
say it, but [ mllst- admit that it seems more impressive than the Par
non. What a gloriously beautiful city ancient Athens must have h
Small wonder that their ~oets styled it "the violet-crowned!" We thoroughly enjoy~d the National Museum. Its scultpures, v:
bronzes, and ornaments are almost entirely Greek, of the best clasl
period. It ihas no remar~ably beautiful statues, but we saw some 1
derful vases and numberS of figurines, some exquisitely dainty, ot
corpical, o.ten vulgar. Obe of them, a drunken satyr, was ridiculo
- funny, but! I am not permitted to describe it. How it escaped the hi
of the desprilers, who carried away most of what was most beautiful
distinctive lin Greek art, J am not able to explain!
What s ems strange are the few examples of modern Greek art
one sees ere! Good modern paintings are t;are, and all the fi
buildings i the new Athens were designed by foreigners. Yet it is l
a hundred years since ~reece achieved her independence. Surely sl
taking a 10. g time to find herself artistically.
~he m9dern Athens ils as handsome a city as one would care to
well laid olIt, with wide streets, unusually broad sidewalks and num
of fine bui\ldings, and, more surprising still, it is exceedingly live]
sort of smalll edition of Paris, except that it is very dry and dusty. 1
water is soarce here is abundantly evidenced by' the odors that i
from the crowds. It is pl~inly too precious to be lightly used.
The Btulevard de IrUniversite is the broadest and handsol
thoroughf re, and one that would be a credit tg any city. On it are]
of the fin st buildings-the University, a noble edifice, but pitii
small; the IAcademy of Sc:ience, the most beautiful of all; the Lib]
the Royal Palace, our Legation, and many more, all of them constru
in the chaJtest modern classic style. At each end of this boulevard
, large plaza~, which are the center and heart of the city's life. ParaU
the boulevkrd, and also connecting these two plazas, is the Rue de S1
the busies street in Athens. When one considers that in 1834 this
was but a ollection of miserable shacks, some three hundred in all,
that today there are over four hundt'ed thousand inhabitants, wh1
has high h, pes for Greece. A people that can accomplish such won
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is capable of many better things. But they lack leadership. Apart from
Venizelos; there does not seem to be a real statesman among them. The
governor iscallin~ me to come for a walk before bed. I will tell you
more of my impressions of the Greeks, on the boat. We, have secured
passage on a small Greek steamer, at a fearfully high passage rate, and
leave for Brindisi tomorrow morning, via Patras. Adios.
,

On board the S. S. Iperochi, September 27th
We got away from Piraeus.at ten o'clock yesterday, and, strangely
~ enough, though we had made the charge d'aff,!-ires go to a good deal of
trouble to get police per~its and passport visas for us, nobody stopped
us or asked us for any papers when we were embarking.
Shortly after leaving, the ship passed close to the Bay of Salamis,
where the Greeks won that fa~ous naval victory over Xerxes, owing to
Themistocles' shrewd diplomacy. A little later, we came to the Corinth
Canal, which cuts across the Isthmus of Corinth and shortens the journey from the Piraeus to Patras~by two days. It is a funny little canal,
only three and a half miles long, twenty-six feet wide, twenty-si~ feet
deep, and 'about the same height. I felt, as we slicl along- through the
canal, as if I were being muffled up, a sort of oppressive feeling, as if the
walls, which seemed so clos~ that you could almost touch them on both
sides, were about to topple over and bury us alive. After safely n~gotiat
ing the canal, we sailed out into the lovely Bay of Corinth. From then,
about one p. m.,· until dark, our route lay along the beautiful Greek
coasts. The mountains and hills of Grece have a marvelous color
towards sunset, a soft sort of violet haze, which,' together with the effe:ct
ol the changing light on the surface of the waters, was indescribably
lovely. It is worth while coming to Gre~ce just to see the beauty of a
Grecian evening on an inland sea. r have not seen anything quite like
it Clnywhere else. I must come back here some day when I have time to
,take a leisurely trip, and see the whole country. I am very much disappointed in not being able to see Sunium's flower-dad ,promontory,
Mt. Parnassus, the sacred shrines of Olympus and Delphi, and many
other less-known beauty spots. But the governor's leave "is' drawing to a
·
close and we must hurry..
But I promised to give you some of my impressions of Greece and
the Greeks. 'With its new accessions of territory, almost as large again
as it was, and the great growtb of the nationalistic spirit, Greece is on
the :way to becoming an important power. Americans, 'unfortunately,
\
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are not ve popular with them. You know President Wilson opp
their dai to Thrace, and the other night at a ucine/' when his pic
and the A~IeriCan Hag were displayed, there was a small riot causel
anti-Arne . ans. A keen student of Near East affairs, who has s'
some time ere, told us in Athens that, in his opinion, the Greek go~
ment is wJy out in advamce of the people; that they have at least
men who Jre supermen, and may have the strength to pull the Gr
up after th~m; these men ,are Venizelos, whose diplomacy won for t
all their new territory, a~d the High Commissioner, who has charg
the countr, in and around Smyrna-Steriapades by name. Venizell
their god a~ present. They are giving him a great fete today in AtlJ
In app arance, the Glieeks are not prepossessing, though we sal
occasional mountaineer, in his picturesque national costume, ,
might hav served for a sculptor'S model. The women, as a rule, I
large figur s, big feet, and thick ankles, though many of them po:
also the m st exquisite skin and complexion. The styles vary consi
ably, of coqrse, but very short skirts were much in evidence. They
quently fell scarcely to the knees, so that it was difficult to tell, f
behind, w,ether any given female was a grown woman or a 'J
Though wt saw many pretty women, there were few really beau1
ones, as bo~h their faces and figures are too heavy for true beauty.
to think thfit the most bdautiful statues are Greek! The women ~
gay and vi~acious. I notice here on the ship, that it is entirely cor
for a lady t<j> do her manicuring in public.
The m~n have a bad reputation as regards honesty, especialI~
commercia~ affairs, thouglil we ourselves saw no evidence of this. ~
seem industrious enough, Iwhen it is necessary so to be, though they
handicappe~ by lack of industries. They are still natural sailors
traders, just as their an<;:eslors used to be in the old days. A gentler
in Athens tbld me that a large percentage of the workmen spend p
tically all tlltey make at the cafes. These are numerous, and extend
out on the ~idewalks, much like those of Paris. Here the men sit, oj
all day, slowly sipping coffee or ,some mild decoction, watch and 0
ment upon he passers-by, and talk politics. Politics seem to be the n
absorbing ccupation of the men; what the women do in'lieu ther
I cannot im gine!
Wages e' high, and sm are rents and prices. As .in the Orient,
has always 0 bargain in the stores, as there are no marked prices.
J,

I

~
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this respect, the Greek seems to be the Chinaman of the Near· East,
without the Chinaman's sense of busines~ honor. The general opinion
seems to be that it is very difficult to bind a Greek down to a bargain
and that he will slip out of a contract. unless he is tied down by the most
ironclad agreement. You know they say the same of the Japanese in
the Far East. On the other hand, they are kindly and courteous, though
rather excitable, and extremely hospitable. In this respect, too, they
resemble the Japanese. The claim is made that there are no· illiterates
among them-remarkable, if true!
We came to Corfu, the loveliest of the Greek islands, at noon today. '
It is, you remember, the Phaeacia of the, Odyssey, where Ulysses was
washed ashore after his nine days' swim and where ',he frightened
Nausicaa and her maids by popping up out of the bushes, clad only in
leaves. The very spot where he. came ashore was' pointed out to us by
our J ehri, this afternoon. Corfu is one 'of the Ionian Isles, very ,close to
the mainland of Greece and directly across from Albania. It is famous
for its olives and its beautiful drives.
We got a carriage and went out to the Achilleon~ the former palace
of William of JIohenzollern. Our road lay through the finest and most
extensive olive groves that I have ever seen. Some of these gnat:led ol~
'giants, they told us, are over six hundred years old. The Achilleon is
beautifully located, on the highest point of the island, and is surrounded
by magnificent gardens with numbers of fine st~tues scattered everywhere. The views of the sea and mountains, seen through the green
foliage, are enchanting. Why should a llIan with such wond~rful places,
to live in risk them all because of his insane ambition? Our entire
'excursion, with fruits, lemonade and cafe Turc at a quaint little restaurant, cost us less than three dollars apiece.
.
We left Corfu at six and ar~ now sailing over the moon-swept waters
of the Adriatic. We have had a memorable week in Greece. All I have
ever learned or seen of Greece is summed up in the one word: "Beauty."
Egypt will always connote to me flat desert sands; green fields, with the
life-giving Nile flowing through them; and, dominating all, the majestic
pyramids-mysterious impressiveness: my recollections of Palestine' will
be of treeless, 'brown hills, dry water-courses, and holy shrines, Jewish,
Moslem, Christian-sacred and religious associations. But Greece will
ever be to me the land of Beauty-,-natural, historic, and artistic Bea~ty.
I hope to see it again some day!
•

•

I

,

I
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Naples, September2gth-Evening
o bell1 Napoli! FinalmenteJ ti rivedo.
When e got up yesterday morning, the shores of Italy were alre,
in sight.
e docked early, but as the train for NaplesJeft at 8: 10, Cl
the doctor ad not come aboard at eight, it looked as if we were good
a whole
in Brindisi. This was bad medicine, since even the gui
books ad it that there is practically nothing to see there. It is jus
port of cal for steamers bound for Constantinople or Egypt. The m
important Ithing that ever happened in the place was Virgil's untim
death, just: after his return from Athens, and before he had complel
his Aeneidi
We had an early and miserable breakfast, and then waited as .
tiently as r~ssible for the m~dico. About ~wJ hours after::we b
entered P<ft, there came pantIng up the gangway a pot-belhed, se
important personage, who announcedhimsel£ as the "signore medio
He was so I slow and pompous that we had resigned ourselves to t
impossibility of making our train, when our English friend came hur
ing up and!told us he had. just discovered that Italian time was an ho
slower tha~ Greek, and that we could catch the .train if we could prev
upon his "Eccelenza, the signore medico," to hurry. He then present
the governJr as a very important American official, who was in a gre
hurry to g~t the Naples train, for he had an appointment with t
Ambassadot. All of this, however, produced little effect. In fact, t
fat old rascaf'was rather indolent, mutte~ing something about forestil
(foreigners in his barbarous perversion of the bella lingua of Dan
But ~e had to give us our clearances at last, and then began the race
catch the tr in. We had jrust ten minutes to get through customs, hi
our ticke,ts, nd reach the station. We had no time even to say goodb
.to our new fiendS. Without any regrets at parting from our "cabin I
luxe," we j mped into a carriage, provided for us bya Cook's ma
were rushe by him through customs-I am sure that he slipped. SOlI
thing to th inspector-and into our train, just as she' was preparing
depart. We found that Tomasso, our life-saver, was an .t\merican citizl
who had be n i~ Italy visiting his relatives when the war broke out, al
had been c nscripted. He had served four years in the Italian arm
without a 30und. Since we very willingly gave him the largest tip ]
had probab y seen for ages, he will likely remember us for a long tim
J:le said bus ness in his line was very, very dull as tourist travel had n
not yet bee resumed.
l'
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We had our compartment to ourselves aU the way to Naples. We
had been warned that the Italian trains were bad, but the filthy reality
waS worse than could have been pictured to us. I hope never to see
again anything as foul as the lavatory. And we rode first class, too!
The distance from Br.ndisi to Naples, via Tarentum, is 240 miles.
According to the time table: we were due in Naples at nine-thiry, p. m.,
which would have given us an average of about seventeen miles to the
hour. We actually arrived a~ gne, a. m., over three hours late. Two of
waiting for the train
from Sicily, which
.those hours we were on a siding,
.
was also very late.
There was no dining car. We had to buy our meals at unhygienic
Italian railroad restaurants, scarcely cleaner than the cars. Our menu
for the two meals was this: two big hunks of war br.ead-sour and unpalatable,· meat -from just behind the ear, grapes-the sma,llest and
sourest ever discovered, a small bottle of thin, acid wine. Out English
friend on the stearneI' had, told us: "You will soon understand why
Columbus discovered ~merica, after you spend- a day on an Italian
train." And we do. It was to get out of Italy!
This stuff, wretched as it was, cost us twenty-five lire, even now,with
. our favorable exchange, over a dollar, a very high price for what we got.
How can the Italians pay suth prices? Vnles it was, as I suspect, that
those descendants of the condottieri were fleecing the stranger within
their gates.
Although"our journey'occupied the whole day and far into the night,
, we did not get tired, because of the varied features of the country. In.
general, th~ soil looked thin and rocky, and. there were no particularly
beautiful views. If all Italy were like this part between Brindisi. a~d
Naples, it would certainly never have been given'the name of "bella
Italia."
,r
The most striking features were the old towns and fortresses perched
high up on steep, rocky hillsides. Probably, they were once the eyries
of the robber barons and condottieri, who would sweep down from their
stronghold~ and levy toll upon the passing merchant and traveler. A
pleasant life merchants lived in those romantic timesl They are getting
their revenge n()w, though, and are themselves robbing the descendants
of. tho~e same knightly thi~v~ Honestly, of course, and all i? th~ way
of bUSiness; at the same tlme, they eke out the revenue denved from
these compatriots by felonious assaults on the' purses of unfortunate
forestieri like ourselves.
,

I

I
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The rai~way has an enormous number of tunnels. They seem
hundreds t~ me, but it is possible that my imagination exaggerat
them, since'I always experience a kind of stifling sensation when I ;
going thro gh one. The latter part ~f the journey was by night, l:
there was a glorious moon sliining, and its mellow light, flooding t
hillsides an valleys, softened their bare outlines and gave them a pa
ethereal be uty which, by day, they" would not have had.
It was w 11 after one o'clock when the night porter at this hotel, t
Continenta, ushered us into the most magnificent room I have e,
seen, outsid of palaces and museums, an immense room, with a v(
high, paint d ceiling, silk-papered walls, and a marble-tiled floor. It
absurdly 0 rcrowded with furniture, all gilded and enameled, al
upholstered in satin; there is a magnificent chandelie!, electric ligl
eve~ywhere, and in one corner, a fine piece of bronze statuary. It is wb
we would <:,11 a second floor front, and opens out on a, large baleo]
from which lone has a superb view of the famous Bay of Naples, Yes
vius, Capri, and the heights above the city.
.
I had a sort of sinking sensation in the pit of my stomach when I S(l
all this lux ry, for it looked like a million doHars to me, and I saw
big bill 100 ing up. But as it was too late then to mCilke any inquirie
;
we accepted the room and began to get ready for bed.
The first thing I always do, when I get into a hotel room, is to lo(
for the post d regulations. I soon found them behind the door. The
was an announcement, sigmed by the Prefect of Naples, that the Coni
nental was ip the- category of first-class hotels and that the charge fl
our room was twenty-five lire, a little over a dollar'in our money. Ne:
morning, I 'aw a copy of a Prefectural decree, in which the hotels.4
Naples were all classified, with a statement of the exact amount, the
could charg for each room: The prices vary according to the locaiic
of the room, and whether or not there is a bath. Our room is SUpPoS(
to have a ba ,but it is not directly. connected with the room, and Sl
when we we t to pay our bill, we found ourselves charged up with fh
lire for a ba . The prices of rooms, in first class hotels, run from eigl
to eighteen .re, so that it is possible to get a room in such a hotel f(
about thirty. ve cents gold~
We do n(j)t live "en pension" here but eat around. As in the case (
the rooms, dur favorable exchange makes the food cheap' to us. Fe
instance, dinher
I here cost us. about sixty cents. It ~was a good dinner, toe
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except that the choice of dishes was very limited, and the bread was that
same horrible straw bread we had bought on the train. We had lunch at
a small Italian restaurant, where we had spaghetti, an erformous portion, enough for a large family, a meat dish, a bottle of Falernian ,wine,
aqd fruit, at a cost of thirty cents, including the tip.
Naples is not much of a tourist city. The place itself is unlovely,
unromantic, tl}ough it is beautifully situated. The varied street life is
of interest, e~pecially in the upper levels, with their narrow, steep streets
and crowded, tenements, with the inevitable washing, hanging from the
windows. The people have\the reputation of being'lazy and indolent,
for which traits they are heartily despised by the industri~us northerners.
The Natiohal Museum, though, is very much worth while. Unfortunately, we had lost so much time at the consulate and the transport,
that we could not give it the attention)t merited. Always we must keep
on the go, because of the governor's need for haste. There is a great
profusion of fine statuary and sc;ulptures, notably, the Farnese i;Bull, and
the Farnese Hercules, superb vases and bronzes, a great variety, of
articles found in Pompeii and Herculaneum-the wall paintings, with
their brilliant colors, still almo~ as fresh as ~hen laid on, are especially
fascinating-and hundreds of paintings, many of them masterpieces of
the first rank. Titian's weeping Magdalen is a wonde~, and a very
affecting picture. I hope to be able to spend more time there, when we
,:isit it together.
If one"came to Naples only to see Pompeii, he would be more than
rewarded ,for his trip. I do not believe that there is any single place in
the world where one may spend a more absorbing or a more profitable
day. There is nothing like it anywhere else. We spent our. second day
there. From the moment that we set foot in the railway station at
Naples, until we reached the station at Pompeii, we were surrounded,
besieged, and almost assaulted by guides, altruistically and patriotically'
anxious to sho~ us the wonders of the dead city. After valiantly repulsing all attacks, we weakly yielded to one who struck us as we were about:
to enter the gates. He made 'out such a strong case that there was no
resisting him. Besides, he looked as if he needed the 'money _much worse
than we did. We made a hard and fast bargain with him to this effect:
we were to give hi~ forty-six, lire, and he was to pay all necessary expenses, such as e~trance fees and tips; give us three hours of )lis services,
and show us everything that was to be seen. With this understanding,
we entered the old gate.
I
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The mus urn just within the gate serves as a fitting introduction t<
the city. Thb most striking objects the~e are the corpses, in the same
position in which the ashes from the volcano caught them. Everybod~
has read desqiptions of Pompeii, so that you don't need any further one
from me. Everything within the ex~avated town' is of the greatest inter
est. Do not fail to read Bulwer-Lytton's novel on Pompeii, before YOt
come. It is 31 wonderful re-creation of the Roman city, as it was wheT
destroyed.
.
In the cpurse of our wanderings, we had become fairly weI:
acquainted wlith our guide, who spoke a little English, but considerabl,
more Italian.! He was one of the thousands of reasons why the Italianl
made such a poor showing on the Austrian front, he having deserted iI1
the face of d~e enemy. "For why," he said, "do I stand up to be shoti
I hate not tI1e Austrian, I more comfortable back home." Such wa~
Italian patri9tisml Good s~:nse, though!
.
I must sa~that he was a very persuasive rascal. He finally induced m
to let him ta us upon the slopes of Vesuvius, to see the lava flow from
the last erup ion, that of 1906. First, though, he steered us into the::
. Chalet Suisse for lunch. It is just outside the main gate.
~he lunch was good, ana expensive, but even had it been the most
wretched of ~epasts, we had thought it excellent, because of the deli·
cious though Iheady wine w~ich accompanied it. It was the celebrated
Vesuvian wine, "Lagrime dli Cristo"-and the two bottles we imbibed
put us into stich a good humor that tears were the last thing we would
have thought of and the governor quit worrying about catching the five
,o'clock train r Rome. "Carpe diem!" became his motto. Never before
had he been so gay and witty. The bill presented for our and the
guide's lunch was'a staggering one, but we paid it cheerfully. That is
why they kee~ that Wine there.
:.
After lu0ft' the governor having bought some Pompeiian relicsmade in Gerrany-we put ourselves in the hands of the guide, and
henceforth we were his meat. Taking entire charge of us, he threw us
first into a lithe electric train, from which We were bundled off after a
while into a sIDrt of surrey. Iln this, we rattled over the stony pavements
of numerous ~ead though not buried villages, till we came at last to the
scene of the lalva flow. The destroyed houses had been~nearly all rebuilt,
right over th~ ruins of the Viillage. One of the inducements which the
guide had heM out to us fOIl taking this trip was that there were three
·0 '

•

I
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skeletons which had been buried by the lava. "Yhen we asked him, on
the scene, where the skeletons were, he told us they were buried under a
certain house, now used as an inn, into which he had -steered us, and
where he tried to get us to buy another ~ottle. But as we were beginning
to feel the after-effects of the "Tears of Christ," we had no desire to look
again upon the.wine when it was yellow. 'He finally gave us up as a bad
job, and rushed us to the little station where we could catch our train
for Naples. While waiting, he presented his bill. The forty-six lire of
our bargain had grown to over ninety. So I gave him a hundr~d lire, at
the same time making a mental vow never again to take a r guide at
Pompeii. They are a useless an~ expensive nuisance. All one needs for
, a visit there is a good guidebook, w:ith a plan of the city. The guides are
so insistent, though, that it takes a man of almost heroic resolution to
refuse them.
What shall I say about Roine? What can I say? We have been here
only six days, a~ti Rome needs ~smany months to be-adequately taken
in. We have been on the'move from morning tonight, and have managed to see most of the-principal" cihractions. Hurriedly, of course. We
have admired, wondered, and enjoyed, just as all travelers to the
sacred city do. It has been a week crowded with sensations. The governor has been most impressed by St. Peter's, its immensity overwhelming him, and by the Palatine Hill, where are the "ruined Palaces of the
Caesars. The art galleries, have appealed most t<? me. The Vatican, with
its world-famous sculptures, and its few, though select pictt~res, as well
as the great frescoes of Raphael and Michael Angelo; the Barberini
:falace, where hangs the celebrated Fornarina, by Raphael, and ,the
haunting Beatrice Cenci, supposed to be by- Guidp Reni, and the
Borgq.ese Villa; where there is so' much that is beautiful, that one is in
despair at even trying to name anyone thing.
I refuse to be conducted through a museum or gallery. It makes me ,
almost weep to see a party of my countrymen following a guide through
a'museum. It is such an insult to one's intelligence. Yet one sees them
constantly in galleries, following the guide around like sheep, seeing
only what he points out to them, rarely asking ~ question, doing the
largest galleries 'in a couple of ho~rs. It is such travelers that-have made
us the laughing stock of intelligent Europeans. This is the way a typical
American's day in Italy is described: "Breakfast at Naples, lunch at
Rome, tea at Pisa,"and suppe~ and bed at Genoa."
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The American Ambassador, Mr. Underwood Johnson, the pOl
:whom we c~lled on, aRd with whom we had a very pleasant chat'<t>told
a story Whi~lh illustrates the haste with which A~ericans "do" Eurol
There were a couple of American business men, who had come all t]
way from S n Francisco to see Europe, and had only seven weeks
which to d~ it. They got along to their own satisfaction, too. The:
method was to stop at the best hotels, tell the manager they wanted t]
best guide thatcould be omtained, start out early and keep on the go (
day, and th~s cover each place, as they thought, excellently well. Whc
they came t~' Florence, they started out as usual. "Where are we going
one of them asked the guide. He replied that they would first go to 0]
of the famo s picture galleries. But let Joe finish the tale:
"Ilooke .at Jim, and Jim looked at me, and we understood eac
other at on e. I told the guide we had seen a picture gallery at Rom
.so we guess d we didn't ne,ed to see any more. "In that case, gentleme
I have noth ng to show you,' says the guide, and we were satisfied. ~
had seen allJOf Florence we wanted to. so we left for Venice;"
I
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IGGY AND HARRY were standing together before the tall pillared
portals of the Lafayette School. Piggy was plun~ing a b~seball into
the soft, new-oiled pocket of his fielding mitt. Harry had his legs
crossed, and he was knqcking the mud from the run-over heels of' his
shoes with a 'bright yellow' bat. He had an old battered mitt strapped
onto his belt.
"Gee, Piggy," he said~ "1 wisht myoId man'el buy me a new mitt
an' a bat like this'n."
He pulled himself up straight, and threw the bat over his.shoulder,
took one or two quick flourishes, then stepped forward and swung with
all his might. He shielded his eyes with one hand and followed the
imaginary flight of the ball., .
"There goes another'n in the stands for old Dolph," he said.
"Camilli's smackedanother'n."
Piggy threw the ball, into the air and caught it as it came down.
. "No, he didn't," he said, turning and holding out the new white
ball. "I'm Medwick, see. It looked like a homer all right, but it wasn't.
Ducky backed up, ~d he shot one arm into the air. He came, down
with the ball. See. Here it is."
, He held the ball out for Harry to see.
"Ye're crazy, Piggy," Hariy said. "How could Medwick've caught
Camilli's homer. They're both Dodgers. How could he, huh?"~'
Piggy turned red. Of course, he'd forgotten. He was sorry he'q said
it. Harry' knew all the players on all the teams, and Piggy wanted to'
,kpow them just as well as Harry did. He'd ~ever be able to playas well
as Harry, none of the kids at the 'Lafayette could, but he thought he
could know the players just as well. He ought to be able -to, he

P
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could remlber the dates in history better .than Harry, and the tim
tables. Still he couldn't remember the players, even if he did listen
the world series, every gFlme except Sunday, and he missed the fil
part Of.
because his father wouldn't turn off the "Church of tl
Air" on anpther station.
"H-ere Cl:ome.s Joe!" Harry shouted, pointing with' the bat. "Hi-1
Joe, wherelthe hell ye been?"
He turmed to Piggy.
"Now e can start havin' battin' practice."
Joe wa lean and long, with willowy arms that reached almost to I
knees. He stood half a head taller than either Piggy or Harry. I
walked wi h a kind of slouch, both knees bent. He couldn't field al
he couldn t bat, but he certairily could shine that old apple do,
across the late.'
Piggy asn't as anxious as Harry for the whole team to come.
only eight f them came, say, then he'd be sure to get a chance to pI;
Harry was his best friend, and Harry let him play every chance th(
was, but h coulan't field: like the rest of the .kids.. He, guessed it ~
because h, was always afraid he might break his glasses. He wish
that he co4Id.- When he was alone at home, he imagined that he cou
He imagined they were out there playing the Whittier School, a
Rogue Be~den, pasted a nasty one to him along the ground. He COl
see himself scooping it up smoothly out of the dirt the way Harry d
, He would throw with an easy motion to first, catching the runner
several fee.
"An e y out," he imagined everyone saying. "That Piggy Rensh
can really lay ball."
"Hiya, Piggy. Gee, whatcha got? Another new mitt?"
Joe took the clean new glove and bent it carefully, in~pecting 1
leather. ~
.
,
"Holy ell!" he said whistling. "A real Joe Gordon. How mud
set-ja bac ?"
Piggy ~dn't know. His father had brought it home to him]
night, the'mitt and the bat. He never would tell him how much thi:
_,
cost.
"It's n?t the cost that counts," he'd say. "It'Lthe value that you 1
on it your~elf."

t!laF.

,

j
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Piggy didn.'t ever know 'what his Dad meant when he said things
like that. He didn't like to let the kids think he didn't knowhow much
things cost, 50 he just put a price on it himself.
"Three-~fty," he told joe, adding the fifty cents to make it sound
real.
~
"Geel" ]oe had the mitt on, and he was flexing the fingers. "Threefifty! Geel""
He turn~d to Piggy.,
"Let me try it. a while, will~ya?" Here, you, use mine, an' let me try.
this good 01' Joe Gordon."
,
He took a battered and scratched glove from his hip pocket and
threw it to Piggy. When Piggy put it on, he could feel the padding
coming loose inside.
"Where's all the fellers?" .
Harry took a thick watch from' the front of his overalls.
"I donno," he said., "It's time they-as comiii'."
He put the watch back.
"Well, come on," he 'said. uLet's knock a few. The \yhittier guys'll
be comin' up pretty soon."
_
Joe threw them to Harry, who knocked grounders with Piggy's
new bat. Piggy would shag th~ ones they missed, then he would throw
the balJ back, to J6e. He didn't do badly, though. He didn't miss many.
He hoped Harry was watching. Maybe, even if all the ~ids came, Harry
would let him start.
The rest of the team showed up one by one. Then, after a while,
there was a shout down by the front steps, and they saw the Whittier
team stringing through the gate. They had their bats slung over their
shoulders, with mitts and ma~ks strung along some of them. They wore
white shirts with WHITTIER written in blue letters across the front.
This was something new, and Piggy could see they were proud of it.
They swaggered across the diamond, and threw their bats down along
the first base Urrea
Harry walked up to Rogue Belden, their captain.
"Hi-ya, Rogue," h~ called. CCWhere'd ye get t.he new shirts?"
"Ye Ii~e 'em?" Rogue said, throwi~g out his broad chest. "Purty
nifty, huh?"
"Oh, they're not much," Harry said. e'I seen some just like 'em~
. down at Sears',,"
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"Yeh?" Rogue said. "Well, what if ye did? I don't see you Lafayett,
guys wearin'!none."
~ .
Harry caped his team in, and the Whittier boys went into the fiel.
and began tfroWing the ball about. Harry. was holding a little scor,
book, and h looked about, then called out a name. He was makil):
out the batting order. Piggy didn't expect his name to be called unti
n~ar the end, even if Harry did let him play. He stood back near th
rim where ~ group of neighborhood kids were watching. Piggy knel
that Harry would let him play if he could. Sometimes Piggy was
pretty goodfibatter. If th.e other team had a pitcher that didn't thr01
them too fa t, sometimes Piggy would get hold of one. If he could gt
his weight b hind it, he could knock the ball farther than anyone on th
team. If th~ pitcher was able to throw fast ones across, though, h
couldn't see 'the ball, and he usually struck out.
. "Piggy, you start ~t third."
Piggy felt the perspiration come out in the palms of his hands. H
clenched his fingers and looked about at the neighborhood kids the
surrounded;him. He didn't want them to know how he felt.
Lafayett was the home team, so they -had their ~rrst outs. Pig~
took his pI e at the left of the diamond, feeling good and importan
There werer't as many balls knocked down ~oward third, and he kne
that this was why Harry had put him there. He got along all righ
throwing tJje ball around, but when the first Whittier batter got rea(
to come to tlte plate, he felt his knees go weak and rubbery. His stoma(
.burned. He wished he had his own mitt, but Joe hadn't offered to retul
it, so he ke It joe's old once. There was no pocket in it, and the finge
were limp nd frayed.
The ki on the sidelilnes had got together and formed a cheerir
squad, and as the first maJn stepped up to the home plate, they' beg2
their cheer.
>

up the River,
Down the lake!
Whittier's got
The belly-ache!
That
another thing Harry had done. ~e had got the ki
together an taught the~ how to cheer, just like it was. done at the hil
school gam s, and up at the co~lege. Piggy thought their cheers we
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better, even than the ones the high school had., He had made one of
them up, and he hoped the kids would -use it now. It went like this:

,

.y

Chop 'em hard!
Chop 'em good!
Chop 'em up ~
To kindling woodlI

Then he didn't have any more time to think about it.. The first
batter hit the first
. ball, knocked it rolling to'Harry .at short-stop. Harry
picked it up and slammed it to first.
One out! The kids on the side cheered, and Piggy felt better. Two
more now and Lafayette would be up at bat.
The second man knocked a 'pop-f~ul. 1t came down right near the
pitcher's box,",and Joe should have got it, but .Harry waved him away.
He ran in and stood under it until it came down, plop into his' glove.
He banged it towa:rd first, and the infielders threw it around. Piggy
caught it, then dropped it, picked it up and threw it to Joe on the
mound.
.
"Hang on to them, Piggy!" Harry called half-reprovingly.
Piggy had just got himself feeling good. There was only one more
man to get out. Now; miss~ng the hard throw from Harry, it was like
his insides were tied up in a knot again. He gritted his teeth ,and
leaned, £orward~his han4s' on his knees; then he straightened and
, pounded his mitt with his fist. The reason he'd missed that throw, he
told himself, was, because there 'was no padding in Joe's glove. Harry
had thrown the ball like a bullet, and. it had burnt his hand. HisJingers
had refused to close over it, and the ball, had bounded out on the
ground.
"Ball four!"
. Joe walked this man. Piggy could hear Harry's voice in his ear, but
he didn't look at him. He was straining in toward home plate. On the
first throw' to the next man, Rogue Belden, the Whittier r:li'hner, stole
second. Harry had told the catcher to let them.run, not to-:try to peg it
down. They'd lost too many men that way. On a good ove~-throw, a
man could make it from second clear home. But Piggy knew that if- the
runner tried to' steal again, they would peg it ,third. His nervousness
increased as Joe began his stretch, just like the pitchers in the Valley
League did. ' \
'
"Piggy!"
.~
~

I
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He kneJ the man must be trying to steal. He saw the ball streakin
toward hi~-Ifrom the catcher. It struck his mitt. He held on, but h
turned too stow to catch the runner. It was as though he had forgotte
for a mom:f.t.. Whe~ he turned, ~e boy was s~nding on the pile (
rocks that
rked thud base, teetenng to ,hold hIS balance.
,
.
.
.
"S'matte , Tubby?" he grinned.
Piggy fl~shed. He threw the ball back to Joe, who stood scowlit1
in the pitch~r's box. Harry walked up to him.
'
"That's rll r.ight," he said. "You held him on third. -He didn
" c o r e . ,
s
But Pig~ knew he should have tagged the runner. He'd had plen
of time. Hce took off his glove and rubbed the bright red spot in d
center of hi~ palm. He glanced toward home plate. Rogue Belclen w
standing, l~ I ning on his bat and laughing.
.
"Come n, Rogue! A homer!" the Whittier kids were yellin
"Paste it 0 t, Rogue!"
Piggy ·tted his teeth., He wished he had his own mitt. Joe didr
need it. Hardly any balls were knocked to the pite;her. He'd tell Jc
After this i+ning, he'd tell Joe he wanted to use his own mitt.
"Strike CI>ne."
"That's the way, Joe. That's the boy," Piggy heard Harry calli]
at his left.
He sho ted liimself.
"Burn i to him, Joe," he called, spitting in his glove antl wiping
with his fis the way Harry did. He wished he could call time-out
wipe his glJsses off, but he didn't dare. He knew. what the kids WOll
say. It was bad enough being called Piggy, because he was fat, but
would have been worse if they.called him Specs.
.
Rogue t one ball pass, then he got hold of the next one and belt
it foul, wa off to the left. Three balls and two strikes. Piggy cou
hear Harty shouting, but he didn't shout any more. He tried to conc(
trate on th batter, but he kept remembering a story he had read late
Second-bas Simpson, it was called, and it was a book by Wallace Lal\1
Hoyt. He ad read a lot of books by Wallace LaMar Hoyt. He
.membered some of them, Hal/back Harry, Fullback Fullmer. '1'11
were all ab ut sports, and! about someone who knocked a home-run,
who made a touchdown in the last minute of the game. Sometin
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Piggy had thought that he would do something like that some day.
He imagined things l,ike that all the time.
"Strike three!""
Rogue cut.at the ball, missing it cleanly.. Harry let out a yell and
threw his glove in the air. He ran into the center of the diamond and
thumped Joe on the back.
"Attaboy, Joe. You're doing fine, Joe," he shouted.
Joe straightened up and smiled and he walked off the field. Piggy
was still thinking about asking him for his mitt, but he couldn't now,
because the whole tea~ came up and told Joe how fine he was doing~
Piggy w~.lked over too.
"Nice going, Joe," he said.
He c<;luldn't keep his eyes off the new Joe Gordon mitt that Joe had
thrust over his wrists, though. He wanted to ask about it, but he didn't.
Somehow, it wasn't the sam~ in here on the sidelines as it was out in
the field~ He wasn't nervous any ,more. He only wished that he could
Ii'
have mjlde a clean catch of that ba~l and tagged the runner on third.
Then he would have been the one who was getting the praise. He could
,
have gone up and asked Joe for the mitt.
"Se~ h;.er~," he would have said. "That last throw was pretty hard
on my haJ;lds with this old mitt. I almost didn't grab on to it. Let me
take my own mitt, will you'?" .
And Joe would have had to 40 it, because of the fine play that Piggy
had just made~ But he hadn't made it, and he tried to console himself.
. Pretty soon, he thought, it'll be my turn at bat. Maybe I can really get
hold of a good one._ Maybe I can knock it clean down over the gate and
into the road. Th~ bases will be full. All the kids on the sidelines will
be cheePing. I'll' step up, and I'll take a swing at the first one that
comes over.
.
Hecould almost hear it connect, with a solid ripeness. Whang!
Harry came up to him.
"Hey, Piggy. What-ya doin'?"
Piggy looked up and blinked.
"What?"
"What-ya pullin' faces for?"
Piggy hadn't knoWn what he was doing. It was like wa1<.ingfrom a
dream. fie'd had that home-run almost in his hands. He flushed.
II·
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Harry edge~ up dose to him and began kicking his toes in the diJ
"Say, Pi~gy-"
"Yeah?" I
"I hate ~ do this, but it looks like it's gonna be a purty.dose garr
I guess I befter let Rod p~y third' next inning."
Piggy ditln't trust himself to look up.
"Sure," ~e said hoarsely.
Harry sighed, relieved. He looked at Piggy.
"I'll tell ~ou what," he said.
"What?'~

"You catjl keep the scorebook."
He wha~ked Piggy on the back with genuine enthusiasm...
"You're [the best score-keeper we got anyway," he said, as thoul
wishing he'd thought of this sooner. "You know, Piggy, I can't tn
nobody to ~eep the score the way you can. You go. over and tell 'em
told you to feep score."
,
"G'wan, i' he shouted. "Who told you ye could pitch, anyway?"
Piggy wtched him adlljliringly. Harry was some boy, all right. He:
be in the bi leagues somed.aYe Joe, too. Joe would make some-a the
big league itchers like Red Ruffing and Whit Wyatt look like d.
"e" one of Ithese days, he thought. He saw Joe looking at him. I
~~
"Youcah go on using my mitt," he called.."I'm gonmi keep score
Joe grin~ed and held up his arm. He still had the mitt hung on I
I

.

~;ust sJke out 01' Rogue Belde~ once more," Piggy called, forci
a smile. "Stlrike him out again, and you can use it all season."
Joe wav~d and turned back to the game. Piggy walked slowly
toward the ~oy who was keeping score.
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AMORIST

My dear, there is disparity
Between the 'problems that we sense
In cont~xtof experience'
And the abstracted forms we pose
When we explain what they m!ly be.
, This is a theine obscured in prose,
And much abused in poetry.
You are the problem I propose,
The text I would expound and glose:I call you, for convenience, love.
By definition you're a cause
Inferred by necessary lawsYou are so to the saints above.
But in this shadowy lower life
. I sleep with a terrestial wife
And earthly children I beget.
Love is a fiction I must use,
. A privilege I may abuse,
And someti,mes something I forget.
Now, in the heavenly other place
Love is, in the'etemal mind,
The luminous form whose shade she is,
'A ghost discarnate, thought defined.
She was so in my early bliss;
She is so while I comprehend
32 9
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The forms my senses apprehend;
And in the end she will be so.
Her whom my hands embrace I kiss;
Her whom my mind infers I know.
The one exists in' time and space
And as she was she will not be;
,The other is in her own grace
And is She is eternally.

r

Plato, you shall not plague my life!
I ~arried a terrestial wife.
And Hume, she is not mere sensation
In sequence of observed relation!
She has two form~(Ah, thank you, Duns!)
I know her in both ways at once.
I knew her, yes, before I knew her,
And by both means I must construe her,
And none .among you shall undo her.
I

EPIGRAMS

I

~.
.
II know not what I am. I think I know
¥uch of the cil1cumstance in which I flow. .
~ut knowledge is not power. I am that flow
(])f history and of percept which I know.

~.

Deep summer, and time pauses. Sorrow wastes
a new sorrow. While time heals time hastes.
~.
.

+0

he dry soul rages. The unfeeling feel
ith the dry vehemence of the unreal.
o I in the Idea of your arms, unwon I
m, as the real in the unreal, undone.
Things hasten to their end. If life and love
~eem slow, it is their end we're ignorant of.
I
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What visage is this? in what fears arrayed?
This ghost I conjured though that ghost was laid?
The vision of a visi<;>n, still unstayed
By my voicel still by its o~d fears dismayedl

.,.

J.V.CUNNINGHAM

TWO

POEMS

EXHIBITION

(For Wassily Kandinsky) ,
All loves and aspirations of
A thousand inspired men
, Are hu~g upon the walls above
The little cards of who and when.
Ten lovely women slightly veiled
And many men lain naked,
White flying geese, and Trotsky jailed,
Madame Poots and Spring Awaked.
And there before the dreams all framed,
The whispering flesh walks sideways by,
.Travailing in t~e spirit)amed
To find the shade where th°eir dreams lie.
The light is weaved by shuttling look,
Warping the walls from frame to frame
And wefting down to the clenched guide book:
Or Nymph or Peach; the look's the same.
Christ Crucified and Napoleon-Dead,
Atrophied Apple, Birds in the Snow,
Or Lady in Green or Lady in RedStill hungry they come. And hungry they go.
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THE

I

LEPERS

Here in thisspaciol;ls cloister
That apes the free-world we once knew
I might forget the insidious matter
Webbed in tne exiled thew
I
I

But for the dream of ambient hair
, Of gold or black, and rounded bosom:
A garden of delicate graces where
I
i My turgent love might blossom.
I
., , It is April. The air is dense
With jasmine. The season's charities
Indifferent fall upon the sense
Swelling the rank asperities
Of tJIe soul. The geranium is dead
That, througp the cold, awaited spring.
Its speck of rot the sun first spread
Then forced the bloom, a barren thing.
From beyond the blue althea hedge
I A patient looks with predilection,
Magnificent in her· sortilege
: Of tulips and affection.
Secret notes in attitude and glance
She hides in pockets of the wind
Dreaming: through the arabesque of chance
They may receptive eyes prescind.
But I not grasp this dull attainable.
Desire and o1i>ject side by side?
A yo~thful dream, an aged fable,
Self-deceptioJll for-a ruthless pride.
The incunabula of this love
Would rock and falter on a crutch,
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Hideous with the knowledge of
The tomb-and cold and dank to touch.
j~

•

'.

t:"

o brave anatomies clean and white
~

And thrilled with life unto the bon~- \
Whete no intimacies of fancy might
Corrode upon an alien zone
As: spreading their bright filaments
Towards adventure and the ecstacy,
They flaccid fall-and impotentA green-slimed jar's anthology.
This cold corrosIon of the flesh
Is as much escapable
As the heart's hot restlessness
For things irreconcilable.
Ayl as the brittle insect wings
Are shaped anemones beneath the glass,
Against the arrant guise of things
The soul is forced to loneliness.
HARRIS

DOW,NEY

~'

SHATTERED CITY
,

-

Evening is alone-the sun has gone:
AJaggard sky wades through the smoking city;
Cement spouts its ruptured veins; withdrawn
Is life upon the pavement of lost pity.

.
Hunks of bitten buildings, spat on streets,
Retard the dragging feet of restitution;
Crawling rags humanity secretes,
Lie writhing in the, midst of dread pollution.
IRENE
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"A RENTED PLANETARIUM
Look up, look up, the speaker said}
at Mother Earth amidst the spheres,
who has IlIOt stumbled, but instead
walks the Islow centuries of years,
keeps to her own judicious path
between the darkness of the void
and the round pool of molten wrath "
where she, and we, might be destroyed,
and in unmeasured time and space,
at the right moment, never fails
to occupy Ithe proper place!
Down her para~ola she sails,
and wheels her mountains and her seas
out of the :shadow into light,
bringing with metronomic ease
the break of day, the fall of night.
\Ve see the solar solitaries
move witH' a leisured impetus.
Unseen, our mother-planet carries
the burden of frenetic us.
. . . And as his polished lenses grope}
sifting the flakes of nebulae}
the Martiatz at his 'telescope
suddenly cqlls a colleague: See,
I

see, this is ~e one I meant,
spotted witp green-gold, white and blue;
notice the [eaf-shaped continent,
the well-marked polar ice-caps too;,
with air and water, warmth and room
developing lits latent powers,'
we have good reason to assume
life is abuntlant there, and flowers.
CLARk

MILL

1
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TWO

NOCTURNES

.

1

Some hour I am awake time seems to pause
Sighing lightly as a sleeper breathes
And turns to grope toward a yet deeper sleep:
Only my self is watchml at this hushed
Interval between two inhalations,
Alone, fearing ~he secret dark, lost:
Then if a bell chimes life begins to move,
And self goes forth 'to bless all things that love
Asleep and knowing not of their sweet change.

..

,

11

.

Thepied fields have surrendered to gray; .
The woods surround them, sullen cliffs of black.
Bushes encumber them, like monoliths,
And moonlight powders them all as thick as rust.
The wigon might have ~ade this wagon track
As well a year ago as half a day:
The wagoner who jolted home this way
Have stumbled into his own stubborn clay:
The wheelwright, like his wheels, have rolled in dus~.
Here'are the shriveled faces of barns and house.
From sagging rafters rotten shingles hang
At aqgles, like old teeth in an idiot's mouth.
The,.gaping moon regards this lunacy.
,

Who plants his feet in the warm earth at noon
Gets ;his quick answer: nostrils choke with loam.But venture on this ancient crust at night,
, You will find a stranger staring in re~urn,
Goin.g alone, under a cold moon.
How A
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from TME STERILE DUST
SAW-TEETH

The wind clapped music-cycles,
Roundabopt
Went about catching wind.
Unnatural Ithunder
Sho~k the sunken stair.
Gypsum-pqwc;ler
'Drifted int;b snow.
Unnatural !hunger
Lusted at the soup-holes,
Watching a windowful of lightning.
Beyond the jagged smashed pane,
The cracked lightning
Gibbered with unnatural wonder.
The salted eyes dribbled,
,
And childIien sucked for soup-nipples.
I

The lightn~ng's ragged fingernail
Rasped on drumhead-parchment,
Cackling static news.
. The radio's dry voice was torn
By Hitler's mouthscrawl.
A mortar's tocky bell
'Clanged out toxic powders.
I

But I recall a line of Heine,
uAuf die Berge will ich steigen"A smooth nooning speech Round as tongue can tell.
•
MAP-READING
I

Bang the sash.
Sliut out the foQIish shuddering owl.
I
Sliut out the ~gs of clammy leaves.
~e have blood ~o dream, and dreams of blood,
Ahd how withorlt the hood of hate
I .

.

I
I

~
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Tomorrow kill our sworn quarry
And pop his two white sight-buds.
It must: be done,
And th~mind takes rapid hold
Of pity ~d the mother-smile
,
Sweet-smelling. babie~, and the marriage-mangerYet tomorrow-kill I
Shut ou~ the shuddering owl.
I

.

1 wonder now if the very name of war
Contracts the ears,
Points the eyes,
Sharps the fingers,'
Calms the heart.
We kill at dim personifications,
-Too Soon true,
More hateful than our love.
Tonight pin.ch off a bit of bread
For your dry mouth.
Shut·out the foolish owl.
,

,

P!tOHIBITION

The fire-infested west
Takes a henna-rinse.
Local..colored libraries
Take 'the generous glow
Where not long since.
The last puritan massively shook his beard.

.
The world's bewildering volumeNow:a schoolboy'§ ~tlas.
Now three-dimensional men,
Carefully understating,
W~nder when.
When! Ah, to unfente the range
Where storming cattJe
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IKick Up douds!Long-buried battle.
ICurb only the belted barons
:Wearing spider-signs and fasces.
Curb only the 'firebrands, firehands,
Silting the spilrited earth with spark.and ashes.
JAMES

I

FRANKLIN

CCRUMBLING OF THE
Long torrents the gras~ waves,
Touched as with life.
Live your years as minutes,
For no wind has the night.
lNight holds the knife.

LEW]

ROCK

Smiling, a hard-faced man,
Crumbling Of The Rock, hot breathes
IUpon live thiIilgs blooming and unbloomed.
IGive your fragrance "
To the pulseless roofs if must,
For none can escape the withering.
~he greatest ocean will precipitate dust.

...

...

...

...

I

~o man felt me coming,

jAnd God is a sightless man
]Who must be told.
~ have. slipped in
Fhere there is no space.

~

..

ld

deathless man, Crumbling Of The Rock,
"
heds sand upon my ~pturned face,
JAnd this that is feature
i
•
]WIll come to be a moundJEye hollows, mouth filled in,
~d the specially-mumbled of a once voice
]will be heard as time passing.
I
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FOR THE OPENING OF THE
WILLIAM DINSMORE BRIGGS ROOM·
. StanfordUniversity
May 7, 1942
Because our Bei~g grows in mind,
And evil in imperfect thought,
And passion running undefined
May ruin what the masters taught; .
.
~

Within the edge. of war we meet
.To dedicate this room to one
Who made his wisdom more co~plete
Than any save the great have done:
That in this room, men yet may reach,
By labor and' wit's sullen shock,
The final certitude of speech
Which Hell itself cannot unlock.
YVOR

WINTERS

A room equipped for reading and for social gatherings for graduate
students in English, in memory of th~ late head of the Stanford English
department..)
' . oil:

POEM
Call in the oxen and bed the lambs,
Blowout the light on the stable door;
Come is the night, and the moon is throwing
. 'uddles of cream on the kitchen floor.

Pau~e'in the doorway to ~troke the puppy,
Saygoodnight!·to the nearest star.
Home are the dreatn'i that roamed the meadows,
Gathering fay-flowers near and far.
I

.

Loosen the buttons on your apron. . . .
(~ho is to know it's the flesh you shed?)
J{iss all the sleeping little faces,
Blowout the candle; deep is t!te hed.'
•

ISOBEL
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SONNET
S ould I retreat within the house of years
SBending my life to save a little time,
Nersing with WIfinkled care the creeping fears
T rat shun the lamp and toward no window climb
~oU'ld this

be me, or, useful, a disguiseA Ipretext cunning made to substitute
Fqr ardor, the courageous and unwise,
TPo eloquent to suffer and be mute?

.

A Icharacter-that creature with a shapeInstrument of action, needs a frame;
House, ship-at-sea, landscape,
The scene described to vision dull or lame.
But Times an island in the sea of space
And spirits kindred meet there face to face.
WINTHROP
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WAR'S YEAR _
Tha.t was the time the white-throated 'sparrow
Moving north in seasonal migration
Stopped in the lilacs calling softly,
Of birds, what ,is their'nation?
Now they have gone with the thrush and warbler.
Summer has gone, and the fall.
That one spring day, not soon forgotten,
We heard
. the nations call.

~.

We had opened the doorfor the bird's low_singing,
To mark its flight down the lane,
When behind us the words of the message thundered,
Innocent lovers are slain.

.

The li1ac~ are gone with the rose and the daisy.
The seasonal flowers have faded
With the passing of pe~ce, with the falling of nations
~d the cry of peoples invaded.

..
Now we have gone again to the doorway
With the birds ,and the flowers still there,
That moment of peace now Past returning
And a chill of fear on the air.
RAYMOND
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~diited

Thu.s
Germany,
by W. W. Coole and M. F. Potter; fo
word bY~Hamilton Fish Armstrong. New York: Harper and Brol
ers, 194 . $3.5 0 .
The Roots f National Socialism, by Rohan D'D. Butler. New YOI
E. P. Dtttton and Company, 1942. $3.00.
<i!Metapoliticf: From the Romantics to Hitler, by Peter Viereck. Nc
Y;ork: Affred A. Knop~, 1941. $3.00.
These b~oks are accounts of Nazi ideas found in Germany befc
1933 and, ~or the most part before 1914. Coole and Potter's Th
Speaks Ger'rany is an assortment ~f brief quotations from Germans
the past sev ral centuries, quotations calculated; in their uncomprom
ing illibera .sm, to shock men of good will, yet purporting to be repl
sentat~ve of erman cultuJie as a whole. Rohan D'D Butler's The Roc
of National ocialism is a well-written history of the anti-liberal thoug
of German}f (1783-1933) in its relation to the social, but much me
to the political, background; Butler is a Fellow of All Souls, and I
book is embellish,ed by a dry, donnish w~t. Vierec~'s Metapolitics is II
urbane, less erudite, and less competent; but it is neither so pornpOl
so insular, nor so tendenci.ous. For the first time in English, as far al
am aware, \fiereck expounds the views of typical and influential "prol
Nazis": Father Jahn, the first Storm Trooper, and Richard Wagnl
the Fuhrer'~ Fuhrer. Instead of emulating Francis Hackett's. rodomc
tade on Me n Kampf, Viereck gives an excellent summary of the idt
of the egre 'ous Alfred Rosenberg, Hitler's chief ideologist, author
the fullest pologies for Nazism, shadow-author of Mein Kampf itse
and now reported "ruler" of the Ukraine.
All thre~ books have aln end in view beyond correcting the prej
dices of th~ political philosophers by calling attention to write
neglected id England and America, whose work is as in8uential as it
342
t
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dangerous~

They pass judgmenJ: on Germany as. a whole; and one of.
them seems to call for her, annihilation. .
\
This is Coole and Potter's Thus Speaks Germany, and here is the
authors' version of the 19 19 settlement (pp. 357-358): .
~-

" The Western world so 'thoroughly believed in the sudden
trans(ormation of the soul of Germany that it did all it could to
help the Germans forget their defeat and make a quick recovery
... [but] ... when the camouflage of a "democratic" Republic
ceased to be necessary, Germany disclosed her former features....
Note (1) the lie of "did all it could;" (2) the fascist assumption that
German democracy was only an artificial superstructure hiding ~he
"real" Germany; t (3) the curious and fantastic hypothesis of a "soul of
Germany," an Jdea of Rosenberg's; (4) the Spenglerian pomposity and
the crosspatch pontificality of the_Iangu~ge.
Butler is much more civilized. Embarrassed by his own' hatred of
Germany, he 'couches 'his argument in the language of a masochistic
•
litotes. For instance note the last sentences of the book (p. 299) :
. . . one is inclined to wonder whether that darkness which the
Germans h~ve so ardently invoked has not indeed proved very
fruitful. . . . And one wonders whether that people will see the
.
light again.
Why does Uutler pretend to speak more in sorrow than in anger? A
cheap rhetorical t device. If his bitter and uncompromising indictment
?f Germany where even half-true,. a man would have no business "wondering/' much less being "inclined to wonder," whether German
thought has been fruitful. Butler's irony is spurious, for a true irony
implies a recognition that truth is not simple and that the universe is_
not painted in blacks and w~ites. Such a "two-valued orientation," to
use Korzybski's phrase, would find a more natural vent in invective, as
Hitler knows. I dwell on Butler's rhetoric because it has persuaded
some reviewers that the book is dispassionate. "Scrupulously restrained,
honest, and scientific, it carries a potent impact," says one. But in two
long and.. important reviews (Dublin Review and Horiz.on) Franz
Borkenau, the eminent German liberal, has revealed the utter unfairness of Butler's garbled quotations, his careful suppressions and his,
stupid non-se...quiturs.
Actu'ally, ~Peter Viereck, for all ,his slapdas4 manner, is much more
honest and even more nearly dispassionate. His book gains for being
,f
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mitten in ajcountry n\lt ye. t at war; and perhaps there is always mo
hatred of Girmany in the land of Butler, Coole, and Potter.
Viereck starts by citing Goethe and Yeats in meanings utterly I
mote from the authors' i,nt~ntions.. He is a journalist, and he s~eks tI
picturesque bven to the !eJ4tent of interpreting the rise of Nazism as
result of "robanticism" anp the frustration of a few Greenwich Villal
phonies. T at Viereck's analysis is not always as simple as it sounds
shown by th fact that he has discoIl}fited some of his reviewers by simp
- citation of-h's original text. Generalize about Viereck's interpretatic
(as I have j st done) and.ljle will produce a passage contradicting yOl
generalizati~n. This d~s not .m~an .that he is profound; where Coo
·and Potter are crude, VIereck IS ambIguous.
The basic faults or limitations of all these men are, first, their uttl
dependence upon high-order abstractions such as national souls; secon
their enslavement to the facile antithesis and the "two-valued orient
tion." A c1racteristic result is Butler's complete failure to mentic
Germany's agnificent anti-fascists from Marx on; a sentence from
recent articl in the anti-fascist Freies Deutschland is.suggestive: "u
die Nazis zu hassen muss man ein Deutscher sein." Furthermore, Bu
ler gives the impression that fascism is not important outside German
This error i~;part of an even more important one common among Ii
erals (thou h not among communists): the idea that democracy
traditional d that tyranny is a return to some· long-outgrown dal
.age. The n.ive idea that all history has been a "'preparation for .u
liberal prof~ssor is flattering to him but weakening to his fello'
because ·it leads to an underestimation of the enemy's strength. Eve]
item in Hitler's
pr()gram is hatefully traditional. It is we with our hop
I
for the common man who lave only. the future and not the past on 1>1
side.
Men like Butler and Viereck think that we are fighting for Socratl
and Jesus. The struggle, they tell us, is of mighty opposites: barbarisl
versus civili~tion, East versus West, paganism versus Christianity, he
versus heaveh, Germany v~sus the world. Just because Hitler's charl
tans are dres~d in the rags I and tatters of historicism, pragmatism, reI
. tivism, and ~e like, these philosophies-the backbone of modern prl
gressive thqught-are declared fascistic. "Whoever," says Vierec
(p. 313), "tlieves that tbe end justifies the means is a barbarian il
vader of W
and Christian civilization." What then does he Sl
I

i,

[tem

I
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to the invasion of Finland or Madagascar? To wage war at all for good
ends must b~ t~ invade Western and Christian civilization. One reviewer says that Butler convinced him that the essential tenets of antifascism are (1) the spiritual basis of human life and (2) the absolute
value of the indiVidual. Alfthis is much closer to the Neo-Thomism of
President Hutchins than to the main varieties of modern progressive
philosophy such as American pragmatism or Soviet communism.
The terms In which Butler and VierecIs conduct their discussion
drive them to utter unreality so' that one wonders what 'is the validity
of this-sort of book anyway. What is the argument? Holdedin speaks
of national revival, Hitler speaks of national revival; therefore Hitler
is a romantic and Holderlin a proto-Nazi. I suggest two objections to
this: first, that Holderlin is insulted and dragged in the mire; second,
that Hitler is Battered and 'accepted too much at his own valuation.
Natu~ally Hitler would like to think himself in the main channel of
German thought. But 'Breches characterization of the Fii4rer. is much
more accurate: der blutige Dummkopf. '
These
books on the "German soul" advance a sort of
counterfascist theology that has little appeal ,outside the smaIi circles tn which
their authors move. If the roots of the trouble lie so deep in national
souls as isassumerl, then how can there be a solgtion without the total
annihilation of Germany-which the world would not tolerate and
which Stalin (for instance) does pot, according to his own statement,
desire? If good is identified with the West and with Christianity, then
perhaps the Japanese "soul''' will also prove incorrigible. India, too, is
. not a western democracy, nor is it in any sense Christian. Butler hints
that Germany is barbarous because it was never Romanized, but neither
was most of the rest of the world.
These books and the ideas they set foit~ are the weapons and
strategy of the last war in ideology as well as in action; they are wraith,s
of bygone actualities, -especially of national wars and jealousies. We
, shall not have a twentieth-eentury ide,ology until it is recognized that
our struggles-are not basically national at all and that we and our allies
are not fighting for spirituality or even for any national "souL"
ERIC

RUSSELL

(

BENTLEY

I; .
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Hawai' J by Erna Fergusson. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 194
$3·5°·

OUT

At a ti e when our Pacific outpost is shrouded in a veil of cense
ship, it is i teresting and rewarding to examine the excellent prew,
picture of t e islands whim Erna Fergusson presents, in OUT Hawaii
particularly in view of the fact that Hawaii's experiment in living In:
offer, as the ,author points out, valuable suggestions in the formulatic
of a lasting eace.
"
OUT Hatpaii is conceived in such a form as to meet the requiremen
and pique the curiosity of the a\rerage reader. Neither a textbook f4
the specialist nor a handbook for the tourist, this well-illustrated volun
presupposes on the part of the reader little knowledge of our territori
possession. .
.
Miss Fe~gusson is too canny to leap into the midst of her subjec
She conten~ herself at the outset in sharing with her re~ders c;asu,
facts about the islands and impressions obtained from her expert all
sympathetic Iprobings of persons from every walk of life~ Then, after
judicial weighing of written and oral evidence,.she lays the cornerstor
of her reco,truction of past-Captain Cook Hawaii in making the asse
tion that" ew England fathered modern Hawaii and its mother w:
Polynesian" and that it is imposs~ble to understand Hawaii without fir
appreciatin.g- the qualities of these two races which have shared hono
throughout her recent history.
, Having ~stablished this sure foundation, she proceeds to point 01
that, unlike other countries, Hawaii was conquered, not by force (
the Gospel and the schoolb.ook; that the· missionarie
arms, but
arriving at moment when the Christian faith was eagerly seized upo
as a substitu e for the crumbling system of tabu, "made a literate pOpl
lation out.o the Stone Age people" and "steadied the little kingdOl
"through fift~ years of COy.etous conflict between powerful nations,
Miss Fergusson succeedS in conveying a clear impression of the SUi
c~ssive stager in this extraordinary transition-a transition .which in
SIngle centuIT embraced what ~a:ny parts of the world reqUIred at lea:
three hundred years to achieve. She does this by presenting in tum tlJ
, portraits of tour remarkable women: Kaahumanu, the queen who ha
the courage Ito break the dread tabu; the "Missionary Mot~er," \Vb
paved the ~ay for a beneficient paternalism; Queen Emma, who~
impec(;able court was the counterpart of Queen Victoria's; andPrincei
I
I
I
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Kaiulani, whose tragic plea for the dying monarchy makes touching
reading in this hour of blitzkreig. The charming portraits of'_these
four women, eac~ so individual arid so representative of her time, give
us an intimate insight into the sweep of history.
In building up her picture of present-day Hawaii,. Miss Fergusson
does not confine herself to. Honolulu and the island of Oahu. Taking
us to"the other islands,''' she seizes upon the essential characteristics of
each, telling us, .among other things, about the lIawaiian paniolo who
indulges his: love for finery in the gaudy shirt and gay neckerchief of the
Espaiioles, whence derives his name and much of his technique.
A highlight in Miss Fergusson's travels is her investigation of the
hula. There are numerous varieties, she discovered: the hula staged for
tourists; the ancient sacred ,hula, suppressed by the missionaries and
doomed by the overthrow of the native gods.; the distinctly profane
\ longshoreman's hula from which the "Mainland" versions stem; the
hula as performed at social gatherings;· and that which the Hawaiian
natives d;ance for their own enjoyment-a version delectably described
in a priceless chapter titled "New Year's Luau at Kahakuloa." It was
at Kahakuloa that the author became aware of the hula as.a fluid, living
form of art. . .
.I'
Miss Fergusson. savors her astute observations with a sparkling sense
of humor. ;As to her conclusions, the war suspends judgment. But one
hopes with her that in the postwar search for a worldwide formula for .
peace, Hawaii will be able to present laboratory proof that, on a small
scale at least, peoples of different racial and cultural background can be
~used into that workable whole whichconstitute~'the ideal of democracy.
."

THOMAS

NICKERSON

Hernan Cortes,. Conqueror of Mexico; by Salvador,de Madariaga. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1941. $4.00.
.l

Liberators mid Heroes of Mexico ,and Central America, by Marion F.
L.ansing. Boston: L. C. Page &: Company, 1941. $3.00.
Of books on Hernan Co!"tes and the Conquest of Mexico, there have
been a.large number. The theme is a ·dramatic one. It ind\ldes those
stirring qualities of love and romance; rise from nonentity to a position
of leadership by sheer pers0t:lal courage, shrewdness, and strength;· dis-
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covery of un~nown lands and peoples; military conquest against appall
ing odds; an4 the addition ito the Spanish empire of Mexico, one of it
richest and most precious jlewels.
Such was; the fortune of Cortes. From his day to the present, therl
is perhaps no chapter in history more remarkable. It is small wondel
therefore, that numerous writers have tried to tell this story, and tha
•
I
-we have suc~ accounts as W. H. Prescott's classic Conquest of Mexia]
as brilliant story now !is when it~was written nearly a hundred year
ago, or that 41 man of the reputation of Salvador de_Madariaga should
today, give uls a new interpretation af this same'event.
. Briefly, <jorres. born in ~pain in 1487, was seized with a desire to g>
adventuring I during those stirring days follolV,ing the discovery 0
America an1 the water-r?ute to India, and succeeded in coming tc
"the Indies' in 1504. There, on the .Island ,of Santa Domingo, hl
became a pl~nter and minor official, but gave little indication. of thl
qualities that were later tq place him on a pinnacle of success, whid
rivaled only the accomplishments of Christopher Columbus.
But the "fVorl4 was expanding. From the litt~e group of Spanisl
islands in ~ West Indies: and the Caribbean area, all that was thel
known of thq New World, Spanish expeditions penetrated to the north
ern coast of South America~ to the shores of Central America. and acros
its narrow isthmus, and, m~st important of all, to Yucatan and Mexice
with their distinctive native civilizations. Two captains from Cuba, OJ
orders of its governor, had ventured into the Gulf of Mexico, and thel
Cortes, in 15~9, was sent to tempt su~cess where they had failed. He die
so, but here ie may only refer to the highlights of his conquest: how hi
obtained the interpreters, Aguilar and Dona Marina; made an alliancl
with Cempo )la; founded Vera Cruz; "burned" (sank) his ships; in
vaded and c~nquered Tlaxcala with less than five hundred men an(
sixteen hors,s; o~erwh~lmed treacherous Cholula; entered M~xico Cit~
and made a (Captive of Its ruler, Montezuma; captured Narvaez and hi
army of nind hundred men. and eighty hor~s with a force of about twe
hundred and fifty; was driven out of Mexico on the "noche triste;'
reconquered! the city and entire surrounding area with less than onl
thousand Sp~ish soldiers; ~nd how he was recognized by the Empero:
and acclaim~d throughout ~pain.
Madariaga relates the w):lole dramatic story, but the reader will mis
in his pages many of the aIltecdotes told by others. Yet he treads alway

1

I

•

I

I
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on firm ground. Rarely does he stray from such contemporary chronicles as the Historia Verdadera of Bernal Diaz del Castillo, the Cr6nica
de la Nueva Espana of Francisco Cervantes de Salazar, or other contemporary evidence. The author has little space fc;>r the amor01.~s escapades
of Cortes, dwelt on at length by some, but grasps the wider significance
•
of the entire conquest with clearness and force: He understands Cortes
and the men of his time far better than many ~ He realizes that the
sixteenth 'century was different from the nineteenth. He senses the
greatness ;:tnd weakness of Cortes. Madariaga's account of Cortes will
endure as .~ keen, factuat well-written, psychological approach to the
.
Conquest of M e x i c o . .
In contrast to Madariaga's volume, which measures up to the critic's
taste in, scholarship, Liberators and Heroes of Mexico and Central
America, by Marion F. Lansing, is designated for different audience.
It is written for the general public. In a series of short chapter~ he
tells the story of Hi~lgo, Morelos, ItIirbide, Morazan, Benit<? Juarez,
Barrios, an<l half a dozen other heroes of these countries. Each essay is
a unit, a l~ttle gem from the history of that particular country. H, the
people of the United States understood these and other heroes of the.
Latin American nations be~ter and if they realized that these men are
real heroes in their own country, the cause of the Good Neighbor policy
wou~d be vastly enhanced.
GEORGE P. HAMMOND

a

,

.

South A'inlfrica and Hemisphere _Defense, by J. Fred Rippy. Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1941. $1.50.
Inter-American Solidarit"", by Herminio Portell Vila et al. Chicago:
.
'The University of Chicago Press, 1941. $1.50.
The A. B. C~ of Latin America,.by Frank Henius. Philadelphia: David
McKaY,Company, 1942. $1.50._
These three modest volumes are a pleasant relief from the mass
of current literature ~n Latin America: travel notes by. our messengers
of good will, interesting but! superficial accounts by itinerant journal- .
ists turned statesmen ~or t~e' occasion, pon~erous. professional dissertations based on secondary authorities, all written with an eye 'to
the coordinator's budget, the -best seller list, or the promotion committee, as the case may be.
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Dr. Rippy's little volume contains the Waltc;.r Lynwood Flemi:
Lectures i~ Southern History, delivered by"'-1iifil' at Louisiana SGl
University ~n 1941. These four lectures reflect the author's' customa
careful scholarship, and his analysis of the United States-Latin Ame
can relatio+s is sound and readable. It is only when Dr. Rippy fe4
that he has Isomething to sell in the way of an inter-American progra
that his efforts become rather strained. Thus in the first lecture, a c
tailed discu ion of the foreign policy of the United States becomes,
quote the a thor, "the EVGlution of the American System," an Arne:
can system which it is stated has existed for more than a centul
There may be an American system, but Latin Americans will pro
ably not ac ept references to Simon Bolivar, the Panama Congress
1826, a~d fast clashes with Britain over contraband poliCies as e,
dence of ~e antiquity 01£ our present-day foreign policy. 'Why n
offer the GQod Neighbor Policy as a pure act of repentance? In his d:
cussion of fpture commercial relations and investment possibilities;:
South Ame~ica, Dr. ltippyi is not on certain ground. Mr. Hull's recipr
"cal trade tr«taty program is surely not a prop for any concept of herr
spheric ~elffufficiency. which the author appare~tl! b~lieves to be
most satlsfa~tory solutIon qf these problems, ~.nd It IS dIfficult to see JU
in what manner the financing of South ~~ica by our governmen
instead of lhy private investors, is 'any great improvement. It seen
obvious th1; while under a system of free enterprise only a few COIl
mercial dis utes become the subject of diplomatic intervention. und,
the present system of government financing, every default by a Lati
American country will necessarily involve a diplomatic incident. Tl
author's the is in these lectures leads him to the verge of hemispher:
isolation. 0 e must bear the fact in mind, however, that most of or
Latin Arne .can experts, including those in our government servio
are ~nding it necessary to 6t their views into the terms of the Atlanti
Charter, an~ a broader concept of world organization than that en
bodied in the term "Pan-Americanism."
.
Inter-American Solidarity consists of seven lectures delivered at th
University of Chicago in 1941 under the Norman Wait Harris Ml
morial FouJlldation. These lectures cover the entire field of inte:
American r~ati~ns. including an excellent discussion by Major Georg
Fielding Elipt on the "Strategy of Hemispheric Defense" and othe
.lectures on ~rade and finalilcial problems,. raw materials, cultur~l rele
tions, and Pkn-Americanism. Several of the authors are Latin Amer:

y

I

~
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cans who present the point of view of their countries. Senor Ortega~s
lecture on <:ultural relations ought to be sufficient to persuade our most
ardent good will messengers that culture is' something that cannot
be bought and sold by folio. Practically all the lectures with the e~
ception of Major Eliot's stress ~he detachment of the Western Hemi~
sphere, although Dr. Rippy in ~is lecture on Pan-Americanism somewhat regretfully concedes that the Western Hemipshere is a part of
the world and that, the conquest of the British Isles by a ~ilitary
aggressor would menace the American nations. The volume ~ontains
a lecture by Professor Scott of McGill University on "Canada and
Hemispheric Solidarity:' This is interesting because .most of our experts on inter-American affairs, including the authors of this volume
apart from Profes~or Scott, seem to overlook the_fact that Canada is a
part of the Western Hemisphere, although she" is unquestionably, as
Professor Sco~t states, "its largest, and sec9nd most powerful state." It
would be well for those having our program of inter-American relations in charge not to overlook the importance of our northern neighbor and the part that Canada, free as she is from those criticisms which
beset the past poHcies of the United States, may 'play in bringing about
'
hemispheric "solidarity.··
The A. B. C. of Latin dmerica is a compilation of factual informa. tion, commercial, governmental, and otherwise, from each of> the republics of Latin America.· This work appears to have been carefully
done a'nd within limits a publication of this kind undoubtedly will
serve a useful purpose. It is not.a volume which one reads through, but
rather a useful manual for consultation.
•

.

,

I
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The Unpublished ~etters of Adolphe F. Bandelier, concerning the
, Writing and Publicatio!" of The Delight Makers, with an introduction by Paul Radin. EI Paso, Texas: C:;lrl Hertzog, 1942. $2.50.
In 1929 Mrs. Fanny Bandelier gave Paul Radin a small packet of
letters written by her husband to Thomas Allibone Janvier and his
wife betWeen March 12', 1888, and May, 1892. Radin and the New
York bookseller and importer, Charles P. Everitt, eventually asked Carl
Hertzog and Tom Lea, the El Paso printer and artist noted for their
interest in' rare Southwest items, to publish the letters for them. An
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almost eede chain of triails and mishaps, for' both Radin and the pi
lishers, att¢nding the making of the book ~re now belied by its perf
tion, with ILea's portrait frontispiece of Bandelier, Hertzog's flawl,
printing arid design, and their fine facsimile of one of the letters. Th(
misfortune~ were a story in themselves sufficient to make both art
and printet declare that the ghost of an irate Bandelier must be haUl
ing the prfject of Paul Radin for his introductory remarks about t
scientist b~ing "a· befuddled romantic." If so, the ghost of that (
perfectioniSt phjustly pursued a printer of·requal probity, for- onl~
fine craftsman working for the love of the job would have seen the bo
through the complete re-printing and resulting financial loss whi
Hertzog erldured to make a book worthy of telling the story of anotl
fine book. I
All that is an inside s~ory, but it is fitting preface to this account
Bandelier'~ own struggle with the novel. In March, 1888, writing
Janvier, a rhiladelphia j~urnalist who had spent IIlost of 1881-1887
Colorado alnd New Mexicb, Bandelier first diffidently mentions his boe
"... now don't be too much prejudiced against that poor 'romance'
mine, bu~read it first," and asks some questions about preparin~
manuscrip for pUb~ica~o?, Appare?tly, ~anvier was loath" then a
later, to
e the SCIentIst s venture Into lIterature very senously a
·must have' suggested concentration on scientific tracts, for in Septe
her, 1888, Band~lier defends the project on the grounds that the rom:
tic Indian ~'fraud" of Cooper or the Aztec "myth" of Prescott must
destroyed ~ literature as well as in science.'
'
In mady letters Bandelier speaks of his difficulty in translating 1
German of his first draft and repeatedly belittles his own literary pOll
before J~vier's greater skill. In January, 1889, he writes with grl
relief that tthe book is completed, asks Janvier's help in submitting
to publis~rs, and expresses his entire willingness to alter anythi
save the npth of his pi~ture; not one "IOTA" of that will he sacrifi
Janvier ev.dently made' faithful though unsuccessful attempts to fine
'publisher; 'buthe would not say what he thought of the book, now tl
tatively titlled The Koshare; and Bandelier, jokingly thr~atening h
with "a st<j>ne knife and ,hatchet of my forefathers" if he doesn't 81
"making ~n of my novel," begs. for frank comment which Janv
never, app~rently, expressed. (In his introduction Mr. Radin, I belie
misreads the letter of June 20, 1889, wherein Bandelier speaks of "(
l
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approbation," obviously not that 9f Janvier but of the publishers, s\nce
Bandelier still pleads for_his friend's criticism.)
Bandelier is heartened even ?y Scribner's refusal because their
rejection is based on limited appeal rather than, on literary incompetence which he so feared. Finally, the manuscript remains for several
months with 'C~arles Eliot Norton, whose influence may have, helped
toward publication, though on November 24, '1889, Bande.lier has
almost given up The Koshare. Then there is a gap in the correspondence until Jalnu.ary 31, 1891, when he reports favorable reviews of
The Delight Makers.
Aside from this story of the book, th~ biographical glimpses in the
letters are interesting. This is the time o~ Bandelier's bitter disillusionment wi~h the Hemenway eKpedition, and with 'the Southwest-Ult is
strange how everything related to tJ1is country turns melancholy at
once," even with the United States where for forty years he has had
"nothing but sorrow and disappointments." There are a few uncomplimentary asides,'"about the unreliability of Davis (in E1 Gringo) , Helen
Hunt Jackson's ignorance of the California Indians, J. Walter Fewkes'
"villainous intrigues." Charles F. Lummis's "bumptiousness," both personal a1?-d liter~ry.
But the g~I\uine modesty of Bandelier, the glow of his friendship
.and admiration for the more')acile Janvier, his utter unawareness of
the unique merit of his book contribute the most endearing personal
touch. Janvier produced an archaeological novel, too, a light, racy
affair possibly inspired by his friend's efforts. On October 13, 1889,
Bandelier says, "am curious to read that novel of yours," generously
admitting that a Mexican setting has more appeal than one of the
Southwest. O~ January 31, 1889,-he writes to Mrs. Janvier of The
Delight Makers, "If I were able to write as Tom writes, I might have
made a good book out of it.... The Aztec Treasure House [1890] is a
very remarkable book." However he adds gently, "he ought to study
the Indian mor.e ... penetrate his inner life. . .. From Mexico and with
the Indian as he is there now, a new literature could almost be started.
I have enough to do with the New Me~can aborigine." But Janvier
was to go potboiling a merry way from the Aztecs through Provence and
the Sargasso Sea and back to Mexico only casually; and Bandelier'was
soon off to the better days of his Bolivian and Peruvian research, neither
of them, in their honest friendship apparently to perceive the irony of
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these letters between the humble novice who made literature oul
scientific truth and the admired and faintly condescending mentor,
took his r~aders on a George. A. Henty expedition through The A,
Treasure ¥owe.
I

KATHERINE

SIMO

I

Navajo Crkation Myth, The Story of Emergence, by Hasteen Klah;
cordedlby Mary C. Wheelwright. Navajo Religion Series, Vol
Santa lfe: Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art, 1942. $10.00.
Knowltdge. of Southwestern ethnology is considerably enhanced
the appea~ance of Navajo Creation Myth. This is the first of a I
jected series of publicatimns on America's most populous Indian trl
Both profJssional and .lay readers will anticipate with pleasure sul
quent conributions.
.
.
.
. .
The
of the volume IS broader than the title would Indic
The bulk .f the work dealing with the legend of emergence is of
treme inte. est psychologically and culturally. It illustrates the imp
ance of the personality f~ctor in myth rendition which was forcef.
brought tq the attentiom of anthropologists by Dr. Morris Edw
Opler in Three Types af Variation and Their Relation to Cullt
Change in~angUage, CuUure, and Personality.
KIah, iss Wheelwright's informant, was one of the noted tr~
vestitesof I e Navajo reservation. While Navajo Creation Myth folIc
the conventional myth p4ttern of previous versions recorded from 1
people, th~ neurotic background of the raconteur is clearly discerni
in certain &ubstitutions and changes of emphasis. The most notabl€:
these digr~sions is the attributing of the central rol~ in creation c
emergence;to be'gocidi, the transvestite deity of the Navajo. A mil
character tinaer normal (Conditions, KIah's account raises his status
that approaching a high Igod. In this way the informant was able
rationalize :his own eccentric behavior. The case is an extremely in1
esting one. It is an actuat example of cultural dynamics and illustrat
of the latitude which the <;:ultural pattern allows for the accommodati
of the unusual individual~
Other notable features of the volume are a section of Navajo SOl
from various ceremonials, hitherto unpublished material on Nav:
masked pe~ormers, and an account of the Blessing Way Chant. 'I
latter is prdfusely illustrated with reproductions of the pollen paintil
used in that ritual.

scr,pe
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Two points may be mentioned in criticism: Readers will deplore
the excessive use of native terms which make reading difficult~ Moreover, these terms are recorded in an unaccepted system. Folklorists
will complain that the myth has been over-edited.
The book is an attractive one. The Rydal Press is to be complimented on its ptinting. The binding, by Hazel Dreis, is artistic and
well done. Grea,t credit is due the Dunewald P,iinting Company for
their realistic reproduction of the color illustrations of the pollen
paintings.
W • W • H ILL

Short Grass Country, by Stanley Vestal. New York: Duell, Sloan and
Pearce, 1941. $3.00.
14 History of Oklahoma, by Grant Foreman. Norman: University of
1942. $'3.50.
'
Oklahoma Press,
,
The Road to Di~appearanceJ by Angie Debo. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1941. $3.50.
"Fasten one end of a logchain,to the top of a fence-post. If the wind
does not blow th~ chain straight out, the breeze is moderate.". '
ThisquotatiQn, as well as anything, illustrates the quality of Stanley
V;estal's Short G~ass Country. The third volume of~the American Folkways series, Short Grass Country is an admi]'able companion to its predecessors, Haniel- Long's Pinon Co~ntry and Edwin Corle's Desert
Country. It is a good deal of everything and not much of anything in
particular, ~n engaging patchwork of folklore"history, humor, sociology,
and weather reports that somehow manages to catch the flavor of the
region which Vestal describes as bounded "by the Ozark Hill-billies to
the east, by the Spanish-American sheep-herders to the west, by the
cornhuskers in Nebraska on the north, and on the south by the brushpoppers of Texas."
The country of which Vestal Writes is a "land of buffalo hunts and
county-seat wars; of roundups, rodeos, and barbecues; of cattle, wheat,
and oil; of prairie fires, tornadoes, cloudbursts, northers, and -dust
storms; of barHed wire, windmills, and branding irons; of boots and
saddles, warbonnets, and steel hel:tpets; . . . of dugouts, soddies, bunkhouses and skysCJi3.pers; of ghost towns and boom towns; of Okies and
squawmen, ciboleros and rustlers, and vigilantes; of sidewinders, and
coyotes and roadrunners; of homed toads and prairie dogs, of good
women and bad men."
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Short Grass Country contains a great deal of information on tOI
as widely separated as tipis and menus; .a good many stories, tall (
otherwise, illustrating t~ plainsman's capacity for overstatement; (
an excellent, although iqcidental, analysis of the relationships betwl
the characferistics of the1land and those of the people who inhabit
Behind th~ lightness of the book is a solid knowledge of the region (
a profounc,l admiration fQr the courage of its people who battled Indi
and blizzalrds, dust storms and floods, droughts and depressions; (
were still rble to say at the end, "Well, the wind ble~ the dirt a,"
But we haren't lost everything. We still got the mortgage."
The people of Vestal's bOQk are the people who made Oklahol
a people ~hose complete story is told by Grant Foreman in his s,d
arly histor~ of that state., Having come into Oklahoma with the Da'
Commissi@n near the beginning of the present century, Mr. Foren
had an exaellent opportunity to observe the events leading up to OJ
homa's aqmission to statehood in 1907 and To study the relad
between tpe government of the United States and those of the F
Civilized Tribes who for: seventy-five years maintained an orderly ~i
ization in Ithe Indian Telrritory. In 358 closely packed pages, he gi'
with consitlerable detail, lhe turbulent story of Oklahoma from the.ti
of the LoJisiana Purchak until the present when the state has alre:
begun to Ibse many of those characteristics which made it unique. "1
history of ro otJ:1er state:' "Mr. Foreman states i'n his introduction, "
rived froD]l more fundamentally distinctive natural forces, conditic
trends, alfd developments-bewildering questions of public policy, d
cult problF.ms of reconcilling the operation of the laws of nature '"
Indian ri&~ts, private greed, and national honor-than the state t
was refuse~ admission to the Union until she had half as many peo
as were iIi the Thirteen Original Colonies at the close of the R(;
lution." I
Out ofl the complicat€d and difficult material of Oklahoma's hist<
Mr. Fore*an has made a smooth-moving book whose wealth of "de
is deceptiye in its easy flow. It is not an easy book to read, nor a I
- ticularly tertaining one; but it is both comprehensive and thorOl
and will ecome one of the principal sources to which students of
remon wi I refer.
"
.
Miss :Qebo'.s The Road to Disappearance might 'be said to be
enlargemt'nt upon a parU of Foreman's history of Oklahoma. For
Foreman. ealt with the entire panorama 'of Oklahoma history, 1\

i'

~ ~.
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Debp has focilsed upon one of the Five Civilized Tribes, the Creeks,
and particularly upon their history since the Civil War, and has given
us their entire story from the time of their first encounter with the
whites on their tribal lands east of the Mississippi until their loss' of
independent political identity during the first decade of the twentieth
century.
It is not a pl~asant story that Miss Debo has to tell'lit could never
be pleasant to trace the descent of a proud and integrated people from
national independence to the st~tus of a scattered and disintegrating
minority shqrn of their instit~tional patterns and forced into the
acceptance of'an alien culture-nor is it one that reflects credit -upon
our national policies towards minority groups within our borders. But
it is a story that needed to be told, and Miss Debo has done a fine job,In
the telling of the whole story: the forcible wrenching of the Creeks from
their eastern lands; ~heir ill-planned, harr~wing exodus to the west;
in their
the partial reQuilding of theit political and social institutions
new home; and their final engulfment, by the westward-spreading wave
of white settlers.
,
The Creek ~ation no longer exists. But in the words of· Pleasant
Porter, one of ~he last of their national leaders: "The vitality of our race
still persists. We have. not lived for naught. We are the original discoverers of this continent, and the conquerors of it from the animal
kingdom, -and on it first taught, the arts of peace and war, anq. first
- planted ~he institutions of virtue, truth, and liberty: ... The race that
has rendered this service to the other nations of mankind cannot utterly
perish."
j;

.

~

LYLE

Billy

SA U !'l D E R S

Kin~s

Tombstone) by C. L. Sonnichsen. Caldwell, Idaho: The
Caxton Printers, 1942. $3.00.
Longhorn Cowboy) byJames H.fCook, edited and with an introduction
by Howard R. Driggs. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons; 1942. $2.00. '
Death Valley and Scotty) by Clarence ,P. Milligan. Los Angeles: The
Ward Ritchie Press, 1942. $2.50.
Law West of the Pecos) by ~verett Lloyd. San Antonio: The Naylor Co.,
1941. $2.00.
'
It is good occasionally to gossip over the back fence of time about
the juicy happenings of other days. It is particularly gt>d when the
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gossiper chances to b~ Billy King, erstwhile barkeep, gambler,
deputy sheriff, and the happenings are those which took place in TI
stone, Arizona, in the r~istering eighties.
In its heyday there was nothing dead about Tombstone excel
occasional citizen who talked too much and too soon and shot too
and too late. From T(!)ugh Nut Street to Dutch Annie's and be)
Tombstone was a lively and lusty town whose flavor is admirably
served in Mr. Sonnichsen's gusty narrative. From the opening I
where a toughie. from Bisbee who brought a wildcat on a leash it
Tombstone saloon was put to flight by a live rattlesnake casually dJ
from the pocket of an unperturbed local barfly, the book comes to
- and the fascinated reader is plunged into the social whirl of "the wi(
est town in the United States." Sordid and vicious anq bawdy wen
lives of the knights and ladies of Tombstone, but their vice was temF
by a ribald and gargantuan humor, and their bawdiness coulc
attributed, by one charitably inclined, to nothing more than an irr,
ible impulse to good clean lust. Whatever the balance of their f;
and virtues, the Dutch Kid, Fatty Ryan, Billy Stiles, Lizette the Fl
Nymph, Crazy Horse Lil, Nosey Kate, Madame Moustache, et al '
an interest~ng crew and Mr. Sonnichsen. has made of them and 1
community a vastly entertaining book.
While the good people of Tombstone were scattering fragmen
the Ten Commandments over the .Arizona landscape, James H.·(
was growing up as a "brush popper" and "cow waddie" on the
Texas plains.. In Longhorn Cowboy he tells, with a simplicity
approaches understatement, th.e details of cowboy life'in the days oj
Chisholm Trail, a life that was dangerous and lonely and hard,
which "lacking in excesses and frills, tended to make men." It isa 1
story that Cook has to tell and one which gains appreciably throug!
excellent editing of Howard R. Driggs, who has managed to keep
uninhibited vitality of Cook's own words and at the same time to rell
the repetJ.ttons and grammatical errors which have spoiled many (J
books of this type.
Death Valley and Scotty might have been a better book if Mill
had had someone like Driggs to edit it before pubHcation. For
Milligan's book is as lush as Cook's is simple, and one's attentjon i~
frequently diverted from the mountains of Death Valley to mount
of adjectives with here and there a cliche leaping from pinnacle to (
It is a pity that Mr. Milligan could not have resisted his over-fond
I

{
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for words like cromlech, reyenant, gonfalons, and behemoth; that he
did not decide to write either a book of fact or a book of fantasy and
then stick to his decision; that he did not tell more,about bo~ Death
Valley and Scotty. For one has the feeling that Mr. Milligan could
write an excellent book about Death Valley if he tried. Death Valley
and Scotty, however, is not it.
Judge Roy ]~ean perhaps deserves a better biographer than he found
in Everett Lloyd. Law West of the Pecos deals with the stuff of which
legends are made, but the book suffers from poor organization' and
indifferent· writing..,The stories of Judge Bean are good stories, J>ut
when they are !old three times in a ~undred and t~enty pages-as~re
'- the accounts of Bean's fining a corpse forty dollars for carrying a concealed weapon and of his fondness for shortchanging customers at his
bar-even the best stories' gr~w a little tiresome. It may be, as lloyd
claims, that the real Judge Roy Bean was the'type of person who will
occupy a permanent place in the folklore of the Southwest, but the Roy
Bean who fills the pages of Law West of the Pecos is only an egocentric
and ca~,tankerous old man addicted to petty graft and pompous blustering, whom it would be kinder to forget.
Each of the books here considered is important in that it recorcb~
however well or indifferently, a bit of the color and flavor-of an era that
, 'now'lives only in the mindS' of a few "last leaves" like Billy King and
James Cook anel Scotty. No one who wishes to know the.old West can
afford to ignore Jthem.
{;;

i

,

LYLE

SAUNDERS

The Spanish-A meric.an Song and Game Book, compiled by workers of
the Writers Program, Music Program and Art Program of the Work
Projects Administratio~ in the State of New Mexico. New York:
A. S. Bar~es Co. $2.00.
I

This book contains material which has long been needed in the
folk world. To the various W.P.A. Programs goes a vote of thanks for
. collecting and bringing it together in book form.
.
As is often the case where there is much collaboration, however, a
certain 'evident lack of ~neness in purpose keeps cropping up.. Perhaps the most apparent fault is the failure to make the transition of
feeling from~pailish to English. Granted that an explanation ~s made
4-: in the introductlQn as to the translations: "The songs have been trans-

I

,.
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lated freely into English so they can be sung more easily; therefore:
English for the stanzas will be found to differ in some instances f
the Spanish." Nevertheless, it is disconcerting to find the direction
games again and again translated so freely that the meaning or imp
tion of the game loses its original form. The same (and to a gn
degree) is true of certain words used in the stanzas which could 1
perhaps, been better left""untranslated. For example, &11 sense of
,folk meaning of the word "posole" (food for Christmas and' Spl
occasions-hominy, pigs' feet, etc.) is lost when inanely translate
"soup"! A familiarvdish, why tran~late it any more" than one Wl
attempt
translate "chile," "tamal" or "tortilla"? The idea bein
preservel the folk meaning (and surely that was the idea), freel
should have encouraged that preservation and not its destructio~.
This exagg~rated freedom of translation a~n hits one in the
when in such a game as Puno Punete the phrase "date en la fre
" becomes "touch your wrist." From a virile game (we recall hitting
selves so hard on the forehead that we had to finish the game "by
tending to fall down dead) it turns into a panty-waist business of "t<
your wrist" I Mexican children in our day would have laughed an~
out of the room who had thought of sacrificing a punch on the j
head for a touch on the wrist just for the sake of a jingle.
Perh~ps those responsible for making the language transition Cl
not sense 'the feeling behind the Spanish version. Yet in spite of
fact that this ineffectual attempt often badly bungles the autht
meaning, the original quality of the games usually shows through.
We did not mind the grammatically incorrect language for w
an explanation was offered, but we did mind the changing of 80m
the "incorrectness" into more polite versions.. Thus a "mata Sf
which definitely was related to animal excrement in other epoch
made to appear "meca ceca" and translated "here and there:' ~
purification is painful. One tries much harder not to laugh, whi<
the purpose of the game, if the punishment is eating a dead dog or
excrement of a cow-imaginary as it may be-than if all one has to <
a Disneyed "pay a price before my eyes."
The book itself is very:attractive and of practical size for use bot
playing the music or following directions.
We feel that more than ordinary credit should go to Gisella Lot
and Undine Gutierrez for their part in illustrating the book. '

'0
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usual charm and feeling characteristic of these artists make up for the
frequent -blanks where apparently illustrations should have been inserted but were no~, thus giving the book a hurried-job appearance that
is to b~ regretted, since the whole effort is very worth while and should
have received t!I~ completest consideration-both from the publisher
and those engaged in producing it.
MELA
"

SEDILLO

'

Slave Songs <Jf the Georgia Sea Islands, by Lydia Parrish. New York~
Creati.ve Age Press, Inc., 1942 • $3.5Q.

For seventy years we were preoccupied with considerations of the
white man's domination over the black man, strength versus weakness.
'In the last decade t~ere has peen a sensible reversal of viewpQint: The
southerner can best be understood only in the dark of his association
with the Negro. It is protectively worth while, then, to familiarize ourselves with the arti~tic expression~ of Alfrican psychology.
Mrs. Parrish, though not a social propagandist, is aware of the deeprooted race consciousness of the.black man, and appreciative of his cultural heritage, to the preservation of which she has devoted twenty-five
years of servite. Descended from Salem Qllakers, she early conditioned
her ear to the songs of runaway slaves. She is well equipped to present
. to us related Songs of the Georgia Sea Islanders whose co.nfidence she
has won. For "Janey Jackson" or "Milly Polecat" is as jealous of her
racial tradition as the New Mexican Indian, and as secretive. The songs
of the Negro are basically his own, the product of his needs and superstitions. He . has
. contributed more to musical literature than he has
borrowed, and efforts to discredit the origin of his talents and contribu'tions imply an intolerable arrogance on the part of the white man.
Rather, it should be the wllit~ man's privilege. to preserve the African
song-forms of emotional release instead of attacking them at their
dandelion ropts.- Boomerang$ have been kI,lown to be' unpleasan~.
"RockahMh Moomba," "Knee-bone i Call You Knee-bone Bend,"
"Stickit Ball a Hack," "Can't Hide Sinner," "Pay Me My Money Down"
-such characteristic titles symbolize play, religion, and work. American
experiences of every character undergo a peculiar chemical changel in
their passage through African consciousness. The primitive truth wnich
we associate .with the 'fol~ong emerges, felt rather than consciously
planned.
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Slave songs of the Georgia Sea Islands have their echoes in (
sections. "No Hidin' Place" with its "Ab'm goin' t' run t' the rod
a hidin' place ... Fox got a hole in the groun'/ Bi~d got a nest it
air/ There's nare one thing got a hidin' place/ But these sinnen
none" was a favorite at the Zeta Tau Alpha house in Berkeley, ~
fornia, in 1914. It had the, following form, however, sung by a
from Kentucky: "A sinner sat at the gates of hell/ The gates gave
and in he fell/ Go down Moses/ I went to the rock to hide my face/
rock cried out"No hidin' place,! Go down Moses."
The music of these songs, solo and chorus. and percussion, is 1
scribed.by Creighton Churchill and Robert MacGuinsey. The tas
indicating a non-European idiom is a difficult one, in the end a (
promise. But there has been no recourse to mere arrangement.
musicians have erred mechanically, perhaps, in their efforts to pres
conventional key signatures. The reader's psychology is thereby co
tioned, and the effect of Pentatonic-Major and Pentatonic-Aeo
modes blurred. The major scale minus its fourth and seventh deg
is in reality an independent, unrelated agent.
The book is beautifully illustrated and up to .standards set by
Creative Age Pres~. An ~xcellent introduction by Olin Downes c
justified prestige.
.

,1

RUTH

HAN!'

The Copper Pot, by Oliver La Farge. Boston: Houghton Miffiin C
pany, 1942. $2.50 •
~

The Copper Pot is a skillful novel, a good novel, in no sense a g
novel. The canvas is small but alive and sensuous. The reader gets
excitement of going 1?ehind the closed doors of the New Orleans Fre
Quarter, of glimpsing the lives in the rooms edged by the lacy i
galleries. The plot is slight. The conflict is the age-old conflict of
young-man-artist avoiding easy financial security to the right and
"over the brink" to the left. The author has his hero Tom Hartsh
achieve-not. without excursions to left and right-the hard, reward
road of honest work and hones} love. Painting what the world will 1
that he may paint what he believes in-art feeding art-seems to be
answer. Finally if the artist is the real thing, the real pictures (one i
a copper pot 0t:! a balcony) win honorable mentions, prizes, and sa
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The theme is old. The time and place and slant of characterization
fresh. During the two years before Pearl Harbor, the time of the story,
the rumble of distant wars coming ever nearer makes work and love
both more and less important to artists and writers. It is signtficant that
the art colony is in New Orleans,U... S. A~~not Italy, not Paris now.
Mr. La Farge knows New Orleans from his own Witing days in the
French Quarter. His permanent address is now Santa Fe. The New
England and Harvard background of the hero are partially autobigraphical, JOO.
The men in the novel are convincing and clearly distinguishable.
Tom and his best friend Pete, the writer, are a little too alike, and the
continuous drinking is a bore and reminiscent of the novels of ,the
twenties. "Have a Martini." "No, I hav~ just had three beers," etc.,
etc. The women are unreal. Jenny and Frances merge until you forg~t
which name belongs to which. Estelle is merely a symbol of the easy
wealth and social smoothness Tom finds him~lf pulled toward. Rita,
of the house of the copper pot, is no more believable than a Kress store \
imitation of a Dresden figurine. La Farge has never been able to show
what makes wom~n tick. Even Slim Girl of the Pulitzer Prize winner, ("
Laughing Bo." is a romanticist's dream.
,
It is easy to pick flaws with a La Farge novel, the plotting and the
characterization. It is as a pure artist that he is superb. He makes you
sense places, interiors, exteriors of houses, colors, lights,. shadows, and
the cooling ririns. While you read the book you live in New Orleans.
And there is always the pleasure of the exact word, the perfectly turned
phrase that few can~achieve so well. If you love New Orleans and can't
gojust now, or if you can, read The Copper Pot.
"
I

MABEL MAJOR

Venetian Adventurer: Marco Polo, by Henry H., Hart. Palo Alto, California: Stanford University Press, 1942. $3'.50.

'.

The pageantry' of the West, 'the fever and glitter of European history, fade into dim insubstan~ial things as the adventure of Marco Polo
spreads its unimaginable but true tapestry before one's eyes. It is a
miraculous story, and the quiet unemphatic narration of it merely
accentuates its miracle.
For the travels of Marco Polo into the land of the Tartars, his
twenty-five years 'as an honored guest of Kublai Khan, his long, incredPublished by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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ible return to his native Venice, all this was a jO\Jrney not alone il
new climate, but a journey into a new world. One is staggered a
facts. There is more blood here than one can understand; there is 1
allure here than one can well bear.
The grandfather of Kublai Khan was Genghis Khan. Since his
there has been no comparable 'slaughter, no comparable devasta
let air-borne bombs say what they will. Genghis- Khan capturec
Persian city of Termed, and left it a city of one million and a
corpses. At Nishapur not even domestic animals, cats, or dOgs ,
spared. A mountain of skulls smoked into the sky. When he die
1227 he ruled the largest empire in the world, no man a larger be
or since, and left over eighteen million human corpses in Asia aIm
a memorial. The Mongol flood washed the walls of Prague and 104
toward a supine Europe.
Before Kublai Khan in 1270 stood Marco::Polo of Venice, "a ye
bachelor of very great and noble aspect." He had completed the
chapter of the longest, the most wearisome, and the most remark
journey "ever made and recorded by any man in all the world's histe
So writes Dr. Hart,· and 'his book proves every word of this and III
Not for twenty-five years did Marco Polo return to Europe, and ""
he once more saw the lions of St. Mark in 1295, he was an old
new man, a man who had lived a fuller life than any human being {
more can possibly know, wag the world on as it may.
He had-take it just at random-governed a province of Ch
known Burma well, been ambassador to tribes and principalities, be
the omnipotent gold seals of the Khan into regions unknown by Eut
to this day; he had discovered what group of women is the most bea
ful in the world; he had learned the real reason for the binding of
feet of Chinese women; he perhaps was the first European to kJ
spaghetti and ice cream; he had seen petroleum, paper money, print
the lands of Java, Sumatra, and India; he had described animals 1
only later history was to verify, deserts and valleys and~populaces 1
mankind only centuries later was to admit; he had gazed toward Ja:
and in misplacing it influenced the later Columbus-he had seen:
done whatever marvels there are in the world. His story, so mattet
fact told by him, so matter-of-fact and so intelligently retold by Dr. H
is a masterpiece of observation, experience, fortitude, and wisdom;
There is dissatisfaction in this book. After reading it, one mo
about in his daily tasks. He does not whistle while he works., He he
•

_
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the muted clang of Cathayan bells, and his eyes see the gates of distant
wonder.
W. D. J A COB S
"
A Witness
Tree, ~y Robert Frost. :New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1912. $2.00.
.
Out of the Jewel, by Rolfe Humphries. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1942. $2.50.
An American Anthology, edited by Tom Boggs. Prairie City, Ill.: The
Press of James A. Decker, ;1942. $2.00.
Sonnets and Lyrics, by Winthrop Palmer. ,Portland, Me.: Falmouth
Publishing House, 1941. $2.00.
The Ballad\.of ,Three, Sons, by Winthrop Palmer. 'New York: Gotham
. Bookmart Press, 1941. No price indicated.
.
A Drunken Boat, by Jean-Arthur Rimbaud; translated by Clark Mills.
. Ithaca, N. Y.: Voyages" 1942. $1.00.
•Wexican Summer, by· Helen Gerry. New York: The Fine Editions
Pr~ss, 1941. $2.00.
'
Mill Talk and Other Poems, by Leslie Nelson Je~nin~s. New York:
The Fine Editions Press, 1'942. $2.00.
Boy at Dusk, by Ralph Friedrich. N ~w York: The Fine Editions I)ress,
1941. $2.00.
-Sing for Your Supper, by Sylvi Edith Mackey. Yello~ Springs. Ohio:
.The Antioch Pres~ 1942. $1.50.
Man Who -Pe{l in Love with God, by John Quinn. Boston: Bruce
Humphries, 1942. $2.00.
Smoking Flax, by Odell Francis. West Los Angeles: Wagon and Star
. '
Publishers, 1941. $1.50.
Bright Singing Hour, by Dion O'Donno!. West Los Angeles: Wagqn
•
.+
and Star PublIshers, 1942~ $1.00.
,<

-

.

I

With A Witness Tree Robert Frost presents his seventh book of
poems, his' first in six years~ And immediately one may say that the
book is not very much different from the former ones. Here again are
a group of lyrics, some short narratives, and some long lyrics in what
the publishers call F.rost's "characteristic' and highly personal quality of
wisdom."
, !
-
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None-of this can be quarreled with. Frost does not have the ability
that Yeats had-the ability to deepen and strengthen his craftsmanship
as he grew older. If there is any change in Frost's work, it is that this
last collection seems thinner than others, not in bulk, but in riding a
spare horse with determination, even petulance. The personal
"wisdom" the publishers speak of, somehow in the poems becomes real
and importantly said. The cry against Frost's reactionary attitudes
which went up at tile publication of A Further Range has not been repeated for this volume; yet the attitudes are much the same. It is unfortunate that anyone, including the publishers, should emphasize this
.side of Frost, for the poems indicated are not his most permanent contribution, though many are substantial poems. The real gold is in the
lyrics, represented best in this collection by "I Could Give All to Time."
No one can deny that Frost is a 'great minor poet, ~nd this volume, as
did each of the others, adds one or two really fine poems to his credit.
Rolfe Humphries is frankly a minor poet. He prefaces his collection
with this quotation: "A minor art needs to be hard, condensed, and
durable." What the term hard can mean other than condensed} I do not
know; but if those two terms are virtually the-same, Humphries generally satisfies the requirements for a good minor poetry. The collectiol)
is by no means even in execution: I found that the first section struck a
ge~erally fine level which was not equaled, except in spots, in subsequent sections. But his ability shows in a large number of styles and
kinds of perception, an interesting test for any minor poetry. ~~ 'is at
his best in a poem occasioned by some apparently slight situation, such
as hearing a waltz, as in "Valse Triste," or reading a legend, as in
"Theseus." These poems and many others like them, but ~n varying
occasions, are fine indeed. If he' misses the mark he has set up for himself, even in his best poems it is in lack of condensation in the sense of
the image and the symbol of many ramifications found in much traditional English poetry.
An American Anthology is at least the fifth or sixth collection Tom
Boggs has edited, and, so far as I know them, it is his best. Here ,appear
still his faults as an anthologist: a very personal 'taste which is often
faulty toward the "easy" and the experimental lyric; a continual thrusting forward of some favorites (sometimes with Wte same po~ms used
before) who are by no means the best poets in the books. But in An
American Anthology his virtues show more importantly than" formerly:
a wider range of taste; a willingness to give the. better poets generally

{
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more space. Here are, sizeable. chunks from Kenneth Fearit:tg and
-Wallace Stevens, two fine poems by YvorWinters, individual poems of
quality by a number of other people. Bog~s limited himself to poems
which had not previously apHeared in other anthologies except a few
from Boggs' own earlier collections. He presents, then, little known
poems, and there is.much of value in the book.
Of Win.throp, PalmeF's two books, I like 'better the collection of
sonnets andt'jlyrics. The Ballad qf Three Sons is an allegorical story of
the three sons who are."The proud, the fierceand the malcontent." The
writing is interesting, at times accomplished, but too often turgid. In
the other book I admire the sonnets particularly. In them Mrs. Palmer.
demonstrates that she is a craftsman; she writes with a good sense of
what she is doing. A device she·uses throughout the sonnets is the juxtaposition of a general or. abstract word with an image, ~ device often
found in older English poetry and which she often turns off very well.
The method has limitations, however, and as Mrs. Palmer gets command of more ambitious devices we may expect even better poems of
her.
The R~mbaud translation by Clark Mills is printed in a limited
edition, presented attractively. The translation seems accomplished
and well done. Quite of another sort, however, is Helen Gerry's
Mexican Summer. Miss Gerry is adept at getting the surface impressions, but her rang~ does not go below such surface manifestations; and
generally her verse composition is inept, as in "Miasma," with four of
.the first twelve lines ending with prepositions.
Of the 'six first books of poems here noticed, the best is easily Mill "
Talk and Other Poems by Leslie Nelson Jennings. "Mr. Jennings has T
been publishing poetry for more than'two decades, and it is surprising'
to find this his first book collection. He is a mature poet, often Writing
very well. He is a minor poet and invites comparison with Rolfe
three of Mr. Jennings'POems come up to the best'
Humphries: two
standard Of Mr. HJlmphries, but 4e does not have Humphries' breadth'
of theme and material nor his diverse technical accomplishment.
Boy at Dusk by Ralph Friedrich is the more ,typical first book. The
accomplishments are real and make for a few -interesting, good poems.
But the accomplishments are not many, nor are they' brilliant. The
metrical comppsition'is generally wooden. The. poems most of the time
cry for a defiriite ifJlage, sens0rt impact, and psychological depth. As
Mr. Frie~ich adds these to his ability, he very likely will produce some
J

or
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important :work. Sing for Your Supper by Sylvi Edith Mackey is the
opposite, a mixture of free verse and prose, a group of isolated images
put together with a casual thread of idea moving from "Plowing"
through "Harvest." One cannot quarrel with the ideas, even some of
'the individual passages; but in all, the work suffers from lack of tha~
texture in poetry which we sometimes identify as "control" or "depth of
percep~ion:' Something similar could be said 'of John Quinn's Man
Who Fell in Love with God. The book deals with the love of man for
man and son for father, and in a variety of verse ·stYles. Many perceptions are strongly worded, and in the more formal sections there is
forced on the poet a tighter composition which indicates that Mr. Quinn
has considerable ability.
,;
The work of Odell Francis in Smoking Flax and of Dion O'Donnol
in Bright Singing Hour may be compared with Mr. Friedrich's book,
since they also use formal patterns. One may say that the. aceomplishments of these two poets are less real than those of Mr. Friedrich,r'yet
still import~nt and solid; and that the same needs for a functional use of
metrics and for a sharper image are felt in the work of both poets.
ALAN

SWALLOW

Public Schools and British Opinion Since r860, by Edward C. Mack.
New York: Col.umbia University Press, 1941.·$3.75.
,

The French Revolution won some measure of human rights for
mankind, but this monumental, unswerving study shows that the fun:da-:
mental premises of democracy never penetraten into the English public
school. Unless real changes occur, here is the burial ground of British
liberalism. The gravestone will read: "Here lies Democracy, killed by
Public School Snobbism. Rest in Disdain:'

w. D. J.
Rodeo, the Sport of the Cow Country, by Max Kegley. New York: Hastings House, 1942. $1.0C)..
Excellent action photographs, held together 'by a minimum of text,
make this sixty-four page book' a choice addition to the guest room
library. S~im through the brief account of the rise of rodeo as a major
spectator sport, and you'll find yourself in the midst of horses with their
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss3/1
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feet off the ground and men with their
horseflesh, this is your dish.

sea~

off the hOJ:ses. If you like
L. S.

J;exaS Childhood, by Evelyn Miller Crowell. Dallas: Ktileidograph
Press, 1941. $1.50.
-;.Rose-~olored reminiscences of life on a Texas plantation, complete

with' a "big house" and "darkies standing at a respectful distance, grinning arid giggling and ~,_ .:lg for their presents." Not recommended
for anyone who doesn't st~:1 relish the Bobbsey Twins.
"
L. S.

, Twentiet~ Century Indians, photographs and text by Frances Booke
MacGregor; with a foreword by Clark Wissler. New York: G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1941. $3.00~
"Givep. the opportunity to raise his standard of living and to regain
his national pride, the Indian will not only enrich his own life but that
of Anieri~a as well." Thus Mrs. MacGregor sums up her \brief but
excellent .statement of the history and 'present status of the American
Illdian. Supet"b documentary ph~tographs offer convincing proof of
Mrs. MacGregor's thesis.
L. S. '

1

-'

'J

Three Southwest Plays~ with an introduction by J<?hn Rosenfield.
Dallas:, Southwest Review, 1942. $2.50.

.

,

An historical drama, a sprightly comedy, and 'a dramatic treatment
of a race relations theme attest the versatility and maturity of the Little
Theater ih Texas. Considered separa~ely, the three plays-"We Are
Beseiged:', "Where the Dear Antelope Play," and "Jute"-are good;
,bound together with John R~senfield's introductory comments, they
mirror not only the Texas amateur theater but Southwestern life as well. '

6

L. S.

.

Spanish Colonial Furniture, by A. D. Williams. Milwaukee: The Bruce
Publishing Company; 1941. $3.00.
for wood carvers, this 'book gives illustrations, working
A req~1site
,.
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drawings and specificat:iot:ls, bills of material for fifty-seven authentic,
attractive adaptations of Spanish furniture. Process instructions, fruit
of the author's teaching experience, are excellen~ly clear. The wide
variety of models, particularly good in bookcases, typical Spanish chests
and cabinets, is well within amateur range even though professional
in design and appearance.
K. s.

The Pueblos: A Camera Chronicle, by Laura Gilpin. New York: Hastings House, 1942~ $3.00.
Tourist bait or learned society publications dealing with the Pueblos
are usually unserviceable for the average Southwest enthusiast. Here is .
'-;omething better, a perfect union of photographic art and reliable
scholarship achieved through twenty years of exploration of the. Southwest and acquaintance with its scientists, which is vivid, concise Pueblo
~
history.
K. S.

A Spanish Tudor: The Life of "Bloody Mary," by H. F. M. Prescott.
New York and London: Columbia University Press and Constable
and Company, Ltd., 1941. $5.00.
John Richard Green, if not Lytton Strachey, would have been proud
of this book. With vividness born of concrete scholarship and pungent
style, a seemingly impenetrable mass of documentary evidence has been
fused into a sympathetic, accurate account of England's mQst tragic _
queen. The voice of Tudor England tells the story, ambassad~r~ lord,
ana. commoner alike detailing Mary's way to dusty death.
f

K. S.
Shakespeare's Audience, by Alfr~d Harbage. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1941. $2.25.
Chapter, verse, and statistics combine to prove that Shakespeare's
audience was.not "the very scum, rascallitie, and baggage of the people,"
as some prejudiced contemporaries have persuaded our most distinhttps://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss3/1
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guished ~holars, but rather like our OWl) moviegoers or the "grocer
and his wife." Revision of previous conceptions is demanded by this
accurate, convincing study.
'
K. S.

The Raven and Other Poems, by Edgar Allan Poe; reproduced in facsimile from the Lorimer Graham copy of the edition of 1845 with
author's corrections and an introduction by Thomas Ollive Mabbott. (Publication No. 56 of the Facsimile Text Society.) N:ew
York: Columbia University Press for The Facsimile' Text Soc~ety,
1942. $1.80.
Poe's own corections and additions to this 1845 edition give increased interest to "Lenore," "The Conqueror Worm," "The Haunted
Palace," and "The Raven," which some think needed more than it got.
This' evidence of Poe's working habits plus an introduction tracing
various issues of this volume merits minute examination from the
specialists.
I
K. S.
. ,t
Honorable Enemy, Qy Ernest O. Hauser. New York: Duell, Sloan ,and
,Pearce, 1941. $2.50.
An important primer, if not a'!profound analysis, this swift, journalistic survey presents japan's johti, Doe, living, working, fighting, worshipping the Son of Heaven. 'Blighted liberals, military, political, and
economic dictators, in fact the.whole japanese ruling pattern, are
sketched for a general public which had better study carefully the 'special twists of this feudal, Insular civilization that we have to fight.
K. S.
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plated for review at a future date. The letter (F) designates fiction
(J) denotes books written for juveniles.
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NCLUDED

BOOKS
Aniol, Claude M. San Antonio, City of Missions. New York, Hastings House, 1942. $1.2!
·Baker, Mrs. Karle Wilson. Star of the Wilderness; a Novel. New York, Coward-McCam
1942. $2·75· (F).
Bradley, Ann, and Sharp, Lawrence .A., eds. Echoes of the Southland. Literature of th
south and southwest. 2V. Austin, Steck Co., 1942. $2.00.
.
Brown, Dee. Wave High the Banner; a Novel Based on the Life of Davy Crockett. Phila
~
delphia, Macra~-Smith, 1942. $2.00. (F).
tCarroll, H. Bailey, ~and Haggard, J. Villasana. Three New' Mexico Chronicles. Quivir:
Society, Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1942. $10.00.
Chabot, Frederick C. Corpus Christi and Lipantitlan; a Story of the Army of Texa
Volunteers, I842. San Antonio, the Author, 1942. $2.00.
Co~tock' Mrs. Harriet Theresa. Windy Corners. New York, Doubleday, 1942. $2.00. (F)
• Coo James H. Longhorn Cowboy, edited by Howard R. Driggs. New York, Putnam
19 . $2.00.
Dale, Edward Everett. Cow Country. Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1942
$2·75·
Dobie, Jam Frank, and others. Texian Stomping Grounds. Austin, Texas Folklorl
.
Society, ublication No. 17, 1942: $2.50.
Emrich, Dunbm. Casey Jones and Other Ballads of the Mining West. Denver, the AuthOl
1942. $ .50 •
.
Eyre, Alice. Torture at Midnight. New York, House of Field, Inc., 1942.$2.00. (F).
Falk, Orson. Thunder Birds. New York, Random House, 1942. $2.00. (F).
Friend, Oscar J. The Long Noose. New York, Gateway Books, 1942. $2.00. (F).
Garst, Shannon. When the West Was Young. Douglas, Wyoming, Douglas Enterprisl
Co., 1942. $2.50. (F).
Grey, Zane. Majesty's Rancho. New York, Harper, 1942. $2.00 (F).
I
Grinstead, Jesse Edward. Hellfire Range. New York, Dodge, 1942· $2.00. (F).
Hafen, Le Roy R., ed., Overland Routes to the Gold Fields, I8;~, from Contemporar;
Diaries. Glendale, A. H. Clark, 1942. $6.00.
'

1
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tKantor, MacKinlay. Gentle Annie, a Western Novel. New York, Coward-McCann, 1942.
$2.00: (F).
,
_
Mersfelder, Louis Calhoun. Cowboy-Fisherman-Hunter. Kansas City, Brown, White,
Lowell Press, 1942. $2.50.
_
Mumey, Nolie. Hist9ry of the Early Settlements of Denver, z599-z860. Glendale, A. H.
Clark, 1942. $6.00.
-New Mexico Writers', Music, and Art Projects. The Spanish-American Song and Game
Book. New York, A. S. Barnes, 1942. $2.00.
.
Peterson, Elmer T. Forward to the Land. N9rman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1942.
$2·75·
Priest, Loring Benson. Uncle Sam's Stepchildren: the Reformation, of United States
Indian Policy. New Brunswick, Rutgers University Press, 1942· $3.75.
Reed, S. G. A History of the Texas Railroads and of Transportation Conditions Under
Spain, Mexico, the Republic, and the State. Houston, St. Clair Publishing Co., 1942.
$3.50 •
"
Snedden, Gen~vra Sisson. Docas, Indian of Santa, Clara. Boston, D. C. Heath&: Co.,
1942. $ ·99· U):·
.
-Sonnichsen, Ct L. Billy King's Tombstone; the Private Life of an Arizona Boom Town.
Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers, 1942. $3.00.
Steele, Rufus. Mustangs of ,the Mesas; a Saga of the Wild Horse. Westwood Hills, California, Mrs. Rufus Steele, 1942. $2.50.
."
Steen, Ralph W. 20th Centu.ry Texas. Austin, Steck Co., 1942. $3.00.
tTalayesva, Don .c. S.un Chief; the Autobiography of a Hopi Indian, edited by Leo W.
Simmons. New Haven, Institute of 'Human Relations, Yale University, 1942. $4.25.
Turner, Mary' Honeyman. Ten Eyck. These High Plains. Amarillo, the Author, 1942.
$2.50 •
,
,. - ,
tWaters, Frank. The Man Who Killed the Deer. New York, Farrar and Rinehart, 1942.
,
$2.50 • (F).
.WPA Writers' Program~ State of Texas.' Randolph Field; a History and Guide. New
York, Devin-Adair, 1942. $2.00.
,

l

PERIOD,ICAL

MATERIAL

NON-TECHNICAL
Abbott, Clifton. "Father Kino, Ell1pire Builder of the Old Southwest." Travel, May, 1942.
Popularized account of life and work of Euselio Francisco Kino.
Anonymous. "Arizona's Newest Natural Wonder." Ariiona Highways, May,. 1942. FordTWA meteorite' expedition.
.
--"The Arts, of the Pueblos:' Design, April, 1942. Very brief discussion.
--"The Environs of Santa Fe:' Design, April, 1942. Short description.
--"Galvan Visits United States as Artist-in-Residence at University of New Mexico:'
Art Digest, April 1, 1942.
. • 1,,_
--"Indian Homemakers Make Mattresses:' Extension Service Review, April~ 1942. Results of extension mattress program among Arizona Indians.
,,'
--"Indians! Indians! Indians!" Santa Fe Magazine, April, 1942. Jemez Indian dancers
on a tour selling war bonds and stamps.
"
--"Inter-Tribal Indian Ceremonial at Gallup:' Design, April, 1942. Half-pagedescrip'
tion.
.
.
- - '"MeSa Verde, an Ancient Apartment in the Cliffs of Colorado:' Design, April, 1942.
Brief desqiption.
,
--"Rapid Growth of Navajo Tribe Becomes' an Economic Problem." Hobbies, February.
1942.
'.,'
--"Santa Fe Jemez Indians Tour the East in; War Bond and Stamp Drive:' Santa Fe
Magazine, June, 1942.
_
-"Thunder in the Skies; a Portrait of Old Glory P.reparing for War. Arizona Flying
'
Fields." Arizona Highways, June, 1942.
-"Viva la Fiesta!" Arizona Highwa~, April, 1942. Prospects for La Fiesta de las Flores
at Nogales, May 3-10.
.
Arizona Writers' Project. "John Vukcevich, the Story of an American:' Arizona Highways, May and June, 1942. Life story of a Globe, Arizona, miner and business man.
-"Sons of the Captain." Arizona Highways, April, 1942. Yuma Indians.
Barker, S. Omar.. "Circle Sampler." New Mexico, May, 1942. A circular tour from Las
Cruces to Silver City and return.
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Beal, Mary. "Marigolds in Desert Sands." The Desert Magazine, May, 1942.
Bloom, Lansing B. "Martin Amador and Mesilla Valley History," New Mexico Historical
. Review. A~Iril, 1942.
--"The Rev. Hiram Walter Read, Baptist Missionary to New Mexico:' New Mexico
Historical. eview, April, 1942..
Bomb Sight. Weekly publication of soldiers at Albuquerque Air Base.
Capps, Ethel S. "When Hollywood Comes to the Desert." The Desert Magazine, July,
1942. Movie making on location in Arizona.
Carroll, H. Bailey. "Texas County Histories:' Southwestern Historical Quarterly, April,
1942. Bibliography, continued from January issue.
'
Cassidy, Ina Sizer. "Painter of Old Houses:' New Mexico, June, 1942. Regina Tatum Cooke.
Chapman, KeDIJeth M. "The Laboratory of Anthropology at Santa Fe." Design, April,
1942. Halftpage mention ,of the work of the laboratory.
Clawson, Marior;' "What's in Store for the Western Third." Land Policy Review, June,
, 1942. Plan for future of western third of the United States.
'
Cosulich, Berni e. "The Vulture:' Arizona Highways, May, 1942. The story of Henry
WickenbUl1,g's mine.
Cunningham, BEnCh,e. "A Little Leche, Please." The Rio Grande Writer, Spring, 1942.
Dialogues ending to reveal Sp,,-nish-American personality.
Daugherty, F." lIege on Horseback; Polo Is a Year-round Fixture at the University of
Arizona:' tr:ollier's, May 23, 1942.,
.
,
Davidson, Col. r.ilson T. "A Comanche Prisoner in 1841." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, Apri , 1942. Experiences of an eleven-year-old boy kidnaped by Indians.
De Golyer, E. • "Compleat Collector: New Mexicana." Saturday Review of Literature,
May 16, 19~2. Bibliographica.
'
D~on, Maynard~'Navajo Lando" Arizona Highways, May, 1942. Drawings and description
of land and the people..
'
Dobie, J. Frankl "Coyote Traits and Trails:' Arizona Highways, May, 1942. Coyote intelligence.
Dodge, Natt ~. rSaguaroo" Arizona Highways, May, 1942. Habitat and description.
Donnell, F. S. "The ~nfederate Territory of Arizona as Compiled from Official Sources."
New Mexido Historical Review, April, 1942.
Douglas, Frederic H. "Indian Art in die Southwest:' Design, Apr.l, 1942. List of collections.
Dubuc, Frances IFisher. "The Southwestern Arboretum." Arizona Highways, April, 1942.
An experimental plant reser-vation on Picket Post Mountain.
Eaves, Royce. "teli-Thlakai." The Rio Grande Writer, Spring, 1942. Navajo amusements.
Economic News~or ew Mexico Farmers. Monthly publication of New" Mexico State Col.
lege, Exte ion Service, giving price and market information.
.
Egerton, Kearn • "Adobe Renaissance:' The Rio Grande Writer, Spring, 1942. Use of
'
adobe in modern architecture.
~pinosa, Aurelib M. "Miscellaneous Materials from the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico."
Philologica Quarterly, January, 1942. Folklore material; part in Indian languages.
Espinosa, J. M uel. "Velez de Escalante's Authorship of the So-Called 'Anonymous'
manuscript in A. G. N. Historia, Tomo 2." Hispanic American Historical Review,
May, 1942. Further information on authorship of a document used by Bancroft in
his History of Arizona and New Mexico.
Ferguson, Pete. 'Phoenix South Mountain Park." Arizona Highways, April, 1942. Story
of largest Djlunicipal park in U. S.
Feth, J. "All Kirlds of Ways to Dig; Suction Method Used at Sandia Cave, New Mexico."
Compresse Air Magazine, March, 1942.
.
Fitzpatrick, Goo e. "Tireless Vacation." New Mexico, June, 1942.
Forbes, Gerald. ' A Modern Golden Fleece:' Southwestern Social Science Quarterly, June,
1942. Specu ation in Southwestern oil stocks.
Freudenberger,' elen. "The Oklahoma A. & M. College." Phi Kappa Phi Journal, May,
1942. Gene al deScription.
Germann, Fra
E. "The Second Las Cruces Meeting of the Southwestern Division.
(A.A.A.s.) cience, May 29, 1942. Description of proceedings; list of new officers.
Gill, I;.ake S. "D ath in the Desert." Natu"al History, June, 1942. Cacti dying in Arizona.
Greaves, Gordon "Mr. Peanut Goes to War:' New Mexico, May, 1942. Effect of war on
Portales Valley crop.
N,
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Hall, E. T. "Navajo Weaving." Recreation, February, 1942.
Halloran, Arthur F. "The Western Roo Fox in Southern New Mexico." Journal of
. Mammalogy, May, 1942. Capture of an isolated specimen in Dona Ana County.
Harrington, M. R. Indians of the Plains: Southwestern Museum Leaflets, No. 15. 1942.
Over-all d~cription of their ,culture.
.
Hawley; Florence M. "Navajo Night:' New Mexico, JUly, 1942. Description of a night
spent with a Navajo group.
Henderson, Rantlall. "We Camped by Turquoise Waters." The Desert Magazine, June,
1942. Trip to Havasupai Indian village in northern Ariz:ana.
.
Hildwein, H. L. "Translating Promise ~nto Production:' Extension Service Review, April,
1942. New Mexico Food for Freedom program.
.
,
Hilton, John. "Workshop of Ancient Arrow-Makers:' rhe'Desert Magazine, June, J.942.
Obsidian field in Nevada.
'
Hunt, W. Ben. "Whittling~a Jackknife Technique:' Industrial Arts and 'Vocatfonal Edu.
cation, May, 1942. Contains information on carving Katchina dolls.
Indians at Work. Monthly publication of Office of Indian Affairs giving. news of Southwestern Indians.
indian Education. Fortnightly field letter of the Education Division, U. S. Office of Indian
Affairs.
,
Jarrow, Myles A. "How Mass Transportation is Conducted in Dallas." "Mass Transportation, May, 1 9 4 2 . '
" .
Kay, Eleanor. "Gathering bf the Tribes:' New Mexico, July, 1942. Gallup ceremonial.
---"The War Priest's Magic:' New Mexico, June, 1942. Zuiii.
Kelly, Charles. "Gold Hunters Are Like That." The Desert Magazine, July, 1942. Rescqe
, of a starving prospector along Colorado River in southern Utah.
Kutnewsky, FremQnt.. "Navajo Rugs Hold Unique Place in American Handicraft Industry."
Rayon, Janu,ary, 1942.
.
--"Ship Ahoy, (Cowboy!" New Mexico, July, 1942. Naval training at University of New
Mexico.
--"Wings for Latin America." New Mexico, June, 1942. Student flying program, University of New MexiCo.
'
Kutnewsky, Fremont, and Holbrook, Carey. "Navajo, Rugs:' Compressed Air Magazine,
February, 1942.
.
'
Leroux, Loretta. "A Pueblo Day School:' Childhood Education, April, 1942. Everyday
life in San Juan Indian Day School, Chamita, New Mexico.
Mcinerny, L. "Cheat the Scrap Pile:' Bus Transportation, June, 1942. How San Antonio
Public Service Co. reclaims bus parts.
.
Mitchell,.John D. "Big Antelope Placer:' The Desert Magazine, May, 1942. Another lost
_
mine story.
.
Montgomery, E. W. "All Out in Phoenix:' The Clearing House, April, 1942. Wartime pro, gram and activities of Phoenix I:Iigh School.
Muench, Joyce Rockwell, and Brewer, Jimmi~. "The Lily of the Southwest." Arizona
Highways, April, 1942. The story of Yucca 'and the Yucca moth.
Nasatir, A. P. "Jacques Clamorgan: Colonial Promoter of the Northern Border of New
Spain." New Mexico Historical Review, April, 1942.
New Mexico Miner and Prospector. MorthlY publication of New Mexico Miners and
Prospectors Association with news 0 miners an'd mining.
New Mexico Progress. Monthly publicati n giving, in current issue, news of New Mexico
.
School for the Deaf.
New Mexico State Tourist Bureau., Battlefields of the Conquistadores. Santa 'Fe, the
Bureau, 1942..
New Mexico Tax Bulletin. Publication of New Mexico Taxpayer's Association with items
of interest to taxpayers.
'
Nininger, H. H. '~Visitor from a Distant Planet." The Desert Magazine, July, 1942.
Meteorites iJ;t Barringer Crater. in northern Arizona.
.
Nordyke, Lewis T. "The Westerner'~ Crowning Glory." Reader's Digest, July, 1942. Story
of J. B. Stetson and the Stetson hat.
Pratt, Helen. "R.,ttlensake Skins. Are My Hobby." The Desert Magazine, July, 1942. Information on how to catch the snakes and tan their hides.
Rusinow, Irving. A. Camera Report on El Cerrito, a Typical Spanish-American Community in New Mexico!, U.S.D.A., Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Miscellanequs Publication No. 479. Washington, January, 1942.
o
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Saturday Revi . of Literature. Entire edition of May 16, 1942 devoted to "The Southwest:
a cultural inventory."
Scott, Earl W. "Re-tread for the Salmon Can." New Mexico, June, 1942. Fishing.
Shelton, Charlef. "Transforming a Desert Into a Playground:' Travel,. May, 1942. AccomPlish~ents of National Park Service at Lake Mead.
South, Marshal "Desert Refuge." The Desert Magazine, May, June, and July, 1942. More
about life on Ghost Mountain.
.
Southwestern usician. Bi-monthly. publication with news of music and musicians.
Spicer, Edward III. "The Yaqui, Arizona's Indian Refugees:' Arizoi4 Highways, April, 1942.
Customs ~nd recent history of Mexican Indian migrants.· ,
Straley, W. "Indians Told It with Pictures:' Hobbies, June, 1942.i Sueltenfuss, Catoline. "Attitudes of Early Pioneers in Texas:' The American-German Review, Jun~, 1942.
.
Terrell, Sylvia. 'Burros." The Rio Grande Writer, Spring, 1942.
Thrapp, Dan. Polk and Posey on the Warpath." The Desert Magazine, May, 1942. Ute
uprising gainst the government in 1914.
Tyre, Carl A. I'Practical Pan Americanism." Modern Language Journal, February, 1942.
Distinctiv~ features of Pan American student exchange scholarships initiated recently at New Mexico State College.
Van Valkenbe~g, Richard. "Mission to Ch'ooI'i'i:' The Desert Magazine, July, 1942.
Navajo medicine on EI Gobernador, a peak in northern New Mexico.
Vocational Ne~s. Monthly publicatien of New Mexico Department of Vocational Educa..
tion, Sant1l Fe.
Vokes, H. E. "1;'he Goosenecks of the San Juan." Natural History, May, 1942. Why a river
meanders·i
--"The Sto~y of Shiprock." Natural History, April, 1942. Geological explanation of
how ShiP~OCk was formed.
~. Watson, Ruth. "He Thanks Taos for His Fame." The Desert Magazin.e, June, 1942. E.
Martin H nnings, painter.
Wendland, Me:flin. "Staurolite, Starbright..." New Mexico, June, 1942. Hunting staurolite crystals in New Mexico.
West, Richard S. "Rain Dance." The Rio Grande Writer, Spring, 1942.
White, Willi:1 C. "Pecos Bill and the WiUful Coyote:' Story, July-August, 1942. Tall tale.
Wilcox, Inez H "Valley of Eden:' New Mexico, July, 1942Wilder, Mitch
. . I II A. "Santos and Bultos in New Mexico." Design, April, 1942. Brief
d escnpt10n.
TECHNICAL

Adams, W. W:.:I Geyer, L. E., and Parry, M. G. Coal Mine Accidents in the United States,
1939. U.;)JoD.I., Bureau of Mines, Bulletin No. 444. Washington, 1942. Includes
statistics tior Southwestern states.
Allen, Ruth Al The 'Great Southwest Strike. University of Texas Publication No. 4214.
Austin, April 8, 1942. Martin Irons and the Gould strike of 1886.
Anonymous. "~9.42 Fish and Game Laws." FieltJ, and Stream, May, 1942. All essential
informaticpri7 arranged by states.
--"Playground and Community Recreation Statistics for 1941." Recreation, June, 1942.
Includes ~at:!istics for Southwestern cities and towns.
. •
--"Prevalem:e ~f Disease: United States." Weekly summary by states and cities. In
Public H~alth Reports, weekly publication of U. S. Public Health Service.
--"Revision [of Devonic Stratigraphy of Arizona:' Pan American Geologist, April, 1942.
Arizona Agricultur.al Experiment Station. The Cost of Production of Eggs and Pullets in
Southern I Arizona. Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 183,
Tucson, .April, 1942.
--Fifty-seco~d Annual Report, for the Year Ending June 30, 1941. Arizona Agricultural Exp~riment Station, Tucson, 1942.
--The Prod,uctive Capacity of Semi-Arid Soils and the Present Emergency. Arizona
Agricultutal Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 182, Tucson, March, 1942.
Atwood, Eleanbr Patricia. "The Crazy Snake Rebellions: a Study in the Breakdown of
Tribal Gcl»vernment:' Vassar Journal of Undergraduate Studies, May, 1942. Indian
uprisings lin Oklahoma in 1909. '
Paddock, Robett H. "Some Characteristics of Motor Vehicle Travel:' Public Roads, April,
1942. Stat~stical data on road use covering (among others) the South~estern states.
I
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Bailey, Flora L. rNavaho Motor Habits." American Anthropologist, April-June, 1942.
Various typeS of motions described and analyzed.
"
Baker, Charles L. ,"Problems of Southwesfern Geology." Pan American Geologist, April,
1942•
Bates, Robert L. '~Lateral- Gradation in the Seven Rivers Formation, Rocky Arroyo, 'Eddy
County, New Mexico." Bulletin of American Association of Petroleum Geologists,
January, 1942.
.
Bean, Louis H. Crop Yields- and Weather. U.s.D.A., Bureau of Agricultural Economics
. and U.S.D.C., Weather Bureau, cooperating, Miscellaneous Publication No. 471,
Washington, February, 1942. Statistics .for Southwestern states.
Berg, Lloyd, and Brown, Warner. "Psychology -in Western High Schools." Psychological
Bulletin, April, 1942. Study of high, school offerings in psychology, including material
on teachers, textbooks, methods.
Bollman, Thelma A. "Relation of College-Entrance Requirements an<l the Secondary
School Curriculum." The School Review, April, 1942. Statistics based on replies of
237 Texas secondary school administrators to questionnaires.
Borden, Joseph L. "Develop.ments in Oklahoma, 1941." Bulletin of American Association
of Petroleum Geologists, June, 1942.
Borell, A. E. "Water for Wildlife in the Southwest." Soil Conservation, April, 1942. Ways,
of providing it inexpensively.
Bridges, J. <;>. lle§eeding Practices for New MexICO Ranges. New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 291. State College, April, 1942.
Bryan, Kirk. "Pre-Columbian Agriculture in the Southwest as Conditioned by Periods of
AUuviation." Proceedings of the eighth American Scientific Congress. V.2. U. S. Department of State, Washington, 1942.
Bulletin of American Association of Petroleum Geologists, April, 1942. Entire issue devoted to West Texas-New Mexico syIrlposium.
,
Chambers, William T. "The Redlands of central Eastern Texas." The Texas Geographic
Magazine, Autumn, 1942.
Crafts, Edward C. How to Graze Blue Grama on Southwestern Ranges. U.S.D.A., Leaflet
'
No. 215, Washingtpn, 1942.
De Muth, Edward C.,' and Heath, Richard. "The Carlsbad School Building Program."
American School Board Journal, April, 1942. Design and construction of new school
plant at Carlsbad, N. M.
Dice, Lee R. "Ecological Distribution "of Peromyscus and Neotoma in parts of Southern
. '
New Mexico." Ecology, April, 1942.
Dondelinger, N. W., and Tatum, R~ M.· ..Preliminary Survey of Sites in Las Animas
_
, County, Colorado." Southwestern Lore, June, 1942.
Dott, Robert H. Geology of Oklahoma Ground Water Supplies. Oklahoma Geological
.
Survey, Mineral Report, No. 11, Norman, 1942.
Fries, Carl, Jr., Schaller, Waldemar T., and Glass~ Jewell J. "Bixbyite and Pseudobrookite
from the Tin Bearing Rhyolite of the Black Range, New Mexico." The American
Mineralogist, April, 1942.
'
Fuhriman, W. U., Culter, H. H., and Thomas, W. P. .Economic Analysis of the Weber
Central Dairy Association. Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 801.
Logan, May, 1942.
Hack, John T. "The 'Changing Physical Environment of the Hopi Indians of Arizona."
Papers of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard
univ.ersity, v.35, NO.1, 1942. DescriptiOn(f Hopi environment and its influence on
Hopi culture,.
'
-"Prehistoric Coal Mining in the' Jeddito Valley, Arizona...• Papers of the Peabody
Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University, ,v.S5, NO.2,
1942. Uses of coal by ancient Pueblo dwellers and techniques of mining.
Harris, Karl, and Hawkins, R. S. Irrigation Requirements of Cotton on Clay Loam Soils in
the Salt River Valley. Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin,' No. 181,
March, 1942.
Harris, R. K. "The Gilkey Hill Pottery. Site." The Record, May, 1942.
Henry, L. A., and others. "Southwestern Chettlical Resources and Trends." Chemical and
Metallurgical Engineering, June, 1942.' A complete report.
Hibben, Frank,C. "Pleistocene Stratification in the Sandia Cave, New Mexico." Proceedings of the ei~pth American Scientific Congress, V.2. :Washington, U. S. Dept. of State,
1942·
. 1
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Hochmuth, H. R;, and others. Sheep Migration in the Intermountain Region. U.s.D.
Circula~ No. 624. Washington, 1942.
Hurst, C. T~."Completion of Work in Tabeguache Cave." Southwestern Lore, June, 19,j
Hutton, Ed 'e Ruth. "A Spanish-Social Studies Course for Spanish-Speaking Students
the So thwest:' Modern Language Journal, March, 1942. Outline of the aims of SUI
a course.
Interstate
merce Commission, Bureau of Statistics. Statistics of Class I Motor CamE
for the Year Ending December 31, -1940. Statement No. 4216. Washington, n.d. I
eludes uthwestern states.
Judkins, C. J Trade and Professional Associations of the United States. U.s.D.C., Bure~
of For 'gn and Domestic Commerce, Industrial Series, NO.3. Washington, 194
Lists th se of Southwestern states.
King, Rober E. "Resume of Geology of the South Permian Basin, Texas and New Me.
ico." B lletin of the Geological Society of America, April I, 1942'.
Knipe, Doro y A. "A Date from Chaco Yuma West, Southern Arizona:' Tree Ri7
Bulleti , January, 1942.
.
. Knox, J. H., and Watkins, W. E. The Use of Phosphorus and Calcium Supplements fl
Ra11ge ivestock in New Mexico.· New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Statio:
Bulletirl 287, February, 1942.
Lang, Walt~ B. "Basal Beds of Salado Formation in Fletcher Potash Core Test Ne:
Carlsbad, New Mexico:' Bulletin of American Association of Petroleum Geologisl
Janua~ 1942.
~
.
~h, Leonar4 L. A Preliminary Report on the Monument Ruins in San Juan Count
Utah. University of Colorado Studies, Series C, V.l, No: 3, Boulder, May, 1942.
Leighton, Alexander and Dorothea C. "Some Types of Uneasiness and Fear in a NavaIJ
Indian ICommunity:' American Anthropologist, April-June, 1942. CauseS of an
reasons for fear and uneasiness ~nalyzed and evaluated.
McCann, Franklin T. The Growth of the Tourist Court in the United States, and 1
~
Relatio1'jShip to the Urban DeTlelopment of Albuquerque, New Mexico. Deniso
Univers~ty Bulletin No. 42, No. 2 Gournal of the Scientific Laboratories, v.37)
Granvill~, Ohio, April, 1942.
•
McGregor, Jo-lln C" "Dates from Kinnikinnick Pueblo." Tree Ring Bulletin, January, 1M:
-"Dates ftom Wupatki Pueblo:' Tree Ring Bulletin, January, 1942.
M,.ckin, J. GI. "A New Species of Phyllopod Crustacean from the Southwestern ShOl
Grass P~airies:' Proceedings of the United States Na,tional Museum. v.92, No. ~J13l

-,

Marti~: S~'Recent Mogollon Discoveries:' Scientific Monthly, April, 1942.
Milam, Paul .--"'Industrialization of the Southwest:' Southwestern Social Scienc/t Qual
terly,
rch, 1942. Analysis of present state of industrialization and estimate c:
future t~ends~
.
_
Miller, John L. "Dates from Fort Grant Pueblo, Southern Arizona:' Tree Ring Bulleti'/:
January,11942.
.
Mountin, Jos~ph W., and Flook, Evelyn. "Distribution of Health Services in the Stru(
ture of $tate Government. V. Sanitation by State Agencies:' Public Health Report!.
June 12,\1942. "IV. Veneral Disease Control by State Agencies!' Public Healtn R~
POTts, April 17, 1942. Both include statistical information for Southwestern states.
Murray, Merlill G., and Doan, Mason C. "Employment and Wages Under Old-Age anI
. Survivo~ Insurance, 1940." Social Security Bulletin, May, 1942. Statistics for South
western 'states.
New Mexico'l~istorical Records Survey. ,Inventory of, the County Archives of Lunl
County, New Mexico. No. 15. Albuquerque, mimeographed, April, 1942.
North Texas GeologicAl Society. "Developments in North and West Central Texas, '1941.'
Bulletin lAmerican Association of Petroleum Geologists, April, 1942.
Oklahoma Bukiness Bulletin. Monthly summary of business conditions in Oklahoma am
adjoining states, published by University of Oklahoma.
Opler, Morris!. Edward: "Examples of Ceremonial Interchanges Among Southwesten
Tribes:' rrhe Masterkey, May, 1942. Two case history examples.
Peach, W. Ne~n. "The Bank Deposit Insurance of Texas:' Southwestern SocialSciencl
Quarter~, June, 1942.
.
Pettet, Zellm R. Irrigation of Agricultural Lands, New Mexico. U.s.D.!., Bureau of the
Census, ashington, 1942.
_
Ramaley. F
. '. Vegetation of the San Luis Valley in Sou!hern Colorado. University oj
Colorado Studies, Series D, v. I, No. 4. March. 1942. -
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Renaud, E. B. Indian Sto.ne Enclosures ~of Colorado and New Mexico. University of Den.
ver, Archaeological Series, 2nd paper, Denver, 1942.
Roberts, Frank H. H., Jr. "Recent EvideI;1ce Relating to an Early Indian Occupation in
North America:' Proceedings of the eighth American Scientific Congress.. v. 2.
U. S. Dept. of State, Washington, 1942. Deals largely with evidence from the
Southwest.
Rogers, Charles M. "A Practical Physical Education Building:' American School Board
Journal, June, J942. Amarillo, Texas.
Rosenquist, Carl M., and Browder, Walter Gordon, Family Mobility in Dallas, Texas,
I92J-I9J8. Un~versity of Texas Publication No. 4209. Austin, March, 1942. A statistical study with only incidental interPretation of reasons behind mobility.
Shafer, George H. Rice Sands in Polk and Adjoining Counties, With Notes on Volcanic
Ash and Bentonitic Cla1s. University of Texas, Bureau of ,Economic Geology, Mineral
Resources Survey, Circular No. 41 • .t\.ustin, 1942. Mimeographed.
Smith, Howard M., Marshall, R. M., and Mowery, I. C. Soil Suroey, Maverick County,
Texas. U.s.D.A., Bureau of Plant Industry, Series 1936, No. 10. Washington, January,
1942·'
_ .
Social Security Board, Bureau of Employment Security, Reports and Analysis Division.
"Operations of Employment Security Program:'- Social Security Bulletin, May, 1942.
Job seeker. registration, placements, compensation recipients, state uneJD.ployment
compensation funds available, and otheJi statistics by states.
Social Security Board, Bureau' of Public Assistance. "Public and Private Nd. in 116 Urban
Areas, Calendar Year 1941:' Social Security Bulletin, May, 1942. Includes statistics for
some Southwestern cities.
--"Statistics for the United States," Social Security Bulletin, May, 1942. By states for
,
March, 1942. Includes food stamp, general relief, old age assistance, aid to the blind,
,
and aid to dependent children J»rograms.
Southwestern SociaIScience Association. "2srd Annual ~ting~ Program, Minutes, and
Reports:' Southwestern Social Science Quarterly, Ju~e, 1942.
'
Springer, Gertrude. :'Child Welfare in the States:' Suroe'Y, April, 1942. Includes' infdrma_ tion on status of child welfare serVices in Arizona and Oklahoma.
Standing, T. G. "Some Recent Changes in Agriculture, with Particular Reference to the
Southwest," Southwestern Social Science Quarterly, March, 1942. Population, tech. nological change, land tenure, level of living.
Tetreau, E. D. Arizona Farm Leases. Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 179. Tucson, February, 1942.
True, C. Allen, and Hammond, Wm. J. "The War and the Cattle Industry of the Southwest:' Southwestern Sodal Science Quarterly, June, 1942.·
.
United States Department of Agriculture. Farm Mortgage Credit Facilities in the United
Stat~s. U.s.D.A., Miscellaneous Publication No. 478. ,Washington, 1942. Includes in'_
,~
formation on Southwestern states.
--Selected froblems in the Law of Water Rights in the West. U.S.D.A., Miscellaneous
P.ublicatlon No. 418. Washington, 1942.
•
United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service. Guayule: a List of
References. Soh Conservation Bibliography, NO.4. Washington, April, 1942.
--Hydrologic Data, Blacklands Experimental Watershed, Waco, Texas. Hydrologic
,
Bulletin NO.2. Washington, 1942.
United States Department of Commer¢, Weather Bureau. Climatological Data. Washing.ton, February, 1942. Comparative da~ on New Mexico weather in February.. '
-Monthly Weather Review, March, I942. Weather Bureau, No. 13!)1. Washington,
1942. Includes Southwestern station reports.
United States Department of Labor, Children's Bureau. Children in the COUTts. Juvenile
Court Statistics and Federal Juvenile Of/enders, Two Year Period 'Ending June 30,
I9J9. Bureau Publication No. 280. Washington, 1942. Statistics for Southwestern
states.
;
.
United States Publ.c Health Service. I94,,2 Directory of Venereal Disease Clinics. U.s.P.H.s.
'
Washington, 1942. Includes Southwestern states.
Vallon,Edwm E. uChild Labor in Arizona Cotton Fields:" The Child, April, 1942. Results
of investigation by staff of Children's Bureau, U. S. Department of LabOr.
West Texas Geological Society Committee. "West Texas anq Southeastern New .Mexico
Developments" in 1941:' Bulletin American Association Of Petroleum Geologists, June,
1942. Activity in petroleum geology for the year.
-'
_.~.
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LOS PAISANOS
Saludo a odo Los Paisanos:
In a re> ent personally' co'naucted Los Paisanos poll concerning th
literary ac ivjties of local writers, only one author answered my ear-t<
ear questi1nnaire with a "What is the use of writing now?" Regardle~
of the haJrdOUS business of finding a publisher willing to gamble 0:
future bo k sales, and in spite of the terrific emotional impact engene
ered by e ch day's war news, all of .them, with the exception of th
Texan, ar~ fini'shing the book that has been in: the offing, or planning
new one with a confident approach to our present tight-rope-walkin:
existence ~nd to the ultimate worth of personal achievement.
Consid~r f9r a moment Alan Swallow, poet.:.publisher, and instrm
tor in En~ish at the University of New Mexico. Dr. Swallow has jus
recently e<jlited three books which will appear this summer from th
publishin~ house of James A. Decker, Prairie Ci~y, Illinois.. Americal
Writing, zp42, the first of the three, will be published soon. It is aJ
anthology pf short stories and poems which appeared in the non-com
men~ial m~gazines of 1941 and will include also a yearbook of thpsi
magazi~es.i The volume will contain more than fifty poems and seveJ
short storiJs, including one story and several poems selected from THJ
NEW MEX~CO QUARTERLY REVIEW. The anthology is the first of aJ
annual selJction which Dr. SwaiIow will edit.
Three IYoung Poets, to appear soon also, includes work of threl
poets, Th~as McGrath of New York City, William Peterson of Glen
dale, Calif<prnia, and James Franklin Lewis of Batesville, Arkansas.
The ~ird book, Three Lyric Poets, presents the work of threl
Southern foets selected with an introduction by Dr. Swallow. Thl
authors are Tom H. McNeal, head of the English department at Eas
Texas Stat~ Teachers College, Alice ~oser of New Orleans, and ByrOI
Herbert
ece of Blairsville, Georgia. In addition to this work, Dr
Swallow h s also signed a contract for a first book of his own poem
which will appear late in the fall under the title The Rememberel
Land.
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss3/1
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Conrad Richter, whom Albuquerque proudly claims because he
and his wife and daughter Harvena lived here for a number of years
(Harvena gra4uated fr~m the University of New Mexico in 1938), was
awarded the annual gold medal for literary achievement by the Society
for the Libraries of New York Upiversity at the society's annual m~et
ing, May 20. The New York Times literary supplement of June 7
carried a. one-third page announcement of the decision of the judges,
Harry Hansen, Edward; Weeks, and Pearl Buck. Mr. Richter is the
author of three distinguished books: Early American (1936), The Sea
of Grass (1937) ,'and Trees (1940). He has just finished a novel, which
will probably be publi~hed in the fall. It-too,is a piece of Americana.
Dorothy and Nils Hogner, whose recent -The Animal Book is considere_d their best, are now Dusily engaged on another juvenile to be
called Stories of the Bible) which the Oxford Press will issue. According to' an eye-witness, Nils' illustrations for the forthcoming Olle are
"perfectly beautiful." They will spend the summer in their Greenwich
apartment instead of at their summer studio. in Litchfield becauSe Nils
is finishing a government consignment of murals, and because both of
them have signed up for the duration as air wardens of their precin~t.
Kyle Crichton, dramatic, screen, and stage critic for Collier's Magazine) spent the Fourth of July week-end in Albuquerque en route to
'New York £.rom Hollywood. During his shor't visit he sawall of his
friends, from Elfego Baca to Mrs. Clara Fergusson, but most of his
time was spe~t with Mr. E. Shaffer, editor of the Albuque,rque Tribune)
whose hundreds of friends and admirqrs throughout New Mexico bope
for an eat1~ re~overy fr~m his present illness ~n St. Joseph's Ho~pital.
The only slde-hght obtained from Kyle regarding the play on which he
has been working for some t_~me was a broad grin.
Erna Fergusson, "Our Southwest's" distinguished author and lecturer, says that she has had a "not too busy summer," but it seems to me
that she has been very busy, Writing, lecturing, and attending to civic
duties. The manuscript of her forthcoming book ""ill be in the hands '
of her publishers on scheduled tiqle, early fall. In addition to a variety
of interesting maps, one of t,lie mdst charming feat1;lres of the book will
be a set of illustrations of ceramic figurines which Erna fell in love with
during her intensive study of,Chile last year and which she had ~
artist pose and photograph agains.t typical backgrounds such as fiestaS
and wine-harvests.
Miss Fergusson was the
honorary chairman of the Albuquerque·
. :
.~

~
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June MuJic Festival given under the direction of the distinguishf
pianist, l\1aurice Dumesnil of ~ ew York City. Six of the chamb~
music concerts were· given at .the Los Poblanos ranch home of Mr. all
Mrs. Albert Simms, and the remaining two at Carlisle Gymnasium (J
the University campus. Paul Horgan, who grew up in Albuquerqu
opened th¢ first broadcast of lhe event.... Paul's most recent stor
"A Try fot the Island," which appeared"in the June issue of Harper'
is a chaptet from a novel which·he is now completing-a study of adole
cence presented from a subjective point of view.
Mar~FOley, former editor of Story who has taken over the lat
Edward 0' rien's job of selecting the best short stories of each 'tear, he:
asked pe ission to include Boyce Eakin's story Prairies in the 1942 vo
ume of Be1t'Short Stories. Mr. Eakin's story appeared in the Augus!
1941, issu~1 of. the .QUARTERLY REVIEW. Originally from Con;'lecticw
Boyce Eakk lIved In Taos for several years.
.
Mabel'fMajor, of Texas Christian University, former president 0
the Texas folklore Society, and collaborator With Dr. T. M. Pearce an.
Rebecca Smith on Southwest Heritage, is a charming addition to tb
University lof New Mexico's summer school faculty. Miss Major ha
supplied tble following very interesting supplement to "Los Paisanos'
concerninglTexas writers.
Hasta la proxima vez.
JULIA KELEHEI
NOT E1S ON T E X A S BOO K SAN D W R I T E R S
The most important fiction out of Texas on the spring book list i~
Karle Wils 'n Baker's Star of the Wilderness, a first-ra~e historical novel
of the years just before San Jacinto. History is there and accurate, but
it does not get in the way of the story. This second novel of Texas'
foremost p t is an entire success. The first one, Family Style, was not
qUIte.
John ~I and Alan Lomax's collection of ballads, Our Singing
Coun~ry, is a co~siderable addition to the b.ody of folklore. It is a
handsome acmI1Ian book of 190 songs and WIth headnotes by the contributors an~ delightful interspersed essays on ballad hunting by John
Lomax. Musical scores, as prepared by Ruth Seeger, are given for all of
the songs. I .
..
Frank Dobie is entertaining the soldiers ip~e large Texas army
camps with \Mexican legends and yarns. The ~~ction "Life Goes to a
•

I
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Partf' of Life Magazine for June 1 was practically devoted to showing
him in action. The photographs were made at th~ annual meeting of
the Texas Folklore Society at Texas'State College for Womenin May.
George Sessions Perry, whose Hold Autumn in Your Hand;w~s the
1941 Texas Institute 9f Letters, Book Award novel, is at San Antonio
writi~g stories and articles of the Texas air training fields. See nearly
any issue of current magazines for ~is work. '
Alfred A. l<.nopf has announced the June 29 publication of A Talent
for Murder, by Anna Mary Wells;formerly of Dallas and the English
department of Texas Christian University, now Mrs. Theodore Smitt
of Detroit. This murder mystety is another evidence of Miss Wells'
versatility. For several years she has be~n'Writing stories for the New
'Yorker, the American Mercury, and the Family Circle.
The Sunday, June 14, New Yqrk Times ran a story on creative arts
at Texas Christian University with special attention' to the very substantial, poetry S ( : h o l a r s h i p . '
For other Texas writers see May 16 "Southwestern Issue" of the
Sat·urday Review of Literature. It is~nea~ly all Texan, too much Texan
to be fair to the whole region., It was edited by John McGinnis of the
Southwest Review and the "Book Section" of the Dallas News.
MABEL MAJOR
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Erna Fe,1sson, native New Mexican, author of Dancing Gods, Fiesta in Mex
Guatemala, Ve lezuela, Our Hawa,ii, recently spent the better part of a year in Chile, wh
is the subje~t f her article "You Yanquis" and of her forthcoming book. Miss Ferguss<
wide-ranging i~terest turned to Latin America. long before most Americans were aware:
the importanc~ of our neighbots to the south.
•
E. L. Mou.ton has for many years been associated with the Charles Ilfeld CompanJ
Albuquerque, one of the oldest and largest firms in New Mexico. His article was a pa
read before th¢ Ten Dons of AIibuquerque and before luncheon clubs last spring? ']
swift succession of events and of governmental rulings since last spring has. not, the edil
feel, robbed the article of its value as a succinct statement of the effects of the war
business.'
'
H. G. Alexander teaches philosophy and aesthetics at the University of New Mex
Spud Johnson, of Taos, pauses in his series of impressions, "On and On," to pay trib
to Gina Knee lof Santa Fe. Mrs. Knee's watercolors were shpwn recently in New Y
galleries and aIie now to be seen at La Quinta Gallery in Albuquerque.
George St., Clair, Dean Emeriitus oflihe College of Fine Arts and Professor Emeri
of English, University of New Mexico, continues his travel letters from previous issues
the NEW MEXl QUARTERLY REVIEW.
Ray B. W st, Jr., is One of the editors of the Rocky Mountain Review and is the cc
piler of the rec nt Rocky Mountain Stories. This is his first appearance in the NEW ME)!
QUAR~YRE
W.
Lyle Saun ers' bibliographical feature; "A Guide to the Literature of the Southwe
will be contin ed indefinitely. Mr. Saunders is on the staff of the School of Inter-Ameri
Affairs, univeiity of New Mexico.

I

J. V. Cun ingham, author of the recent collection of poems The Helmsman, ,!nd Y
Winters, auth of many books of poems and criticism, teach at Stanford. Harris Dow
is a member of the English faculty at LouisianaState University. Clark Mills teaches in
modem langu ,ges department at Cornell; he has appeared in many collections.. with 0
inal poems and translations from: French. These are the first poems published _by How
R. Houston, ~o lives in New England. James Franklin Lewis, one of the poets in
recent Three roung Poets, teaches science at Arkansas College. Winthrop Palmer wr
for a dance gr(j)up in New York; two of her books are reviewed in thjs issue. John Cia
winner of a J;Diajor award at Mi~igan recently, is now in the army air corps. Rayml
Kresensky liV i n Emerson:, Nebraska; Dick Roberts in Billings, Montana; Irene Bruc€
Reno, Nevada. Isobel McBri$1e Sarvis is the wife of ·David Sarvis, formerly of the facult~
the University f New Mexico, now in the armed services.

'
x

Several of e reviewers in this issue are new to the readers of the QUARTERLY REVI
Eric Russell Bentley contributed an article on D. H. Lawrence to our last issue, and one
Stefan George to the Partisan Review. He now teaches at Black,Mountain College. Tho]
Nickerson. no~ living in Albuquerque. had a bookstore in Honolulu almost up to the t
of the recent "unpleasantness" there. Ruth Hannas. who sojourned recently in AI
querque, is he d of the theory department in the music school of North Carolina Woml
College. Gree$boro. Mabel Major. of Texas- Christian University. has been a kind
pioneer in the study of Southwestern literature. Among other things, she helped ed!
biography of Bigfoot Wallace and helped write a history of literature in the.Southw
She has long ~een active in the Texas Folk-Lore Society.
George P. Hammond, dean of the graduate school of the University of New Mexico:
editor of the vatuable publications of the Quivira Society. is an eminent Southwestern :
Latin Americah histOrIcal scholar. The rest of the reviewers are also on the staff of
University of 1IIlew Mexico. Willi~ Jacobs. Katherine Simons, and Alan Swallow teach inEnglish departiJnent. W. W. Hill is in the anthropology department. Lyle Saunders in
School of InterrAmerican Affairs, Mela Sedillo in the College of. Fine Arts. and V. C. KIe
in the department of government and citizenship.
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E'Tna Fergusson
bustling eagerness to make friends with Latin America, perhaps we are overlooking one very important party to the transaction.
De we know who is seeking friendship to the south? Can we, even
imagine how the North American looks to 'the people who receive his
protestations, his emissaries, his literature, and his loans? Doubtless the
people who have formulated and are carrying o~t the-Good Neighbor
policy ~ave a very definite North AlIleric~n in mind-a sturdy,_ friendly
fellow with dem~cratic principles, honesty of purpose, arid nothing
remotely resembling an ulterior motive. We also know, in our several
ways, the "American South" with whom this Yankee wishes to deal.
for ourselves quite 'a literature on that subject.
We have, in fact,
. written
.
But the Yanqui ~hom the American South sees remains to us an unknown, even an unsuspected character. His very name, Yanqui,
has
.
connotations so different from our conception of Yankee that the most
unreconstructed Southerner can respond to the title without resentment.
. Because United States does not form a euphonius adjectiveeven in. Spanish "Estado-unidense" is awkward-and the world-wide
application of American to us offends Latin America, a substitute was
inevitable. Mexico-uses gringo. ~ubert Hen:ing, in)lis excellent Good
Neighbors} has given us "Americ~ns North" as opposed to "Americans.
South"; and that is good because 'it is relative. Canadians are north,
Mexicans ar~ south of us, though ~ot in South America. But in Chile
"Yanqui" is the common designation for a citizen of the United States.
And in Chile it first dawned on me that the Yanqui was a well-defined
personality with surprising virtues ~nd vices, some of them so exagger- .
ated as to stand in the way of any clear and adult understanding between
us. Unfortunately for us, Americans South have 'not made quick trips
across the United States and written superficial impressions of our
quaint and curious ways, or how we seem to be adapting ourselves to
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their superior
civilization. They should by . all means do this. V
I
Americans North, greatly n~ed to know what our neighbors think
us. But un~l those books are available in English. I offer a few notes
the Yanqu~1,which were jotted down during several months in Chi
This di~ not come about through any design; with true Yan~
complacenc~ I was not concerned with what Chileans thought of us
was thi~~i9g about th~m. But it so~n became ap.parent that Chile~
are sensltIv~ly,~ven palnf1!llly aware of us. -Many, If not most, conver
tions ~n that .c~?ntrysoone~ or later get round to polite questions ab.c
. "you Yanq1j1ls, to categorical statements, or even to a half-humon
"the trouble with you Yanquis... .o' From such talks a character begi
to take shape, even a whole family of characters with whom Chile
dealing, while we plunge blindly ahead in the smug assurance tl
Chile knows the citizen we think we are. It is easy to say that Chile~
, are often mistaken, to. cite instances in disproof of every trait the Chile
considers typically Yanqui. But the truth or falsity of the picture is
no immedia~e consequence; the important point is that this fictitic
character iS~for better or orse, the Yanqui against whom Ch,ile judI
what we do or say.
Chile k ows, first, the,Yanqui in his country. A young, man wh(
boyhood haid been spent in the port of Valparaiso was offered a schol
ship at a college in the United States. He wantec, to go, but ...
w"

II

I

All knew of Yanquis [he said] was what had seen at Vaipo':
drunked sailors who insulted our women and smashed e~ery
thing. They always offered to pay for what they smashed, but
that to us was only added insult, for it made it so clear how little
our pesos were worth against their dollars. We didn't want their
dirty dollars (that's the way it seemed to us); we wanted theII1(to
t-r~at us, andc:>ur .things with respect. So I went to the Sta~es
With real trepidatIon. I was very young, you see. I had nev,er
traveled. I thought all Yanquis were ill-bred savages and when'
I got to, New York and found how well mannered the people
were anf how kind, I oouldn't believe it.
Sailors ~shore are rowdy the world over. But men doing business
a foreign cebuntry might be expected to put themselves out to ma
friends; to ~onform somewhat to the customs of the land where tt
live. Yet this summation is typical.
Your men are interested op.ly in business, they can talk nothing
but business. They pay no attention to our politics unless their
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss3/1
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precioUls dollars are threatened. They do not read our books.
And one of them making a serious study of our history, even of
our relations with his own country, is unthinkable. They are
~mugly, blindly unaware~that 1Ve have a culture, that a life
migh~ be founded on anything besides business.
A sterner indictment of the business man is related of so many men
in so many situations that there must be truth back of it somewhere.
This version was told by·a prof..,es~or in one of Chile-s universities._
One of our professors took a group of students to yisit a great
Yanqui plant. It is a splendid operation and 'well worth study.
, The group was conducted about by a young Yanqui who was
very casual, almost rude~ But our professor, who happens to be
half English and a graduate of an Engliih university, knows you
Yanquis well. So he put on his Oxford accent and his most insufferable British manner. At once the Yanqui changed his tone
to one of complete courtesy. He even asked the group to SPend
the night, offering the professor a' room in the company guest
house where "you won't have_ to associate with the natives." R~
member that the professor was a "native" on the other side.
The professo"r who told the story will never forget it; whether he
was Nazi or not I cannot say. But this is the sort of thing that the Nazis
gleefully use against us.
Impossible to explain in Chile, where only gentlemen are educated,
the ill-bred Yanqui was probably the graduate of some hinterland
college where -he might have had excellent technical training without
, acquiring either culture or manners. We need not be ashamed of him,
because he is a product of our universal education; he has done well in
the line he chose; his children will do better; they may even attain a
culture C(~pable of appreciating a foreign country. But we must deplore
the fact that he has. for so long been almost the only Yanqui Chile
knew. The cultivated, considerate gentlemen we have also ~ent to
Ghile are always so unobtrustive (according to ,their kind) that they
are looked upon as exceptions. "You would never, take' him for a
Yanqui", is high praise'in C h i l e . "
~
The wives of these men-with some notable exceptions-Chileans
brush aside with light scorn. "The Yanqui woman never interests
herself in Chile, seldom bothers to speak a decent Spanish, knows nothing of our literature or history. She stays apart from our life, gets her
. clothe~om the States, plays bridge wi!h her friends, goes home as soon
as s h e G n : - , .
.
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Yanqui women, on their part, complain that Chilean women do n(
make them vrelcome. This is true for different reasons involving diffe
ent classes. The small-town Chilean woman, who would be ,the natur:
friend of th~ Podunk woman living in Chile, does not speak Englisl
And the Chi~ean woman who does speak English belongs to an aristl
cratic and v~ry exclusive society. Until the war she lived in Eurof
more than iIlj her own country, she moved among ptiople of great naml
if not great titles. Chilean society is as inaccesible, if not more so, to d
business maJ 'or engineer and his wife as, is the society of, say, Phil;
delphia or Boston. When Yanqui women complain of Chile,an Wome]
or vice versaiit is interesting to learn what class of woman in each cal
, is speaking a d what class she is talking about.
So much Ifor the Yanqui l,iving in Chile. Though many are likec
even loved, the casual.visitor With an ear cocked for both good and ba
hears'more dad than 'good. The Yanqui in Chile must mend his mal
ners if he (Including slier is going to make a vital contribution t
internation~l understanding and good will.
The casukl Yanqui, traweling expensively through the country (
staying a shoh'time for study, as a government representative, or (rno:
suspect of all~ ~o Write a book, has much to answer for. ~ ow and the
one ea.ms hetrtfelt p~i~e,~? the ter.ms ~f approbation are s'!ggestiv,
. A.professrr of'ChIle s natIonal unIverSIty spoke of a member of Ot
embassy, recently transferred. "He alone could solve all the problen
of cultural rJlations between us: He ~pmip.ated Castilian [as the Spa]
ish phrase it]~ and he could use Chilean slang; he knew our 'history, ha
read our classics and kept up with modern books; h_e was more Chilea
than the Chlleans." Of a student of Chilean literature: "He becam
I
. '
one of us. His printed studies of Chilean literature show deep undestanding of theidiom,a.n~the mode of thought." Of another: "He an
his wife becatne so much a Jj>a!t of Santiago that their ioing leaves a ga
i~ our SOCialtl:mdCUlt,:,rallife.. They bo.th s~ke Spanish, they work~
WIth the Ins ztuto Chzleno Norte Amencano de Cultural they sang I
the Ambassa or's choir; they were Chileans to us." ,
Another ~nd a sadder story was told of a group of students from
,
small college/in the United State~. Off on a junket, they appeared mOl
frequently in the night clubs than in the lecture halls; they put thei
feet on the ~lush seats of special railroad coaches supplied them, as
courtesy; the~ failed to attend..c. ultural or even social events planned fe
~hem. On one occasion, when they had been invited to a handsom
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss3/1
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home, so few of the honor guests showed up that Chilean friends of the
United States hastily substituted other Yanquis that the exquisite buffet
supper~hould not go untasted,' that the rude disregard of hospitality
should not be too apparent. But it was apparent~ That group of students has confirmed Chile's impression that all Yanquis are uncultured
and ill mannered. Many generations of decenter students will have
diffic~lty in changing that opinion. .
Writers are looked upon wid~ suspicion. As why should they not be?
There is something impudent"about bouncing into a country, uninvited, .
,to write about it. A citizen might reasonably inquire: '\JVho are you,
anyway? How dare you assume that you are fitted to write about us? '"
Why should we who live' here have to submit to have" ourselves presented to your countrymen as we happen to strike you? Is your judgment any good? Is your heart in the right place? Can you speak our
language, appreciate our point of ~iew? Do youk'now our hisl'ory, our
literature? -Ate you going to stay long enough, study hard enough to
qualify on any of these points?"
- Chileans did not ask me just these questions, but they were implicit
in many remarks.
A woman professor, looking at me with a calculating eye, said: "The
most charming and clever Yanqui woman 'I ever knew lived at a mine.
She studied Spanish, published a little paper in English
which she
,
filled up with news and items of interest about Chil~. She studied at
our University and read our books. She stayed five years. When we'
asked her why she did not write a book about·Chile, she said she did not
know enough."
A m~le cQlleague of hers ,said: "The trouble with you Yanquis is
that you don't stay long enough.... You are staying longer? Goodl
But not long enough.... And these Yanqui newspaper men who stay
"four days, talking in bars with 'Young exchange students who have some
figures but who understand notHing and then write a" book explaining
Chile. . . . WeIll" Spanish is rich in explosive expressions of scorn.
So Chile judges ,us by the examples we .send. But Chile's Yanqui.
who comes from the movies find is roupded out by hearsay is an even
more fantastic character an4' much more widely known. Gangsters,
cowb~ys, divorcees, idle rich, flip youngsters, colleges dedicated to
sports, government given over to graft, homes rife with dissensio;n have
produced a composite !Conception that marks even fairly mature judgments. Impossible to explain t4a~ m~vies are made of the striking and
<

I

<
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unusual; tm.at the everyday dullness of the law-abiding citizen, 1
modest home, the studentt who studies, the honest and efficient put
serv~nt, has no dramatic appeal. To an extent, truly alarming, Cll
judges the American home as something fairly r~presented by Ph:
delphia StarrY, The T¥omen, or Susan and God.' And Yanqui won
are more t~ked about and more misunderstood than men because 1
contrast. is ~o sharp between the Chilean .girl who is educated in a Ci
vent and guarded at home and the Yanqui girl who goes to school w
boys~ plays and works with them, and grows up to have a vote and a jl
The mildest judgmerit of the North American mother comes out
such comments as this.
•

1

Of tourse your mothers feel no responsibility for th~ir
families[as we do. We always have to be with the grandmother,
with thee children, or the husband. You believe in iridividual
rights; ~ou let the old folks and the children look out for them-,
selves. Jf your women tire of a husband or fall in love with
another I man, they divorce and remarry; they insist upon their
right to: be happy. We Chileans are all married to the wrong
men because we marry so young and because we never know our
husbands before marriage. Of course we are unhappy, but we
stay witlt the wrong man for the sake of the children. Our children a~ our greatest concern, much greater than our own
happiness.
Thinkimg of oU,r intense young mothers with their books, magazir
and lecturds on infant cw-e and child psychology, their constan~ ,c
that pre-school children shall ncot be left to servants, I asked, "Where l
you get the :notion that OUIT mothers feel no concern for their childrel
"From the movies," she laughed, but went on to propound a tr
disturbing question. "Please answer me frankly; I have heard it said
often that iall your girls begin life a~thirteen or fourteen. Is t]
really true?!'
.,
"You mfean )Ilature?"
"No, begin to live, to know men. We hear that your way of educ
ing boys and girls together leads naturally to babies; that all your g
-well, maybe not all-but it is the custom for girls to have babies.v
'young, tha~ there are ~eat institutions to care for them; that the g
~en enter alife of freedom and adventure and marry late. A friend
mine who was there said one seldom sees young mothers in the U ni
States; that ionly mature women have legitimate babies."
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This speech so overwhelmed my amazed brain that I could only
muster up a few denials. I had recently read that the average girl in the
United States marries at twenty or twenty-two. I said, but doubt that
I was believed, that young people can study and play together without
. the need of m~ternity homes.. ~ut how can one combat such m,isinformation? My questioner, who had some doubt but was more than
haH convinced by what she had heard,~ was a ,mature woman of good .
family, with a sixteen-year-old daughter, well-read, widely traveled (in
Europe, not in the United States) , a writer, a person of much more than
average intelligence.
~
, Later I quoted this conversation to a sensible social worker, a
Chilean woman who had studied
and
worked in ,'the United States and
!
.
knew our failures as well as our 'successes. She waS grave.
tJ

• •

~

,Yes, such tales are widely believed. The movies partly.
Propaganda too. We are not free of magazines which feature the
worst Yanqui pictures and lurid newsstories as generally true....
But i~' is more serious 'that we find you on the whole simple
and gullible. I know from my social work that trust is the best
way to bring out the good in a person. Chileans do" not believe
that. oThey see pictures of your boys and girls together in sports,
in swimming suits, unchaperoned; they think you 'are fooled in
your belief that no evil comes of it.
Yet your American homes, filled with confidence, are wonderful, the happiest homes I hav~ ever seen. ~d happiness is
what you want most, isn't it? With us it is not sq. Our mothers
ten us to expect unhappiness with our husbands, with our children. . . . We are a lot of neurotics compared with you. A
Chilean woman believes that if she loves her, husband she
must hang on him, if she loves her children she must hang over
them and spoil them. Your methods, in comparison, are 80[she sought a wor.d]-so professional. Ina family everyone is an
individual, everyone's rights are respected. I think your trust is
sometimes carried to the point of 1:>eing ridiculous, your confidence amounts to simplicity, but' think too that yoU avoid
more evils with YQ1:u methods than we ever do with ours. .
.

.

.

Another Chilean woman, whoknew only New York, found th~re a
special ,and curious simplicity. Our guilelessness is a theme dear to
Chileans.
Your young people take themselves ,go seriously, they have
. none of the Chilean's d~precating humor. A young Yanqui will
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say: "I have a very intere~ting and unusual job. I'm head of my
section in. the corset d~partment (or the drug store lunch
counter or ithe hot dog fa~tory)." They push it, to the point of
being utte~ly ridiculous., A sober youngster will say: "I am a
writer ... Ithree plays, a !short story.... Well, I haven't published any~hing yet, bq.t I ha.ve such and such contacts,
hopes....'"
A Chilean would die fuefore he called himself a writer unless
he had a lcrmg list of not~ble books to his credit, but notable!
He'd be laughed at until he couldn't stand it. But the great difference is tJllat you Yanquis have a self-respect that we lack. Each
Yanqui feels himself a pewson of consequence. He has pride in
himself, in ihis job. He is not afraid. We are afraid of ridicule,
of failure, we are afraid t<l) try. ~ Yanqui of ordinary talent can
develop an~ train himself, get ahead, make a success. Here he
would be ICl>st.
I,

-

So this bri~gs us to the Chileans who have been in the United States.
As a rule they admire our country and like us. Many of them are such
intense adherdnts of the United States that they battle for us against
their own. Even when their <rool and critical observation looks through
our pretentiot1sness and their penetrating humor makes sport of our
bumptiousnes~, their matur¢ judgment sees the other side of every
shield, the vir~ue~nherent in the vIces, resp~cts the fine principles on
which our government is founded, and has confidence in our goal if not
always in our Jbility to keep steering toward it.
And so thij is the way thel young student who feared that our entire
population actd like drunken sailorS' in Valparai~o fi.nished hisstory.
.

I called up my courage and went. I am a SCIentIst; I wanted ,
to see what was being done in my line. 'New York w~s not so
good for a ~uth American. But when I got beyond that-I went
as far as Ccilifornia-I found the real AmeriCans-kind, friendly,
hospitable,1 generous. .
Your people are generous as Europeans have never been. In
Paris I called on the Director of· the Pasteur Institute. He rereceived foteigIiers, they told me, only on Thursday. So I stayed
over almosjt a week to see him. The day I called I waited an
hour. An4 when I did see him he would give me nothing; his
knowledge: was a secret tiO guard against foreigners. In Wash.ington, in ~ontrast, when I went to the bureau which interested
me, I was received at once by the chief; in two minutes I was
sitting at his desk. And he gave me every aid he could, let me see
everything: I wished. I did not feel like a stranger in the United
States, but llike a colleague.
~
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Your friendliness is universal, but President Roosevelt has
done wonders to express it. When he sent Sra. Davila home in a
plane, all Chile appreciated it. That one act was worth any number of formal prot~stations, or cultural delegations. "Only a
true friend'," says the ordinary Chilean, "would do that."
A Chilean girl who spent. four years in United States colleges said:
At first I found the' girls too naive and simple for any use.
W-e, in our liceos, had deep philosophical talk, discussions of
music or art. Those-Yanqui girls seemed to have no intellectual
interests at all. But afterward I found they. could talk well if
they were aked. Their frivolous· front was a convention; back
of it· they worked hard, and they played hard too-at sports or at
week-end'dates. And they were marvelously friendly to me. I
was taken to the loveliest homes and made to feel so at home.
I liked the girls' college better. I was in a co-educational one
too; and there I found the competition as fierce as in a jungle.
Sororities made treaties, but their real ethic is a tooth-and-claw
one.' And the get-your-man struggle is a fight to the death with
no ru~es respected. In comparison the girls' college was filled
with a wonderful spirit of mutual ihelpfulness and co.,operation-.
I'd like to live in the States, yes. The Yanqui is probably the
best husband in the world. J3ut as long as I teach, I'd rather live
in Chile. Here there is more chance to use your ideas; we are
just starting. There everything is cut and dried; you have to fit
into a rigid system; your ideas are no good until you have taken
many degrees and are too old arid set to have a new idea.
,
.
It is only fair to state that this young woman teaches in the only
progressive school in Chile.
(.
Much of Chile's disesteem f~r us comes from what they have seen
of our education. A young Chilean engineer, on his way to take a
Westinghouse job, asked seriously:

,.

Is it true that your" college students are interested only in
sports? A friend of mine wrote me from Stanford that the students there take no interest in politics or in abstract ideas. He
says they will fight for the' sports section of. the paper and the
funnies, but never read the serious pages. And the most popUlar
man in the college-he said, but I cannot believe-is a ch$lpion
at a sport, who has no books in his room, not even a chair at his
desk.... Can this be true? And why is it? Why are they not
interested in ideas, in affairs? .
One need not be able to answer such questions to understand Chile's
. conception of the Yanqui.
c

.
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More mature travelers, perhaps more guarded in what they sa1
dwell on qther qualitie's which are, after all, not incompatible wit]
gullibility crnd lack of cul~ure.
.
One of a group of n'ewspaper men who spent a month workIng on '
daily in thJI United State$ and another month in travel, said:
.. '
To lIIle the most impressive quality of the United States was
its spirituality-yes, spirituality. 1 expected commercialism, materialism, preoccupation with money. 1 found people everywhere
concerned with the general welfare, generous in giving money
I
and suPfort to every effort for good.
And hospitable! Surely there never was such hospitality!
Not lab?red like ours,. but casual and completely sincere. They
seem to jsay: "So here you are! Well, make yourself at home!"
And they mean just that. With none of the protestations we
make they make you feel that you are really at home and may do
as you like.
And! kind! Even in your hectic great cities a Yanqui will
stop in fpll flight to und,erstand a South American's halting question, to give directions, even to walk along and
show the way.
. .
~'

A woman 1ho knew only;New :o~k, had another impression.
Any other city [she said] could be known from reading about
it. New York, never, because its most notable quality is its
rhythm. Without having felt that one can never know New
York. Everybody is caught in its pace. Let one fall fainting or
injured ~nd who can stop to help? Nobody! If one pauses a
second on a subway staiir he loses his train, misses his- connection,
arrives l*te, loses his job. For no human consideratiQn prevails
.
against ~e rate and pace of the machine.
This Doaa Julia had never beheld the throitgs that gather round-an
accident, fr~e to stand gaping until the police make them give way for
the ambulance with stretcher bearers, doctor, and nurse. The importance of her' observation seems to be in her impression of a life
so geared to the machine that all human values are lost.
An old sholar and gentleman just back from his first. visit to the
United Stat s had also rtoted a human lack. He received me in his
library with busts of the philosophers on the tall bookcases and books
piled eve
here. He rose courteously to greet me, but sank promptly
pack into th armchair wHich he had long ago shaped to fit his every
curve. "I sh?uld have gon~ when 1 was younger," he ~miled.
I

At almosi eighty, one is ~oo old to stand the ex~itement, to accustom oner ~ stran~ customs. Meal hours were new to me, and
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IDe quantity-of food seemed very little. As you know, we Chileans eat too much. And glasses of water with ice in them to take
with meals? No, 'no, Itcould never do that after a lifetime of
Chilean wines.
And in the United States there are no servants. That l could
never adjust myself to. All my life I have had four or five
people to answer my bell, to attend me, to layout my clothes, to
hand me things. In your country there are no servants, only
employees.... It's democracy, I know. I admire it, I believe iIi
it, I've been a democrat all my life. But I couldn't live it.
A Chilean woman who has lived in our country and really studied it,
gave me a summing up of our character as she found us at home,-which
may perhaps offer some solace for what Chileans think of us in Chile.
After three visits to the United States [she said] I "began to
get its essence. Especially after a three-cornered trip I made to
the United States, to Europe, and back to your country againilf
We are so much closer to Europe than you are. I saw that. I felt
your freshness, your youth, your simple directness. Compare
Charles Boyer in El Puerto de Oro [Hold Back the Dawn] with
the innocent schoolteacher played by Olivia de Haviland and you
will see what I mean. We are closer to the complicated Euro-,
pe~n with his mixed motives, his indirections, his distrust of
.everyone. YOu have faith as we have not. In spite of our reputed
Catholicism you are much more religious. People talk about
their religion. Curious! They always askee. me what my religion
was. It gave me such a shock the first time. One would never do
that in Chile. Never I
But you Yanquis at'e honest, completely frank. YQu say what
you think; you are direct and clear. That is why, often, we find
you crude. We cannot bear the full clear light you shed. We' are'
afraid to see too much. We do not trust each other as you do.
You really have no classes. There are rich and poor; there are
different social cliques, but there is constant' movement among
groups. You-have no rigid class lines as we have. The United
States, compared with any other country I have known, is a true
democracy. Men meet each other on a level, deal with each other
honestly. There is complete unity among you.
This was leaving me even more breathless t:I1an some of the critical
remarks I had heard. "Unity?" I recalled our politics, our isola~ionists,
our professional howlers. "Unity of what?"
. "In your fundamental belief in ~iberty, in the value and dignity of
the individual, in your tolerance.. ~-:O."
j.
','Ojalal" I said, using the expressive Spanish ejaculation. which
comes from tlhe Arabic and means: "Oh, Allah! May it be sol"
I
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again is engaged in a great war. "It is unanimous
agreed that before it is ended it will have been the greatest huma
struggle of all.time. Compared with this one all previous conflicts ha'
been mere brief previews. This war was begun at the instance of
fanatic wh1asPired to world domination. That was and is his person
ambition; ·t is the apotheosis of the Prussian spirit of German
Through t e pages of history we read of ambitious characters who, i
their respe~tive eras, sougJIt to dominate the earth. With an exceptic
or two, eaqh in turn fai~d, only to be followed in later periods 1
others who isou~ht t? do what their p~edecessors had failed ~o ~o. Tl
germ of th,s mIasmIC' pr~toplasm whIch has caused thepenodic eru:
tions of the Prussian spirit had its origin in Central Europe in d
years 406-453, in the being of Attila, the King of the Huns. Attila h
been called the "Scourge of God." He was actuated by no sense c
moral right, by no divine instinct, by no human consideration. He Wi
actuated solely by a cruel, dominating spirit whic~ sought only 1
destroy. And he destroyed and dominated. That spirit has flared u
periodically since. In modern history it has manifested itself in tl
persons of Frederick the Gr~at, Bismarck, and William the Fourtl
Now Hitlet is the embodiment of it.
.
It will.1onti~~e to m~if~st itself and be a "Scourge of God'.' unt
that PrussI~n mIlItary SpIrIt IS' uprooted and completely extermlnatel
And that ta k today is made the more difficult by reason of the existen(
of a parall to this Prussian spirit in the form of the military spirit (
Japan.'
' l I . ,
At this writing, when the gloom of thCYfall of Singapore and Ja'
and Burma hangs ~ver us,'ind the fortunes of war seem adverse 0
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nearly every front, it is rather' difficult to appraise the'situation, economically, in this country today. The adverse effect on our personal
fortunes or business as a whole seems dwarfed when contrasted with the
picture of a rich and powerful nation in imminent peril. The awful
possibility of losing the war strikes terror to our souls. Complacency
no longer exists except in the mind of a dotard or a sympathizer with
German culture or Nipponese infamy. And;, perhaps too late, the question of whether this is our war or not, has ceased to be an aCademic
question.
The writer does not believe that a war such as this is ever started
II)erely because of economic exigency. It is now definit~ly known by
us, and by all other intelligent peopl~s, that wars do .not produce .economic gain. All of those engaged in this struggle know that fact. N ~ver
theless wars do have a terrific impact upon the economic life of all
peoples, and <:lisastrous economic results are. usually one of the chief
casualties of war. Let us examine, then, the effect of war on business in
general, at the beginning, during the progress of the war, and after the
war has ended.
.
If we go back into the history of this cduntJ;'y as far as the war with
Mexico, we find that for a period of time at the incipience of every war
there was quite a sharp depression. A short one followed the beginning
of the Mexican War; one of a year and a half's duration occurred at the
beginning of our Civil War; a sharp one, lasting nearly eighteen months
occurred at the outbreak of World War I; and~except for two months
right at the b~ginning, the first year of' World Wlr II was a period of
,depression. These business recessions are due" almost entirely to
psychological reactions; a comparatively fixed pattern can .be quite
easily traced.
.
. By and large our economic activity is made up of two primary efforts.
. One is agriculture which produces Our food and certain raw materials; the other is industry, consisting of mining, manufacturing, transportation, etc. The products of agriculture are sold partially at points of
origin, but largely in the highly developed market centers; the products
of industry are sold through a vast distributing maze. The ownership
of agricultural resources is largely individual; the control of industry is
largely corporate, with a vast number of stockholders participatit~g in
the 9wnership and in the income. The stock is widely held, belonging
to investors at home and also in foreign lands. When a war breaks out
and it is known that largf7 quantities of food and other commodities will
~
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be needed I markets bit de ceiling the first day: Under de commod
exchange iaw now in effect, only a maximum advance or decline
permitted lin one day. But whether under a limit: as now, or with(
one, as forfOerly, commodities usually advance rapidly at the beginni
of a war. On the other hand, the stock market always falls at the beg
ning~ The reason is as stated-psychological; the explanation is. t1
capital is ~lways timid. Investors are fearful that their securities 'V
decline in Ivalue. They dread to take a loss. It is a time, to them, w1
the only tliing of value,. it seems, is money itself. Also at such a time 1
foreign inwestor sells in order to secure exchange with which to p
chase the commodities which his country wil} need. Therefore, st(
markets a9t unfavorably, securities fall sharply in value, and sometir
the excha,ges are closed. Note the ever-recurring pattern. After 1
first sharp I impact is over and people have had an opportunity to
praise things fully and adjust their emotional equilibrium, they n
ize that people do not eat much more in time of war than in times
peace, and that agriculture is susceptible of rather prompt expansil
So the speculative fever wanes promptly, commodity prices return
normal, and aJittle later ~sually decline. And securities which shar
declineat~
"the beginning, on account of sh~rp liquidation, find, fai
promptly, ready buyers ~ooking for bargains, who know the large p
industry pays in war, especially modern wars. Then the pendulum
market ticfer swings or fluctuates back and forth. Finally a decline ~
in because some investors cannot be so patient as to wait until act
war matetjial production starts. So at the beginning of most wars,
was the c~se in this war, there is. a period of depression, lasting frl
a year to ~ighteen m o n t h s . ·
Worldl War II started September 3, 1939.. There w~s a sharp
vance in the prices of a few commodities, such and sugar and lard, 1
those adv~ces lasted only a month or two; thereafter, and until ~
of 1941, bpsiness was not ac~ive, and prices remained fairly station
and, on th~ average, at lqw levels. Stock market prices reacted from'
first setbadk and then settled into a decline which has continued do
to the present time. What will happen to the market quotations of .
big indusq.-ialleaders when they get into full swing in the productioI1
war material remains to be seen. It is generally believed, however, t
because of the very heavy tax rates nbw in effect, and the promised.
creases in the coming measure, security prices will fail to maintain'
pattern heretofore designed.
I
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So much for this first phase of war-the short depression.. Thereafter, the second phase is entere~. Tremendous industrial activity
develops. The government votes millions and billions, as in the present
conflict, for the purchase of all kinds of war material. An~, as wars
now ar~ so preponderantly mechanical, the cost of supplying anpiesand
navies with ~ll the mechanical weapons devised is. tremendous. Such
weapons call for vastquantities of steel, iron, aluminum, and other oasic
,materials. The making of these materials, requires a vast amount of
labor. Nothing can be done in an orderly manner; there is much haste
and confusion. The only thought is to hurry up and win the war. The
result of the appropriation and distribution of the vast sums often is
inflation. Agricultural prices advance because of accelerated demand,
wages in all lInes rise sharply because of the competition for labor,
industry for civilian production usually competes with the government
for basic materials, and· a spiral of advancing costs and advancing prices
develops. This i.nflation is pleasant to take, and all kinds of excesses
are indulged in. This generally goes on for the duration. Finally the
war ends. And even though we are on the winning side, the subsequent
adverse effects are catastrophic. There was a depression in 1848 after
the Mexican War; a very serious depression in 1865 and 1866, after
the Civil War, followed by a secondary'postwar depression lasting from
1874 to 1879; and finally the 's~arpest and most precipitous decline in
all his~ory iIJ, 1921 and most of 1922, after World War I. ~he losses sus": ~
tained by the countFY during these postwar depressions and the burden
of debt piled up have always been infinitely greater than the material
gains of the war boom. Paradoxically, then, the net result of war is' a
terrific loss. .
I have pointed out that there was a flurry for a month or so at the
outbreak of the war in Europe. Thereafter, and until about May, 1941,
there was little, if any, .increase in business activity. 'It was a period of
almost hopeless argument in Congress over three fundamental issues.
It seems to the lVTiter that no greater proof of the operation of our
democratic system was ever displayed in this country than 'the long
debates and exhaustive consideration of the three measures which were
finally enacted into laws. First, there was the proposed amendment of
the neutrality act. The debate on this lasted for about three months,
although the. administration ha~ the.votes to. push it through quickly
at any time. Se<;ond, there was the lend-lease program, which appro- '
priated C!v~r seven billions of dollars, for the aid of those countries fightPublished by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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ing GermaniY and Italy. This did not take so long to pass. We seemec
finally, to b~ willing to provide means with which Great Britain an
others still tiree could the better fight the menace to the world. It wa
finally passed almost unanimuosly. But when it came down to actuall
raising an army for our own defense, the debate continued for month:
We recogni~ed the danger to the world and naturally to ourselves whe
we voted funds with which the other countries could fight. But whe
the adminis~ration asked Congress to raise an army so we could do
little fighting ourselves, the argument was on, and it seethed fe
months. Tille question could have been brought to a vote and carrie
months bef(j>re it actually was decided, had the administration desire
to force the: issue. But everyone in and out of Congress was permitte
to argue, as :th~ weary months dragged by. Finally the conscription la'
was passed :with certain amendments which were dangerous for th
country. But it provided for an army and the machinery was put i
motion. Priceless months were l-ost in debate, but our democratic sy
tern prevailed. It was still stoutly maintained that this was not our wa
that we were in no danger, and that none of "our boys" should eve
fight away from home. Then came Pearl Harbor and finally a unite:
nation, exc~pt for the fifth columnists and German-paid sympathizers i
our midst. How clear the issue is today, how menacing the danger! All
to those who urged caution or playing safe it is so regrettable that propl
steps were not taken long :ago! But democracy held sway, the isolatiol
ists had th9ir s.ay, and, to a large extent we went about our easy, cor
fortable w~s until the conflagration crept up almost to our door-ste
Whether tIle blaze can now be quenched temains to be seen. It is bla
ing at white heat in ever widening circles. No one can feel safe.
Just as lhis is the most terrific war in all history, so it promises'
cause the thost serious dislocations of business and the most seriol
effect on activities-professional, occupational, and personal, of all tim
The effect is already seen and soon will gain tremendous momentum.
The di~locations refelired to are due to two primary causes. Firl
the production for war requires such quantities of material and such
vast amou~t of labor, that material and labor for the production,
civilian gO(l)ds are largely unavailable. Second, the cost of all this qUl
governmeI1jtal outlay must be paid through taxation and through be
rowings h(j)m the citizens, which in turn must be paid back late~ 1
__ additional I taxes. The result is a curtailment in purchasing pow
during the iwar and after the war.
Some materials used for war purposes are unlimited in quantil
I
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But many materials and many kinds of labor
Therefore" there
will be a shortage of materials and labor for the pr. uction of civilian
goods. The shortage in labor is increased alsO beason of the large
. number of young men drafted and to be inducted Into military service.
It is, now calculated by the best authorities that the military and wargoods production effort will take half tqe man power and more than
half of the raw materials of the nation. The other half cannot possibly
produce an<;l distribute the full normal requirements of the civilian
population. 'Therefpre-there will be extreme shortages in goods. Therefor-e, alsq, there will be less goodS to sell, less goods to transport, less
goods toconsu~'
.
'<1f
The net restflt of all this, as th,ewriter views it, is about as follows:
The fiye to seven million men in military service are quite largely
eliminated as an economic factor because of their non-productive activity ~nd relatively small wages received. The twenty million to be
engaged in war materials produ~tion will earn. tr~~endousamounts in
the aggregate" but will have limited opportunity to buy goods with
these earnings. The bahlnce of the. earning population consists of agriculturists and the rest of the civilian population.' The agriculturists
will probably earn a much larger sum than normally. They will pay
larger ~es but will have larger amounts left with which to buy manufactured goods. ·These goods, as stated before, will be scarce because of
.. scarcity of raw materials and scarcity of manufacturing facilities. The
"rest of the ~ivilian populatipn"- referred to, will as far as possible produce and distribute the goods for their own requirements, for the requiremellts of the agriculturists, and for the requirements of the twenty
millions' engaged in war-goods production. New workers, principally
women, will be recruited and trained into this service. But, when it is
realized'that, normally, it requires all of those engaged in war and war
production now, and nearly all of the balance, to :produce the goods
which both of these groups normally consume, it is easily understood
why half of that number cannot. possibly produce the goods that are
normally required. On top of all this, when it is realized that much of
the material used in the manufacture of goods for civilian use is not
obtainable at all, because it is commandeered for military purposes,"and
when many other materials are available only in limited quantities or
rationed quantities, then it easily can be seen why there will be severe
shortages in consumer .,goods.
What will be the result on business or on our economic life, of all
this dislocation? It would seem to be about as follows:
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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The war-goods production industries will earn vast sums. Howevel
under the present tax laws and those to be enacted, they will retain les
in their sUllPluses than formerly. For instance, the huge United State
Steel Corp?ration paid federal taxes of 85 million dollars in 194c
leaving 10~ million dollars in net earnings. For 1941 they will pa
federal tax~s of 180 millik>n dollars and retain only 112 millions ne1
Thus, theit'! taxes increased 95 millions of dollars but their net earning
increased Oldy ten millions of dollars. And under the proposed new la,
they will eaJrn much less net than was earned in 1940. Therefore, as fa
as the war~goods production manufacturers are concerned, the ne

:~; ::1b~:~~:alJr~~';:~;=U:S~r~=;:'d:~r~;:.:~;~

.sonal spen .ng will be curtailed, they will be able to save more mone}
They will I e strongly urged to buy Government securities. The agri
cul.tur.ist wiU b~ affected quite similarly to the wage earner and probabl
will 'save hils money in the same way. The manufacturer of goods fo
civilian use will produce much less goods than 'formerly, by reason 0
shortage of jraw materials and shortage of labor. But, as only about on
half the nu~ber will be elllgaged in this activity each will be quite fun
and profitaply occupied. However, these persons also will par mud
higher taxe~ and in the end will be no better off, except that they wi]
be in position to continue in their established businesses after the way
The real casualty of the dislocation, it seems to the writer, is the di~
tributor of ivilian goods. His services cannot be transformed to activi
ties connec d with war-goods production. By reason of the vast decreasl
in the qua tity of civilian goods available, the transporters, the whole
salers, and e. retailers of such goods will be very adversely affected
Approxima ely only half the usual quantity of goods will be transportee
or sold.
So, as w see it, this is tthe general situation:
Gain
Wag earners . ~
wart-gOOdS manufacturers
No loss-no gain
.Agri ultUrIsts
Gain
'"
Civi ian-goods producers
No loss-.;.no gain
Disntibutors and a~lied services
"
Net loss
I

The go~ernment has enacted laws to make the war effort effective
It has enacted laws, also, to attempt to soften the shocks, the terribll
impacts of tihe effects of war on the civilian population. First and fore
most the gQvernment insists on having whatever it needs to prosecut~
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the war, namely, men and money and materials. Thus the draft, the
heavy taxes, the control of all war or other materials.. The government
also attempts to control the cost~of materials for war a~d prices of goods
for consumer use, .by price control legislation. It is a very difficult thing
to do, but tb:e effort is commended by all thoughtful and unselfishpeople..The manufacturer ever aims to keep prices down and succeeds.
The processor likewise strives always to produce and prepare food
.supplies 'at lowest possible cost. The distributor likewise does everything his ingenuity can devise to reduce the cost of transferring goods
from the manufacturer to the consumer~ _The efforts of these two
factors-manufacturers and distributors-exempli'fy the competlth:e system at its best. The net result is beneficial to all. However, there are
elements in our economic life who, mistakenly, have a different
philosophy. The agriculturist and the wage earner rather erroneously
b~lieve that high prices and high dollar wages are desirable. Naturally
it is very difficult to make proper adjustments or to secure the ideal
balance, but the history of our economic system, proves conclusively that
high prices for farm products are not an unmixeq blessing, and that
high dollar wages for labor are not necessarily a high real wage, but
quite often the very opposite.. So the price control legislati~n is commendable, though peculiarly'it has-little control over the two elements
which now most need control, namely, labor and agriculture. This
situation exemplifies one of the weaknesses of our democratic system~
A brief -reference to the pracdcal steps taken to control supplies for
war purposes as well as efforts to control prices will perhaps be of
interest.
All are familiar with some steps the government has taken. The
War Production Board has authority to appropriate to its use any
materials it needs.. The. Office of 'Price Administration exercises authority ov~r prices, within the limits permitted by the farm bloc and labor
bloc of Congress. The War Production Board started off by appropFiatingmost of the base metals. Aluminum was taken over entirely. Steel
was placed on an allocation basis. Priorities were established which
provided the order in -which steel products were to be allocated., As
war production increases, the amount allocated for civilian use declines.
Today, for instance, nails and bil1e ties may be secured on a basis of 100
per cent of the 1940 purchases, not 1941. Allotment is ~ade, however,
on a quarterly basis and depends, also, on whether the mill the distribut<?r. usually buys from can furnish the material. Barbed wire or
1
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other fencing is on' a basis of seventy per cent of 1940 purchases, 'W
the same restrictions regarding supplies. Sheet metal and roofing ~
theoretically, on a seventy per cent hasis, but actually none is nowav
able. Pipe is available up to seventy per cent of 1940. Production
tires is cut leighty to ninety per cent, with amazing restrictions as
sale. In the' appliance line, domestic refrigerators are out, with sto
on hand frozen. Washing' machines are curtailed" sharply. Gas ran
are cut fiftYlper cent. Ammunition and firearms are restricted sharI
. Canvas go01s are entirely out. Manila rope is out, sisal uncertain. '
estimate now that we shall be able' to secure less than fifty per cen1
our purchases of hardware items last year. In groceries the rules chal
from day tOlday. Sugar, first, is on a basis of eighty per cent of the sc
of 1941. T~at left the policing job to the wholesaler. New regulati,
are coming I out which willI give the consumer, on stamp certifica
eight ounces of sugar per person per week. These certificates are tur]
in to the retailer, who turns them over to the wholesaler, who, in tu
delivers th~m to the refiner. The plan for eating-houses is ye't to
worked out~ In canned 8oods, some items are limited to seventy-:
per cent of the 1940 pack., Others are not restricted. But certain si
cans are now prohibited, to save tin. Dry pack vegetables, such as be~
may be canlled no more. That ki~d of food must be prepared now
the good hqusewife. Of ililterest, I am sure, is ca~ned dog food, wh
now is completely out. In this connection it is amazing to know t
more tin h~s been used in the past in canning dog food than hr b
used in canjning tomatoes or corn. Soups, such as Campbell's, will
limited to tllree varieties.
This brief recital shows some restrictions. There are many me
The mail of a business man is flooded with new orders and new in
pretations. Price ceilings are also set and there will be more, but un
wages or raw materials advance there will be little need of much pl
control, beetause the competitive system is still in vogue.
Yes, indf,ed, the rePercussions of this war, like the war itself, are
greatest of ~ll time. As pOlinted out, various segments of the populat
. will be affected quite differently during the war. But in the end
suffer. For the after-effects of war are cataclysmic. However, if I 4
recdy appraise the temper of the American people, we are prepare(
take the bltter with the less bitter, to do anything and everyth
required w~thout whimpering, to make a,ny and all sacrifices for
nation, and to die, if need be, that "this government of the people,
the People, land for the people shall not perish-from the earth."
I
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TYPES OF AESTHETIC APPEAL
H. G. Alexander
is usually assumed to be the essential quality of
aesthetic appeal, it is well recognize~ that objects which have
such appeal are not equally beautiful. Some aesthetic objects are just
pleasantly pretty, and some, from cer~inangles at least, may even
appear ugly. Now beauty is a quality singularly difficult to define, and
often difficult to locate, though its influence in matters of human be. havior is very great indeed,' as witness the fa<;t that for many peoples
and cultures, the search for beauty has been more compelling than the
s~archfor truth.
. '
In the first place, let us not prejudice ourselves with the assumption
that beauty is the aesthetic eSsence. It may rather be an .emergent
quality which arises from certain basic types of aesthetic ~ppeal. If we
can analyze these types of appeal and discover in what way the aspect
of beauty customarily attaches to them, we should seem to have a
potent argument in favor of such a view, and at least a starting point
for further exploration.
It is often noticed ~at the term "beauty" may have a wider or a
'narrower meaning., Sometimes in the narrow sense it is contrasted with
other "aesthetic types," such as the comic, the tragic, the sublime, or the
pretty. On other o~casions it refers equally to the whole range of
aesthetic appeal. If, however, it is an emergent quality, as we have
just postulate<;l, there will be certain preliminary or prerequisite
qualities whose combined presence will produce a sense of beauty in
varying· degrees.
,
Our first task is that of establishing the basic types. Now the good
dialectician-like the good carver, as Socrates remarked-is concerned
with the folloWing of· natural distinctions. Economy of thought deman~ that we think in terms of large groups or classes or types, and

T
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from this point of view we' observe how necessary and useful are sue
groupings. But it is never tertain that divisions 'and classifications U'
natural. Upon closer scrutiny it turns out that classifications have litt
stability. Tdo often they walk around as did the definitions of Euth
phro at the hand of a greater Daedalus.
It is hard I to escape the conviction that in the last degree all classi
cations and fna~yses are in some measure arbitrary, that nature, fc
some reason, does not produce clear-cut boundaries, and that our log
must create these before reasoning can commence. If that is so, the:
sciences too are partially arbitrary in their descriptions; for there
no science which is so completely particular in refe~ence that it,
not concerned with classes of objects or events. Historical scieno
approach p~lliticularity, but even there, comparisons, abstractions, all
generalizatiohs are commomplace and necessary.
. In a worl~ of innumerable objects and events we glance about 1
hunting feVetishl Y the similarities and groupings ·whiCh appear It
only road to ntellectual salvation. We may pause to notice that in th
process we ar aided by linguistic habit. Language, as given to us, hi
already dich~tomiz~d expe]'ien~e into cla~ses. Linguis.tic symbols arl
for most of u~, that IS, terms whIch symbolIze some key Image or centri
type from and by which we customarily judge the nature of oth€
objects or events in experience. Any term but a proper name is frOl
the very beginning a metaphor. It symbolizes a gtoup of objects a
more or less different from the key image; but since it focuses atte~tio
upon the similari~ies, the differences are usually neglected. It ofte
happens that several key images refer almost equally well to' the sam
situation creating a momentary perplexity of terminology. Or ~t rna
be that in spite of the customary usage the differences are excessive, i
which case the metaphorical character of the terms is more apparen
For example,.if we extend the term "book" to a looseleaf notebook, th
differences arb not too great, but if we should call a building a "ver
table book," ~e metaphor is seen immediately. What happens? _Simpl~
in the light of a certain key image (e. g.,. book) some aspect of the ne'
object (e. g., Ibuilding) is called to mirid. The latter is, as it were
thrown into ar unusual perspective by means of the metaphor.
. Thus a class of objects is an extended type, the product of .. th
extension of a key image through experience, finding tpereby th
similarities, and neglecting (we must remember) the difference:
Linguistic terms, in a sense, then, are tools for the investigation c
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experience and the discovery of perspectives just as much as tei~scopes
or galvanometers. Each name that is at all. applicable enhances the
understanding of the new object or situation.
.
It has been, stated that our linguistic, logical, and mathematical
symbols are metaphorical. Now, the aesthetic temperament enjoys
rather the use of far-fetched metaphor, while the scdentific temperament
prefers the ,safe similarity which holds within narrow extensions of
meaning, cases in which the presence of metaphor is scarcely noticeable. Indeed, the scientific ideal would be to find nature so perfectly,
dichotomized that logical and mathematical symbols Illight apply precisely. In a sensej the artist is bolder in his application of terms. He is
more concerned with insight than with precision. He loses the ability
to create the careful system of interconnected data which the scientist
seeks, but hegiins the inspiration of a brilliant rapport in the face
of great contrast. And by this very device a sense of reality is created
" which is lacking in scientific abstractions.
The basic intellectual and philosophical value is the sense of realities. Art, insofar as it can capture a feeling of reality, shares in this
value. Now, historical science is an effort to reCite actual events, but
histo,ry is only'ideally the story of reality, for the real is too 'complex and
elusive to be taken altogether into human consciousness and .understanding. Customarily we abstract in two ways from historical reality:
{I) toward. repetition of simi~ar.events, and the abstract patterns of
science; (2) toward single, unique events and the p;;rrticularity which
is better represented in art. But just as the abstract pattern has mea~ing
only in its reference back to the historical reality, so the single event
has meaning only in ~~~~ten~ed.context. ~n drama this context is
that of the "whole story, ·the beginnIng, the mIddle, and the end. The
dramatic quality.of the single event is due, then, to the realization of
its significance in .the whole process.. In general, dramatic qualities are
those closely associated with man's fears, desires, strivings, and ideals.
Happiness, sadness, anticipation, disappointment, internal tumult and
calm, and so on-these are the emergent qualities of drama and history. Insofar as these qualities are caught in the single work of art, it
will reflect the dramatic character ~f r~ality.
However, sucn ~xpression of reality is not the only aesthetic value.
There are others which are more distinctively aesthetic, as, for example,
the capturing or preserving of any experienced, quality or impression
whatsoever. To reproduce or imitate through some aesthetic media
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those traits of nature and hutn,an nature which appeal to us' for
reason at all, is certainly one of the primary functions of art. The]
a value· in the simple ability to preserve in somewhat pennanent fl
the moments of experience which have proved pleasant or unusua
amusing or harmonious or especially significant.
Another value of art, and one which is usually esteemed more hi~
than the preservative function, is the ability to enhance or improve
qualities (])f experience which are reproduced. Through distorti
and exaggyrations, highlightings and emphases of one sort or anotJ
art can call attention to qualities and make them stand out beyond t]
ordinary f(J)rce.
.
There lis' even a val~e in experimenting, or playing with the
ments of afsthetic media~ a process comparable to scientific experim
or mathematical and logical postulation. But this value appears to
strongly idstrumental inasmuch as it is the result of the experimen
every case rhich gives meaning or purpose to the experimental acth
It is the need for novelty of presentation (see below) which is lar~
responsibl [ for the demands of experimentation in art. Yet even
realization of novelty is not in itself sufficient justification if the d
aim is me ly a startlingly new technique or arrangement rather t]
concern fo expression of beauty or significance.
Types f aesthetic appeal are so closely connected with aesth
values tha they may aplPear only another aspect of the same thi
However, hom the point of view of the appeal alone we are not (
cerned Wit a reasoned justification of our evaluation, but rather ~
the simple qualities in things which are capable of prOd, ucing aesthl
experienc . Nevertheless it is difficult to escape at:.ranging these qu
ties in a scale of relative importance, even though the basis of Sl
arrangemeht is admittedly subjective. Let us essay it.
In the first place a purely experimental desire is least importan
preservati~e value is nex~, and the value of enhancement or impro
expression is uppermost. But there is another issue to be consider
namely, th~ type of quality which' is to ·be preserved or enhanced, ~
these likewise may be arranged according to inlportailce. We h~ve m
tioned five! such qualities: the pleasant, the unusual, the amusing,
harmoniorls, and the significant, tentatively. arranged, in the ordeI
their imp<f-tance; and at the moment these seem to exhaust the ral
of ordinary aesthetic appeals. Let us remember, however, that til
qualities a Ie "types" or tYlPical focal centers (key images) which may
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applied more or less to any work of art. That is, as mental instruments
they create perspectives by which to aid our perceptions and understandings. It may be further assumed that all the major arts are capable
of expressing these types in varying ways and degrees.
Considering first the typIcally "pleasant," let us take as e~ample a
sunny landscape or a pretty face, and all art whose primary concern is
to 'capture or enhance any moment of direct sensory appeal. Thisquality is marked by an obvious and immediate appeal which evokes a
rather s.imple and spontaneous reaction of pleasure in the spectator. It
is not necessary,~that the subject matter of pleasant art be absolutely
representational, for it may vary considerably toward the stylized and
. conventionalized forms., These latter, however, tend to lose the sort, of
pleasantness which depends upon associations, conscious or unconscious, and which we have here in mind. As art becomes formalized, it
is rather the appeal of harmony or fOI'm which predominates, and as this
_ occurs there comes less a sense of perceptu~l pleasure than of inte.llectual
satisfaction with the realization of abstract pattern.
It is possible that aesthetic media themselves, such as colors or
sounds, may have a directly ple-asant quality of the same sort as the
pleasantness of 'natural objects. These qualities, as for example brilliant colors, may be to a certain extent ~uggestive of past associations in
an indirect and less concret~ way than the scenes themselves., However,
they pr~duce a spontaneous appeal, such as a natural object or scene
itself would hav.e (though in this respect n~ture' has the advantage
of being able to ,produce more sensations at onc;e). There are thus
".,.j
two sources of pleasantnessiJ.l art: f!rst, from thel subject matter, and,
second, from the sense matter itseif.
The most successful presentation of pleasantness would seem to
occur when a pleasing effect of aesthetic media or sense matter is con,cerned with a pleasant subject matter, thus augmenting and harmonizing bothifsources; and in'this case,.of-course, art has the advantage over
nature in being the product of intelligent combination. It might be
noted further that those arts, such as music, which are less directly representational must depend ~ore upon the intrinsic pleasantness of
the media themselves than upon pleasant subject matter.
, In the appeal of the pleasant the sense or impression of beauty is
slight. The ~ustomarydescription of such art would be to term it
merely "pretty" or "gracefur' or "delightful." The term "beauty" has
<
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a more dignified connotation attaching it to a higher level of appl
This may ibe due to the fact that pleasantness is immediate and rl
tively easy to discover. There is little use of the imaginative or in
. lectual fuJ¥:tions of the mind in this type of appreciation.
The allitithesis of pleasantness lies in hideous or badly distorted s'
ject mattetr, or in jarring media. To some individ~als these characl
'
istics are eno'Qgh to cause art to be completely ugly. Yet there are hig]
types of appeal which redeem distortions and sensory pain, so thal
would be ~ery unfair to human ~imagination to rule these qualities ITI
the realm of the beautiful. It is possible that strong, rough, fierce,
brutish qualities have a direct sensory appeal. Is it not, however, t]
this appea~ comes rather, as a reaction against mere pleas.antness, a
therefore a,s less spontaneous and more cultivated? (See below un(
"formal appeal.")
i

The sedondappeal is tlhat of the "unusual" or "novel." A particu
scene or o~ject'is sudden.y given a new quality which stroI!gly attra
us to it. This is especially realized in the case of old and familiar obje
when abrUjptly they possess qualities for us which seem quite nc:
Mountains' which we see every day may suddenly become aesthetica
attractive because' of a strange lighting effect. Often, for example, wh
we say thatl a scene appears "unreal" we do not mean this literally 1:
only in the ~sense of "uriaQcustomed."1 Subjective factors often accou
for a new a/ttitude toward an object or event which makes us aware
a strange aspect of it. As Professor Pepper says, the sense of nove:
comes with Ithe breaking of our habits of perception.
In art, novelty occurs ip. two ways. First, there may be novelty of t
object or event represente,d; and second, there may :be novelty of te<
nique or presentation. It ~s the first kind which we have had primari
in mind; for it is the desire to catch and enhance the quality of the unl
ual in nature or experienee which contributes directly to the appeal
novelty; Dlistortions of ttecognizable subject matter through undl
emphasis 011 overemphasis!or any sort of alteration are common devi<
for this purpose. But there is not only a breaking with habits of perce
tion; there is a breaking with habits of artistic presentation. The art
seeks new techniques in the arrangement of his aesthetic media. It
I

1For an excellent discussioti of the ambiguity of the term "real," see L. A. Re
A Study in Aesthetics (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1931), Chap. X. For an interesti
treatment of the general subject oIf novelty in art, see S. C. Pepper, Aesthetic Quality (NI
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 19SV) , Chapter II.
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true that we still appreciate the art of former ages, of artists whose
schemes if reproduced today would seepl trite. But in these cases, either
we place ourselves mentally in..the epoch of the artist and realize to
some degree the novelty 'of his mode of expression, or else the appeal
rests upon other qualities in his work. ThatljOartistic expression which
most successfully embodies the appeal of n<;>velty should utilize a certain novelty of presentation to convey the original impression of novelty
in nature. It should, of course, be cautioned that works of art surpass
the proper l~.mits of novel presentation ~hen their distortions are so
crazy or juxtapositions ,so odd that they require labored explanations to
convey the artist's intention, eve:p. to the intelligent observer.
The .apprehension of novelty requires a higher level of mental
.activity than the apprehension of pleasantness. In the awareness of nov:elty a focus· is created which causes some central image to stand out in
high relief against. the background of experience. This step is preliminary to any further intellectual activity, such as the abstraction of
traits or relations from. the central image itself. The creation of a key
image in this fashion achieves the importance of becoming a potentially
fertile instrument of cognitive exploration. In nature, or in the artistic
embodiment of nature, the quality of nQvelty is sensed whenever the
new insight of a unique individual is realized, and its importance is felt
when we have the further realization that a new instrument of thought
has been forged. But the application of this new instrument has not yet
been made.
Extended metaphor is especially useful in the representation of
novelty; for extended metaphor (e. g., the world is" a stage) has the effect
of highlighting generally unnoticed aspects of familiar objects or events.
.This is accomplished by the strong contrast created with the original
image. The differences between the objects metaphorically related far
outnumber the similarities; thus causing th~ similar trait or traits to
stand out in that much stronger relief. However, metaphor when used
to iJ.ldicate novelty does not depend so much upon awareness of the
contrast as u'pon awareness of the hitherto unIloticed trait in the object
illuminated. When the two terms of the metaphor are equally before
the attention, we have more sense of dramatic quality than o~ mere
novelty:. In the one case, metaphor is used to indicate the highlighted
trait, in the other to indicate the contrast itself.
Metaphor is particularly a device of poetry. Howevet, in a more
general way other arts can accomplish the same end. Dramatic allegory

a
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is a complex metaphor, and may be frequently used to show underlyi
similarity in the face of strong contrast, though it cannot be as direci
a pointer type of metapJ'tor as the simpler kind. Allegorical subjc
matter in painting and! sculp~ure likewise is metaphorical. .Me
. . directly, however, the SUbtle distortions, exaggerations, narrowin:
intensificat!ions, etc., whi$ we find in painting and sculpture are moe
-. of heighteJPng certain a~pects or qualities, that is, of producing, t
impressioniofnovelty. Aqd in a'remote sense they are metaphorica1.2
music, likewise, there are various more or less metaphorical techniqu
But here, ~s in drama, it,lis usually done by consCious contrast, so til
the quality which emer~s is more the dramatic than the novel.
music, novelty is producecil by ~nusual effects, either in harmonic, me]
dic, or rhy~mic progressions. This is done only by contrast with co
ventional tinusic of a certain culture and period, so that it is alwa
rather novcHty o~ presentation than of insight which is achieved. In t]
unexpecte4 juxtaposition of different styles in music, the effect pI
duced is rather. that of humor.8 "
The quality of novelty can produce the effect of beauty. Tl
strange, the unusual, the exotic, are well-known traits surrounding tl
impression of beauty, and it is just these traits which depend up<
unique presentations or fue breaking of habitual perceptions. Nev~
theless, novelty alone is not so often associated with beauty as is h~
mony of form, nor with Isignificance as is dramatic contrast. For t]
"
more centlial
qualities of beauty and significance we must turn
these latter types.

.

"

I

I

The.character of the amusing and the comic comes so much by co
trast with the serious and significant that it seems better to consid
, them togetljJ.er. Let us turn, therefore, to the appeal of formal harmon
Here we shall consider ~l types of pattern or structure which' fir
response irl the strong human ~ense of 'rhythm and balance, and tI
search for ~hich constitutt.. es the very essence of man's abstractive int~
lectual del· ht. .
The id lization of fOl\m and symmetry was so strong in Classical a
I

-

I

2 For example, the attenuatqt figures of E1 Greco enhance certain human qualities .

analogy with aongations and at~enuations themselVes. We might say that the feeling
slenderness, ~ce, ethereality, sqper-mundaneness is created by analogy (i.e., metaph(
ically) with th~e qUalities present in the aesthetic media.
8 See belof. concerning the Hdiculous effect of metaphor which is extended too f~
For the generill position that JJ!1etaphor constitutes the aesthetic essence, see especial
Helen Huss Pairkhurst. Beauty (New York: Harcourt, Brace Be Co., 1930) , Chapter XI.
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that traditionally the term "beauty" has -more often than no~ meant
forD;lal beauty. It is thus in a sense justifiable to consider that formal
harmony is the key image of beauty, or at least the maximum point of
.the beautiful. ~Beauty of form will include, in this case, all degrees from
si~plicity to complexity of structure (even the" most "intricate" type
of "difficult· beauty," to use Bosanquet's term.4 ) In general, we have
only to lemember how Plato, in the Philebus, almost identifies beauty
with harmony and symmetry, in order to realize how close was thisassodation, for Classical thought.
The appeal of fo~m is primarily due, it seems, to the inner sense of
equilibrium to which it leads. There comes a strong feeling .of repose
and satisfaction, as from a Greek temple or a Bach chorale. This sense
of repose gains its character from being the resolution of struggle, a sort
of final universal peace which envelops the wearied ye~rnings of mortals. Perhaps there is in this idea too much of an entelechal perfection,
but at least the great feeling of satisfaction which only the formal appeal
can give is easily associated with·· the realizadon of orderin the chaotic.
A balance which is too perfect or too simple is. apt to seem commonplace a:nd monotonous. It has lost the suggestion of chaos which it needs
to give' it mea~ing. The most successful artistic structures are those
which are more :or less upset so far as absolute balance or symmetry is
concerned. Even when the .lack of repose of an asymmetrical arrangement is ultimately resolved in a larger harmony, the general chanicter of
formal satisfaction is preserved. However, the greater the noticeable
contrast betweeg. harmony and disharmony, the more a dramatic quality is introduced.
Appreciation of structure and form involves more mental activity
than appreciation of either the pleasant or the novel. A well-developed
abstractive abJlity is necessary before patterns as such are, even recognizable in concrete pe,rceptiops. That is, perceptions of form are not
immediately realized, though structures and interrelations are present
in the perceived·matter. There is certain amount of elementary intellectual analysis and synthesis I).ecessary before we can become aware of
formal properties. Some imaginative abstraction is presupposed by the
very discovery of form. Now, the abstraction of patterns and structures
from the raw data of experience is a c~gent evidence of the presence of

a

4 Bernard Bosanquet, Three Lectures on A.esthetic (London: Macmillan and
1931~, Lecture lII. For the other types of difficult beauty, involving "tension"

Co., Ltd.,
(dramatic

qUality) and "width" (range.of ,variety), I believe we must go beyond the formal.
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mentality and intellect. (Again we remember the Platonic evaluati
which links beauty with meaning and intelligence.) However, it is]
only hom admiration of the abstractive power of human intellect tl
the harmonious is beautiful. There appears to be in man almost
innate love of symmetries, as though the perceiving, sensing, and.cre:
ing of sytnmetr~es and Jihythms could bind man harmoniously w
nature itself. It is this subtler harmony of man with his environmc
which~ produces the strong appeal of the formal.
From 1e point of view of formal beauty, ugliness would be found
the chaoti~, the unformed, which is no part of a largeF symmet
There is, ~wever, a primitive joy.in the strength of rough and hide(
aspects of qxperience, which is itself sometimes mentioned as an aest]
tic type. In dealing with this quality in art, Prof~sor Flaccus points (
that "the ~sk of unifying'such material tests our mettle,"1S ~us intim
ing that one side of thea~reciati~nof the chaotic is the very fact thal
challenges us to create df it a harmony. This might also be said
unpleasantness portrayedl in art: it challenges' us to find the pleas,
therein. The suggestion is certainly worth considering, though the
appear to be oftentimes 31 genuine joy and a pleasant exhilaration if
sense of brute strength, or irrational and chaotic nature. It may be tI
such strengjth is pleasant oecause it implies a potency to overcome thl
ordinarily displeasing factors; yet in the moment of enjoyment one
scarcely aware of this implication.
I

.-

I

Great qpantities of art bear witness to the strong aesthetic appeals
the amusiqg or humorous and the significant or profound. Thou
not at all tHe same in origin, the humorous and significant are in a ser
complemedtary; for whereas the essence of humor lies in incongruc
and meani~gless contrasts, the'significant is, if anything, meaning£
Moreover, it is often but a matter of attitude whether a profound i
sight appears truly profound, or only ludicrous. Considering the aml
ing and significant together, then, we may term them both "dramatic
though dramatic quality in art pertains primarily to strong contrtu
while the degree of humor or significance grows with increasing cc
trast. However, it is at the level of greatest contrast that these tyI
stand out in strongest relief.
Dramatic qualities are associated in particular with man's strivil1
IS

Flaccus, Louis W.• The Spirit and Substance of Art, 3rd edition (Crofts. 1941) , p.
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and ideals, his successes and frustrations. Yet a sense of ~ramatic quality is present wherever there is a full realization of contrast. It was said
above that contrast is present in the quality of novelty;, but in that case,
as we said, tlrere is not so much an awareness of the two contrasting
terms as of the ~nusual nature of the object highlighted or illuminated
by the new perspective. That is, in novelty we are not aware of the
perspective itself; in$the dramatic we are_.
..
Now, of all the large contrasts, of whose realization man is capable,
it is that between uniqueness 'and endless cosmic process, between the
infinitesimal'individual and the totality ofthe,universe, which produces
the most tremendous
, dramatic effect upon man's spirit. In the moment
of dramatic action something of the uniqueness and irrevocability of
that action crowds into the situation heightening ~e sense of responsibility and creating the impression of significance. There are other
contrasts, contrasts of hope and defeat, of life and d.eath, of heaven and
hell, of soul and body; but they all lead to the supreme significant conflict of the human and the cosmic.8
The various arts capture and present dramatic quality in a variety
of ways. A pose is dramatic, for example, when it makes us keenly aware
of the historical context which surrounds it, or of the aspirations of
the poser. A portrait is dramatic when the historical background, past
and future, is concentrated in its lineaments; .when it is seen, that is,
as a liv;ing character engaged in the process of life. But even in the
aesthetic media themselves there are dramatic symbolisms. Contrasts
of color,~ of line,~ of rhythm and balance, all contribute to produce a
sense of the dramatic. Dynamic art, especially music, is capable' of great
dramati~ contrast in this latter sense. But all such contrasts appear to
be suggestive 0t: symbolic of the 'more' profound significance which
attaches to the' realization of contrast itself. It is' in metaphor that this
significance is best understood.
In ~etaphor, as;we said, the key image may be shot far into the universe to shed its ]ight upon some remote region. The result is a striking
realization of contrasts, sometimes stunning, almost overpowering. This
experience is closely akin to that of vast spatial or temporal perspectives.
So much so that the images of such perspectives may be used to create
this effect. In this aspect it is called "sublime," for sublimity is associated with any breath-taking sweep of the imagination. The work of art,
.

.

.

.

6 See the excellent treatment of the importance of contrast in significant art in Miss
Parkhurst's
.
, work, Ope cit..
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man's art 0ll" nature's, conquers at one blow, by one illumination, t]
confused vastness of the universe. When the full realization of this
luminationhas been borne in upon us, we feel it as profound. There
thus a contction between the sublime or lofty and the profound
deep, for 0 e is preliminary to the other. Often the return of contemp]
tion upon an's own insignificand~ in contrast. to the grandiose pall
rama of reality which has just been divulged will bring with it a feelil
of misery a d the ~agic. The outw~rd.movement of thought is thrillil1
inspiring, t e return is he~vy, sickening. Nevertheless, the grandeur
man emerg s, found in the self-redemption of a mind whiCh can sp:
such reach s and then return to itself with a more profound sense
its own no1j)ility. "La grandeur de l'homme est grand~ en ce qu'il
connait mi~erable." "The greatness of man is great in this, that]
knows him~elf miserable. A tree does not know itself lPiserable. 1
know one's ~isery is to be miserable, to know that one is miserable is
be great."7 tso spoke Pascal to whom the vision of man's incompeten
was overshadowed by the greatness of his aspirations.
Tragedt" is found in thje hostility of nature to human aspirations.
is found in ~he animal stupidities of man himself, stupidities which c
cumscribe his imaginative powers and thwart the accomplishment of I
projects. *e beauty and significance of tragedy seems to lie, howevc
in the Op~~[~unity to view dispassionately, somehow remotely, our 0\1
futility and weakness, to see the failures of man and yet transcend thel
Even in this there is an ultimate gain in understanding.
The nature of the comic emerges from incongruities. The obsel
ing of awkwardness in human behavior, of inappropriateness
thought, mry give us t~e desire to laugh, even at ourselves. Where;
extended nretaphor strikes no chord of sympathy, where the analo
appears to~ farfetched, the impression of absurdity easily arises. SYl
boIs meaninglessly and inappropriately applied constitute the basis
nonsetise hhmor. Where ·igriorance and err:or of others lead to cOlJ.f
sion and failure, provided we are not drawn into sympathy and a fe
ing of pity, 'we become aII1used at the comedy of errors.
There i~ indeed a narrow margin between the ridiculous of mel
!,ho~ too fatIetehed and tll.e sub~imity '."hich that metapho~ mi?"ht gi
If rIghtly apprehended. The rIsk of Incongruous absurdi~y IS takl
whenever artistic metaphor is used. An equally fine margin lies betwe,
7

Pensees,

~runschvicg edition, no. 897.
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the comic and the tragic; for a tragic situation easily becomes ~ne in
which the slender link of sympathy, is lost, and the aloof observer only
mocks the sufferings of others. This even seems to be especially so when
the frailties of the observer ~imself are found in another; for he is given,
as it were, a chance to transcend his own weaknesses in laughing at
them in someone else. Such humor is a support to his morale and a
defense against the sense of failure. As simplification is an intellectual
need, so a coinic relief is often a moral need.
When'the comic takes the form of ridiculing the broader deceptions
and frauds of mankind, it be,comes satire. As the breadth of the trait
satirized becomes greater, ~e satiric itself takes on the character of
significance. Every trait condemned implies an ideal. It is a greater
desire for the genuine that leads Socrates to ridicule sophistries, or
Voltaire to satirize the best .of all possible ,wodds, or Anatole France
to blast man's penguin-like uniformity as he ,rep~ats again and again the
same old follies. In satire the ideal is indir~ctly revealed, but the ideal
of human aspiration is just as surely present as in the direct type of
idealistic metaphor.
'
The effect of dramatic contrast is to produce a strong sense of significance. Is there also an impression of beauty? It would seem that
the effect of humor or of a ,sense of importance in art is not to produce
primarily the impression of beauty. Beauty there may be. But in such
cases it is almost a secondary trait, subordinated to the prim¥y realizations. In the significant we have passed beyond mere beauty to the level
of valued meanings. Why th~se meanings are valued, and whether they
convey truth, and whether indeed in certain cases they alone are capable'
. of conveying truth, all t~is is another question. s Here we shall. limit
ourselves to the quality of beauty.
.
Now beauty is strongest at the levels of novelty and formal harmony. It is traditionally co~nected with 'the strangely pleasant, the
exotic, or with the harmonious, the rhythmic, and the patterned. Yet
a sense of beauty pervades all types of aesthetic appeal. Is it not that
the quality of beauty emerges at a given level in the contemplative
process, whether the object Qf' contemplation is nature or art? Simpie
pleas~tness is too elementary, too direct, in this process and full significance i~ too far advanced. The intermediate recognition of uniqueness or of harmonies or both produces the strongest sense of beauty.
, S See especially Urban, W. M., Language and Reality (London: Geo. Allen & Unwin,
Ltd., 1939) , Chapters IX, X.
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This does not preclude the possibility that a further realization
humor or s"gnificance cannot enhance the effect of beauty. The latt
attitude mty be resumed after an investigation of contrasts and mea
ings, and stfbtly these searchings have their effe.ct. The total. imptessi<
of a work of art will be the result of all such explorations into traits at
aesthetic types. Perhaps this exploration never ends. Indeed, it appea
a character of an great art that new realizations of quality continue
arise even ,fter numerous investigations.
In a sehse, philosophy is art. Its visions are realizations of gre
contrasts. In metaphysics we find these contrasts between epistemolc
ical optim~sms and pessimisms, or between the various metaphysic
systems. Thought can be" like art, fraught with dramatic quality; for
. the great ~eeps of philmsophic 'metaphor we find dramatic contra
It is first die realization of new perspectives, and second the realizatic
that these
perspective.s are the illuminations of the world's mea
ings, the s1urces of man's understa;ndings, and the triumph of hum:
intelligenc , which grant to the systems of, the great thinkers th~
quality of esthetic significance. Even the disillusioned return to tJ
view of t
skeptic cannot destroy the impression of greatness aJ
beauty.

few
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THE SCHOOL FOR "THE RIO 'GRANDE
A .Symposium'
ARTICIPANTS in the "School for the Rio Grande" were asked
by the editors of the NEW MEXI20 QUARTERLY REVIEW to tell
simply the three most interesting or valuable things they got from
the conference. Replies were numerous and prompt. They are given
wi~hout comment or re-arrangement. Lack of space, made it necessary
to omit some parts of some replies.
. This symposium is printed because of the ~opinion of the editors
that seldom in New Mexico has there been a more concerted and frank
attack upon the problems 9f a region. To many persons, onlookers as
well as participants, it seemed that the "School for the Rio Grande,"
with its emphasis upon the war and cultur~l relations in New Mexico,
was perhaps the beginning of a regional enterprise as important as that
in the: Tennessee Valley or the Pacific Northwest-important not because of the number of people involved but because of the nature of
the people. 'The Spanish-Americans in the Rjo Grande Valley are the
closest link the United States has with Latin America. If co-operation,
intelligent public polky, and long-range planping can bring to the
people of-the Rio Grande VaHey their just share of the benefits (and
snares!) of modern society, then the same attitudes, techniques, policies, and plans can be made to function internationally. Here is regionalism with a promise.
.
To the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United States Department of Agriculture, which spopsored the School, and to the .School
of Inter-American Affairs, Ut;liversity of New Mexico, which co-operated, go the thanks of th~ editors for permission to publish these replies. The full proceedings -p.f:~the School are to be published as a book.'
This symposium, it is hoped.,:~Arill give a slight foretaste of the full proceedings and will re-direct ati~iition·to the problems of the region.
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There ijas been no editorial attempt to avoid repetition. He
"precept uRon
precept, example upon example" has significance.
,
Carl
B~reau

F.f'aeusch, Head, Division of Program Study and Discussi

of gricultural E~onomics, U. S. Department of Agricultu
DIrector, S 001 for the RIO Grande:
-.

The g~nerous sponsorship by the University of an -undertaking which aimec
get at the fun1amental problemsl of the Valley; if this is followed up by the penetral
of all parts of the State by real extension education, the University would show its
functional pIa in the life of the Valley and of the State.
2. The wide representation of groups and organizations in attendance. Only by
...concerted efforts of all groups and peoples in the Valley can the people achieve their'
possibilities;
the churches, all the agencies, private, local, state, and federal, must
operate-otherJise the problem will be too big to solve.
S. The wish that more faI'IDI people had been present, more Hispanos, so as to g4
clearer picture of ~e real problem.
1.

arl

\. M. M. Kelso, Regional Representative, Bureau of Agricultu
Economics:
I believe I Iwas most impressed by these three things: (I) the imp01'tance of the
Grande Valley because of its Spanish-Indian-Anglo cultural relationships' as a meel
ground througJ1 which Inter-American relations might be strengthened. I had nc
realized before I what an important role this area might perform in strengthening tl
relationships, were we to undertake as a nation a carefully formulated program dire(
I obtained a much clearer picture than formerly concerning the prob
to that end;
'of accommodat ng diverse cultural groups one to the other and the role that educat
particularly as "t revolves around languages, might play in bringing about this accomc
tion. I am impressed with the inadequacy of our public education system, due to
failure to recognize the importan:ce of this problem; and (s) I obtained a st~rtling :
ture of the healIth problems among Spanish-speaking peoples of this valley as they re:
I
-not so much to disease as to nUitritional shortcomings. The fact that so many people:
the valley are IWt able to perform, a full day's work because they are inadequately supp]
with food is extremely startling'and of great significance to one who is concerned with
proving the le\fel of employme~tI of this over-populated area.

(21

I

. AndrewlR. Cordova, Associate Agricultural Economist, BAE:
... outstanding, in my opinion, were Dr. Donnelly's suggestion for state scholarsl
for needy and worthy students, Maurice Sanchez' idea that Spanish-American talents
utilized in the foreign service, the Rio Grande Valley Authority proposal, and Dr. Gee
SancPez' exposiltion on bilingual education.
In terms o~ broader perspectiive, I would like to name the three things which seell
most impressive to me.
1.
The T~nor of the School.It seems to me that, in spite of the delicate subject D
. 'ter, the realistif and objective fashion with which talk and discussions were handled
serves first place.
2. The IJter-American Relationships. The realization' that all Americans-in
total sense of the word-are in the same hemispheric pot, adds great validity' to the pc
that the Rio G1ande region can be a vital connecting link with respect to solidarity.

I
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3. Sponsorship of the Schqol by -the University of New Mexico. It is. extremely significant that the University has taken the leadership. in this matter. By so' doing. this
leading educational 'institution of the State has at least taken a step toward -,"social consciousness," which is so urgently needed in the Rio Grande Valley.

Hugh G. Calkins, Regional Conservator, Soil Conservation Service,
U. S. Department of Agriculture:
1. The internationai importance of the problems of the Rio Grande Valley arising
not only from the proximity of its Spanish-speaking people to Mexico, but also from the
fact that these people form a segment or-- a very large minority-group population resident in the United States.
.2. The way "in which racial ~scrimination and plain lack of understanding have
combined to intensify the social and economic plight of the Rio Grande people.
3. The evidence exhibited throughout the conference of a general willingness to
accept factual statements which; a few yea!s ago, would have been considered revolutionary
or highly prejudiced.

A. G. Sandoval, Associate' Information

~pecialist,

SCS:

I. Maurice "Sanchez's suggestion for utilizing New Mexico's wealth of SpanishAmerican background for developing future U. S. good Will, representatives for LatinAmerica.,
2. The suggestion made for awarding state scholarships to deserving s~udents in
order that they may continue their higher training without the handicap of overtaxing
themselves "working their way through college."
.
3. The several reports made' on nutritional, health, and educational deficiencies
throughout the Rio Grande Valley proves that a program of action is needed there, immediately, in order to save those people "for democracy:' . . . Perhaps the Rio. Grande
Valley Authority could do it-who knows?
4. . .. The School made a lot of people think. Made them mad. Made them stop
and take notice.

Miss Anne Raymond, Division of Education-Information, SCS:
1. It was a real pleasure to hear and see people who were honestly endeavoring to
arrive-at a better plan for co-operative work. . . . In my many years of attending meetings, I have never found a series of conferences which held such sustained interest or to
which I,went more readily.'
2. I felt that there was a pleasurable lack of perSonal or organization ambition or
jealousies, which was heartening to observe. . . .
3. I was sorry that there seemed to be, towards the latter part of the conference, a
definite frustration manifested because of lack of~ opportunity to finish discussions or of any
chance to make working recommendations...• It seemed a pity to me that &uch determination and purposeful energy should have fallen back on itself. . . . I hope some plan
will evolve fairly soon to unify their efforts.

Allan G. Harper, Office of Indian Affairs, Vi S.
Interior:

Departm~nt

of the

The collective analysis of the Valley'~ social and economic problems placed an accent on the need for finding and developing new industrial activities in which the land1.
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less. unstabili~ rum population would be able to find employment. Either this POI
lation must ~in access to new work opportunity. or it will be compelled ultimately
leave the Valley. There is only one other choice and that is for these people to be p
manently basea upon a relief economy-certainly an unpleasant choice for them and
undesirable chbice for the taxpayers.
.
2. As to the Spanish-speaking population. one of the speakers brought out the c(
tinuing discrMination in the distribution of school funds; and another speaker expO!
the shockingly \bad' bealth conditions which prevail. The economic basis of these distuJ
ing facts, rather than anyone's vindictive malevolence. was also emphasized. Only wh
a sounder eco~omic base is- put runder tlie entire population of the Valley can mater
progress in improving the SOcialfelfare of the people be expected. .
3. I was impressed by the ggestion" of still another speaker that the task of pia
ning the solutibn of the Valley's roblems and of bringing the activities of various pub
and private bodies into focus be ngs to the State.

W. O. (j)lson, Junior Administrative Technician, Office of Jndi,
Affairs:
1. The emphasis on the la~k of basic education or facilities for education for t
great mass of people within the state. . . .
2. Discuss~on of the serious ~conomic status of a large percentage of the populatic
of the state and the suggestion that a solution lies in industrial
, expansion within tl
state.
3. The expression of the grOup that co-ordination in planning and execution of a
ministrative programs both 'federal and stale would lead to more efficient utilization
I
1
money spent. I

.

Nina Ot~ro-Warren, State Supervisor of Education, Recreation, an
Spanish Projects, WPA.:
..• the ai~ to promote a better understanding and relationship of the Spanisi
speaking group~ is a most worthy one. I feel that the Conference proved the need for SU(
relationship. ~
.
tHowever,
problem can be settled before the people directly concerned can sta
what their pro lem is and their idea of its solution. Since the people directly concemf
were not presen~ at the conferenc~. neither the problem nor its solution was presented.
In the second place, not en01llgh of the general public was present or participatin
The discussions: were carried on fuy out-of-state teachers and college professors. many c
whom were not !familiar with conqitions in the Rio Grande district.

.

Mrs. Helen Ellis, Field Representative, New Mexico Departmer
of Public Wflfare:
Hungry. apathetic children do not respond to education or training.
The on~ inescapable fact" which must be considered as the premise in all SUI
gestion for the am,elioration of conditions or solution of problems in the Valley, is tho
there is only enCltugh land, even under optimum conditioIJs, to support one half the pre
ent rural popul~tion of the Middle Rio Grande Valley.
3. Deviatiops from the norm give rise to discrimination and intolerance. The devb
~ions which are !remediable are hunger, physical defects, language difficulties. lack of ski!
and managerial ability.
1.

2.

I
I
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4.· Training the unemployed in the Rio Grande Valley for skilled occupations would
create a vast reservoir of man-power, which could be utilized in the successful pursuit of
the war and channeled into industries after the war.
•<;;"

Albert R. Lopes, Department of Modern'Languages, University of
New Mexico:
.
~

. • . 111 briefly state what 1 think was the most significant aspect of the School: A
challenge to ciVic-minded citizens to think and act wisely in relation to the economic.
sociologic, and cultural problems of the Rio Grande Valley.

.

P. W. Cockerill, Head,· Department of Agricultural Economics,
~ ew Mexico State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts: "
. . '. I believe 1 was impressed by the need of many specialized fields of knowledge
necessary to 'effectively attack the problems in the Rio Grande watershed. . . . The talks
that were given seemed· to add up to the fact that the building of strong bodies and the
providing of an education which will enable the young people to compete in the outside
.
world will be the only permanent solution in an over-populat~ area.
\

J. T. Reid, Director, Taos County Project:
The genUine interest of those attending in the problem of inter-cultural affairs
in New Mexico. 1 have heard th'is matter discussed for years in all kinds of meetings, but
I thought it was handled more realistic~y and vigorously at this meeting than I had
seen it before.
.2. The by-product of, interest in and recognition of the crying. need for co-ordinated
effort in the solution of county and area problems. l;;here was no evidence of any clear
thinking along this line, but rather a sudden realization for its need.
3. The lack of attendance on the part of farmers and laymen in general, as well as
agency workers on the job. This is to be deplored, as· these are the people upon whose
final judgme~t and co-operation any program of socio-economic improvement depends.
1.

J

Antonio Rebolledo, Difector of Research, New Mexico Spanish
Research Project, Highlands·University:
~
The seriousness of the malnutrition problem among the Spanish-speaking population of New Mexico, due mainly to lack of proteins in the· diet. The necessity of an intensive campaign to encourage these people to raise goats and chickens, which would
solve 70% of ·this malnutrition problem.
2. The inadc:;.quacy of educational methods of teaching English to Spanish-speaking
children in New Mexico. The necessity to look into the proposition made by Dr. George
I. Sanchez to the effect that the first years-of instruction for these children should be given
in Spanish and that the transfer' of concepts into English' should be made increasingly
after the initial experiences have been well established in the vernacular. .
3. The realization that the problem of over-population of the productive land of
New Mexico should be solved by preparing the excess population for assimilation into
industrial and commercial enterprises of the nation..
1.
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George I. Sanchez, Department of the History and Philosophy
Education, IDniversity of Texas; author of Forgotten People:

l

1. This co erence gave a large number of individuals an opportunity to exchan
views ~d expe iences on a subject which heretofore has been a matter of unco-ordinatl
attack by a v~r' ty of agencies and individuals. To my mind the greatest contribution
the conference nsisted in giving participants the opportunity of approaching the qUI
tions involved j intly~
2. In con
tion with the above I was deeply impressed by the widespread agreeme
manifested in e discussions as regards the fundamental issues and the relative unil
portance of the differences, techniques or views which have in the past handicapped pI
fessional colla ration and adminiStrative co-ordination.
3. The mbst interesting not~< struck at the conference was the appreciation of t
fact that the pJjoblems of the Spa/nish-speaking people in the Rio Grande Valley are n
unique and that the procedures. for their solution have numerous precedents in oth
areas. That is to say, the problem of the Spanish-speaking. people there is merely a I
8ection of similar conditions else~here, and the solution of the problems in New Mexi
may well be fOlilnd through the use of measures found· successful elsewhere in the Unit
States and in otlher parts of the world.

. Carey MeWilliams, Chief, California State Commission of Immigt
tion and Housing; author of Factories in the Field and of III Fares tj
Land:
The conference was an excellent demonstration of a sound economic, cultur
and political r~gionalism. In' years past we have heard much about regionalism, fr(
many points of~iew. Unfortunately most of this discussion has been theoretical and 81
pended in mid- ir, so to speak. At Albuquerque an attempt was made to obtain and .SUI
marize all of e information about a broad region, its population, its economic I
sources, its soc~al and economic pro~lems. Proceedings. of the conference will unqu
tionably serve for years to come as a. staTting point for many programs and policies, b<J
state and federal.
2. I was also deeply impressed with the rather unique importance of New Mexl
as a state in w&ich -many experi~ental projects ,might be developed having for their pI
pose improvenient of Latin AIQerican relations. A climate of opinion unquestional
exists in the state which makes p~ssible the success~' initia~ion of many programs whi
will have much significance in otJ;1er states, particularly in Colorado, Texas, Arizona, a
California-pro~ams which, how¢ver, should be logically started in New Mexico.
3. I was also impressed by tihe enduring values inherent in the pattern of village
semi-commun~ agriculture, with iits long historical background, in New Mexico. It see:
to me, merely as an observer, th~t the essentials of this pattern of rural relationships c
and should be preserved, and thaf the preservation of these patterns has great significan
1.

No conference would be a success without its rank dissenter. 0]
correspondent wrote:
Your letter ... assumes tnalt there [were] at least three valuable things to be c
rived from thejConference. My personal impression is that we did a lot of talking amon~
group of peop e that [were] interested in this and other problems. Unfortunately, thl
disdIssions do not get either to those who can do something about the problem, or
those who fOlf the basic part of it. . . . I must be sincere in saying that I could :
nothing of lastmg value in the two days that I attended..••
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Impressions of Some Watercolors by Gina Knee
c

Old Civilizations

it is devious, going roundabo~t, going up and down like
.
a graph, almost disappearing in the vagaries of old script, but there
is always that fine line connecting this one and that one: the old dead
life, its bones parching on mesa-tpps and in caves, and this one, spring• ing up anew under the rain-clouds, under 'the trees.

S

OMETIMES

<

•

Monument Valley by Hearsay,

Strange and barren cliffs, you said, rising Qui: of desert like the tortured limbs of a dying civilization. Cleopatra's Needle crumbljng into
sand-dunes as softly voluptuous as flesh; and cathedrals sinking into
subterranean lakes of lava. An other-worldly world of pale colors depicting viol'ence: a pastel purgatory. That's what you said, and here it
is, but nobody will believe it.
j

Crisp and Low

Long winter evenings he sat huddled in his igloo, munching
candles; the only sounds above the moan of the wind were the hard
crunch of molars against stiff wax, and the loud, measured tick of a
clock.
But in summer, lying naked on his mat under the flimsy shelter of a
grass h~t,' the m.oonlight filtered through, peppering him silently with
.
romantic salt.
After D(lrk
Always the night is mysterious. AnythiJ;lg· may happen. Prowling
animals, strange ghostly.shapes.and noises, sudden steps-these may be
horrible. White palings of a fence, black doorways, lighted windows,
SOl
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these become awesome. Alfter dark, even a mouse is a burglar, and
night a dog's howl is alwa~s wolves.
.I

For G. H. and Max

An aspe~ grove can be a church: silver pillars supporting a cerule:
ceiling, and the feeling that in the transept will be a shrine, cool-shadl
with holy tr mbling leaves..
Odd th~t a pocket knife in the hands of a city picnicker, slashil
names and dates, can change all that. (Who on earth is G. H.?)
The sacred grove becotPes a sordid alley; there's a gas station at tl
corner; andithe aging log j'that was a pew, suddenly resembles a kha
bag full of q'Id golf-dubs.
Abra~dabra. s~y~ ~axf ~ossing a tin can over his left shoulder. 3J
the beautlfull pumpkin IS ~ Jallopy.
i

fool Without Fish
"

N 0 will~ws trail their long fingers in these pools. Clear, roc
bottomed, wind-washed, tmeir throats gargled a thousand times a d
by the tide, ~ach is a clean jewel, a rare ~green ambler, embedding pa
anemonies ~nd purple sea-urchins within its depths, preserving the
for the necklaces of future mermaids.
Or perhJps they are not so romantic; perhaps their only purpose
to reflect th~ sky for a day, or wash the wriggling toes of one lflr
~rchin, or b come the grave of a single handful of salty clams, bak«
in the sun w en the water has evaporated.
'.
'

Deep South

.

There's more than one fhip of 'Uncle Tom's Cabin left in the wor]
to knock off: Aunt Georgifs shoulder. Sometimes you wonder, wh(
factory smokle taints tl.te clcear odor of cherry bloSSoms, or when radil
blur with b~re the clean ~ong of the mocking bird-but deep in tl
country the pld South hasn't changed. There they are still: Pickani:
nies and wa~et:IDelons, cottbnfields and cypresses, Topsys and Scarlet
and prize hogs-all in a row' . . . .
.
i

White Cliffs and Red Trees
Out whe e the west begins and sometime~ ends abruptly, the lan~
scape, like re color, is apt to be violent. Sometimes the trees are T«:
I
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where the cliffs are white, and sometimes the cliffs are crimson and the
, trees as pale as" ghosts. Sometimes the west begins and ends as abruptly
as a precipice bf pale volcanic ash against a granite sky. '

Hero
The line of his jaw from ear to chin was long and strong, yet delicate, like a steel spring concealed in a Greek statue. The eyes seemed
to be gazing far out into some unknown s~a, but not dreamily. They
said he was' born in Arkansas, and yet he spoke in a strange language,
beautifully.
was just a photograph in a newspaper, making music
in an unknown tongue.

He

Item on New Mexico
Blue, I remember: blue mountains and bl~e sky-equally vivid, but
.out of different realms. And tiny fields like checker-boards, and trees of
twig, subdued and pigmied by terrific space. Turbulence organized into
a pattern for a new world that is infinitely old.

Simple Gesture
.,
Everything suddenly seemed so simple-like drawing a~ long straight
line and stopping at exactly the spot where you want to stop-or like·
reaching out to touch 'a rose, opening in the sun-or picking cherries,
putting their cool but sun-warmed fragrance to your lips.

It's So Peaceful in the Country
Daisies and wind-mills, gamboling lambs and trees in bloom; everything is pink and pale and yellow-green. The wind of spring is like
strong rum-yet there he lies, a Litt1e~ Boy Blue, asleep in the cowpasture.
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FROM MANILA TO MADRID
An ;Epistolary Record of Travel,

1920-1921

1

George St. Clair
IV.

GREECE AND ITALY

.I..

On boar~ the S. S. Eloi, September 18th
s THE t,lhght settles down over the land of Egypt, let me sum 1
my i~fressions of the people, ~ined from three visits to t
country. Thee men are big-footed, ignorant, conceited, and lazily inco:
petent; the w6men, thick-ankled, even more ignorant than the men, al
hopelessly stupid. Though I sympathize with their aspiratio~s for inc
pendence, I do not think they will be able to maintain a decent govel
ment for ye s. I asked our Greek friend on the train if all the EID
tians wante CQmplete seif-government. He replied that the Iar
owners are i terested in only one thing, and that is, water for the
lands, while !he merchants rwant only peace and quiet. In his opinic
as the Britis~ absolutely control 'the Nile dams, and as the farmers (I
completely d pendent on the Nile, it would merely be necessary, in t
event of"trou Ie, for the British to shut off their \Vater, and they wou
be forced to orne to terms. If the British would but introduce edw
tional and s nitary reforms, their rule would be much better for t
people than. y possible goVernment they could form. But we sh:
see how it wdrks outl
As the polyglot steward is beginning to fill up the wine glass
preparatory to dinner, I shall stop and resume illy narrative out on t
blue Mediteuanean.

A

1

1 This is the fourth installment of a travel diary kept by Dr. George St. Clair. (
further portio~n this travel recor.d will appear. For previous portions see New Mex
Quarterly, X ( ay. November. 194~) , pp. 73-86 and 245-258, and NEW MEXICO QUARTEl
REVIEW, XI (Au st, 1941) • pp. 298-!P4.

I

I
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On board, September 21 st
We are passing close by those islands famed in song and storyByron's Isles of Greece, "Where burning Sappho loved and stJ:ng."
The Greece of which he then sang was a subject country, with most
of its people content to dwell in supjection. How unlike those ~freedom
lovers of the old Greece, who made the Greek name a synonym for all
that was finest and noblest in the ancient world! But the Greeks are a
different people now. They have practically regained all that territory
which once constituted Greece proper, and seem in a fair way to· develop
a real country, one not unwQrthy of their great ancestors who "strove
with gods."
'
I believe I am a bit of a pagan. The beautiful mythology of the
old Greeks has still its charm, nor does it seem such.a "creed outworn,"
as Wordsworth called it. I have never been able to understand why it
seemed so terrible to him to .
"Have sight of Proteus risiI].g from the sea,
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn."
Last- night, for instance, with the moon' turning the azure waves to
silver, it would not have seemed strange had the Nereids appeared'sporting around our craft.. No wonder that the Greeks were so fanciful and
poetic in their mythology! These bold, bright. islands, these blue, blue
seas, lend themselves naturally to poetic idealization. They mean much
to all lovers of·Homer and-Virgih Perhaps we are n<?w sailing over the
same path once·-plowed by the ships of Jason ~nd his Argonauts, in
their quest for the Golden Fleece; here came Hercules, intent on accomplishing his beneficentflabors for mankind; here passed Perseus, later,
to rescue the hapless Andromeda (the very rock to which she was' tied is
now pointed out in the Bay of Jaffa,-Palestine) ; across these waters, the
storm, in its mighty fury, bore Ulysses and fiis fleet to the Land of the
Lotus Eaters; later, near that same country, Aeneas found refuge from
the anger of! Juno, whose wrath had tossed his ships over these same
waters. Between these islands passed the Greek colonists, carrying their
culture and civilization to Asia Minor and Italy, and here triumphantly
. and insolently sped that great athenian fleet to what they thought
would be the easy conquest of Syracuse,
from whence, only a shattered
.
remnant ever returned to their native shores. So, what with its reminis- .
cent and natur~l beauty, I think we shall enjoy Greece.
.
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Athens, September 23rd
Day beflore yesterday, we sailed triumphantly into the port
Piraeus, f0 triiles from Athens, with the American flag flying prou
from our m sthead, in honor of the governor, for, as the little capt
explained, ,t is not often that so small a craft has the distinction
carrying a.....governor. I cannot help thinking, as we go from place
place, of that trip John and I made, in 1909, over these same :wat
but oh, what a difference! Then we were "pobre maestros," trying
see all Europe with the savings of six years-about a thousand dolla'
and we did succeed in seeing most of it, though we had to travel c
live very ch~aply, in order to accomplish it. Even at that,· the ship
which we taveled from Alexandria to Constantinople was ~ ml
larger and ,etter one than the one we just left, and second class 0]
was far supt1Tior to our de luxe steamer.
. We are E'taYing at the Majestic Hotel, on Boulevard de l' Dnivers
We have a all doubie bedroom, with a smaller one adjoining, wh
we use as a ressing room. For room and the light European breakf
we pay twel~e and a half drachmas apiece, a day. This is our first exp
ence with the European breakfast, and reminds me of "Mamselle,"
the little ro ming house, in the Latin Quarter, in Paris, where John c
I had room so long ago, ten dollars a'month, breakfast included. Ev
morning, t femme de chambre would bring us up our roll and cof
The first m rning, the ro]l was long and thick, more than enough
two, thoug we ate it all. Each morning thereafter, it visibly decrea
in both len th and thickness, until it was scarcely enough to kee:
Parisienne live, much less two healthy, hungry Americans. Finally
it had grown so small that we were thinking of hiring a microscope:
be able to +e "it, we grew desperate, raised our window, and sholl
over to Mamselle for more bread. The next morning, the loaf ]
again becotbe long and stout, but it immediately began to shrink
size, until ~e would again summon up courage to shout to Mamse
This comedy was played about six times during the five weeks
were there, land never once did she show in any 'way that she thou
anything urlusual was occuring. It was partly because of Mamselle t
I was sure ~f
France during the war, for I knew that a nation wb
I
boasted such qaughters, women of such inflexible determination c
da~ntless tHrift, could ne~er be vanquished by the Boches.
I
But to get back to my story. The governor and I eat around
but ~_A
~ally at the first one we tried, whicli is nearest I
various cafe~,
I
I

1
I

.

I
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hotel, and also the best we have found. The dishes are all served a la
carte, and one pays for everything he uses and orders, except water. I
do, not understand why that is free, for this is a very dry .country. They
even charge for sugar and for napkins. The cuisine 'is, French ~nd
excellent. The fruits are especially delicious. The portions are large
'and we al\e able to make 'out a very good meal for about a dollat. A
regular cou'rse dinner would cost about two dollars and a half, music
and art thrown in; The consul here says that living is more expensive
in Athens than in New York, but I have my doubts. Certainly, it must
be fearfully expensive for the Greeks, but the cafes are all crowded,- and
they order. the most costly dishes. If it were not that our dollar is
worth so much more than it used to be, we could not afford to travel in
these countries. And yet I would not have missed Athens! Not to mention the fact that itjs far cheaper than Egypt or Palest~ne!
The ruins on the Acropolis are, as every one knows, the Mecca of all
travelers to Greece. We nave been there twice ~lready, and plan to
return. I derived a great deal of pleasure also, as did the governor" from
a walk along the liuie streamlet of Ilyssos, which flows through the
outskirts of the city-that is, it flows very gently, for it was almost dry
when we saw it. It used to be the favorite haunt of Socrates, and we
conjured up the scene of. him and his disciples strolling along its banks, .
or resting,in the:: shady nooks, while they discoursed of the age-old problems' of life, death, and immdrtality. Our stroll there made a fitting
introduction to the Acropolis.
You are familiar ~ith the pictures of the Acropolis, with its beautiful
temples-the Nike, small but exquisitely pretty; the Propylaea; the
Ereehtheum, one of whose porticoes is the lovely Porch of the Caryatides
or Maidens; and, crqwning them all, the wonderful Parthenon, splendid
and impress.ive even in its ruins. ·It was ruin~d, you know, during the
siege of the city by the Venetians in the seventeenth century, when a
shell fell into it and exploded some gunpowder stored within it. Later,
Lord Elgin, then British Ambassador, carried away many' of i~ most
beautiful friezes, now in the British Museum.
. It is in vain for me to'attempf-any description of these places. It has
already been so much better done by better men. I can 'only tell you
how they appealed to us. That we have gazed upon them almost reverently; that I have carried about with me all day. a sort of hushed, solemn
feeling like that I ,experienced on my fir~t visit, ~t twilight, to the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre; and that my soul has been filled with

~

\
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beauty all 4ay-these are the things that seem of importance to :
From th~ Acropolis one" gets a splendid view of the plains of Att
including thje field of Maraithon and the Bay of Salamis. You.remem
those lines qf Byron's from "The Isles of Greece," considered by sc
critics two of the finest lines in our poetry:
I

The mountains look on Marathon,
And Maralthon looks on the sea.

.

Below tme Acropolis, and resting against its eastern wall, are
ru~ns of the Theater of Dionysos, where the plays of the great Gr
dramatists were given, pralctically in the open air. There still rem:
enough of the theater to ~ive one an idea of its vastness. Of the ~t;
little is left, and that, I think, of a later period. But the orchestra is ,
clearly defined, and still th~re rise tier upon tier of seats, the lower (
being of marble. As you remember, the action of a Greek play t
place almos~ entirely -in the orchestra, a flat, level space just in fron
th~ stage an~ at the foot of the tiers of seat~.
We trie~ to visualize the scene as it must have appeared w
Sophocles ~ Euripides was to present a new play. They were k
. rivals. Sopq.ocles was a conservative in art, morals, and religion; E
pides, an idnovator, in both form and philosophy: the elder poet
more artistk, more sane, perhaps, and a greater poet: Euripide
deeper thinker, with less· charm than the other, but a more hUl
appeal, and! more modern in his ideas. As judged by their own
,Sophocles l\fas th~ greater, for he won the tragic prize thirteen time:
Euripides' five. But, as Urowning puts it: "Gain prize, or lose p:
god-like stilJI.'"' Euripides died only a few months before Sophocles,
in the- next! play that he F?roduced, the latter made his actors dresl
in black. ] like to think ~hat those two great souls are friends nm
some Elysium of the poet~, where, in flowery glades, they discuss t
different thFories of art and life. No doubt Homer and Virgil, D:
and Shakespere often li~telIl to them and debate earnestly the probl
which they Istated here but never settled.
I went <l>n a literary pilgrimage this afternoon. It was to Colo
the birthplJce of Sophocles. It is a very small village, ab~ut a mile a:
half north4est of the cit~, and today possesses little charm or bea
being bare lof any sort of decoration~ dry and dusty. But in Sopho
time it was famou;s for i~ olive groves, as is shown by his celebr
"Ode to Colonus,'i in his 'last' play, "Oedipus at Colonus." Then, 1
I
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and flowers ,abounded, and nightingales sang sweetly in the branches.
There are no nighting3;les there now; only the shrill call of the roostet:,
telling the sun it was time to go to, rest, broke the stillness of its lonely
solitude~ There is a pretty story told about Sophocles, in connection
with Colonus:
'
You know he was a very popular man. Indeed, it was said of him,
'that he wa~ the only Athenian in-public life who-never had an enemy.
Even the irreverent Aristophanes ,never satirized him. What makes it
more strange is that he was famed for his personal beauty, grace, charm,
and success with the other sex! So, it is not always true that a man who
has no enemies does not amount to much. Well, as time passed on, the
poet aged, and som~ of his relatives, anxious to get their hands on his
property, brought suit in court, asking that a guardian be· appointed to
administer his affairs, as he \V,as in his dotage. To disprove the charge,
the poet read to' the jury this Odei!0 Colonus, .itself a triumphant proof
that he stili retained his mental vigor, though ninety years of age. I
have been able to find a translatiQn of this pde, from which I quote a.
few lines:
-'
To the land of the steed, 0 stranger,
To the goodliest homes upon earth thou comestWhite-eliffed Colonus this,
Loud with the melody piercing sweet
Of nightingales that most delight
In,deep.green glades to haunt.
.'

.

Sun-proof, nol' vexed by wind,
Whatever storms may blow.

. .

And the clustering fair narcissus
Eve by eve out of heaven the fresh dew drinketh-

....

And bright the crocus springs like gold.
I am glad to have seen the place which this greatest Greek poet
thought b~autiful enough for a special description, probably the most
extensi~e nature reference in Greek literature, for though the Greeks
personified nature in their myths, they rarely put her in their poetry,
except in their imagery.
'
We rode by tram car out to the Temple of Theseus. If stands by
and is, I think, the
. itself, on a level space, not far below the Acropolis,
,
"
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most beauiiful monument of ancient Athens now existing. Lookel
from a disthnce, it..seems ~o be in an almost perfect state of preservat
Its severelt classical lines rival those of the Parthenon in their sin
b~auty. I Isuppose that J confess my ignorance of architecture wh4
say it, but [ mllst- admit that it seems more impressive than the Par
non. What a gloriously beautiful city ancient Athens must have h
Small wonder that their ~oets styled it "the violet-crowned!" We thoroughly enjoy~d the National Museum. Its scultpures, v:
bronzes, and ornaments are almost entirely Greek, of the best clasl
period. It ihas no remar~ably beautiful statues, but we saw some 1
derful vases and numberS of figurines, some exquisitely dainty, ot
corpical, o.ten vulgar. Obe of them, a drunken satyr, was ridiculo
- funny, but! I am not permitted to describe it. How it escaped the hi
of the desprilers, who carried away most of what was most beautiful
distinctive lin Greek art, J am not able to explain!
What s ems strange are the few examples of modern Greek art
one sees ere! Good modern paintings are t;are, and all the fi
buildings i the new Athens were designed by foreigners. Yet it is l
a hundred years since ~reece achieved her independence. Surely sl
taking a 10. g time to find herself artistically.
~he m9dern Athens ils as handsome a city as one would care to
well laid olIt, with wide streets, unusually broad sidewalks and num
of fine bui\ldings, and, more surprising still, it is exceedingly live]
sort of smalll edition of Paris, except that it is very dry and dusty. 1
water is soarce here is abundantly evidenced by' the odors that i
from the crowds. It is pl~inly too precious to be lightly used.
The Btulevard de IrUniversite is the broadest and handsol
thoroughf re, and one that would be a credit tg any city. On it are]
of the fin st buildings-the University, a noble edifice, but pitii
small; the IAcademy of Sc:ience, the most beautiful of all; the Lib]
the Royal Palace, our Legation, and many more, all of them constru
in the chaJtest modern classic style. At each end of this boulevard
, large plaza~, which are the center and heart of the city's life. ParaU
the boulevkrd, and also connecting these two plazas, is the Rue de S1
the busies street in Athens. When one considers that in 1834 this
was but a ollection of miserable shacks, some three hundred in all,
that today there are over four hundt'ed thousand inhabitants, wh1
has high h, pes for Greece. A people that can accomplish such won
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is capable of many better things. But they lack leadership. Apart from
Venizelos; there does not seem to be a real statesman among them. The
governor iscallin~ me to come for a walk before bed. I will tell you
more of my impressions of the Greeks, on the boat. We, have secured
passage on a small Greek steamer, at a fearfully high passage rate, and
leave for Brindisi tomorrow morning, via Patras. Adios.
,

On board the S. S. Iperochi, September 27th
We got away from Piraeus.at ten o'clock yesterday, and, strangely
~ enough, though we had made the charge d'aff,!-ires go to a good deal of
trouble to get police per~its and passport visas for us, nobody stopped
us or asked us for any papers when we were embarking.
Shortly after leaving, the ship passed close to the Bay of Salamis,
where the Greeks won that fa~ous naval victory over Xerxes, owing to
Themistocles' shrewd diplomacy. A little later, we came to the Corinth
Canal, which cuts across the Isthmus of Corinth and shortens the journey from the Piraeus to Patras~by two days. It is a funny little canal,
only three and a half miles long, twenty-six feet wide, twenty-si~ feet
deep, and 'about the same height. I felt, as we slicl along- through the
canal, as if I were being muffled up, a sort of oppressive feeling, as if the
walls, which seemed so clos~ that you could almost touch them on both
sides, were about to topple over and bury us alive. After safely n~gotiat
ing the canal, we sailed out into the lovely Bay of Corinth. From then,
about one p. m.,· until dark, our route lay along the beautiful Greek
coasts. The mountains and hills of Grece have a marvelous color
towards sunset, a soft sort of violet haze, which,' together with the effe:ct
ol the changing light on the surface of the waters, was indescribably
lovely. It is worth while coming to Gre~ce just to see the beauty of a
Grecian evening on an inland sea. r have not seen anything quite like
it Clnywhere else. I must come back here some day when I have time to
,take a leisurely trip, and see the whole country. I am very much disappointed in not being able to see Sunium's flower-dad ,promontory,
Mt. Parnassus, the sacred shrines of Olympus and Delphi, and many
other less-known beauty spots. But the governor's leave "is' drawing to a
·
close and we must hurry..
But I promised to give you some of my impressions of Greece and
the Greeks. 'With its new accessions of territory, almost as large again
as it was, and the great growtb of the nationalistic spirit, Greece is on
the :way to becoming an important power. Americans, 'unfortunately,
\
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are not ve popular with them. You know President Wilson opp
their dai to Thrace, and the other night at a ucine/' when his pic
and the A~IeriCan Hag were displayed, there was a small riot causel
anti-Arne . ans. A keen student of Near East affairs, who has s'
some time ere, told us in Athens that, in his opinion, the Greek go~
ment is wJy out in advamce of the people; that they have at least
men who Jre supermen, and may have the strength to pull the Gr
up after th~m; these men ,are Venizelos, whose diplomacy won for t
all their new territory, a~d the High Commissioner, who has charg
the countr, in and around Smyrna-Steriapades by name. Venizell
their god a~ present. They are giving him a great fete today in AtlJ
In app arance, the Glieeks are not prepossessing, though we sal
occasional mountaineer, in his picturesque national costume, ,
might hav served for a sculptor'S model. The women, as a rule, I
large figur s, big feet, and thick ankles, though many of them po:
also the m st exquisite skin and complexion. The styles vary consi
ably, of coqrse, but very short skirts were much in evidence. They
quently fell scarcely to the knees, so that it was difficult to tell, f
behind, w,ether any given female was a grown woman or a 'J
Though wt saw many pretty women, there were few really beau1
ones, as bo~h their faces and figures are too heavy for true beauty.
to think thfit the most bdautiful statues are Greek! The women ~
gay and vi~acious. I notice here on the ship, that it is entirely cor
for a lady t<j> do her manicuring in public.
The m~n have a bad reputation as regards honesty, especialI~
commercia~ affairs, thouglil we ourselves saw no evidence of this. ~
seem industrious enough, Iwhen it is necessary so to be, though they
handicappe~ by lack of industries. They are still natural sailors
traders, just as their an<;:eslors used to be in the old days. A gentler
in Athens tbld me that a large percentage of the workmen spend p
tically all tlltey make at the cafes. These are numerous, and extend
out on the ~idewalks, much like those of Paris. Here the men sit, oj
all day, slowly sipping coffee or ,some mild decoction, watch and 0
ment upon he passers-by, and talk politics. Politics seem to be the n
absorbing ccupation of the men; what the women do in'lieu ther
I cannot im gine!
Wages e' high, and sm are rents and prices. As .in the Orient,
has always 0 bargain in the stores, as there are no marked prices.
J,

I

~
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this respect, the Greek seems to be the Chinaman of the Near· East,
without the Chinaman's sense of busines~ honor. The general opinion
seems to be that it is very difficult to bind a Greek down to a bargain
and that he will slip out of a contract. unless he is tied down by the most
ironclad agreement. You know they say the same of the Japanese in
the Far East. On the other hand, they are kindly and courteous, though
rather excitable, and extremely hospitable. In this respect, too, they
resemble the Japanese. The claim is made that there are no· illiterates
among them-remarkable, if true!
We came to Corfu, the loveliest of the Greek islands, at noon today. '
It is, you remember, the Phaeacia of the, Odyssey, where Ulysses was
washed ashore after his nine days' swim and where ',he frightened
Nausicaa and her maids by popping up out of the bushes, clad only in
leaves. The very spot where he. came ashore was' pointed out to us by
our J ehri, this afternoon. Corfu is one 'of the Ionian Isles, very ,close to
the mainland of Greece and directly across from Albania. It is famous
for its olives and its beautiful drives.
We got a carriage and went out to the Achilleon~ the former palace
of William of JIohenzollern. Our road lay through the finest and most
extensive olive groves that I have ever seen. Some of these gnat:led ol~
'giants, they told us, are over six hundred years old. The Achilleon is
beautifully located, on the highest point of the island, and is surrounded
by magnificent gardens with numbers of fine st~tues scattered everywhere. The views of the sea and mountains, seen through the green
foliage, are enchanting. Why should a llIan with such wond~rful places,
to live in risk them all because of his insane ambition? Our entire
'excursion, with fruits, lemonade and cafe Turc at a quaint little restaurant, cost us less than three dollars apiece.
.
We left Corfu at six and ar~ now sailing over the moon-swept waters
of the Adriatic. We have had a memorable week in Greece. All I have
ever learned or seen of Greece is summed up in the one word: "Beauty."
Egypt will always connote to me flat desert sands; green fields, with the
life-giving Nile flowing through them; and, dominating all, the majestic
pyramids-mysterious impressiveness: my recollections of Palestine' will
be of treeless, 'brown hills, dry water-courses, and holy shrines, Jewish,
Moslem, Christian-sacred and religious associations. But Greece will
ever be to me the land of Beauty-,-natural, historic, and artistic Bea~ty.
I hope to see it again some day!
•

•

I

,

I
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I
Naples, September2gth-Evening
o bell1 Napoli! FinalmenteJ ti rivedo.
When e got up yesterday morning, the shores of Italy were alre,
in sight.
e docked early, but as the train for NaplesJeft at 8: 10, Cl
the doctor ad not come aboard at eight, it looked as if we were good
a whole
in Brindisi. This was bad medicine, since even the gui
books ad it that there is practically nothing to see there. It is jus
port of cal for steamers bound for Constantinople or Egypt. The m
important Ithing that ever happened in the place was Virgil's untim
death, just: after his return from Athens, and before he had complel
his Aeneidi
We had an early and miserable breakfast, and then waited as .
tiently as r~ssible for the m~dico. About ~wJ hours after::we b
entered P<ft, there came pantIng up the gangway a pot-belhed, se
important personage, who announcedhimsel£ as the "signore medio
He was so I slow and pompous that we had resigned ourselves to t
impossibility of making our train, when our English friend came hur
ing up and!told us he had. just discovered that Italian time was an ho
slower tha~ Greek, and that we could catch the .train if we could prev
upon his "Eccelenza, the signore medico," to hurry. He then present
the governJr as a very important American official, who was in a gre
hurry to g~t the Naples train, for he had an appointment with t
Ambassadot. All of this, however, produced little effect. In fact, t
fat old rascaf'was rather indolent, mutte~ing something about forestil
(foreigners in his barbarous perversion of the bella lingua of Dan
But ~e had to give us our clearances at last, and then began the race
catch the tr in. We had jrust ten minutes to get through customs, hi
our ticke,ts, nd reach the station. We had no time even to say goodb
.to our new fiendS. Without any regrets at parting from our "cabin I
luxe," we j mped into a carriage, provided for us bya Cook's ma
were rushe by him through customs-I am sure that he slipped. SOlI
thing to th inspector-and into our train, just as she' was preparing
depart. We found that Tomasso, our life-saver, was an .t\merican citizl
who had be n i~ Italy visiting his relatives when the war broke out, al
had been c nscripted. He had served four years in the Italian arm
without a 30und. Since we very willingly gave him the largest tip ]
had probab y seen for ages, he will likely remember us for a long tim
J:le said bus ness in his line was very, very dull as tourist travel had n
not yet bee resumed.
l'
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We had our compartment to ourselves aU the way to Naples. We
had been warned that the Italian trains were bad, but the filthy reality
waS worse than could have been pictured to us. I hope never to see
again anything as foul as the lavatory. And we rode first class, too!
The distance from Br.ndisi to Naples, via Tarentum, is 240 miles.
According to the time table: we were due in Naples at nine-thiry, p. m.,
which would have given us an average of about seventeen miles to the
hour. We actually arrived a~ gne, a. m., over three hours late. Two of
waiting for the train
from Sicily, which
.those hours we were on a siding,
.
was also very late.
There was no dining car. We had to buy our meals at unhygienic
Italian railroad restaurants, scarcely cleaner than the cars. Our menu
for the two meals was this: two big hunks of war br.ead-sour and unpalatable,· meat -from just behind the ear, grapes-the sma,llest and
sourest ever discovered, a small bottle of thin, acid wine. Out English
friend on the stearneI' had, told us: "You will soon understand why
Columbus discovered ~merica, after you spend- a day on an Italian
train." And we do. It was to get out of Italy!
This stuff, wretched as it was, cost us twenty-five lire, even now,with
. our favorable exchange, over a dollar, a very high price for what we got.
How can the Italians pay suth prices? Vnles it was, as I suspect, that
those descendants of the condottieri were fleecing the stranger within
their gates.
Although"our journey'occupied the whole day and far into the night,
, we did not get tired, because of the varied features of the country. In.
general, th~ soil looked thin and rocky, and. there were no particularly
beautiful views. If all Italy were like this part between Brindisi. a~d
Naples, it would certainly never have been given'the name of "bella
Italia."
,r
The most striking features were the old towns and fortresses perched
high up on steep, rocky hillsides. Probably, they were once the eyries
of the robber barons and condottieri, who would sweep down from their
stronghold~ and levy toll upon the passing merchant and traveler. A
pleasant life merchants lived in those romantic timesl They are getting
their revenge n()w, though, and are themselves robbing the descendants
of. tho~e same knightly thi~v~ Honestly, of course, and all i? th~ way
of bUSiness; at the same tlme, they eke out the revenue denved from
these compatriots by felonious assaults on the' purses of unfortunate
forestieri like ourselves.
,

I

I
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The rai~way has an enormous number of tunnels. They seem
hundreds t~ me, but it is possible that my imagination exaggerat
them, since'I always experience a kind of stifling sensation when I ;
going thro gh one. The latter part ~f the journey was by night, l:
there was a glorious moon sliining, and its mellow light, flooding t
hillsides an valleys, softened their bare outlines and gave them a pa
ethereal be uty which, by day, they" would not have had.
It was w 11 after one o'clock when the night porter at this hotel, t
Continenta, ushered us into the most magnificent room I have e,
seen, outsid of palaces and museums, an immense room, with a v(
high, paint d ceiling, silk-papered walls, and a marble-tiled floor. It
absurdly 0 rcrowded with furniture, all gilded and enameled, al
upholstered in satin; there is a magnificent chandelie!, electric ligl
eve~ywhere, and in one corner, a fine piece of bronze statuary. It is wb
we would <:,11 a second floor front, and opens out on a, large baleo]
from which lone has a superb view of the famous Bay of Naples, Yes
vius, Capri, and the heights above the city.
.
I had a sort of sinking sensation in the pit of my stomach when I S(l
all this lux ry, for it looked like a million doHars to me, and I saw
big bill 100 ing up. But as it was too late then to mCilke any inquirie
;
we accepted the room and began to get ready for bed.
The first thing I always do, when I get into a hotel room, is to lo(
for the post d regulations. I soon found them behind the door. The
was an announcement, sigmed by the Prefect of Naples, that the Coni
nental was ip the- category of first-class hotels and that the charge fl
our room was twenty-five lire, a little over a dollar'in our money. Ne:
morning, I 'aw a copy of a Prefectural decree, in which the hotels.4
Naples were all classified, with a statement of the exact amount, the
could charg for each room: The prices vary according to the locaiic
of the room, and whether or not there is a bath. Our room is SUpPoS(
to have a ba ,but it is not directly. connected with the room, and Sl
when we we t to pay our bill, we found ourselves charged up with fh
lire for a ba . The prices of rooms, in first class hotels, run from eigl
to eighteen .re, so that it is possible to get a room in such a hotel f(
about thirty. ve cents gold~
We do n(j)t live "en pension" here but eat around. As in the case (
the rooms, dur favorable exchange makes the food cheap' to us. Fe
instance, dinher
I here cost us. about sixty cents. It ~was a good dinner, toe
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except that the choice of dishes was very limited, and the bread was that
same horrible straw bread we had bought on the train. We had lunch at
a small Italian restaurant, where we had spaghetti, an erformous portion, enough for a large family, a meat dish, a bottle of Falernian ,wine,
aqd fruit, at a cost of thirty cents, including the tip.
Naples is not much of a tourist city. The place itself is unlovely,
unromantic, tl}ough it is beautifully situated. The varied street life is
of interest, e~pecially in the upper levels, with their narrow, steep streets
and crowded, tenements, with the inevitable washing, hanging from the
windows. The people have\the reputation of being'lazy and indolent,
for which traits they are heartily despised by the industri~us northerners.
The Natiohal Museum, though, is very much worth while. Unfortunately, we had lost so much time at the consulate and the transport,
that we could not give it the attention)t merited. Always we must keep
on the go, because of the governor's need for haste. There is a great
profusion of fine statuary and sc;ulptures, notably, the Farnese i;Bull, and
the Farnese Hercules, superb vases and bronzes, a great variety, of
articles found in Pompeii and Herculaneum-the wall paintings, with
their brilliant colors, still almo~ as fresh as ~hen laid on, are especially
fascinating-and hundreds of paintings, many of them masterpieces of
the first rank. Titian's weeping Magdalen is a wonde~, and a very
affecting picture. I hope to be able to spend more time there, when we
,:isit it together.
If one"came to Naples only to see Pompeii, he would be more than
rewarded ,for his trip. I do not believe that there is any single place in
the world where one may spend a more absorbing or a more profitable
day. There is nothing like it anywhere else. We spent our. second day
there. From the moment that we set foot in the railway station at
Naples, until we reached the station at Pompeii, we were surrounded,
besieged, and almost assaulted by guides, altruistically and patriotically'
anxious to sho~ us the wonders of the dead city. After valiantly repulsing all attacks, we weakly yielded to one who struck us as we were about:
to enter the gates. He made 'out such a strong case that there was no
resisting him. Besides, he looked as if he needed the 'money _much worse
than we did. We made a hard and fast bargain with him to this effect:
we were to give hi~ forty-six, lire, and he was to pay all necessary expenses, such as e~trance fees and tips; give us three hours of )lis services,
and show us everything that was to be seen. With this understanding,
we entered the old gate.
I
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The mus urn just within the gate serves as a fitting introduction t<
the city. Thb most striking objects the~e are the corpses, in the same
position in which the ashes from the volcano caught them. Everybod~
has read desqiptions of Pompeii, so that you don't need any further one
from me. Everything within the ex~avated town' is of the greatest inter
est. Do not fail to read Bulwer-Lytton's novel on Pompeii, before YOt
come. It is 31 wonderful re-creation of the Roman city, as it was wheT
destroyed.
.
In the cpurse of our wanderings, we had become fairly weI:
acquainted wlith our guide, who spoke a little English, but considerabl,
more Italian.! He was one of the thousands of reasons why the Italianl
made such a poor showing on the Austrian front, he having deserted iI1
the face of d~e enemy. "For why," he said, "do I stand up to be shoti
I hate not tI1e Austrian, I more comfortable back home." Such wa~
Italian patri9tisml Good s~:nse, though!
.
I must sa~that he was a very persuasive rascal. He finally induced m
to let him ta us upon the slopes of Vesuvius, to see the lava flow from
the last erup ion, that of 1906. First, though, he steered us into the::
. Chalet Suisse for lunch. It is just outside the main gate.
~he lunch was good, ana expensive, but even had it been the most
wretched of ~epasts, we had thought it excellent, because of the deli·
cious though Iheady wine w~ich accompanied it. It was the celebrated
Vesuvian wine, "Lagrime dli Cristo"-and the two bottles we imbibed
put us into stich a good humor that tears were the last thing we would
have thought of and the governor quit worrying about catching the five
,o'clock train r Rome. "Carpe diem!" became his motto. Never before
had he been so gay and witty. The bill presented for our and the
guide's lunch was'a staggering one, but we paid it cheerfully. That is
why they kee~ that Wine there.
:.
After lu0ft' the governor having bought some Pompeiian relicsmade in Gerrany-we put ourselves in the hands of the guide, and
henceforth we were his meat. Taking entire charge of us, he threw us
first into a lithe electric train, from which We were bundled off after a
while into a sIDrt of surrey. Iln this, we rattled over the stony pavements
of numerous ~ead though not buried villages, till we came at last to the
scene of the lalva flow. The destroyed houses had been~nearly all rebuilt,
right over th~ ruins of the Viillage. One of the inducements which the
guide had heM out to us fOIl taking this trip was that there were three
·0 '

•

I
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skeletons which had been buried by the lava. "Yhen we asked him, on
the scene, where the skeletons were, he told us they were buried under a
certain house, now used as an inn, into which he had -steered us, and
where he tried to get us to buy another ~ottle. But as we were beginning
to feel the after-effects of the "Tears of Christ," we had no desire to look
again upon the.wine when it was yellow. 'He finally gave us up as a bad
job, and rushed us to the little station where we could catch our train
for Naples. While waiting, he presented his bill. The forty-six lire of
our bargain had grown to over ninety. So I gave him a hundr~d lire, at
the same time making a mental vow never again to take a r guide at
Pompeii. They are a useless an~ expensive nuisance. All one needs for
, a visit there is a good guidebook, w:ith a plan of the city. The guides are
so insistent, though, that it takes a man of almost heroic resolution to
refuse them.
What shall I say about Roine? What can I say? We have been here
only six days, a~ti Rome needs ~smany months to be-adequately taken
in. We have been on the'move from morning tonight, and have managed to see most of the-principal" cihractions. Hurriedly, of course. We
have admired, wondered, and enjoyed, just as all travelers to the
sacred city do. It has been a week crowded with sensations. The governor has been most impressed by St. Peter's, its immensity overwhelming him, and by the Palatine Hill, where are the "ruined Palaces of the
Caesars. The art galleries, have appealed most t<? me. The Vatican, with
its world-famous sculptures, and its few, though select pictt~res, as well
as the great frescoes of Raphael and Michael Angelo; the Barberini
:falace, where hangs the celebrated Fornarina, by Raphael, and ,the
haunting Beatrice Cenci, supposed to be by- Guidp Reni, and the
Borgq.ese Villa; where there is so' much that is beautiful, that one is in
despair at even trying to name anyone thing.
I refuse to be conducted through a museum or gallery. It makes me ,
almost weep to see a party of my countrymen following a guide through
a'museum. It is such an insult to one's intelligence. Yet one sees them
constantly in galleries, following the guide around like sheep, seeing
only what he points out to them, rarely asking ~ question, doing the
largest galleries 'in a couple of ho~rs. It is such travelers that-have made
us the laughing stock of intelligent Europeans. This is the way a typical
American's day in Italy is described: "Breakfast at Naples, lunch at
Rome, tea at Pisa,"and suppe~ and bed at Genoa."
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The American Ambassador, Mr. Underwood Johnson, the pOl
:whom we c~lled on, aRd with whom we had a very pleasant chat'<t>told
a story Whi~lh illustrates the haste with which A~ericans "do" Eurol
There were a couple of American business men, who had come all t]
way from S n Francisco to see Europe, and had only seven weeks
which to d~ it. They got along to their own satisfaction, too. The:
method was to stop at the best hotels, tell the manager they wanted t]
best guide thatcould be omtained, start out early and keep on the go (
day, and th~s cover each place, as they thought, excellently well. Whc
they came t~' Florence, they started out as usual. "Where are we going
one of them asked the guide. He replied that they would first go to 0]
of the famo s picture galleries. But let Joe finish the tale:
"Ilooke .at Jim, and Jim looked at me, and we understood eac
other at on e. I told the guide we had seen a picture gallery at Rom
.so we guess d we didn't ne,ed to see any more. "In that case, gentleme
I have noth ng to show you,' says the guide, and we were satisfied. ~
had seen allJOf Florence we wanted to. so we left for Venice;"
I
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IGGY AND HARRY were standing together before the tall pillared
portals of the Lafayette School. Piggy was plun~ing a b~seball into
the soft, new-oiled pocket of his fielding mitt. Harry had his legs
crossed, and he was knqcking the mud from the run-over heels of' his
shoes with a 'bright yellow' bat. He had an old battered mitt strapped
onto his belt.
"Gee, Piggy," he said~ "1 wisht myoId man'el buy me a new mitt
an' a bat like this'n."
He pulled himself up straight, and threw the bat over his.shoulder,
took one or two quick flourishes, then stepped forward and swung with
all his might. He shielded his eyes with one hand and followed the
imaginary flight of the ball., .
"There goes another'n in the stands for old Dolph," he said.
"Camilli's smackedanother'n."
Piggy threw the ball, into the air and caught it as it came down.
. "No, he didn't," he said, turning and holding out the new white
ball. "I'm Medwick, see. It looked like a homer all right, but it wasn't.
Ducky backed up, ~d he shot one arm into the air. He came, down
with the ball. See. Here it is."
, He held the ball out for Harry to see.
"Ye're crazy, Piggy," Hariy said. "How could Medwick've caught
Camilli's homer. They're both Dodgers. How could he, huh?"~'
Piggy turned red. Of course, he'd forgotten. He was sorry he'q said
it. Harry' knew all the players on all the teams, and Piggy wanted to'
,kpow them just as well as Harry did. He'd ~ever be able to playas well
as Harry, none of the kids at the 'Lafayette could, but he thought he
could know the players just as well. He ought to be able -to, he

P
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could remlber the dates in history better .than Harry, and the tim
tables. Still he couldn't remember the players, even if he did listen
the world series, every gFlme except Sunday, and he missed the fil
part Of.
because his father wouldn't turn off the "Church of tl
Air" on anpther station.
"H-ere Cl:ome.s Joe!" Harry shouted, pointing with' the bat. "Hi-1
Joe, wherelthe hell ye been?"
He turmed to Piggy.
"Now e can start havin' battin' practice."
Joe wa lean and long, with willowy arms that reached almost to I
knees. He stood half a head taller than either Piggy or Harry. I
walked wi h a kind of slouch, both knees bent. He couldn't field al
he couldn t bat, but he certairily could shine that old apple do,
across the late.'
Piggy asn't as anxious as Harry for the whole team to come.
only eight f them came, say, then he'd be sure to get a chance to pI;
Harry was his best friend, and Harry let him play every chance th(
was, but h coulan't field: like the rest of the .kids.. He, guessed it ~
because h, was always afraid he might break his glasses. He wish
that he co4Id.- When he was alone at home, he imagined that he cou
He imagined they were out there playing the Whittier School, a
Rogue Be~den, pasted a nasty one to him along the ground. He COl
see himself scooping it up smoothly out of the dirt the way Harry d
, He would throw with an easy motion to first, catching the runner
several fee.
"An e y out," he imagined everyone saying. "That Piggy Rensh
can really lay ball."
"Hiya, Piggy. Gee, whatcha got? Another new mitt?"
Joe took the clean new glove and bent it carefully, in~pecting 1
leather. ~
.
,
"Holy ell!" he said whistling. "A real Joe Gordon. How mud
set-ja bac ?"
Piggy ~dn't know. His father had brought it home to him]
night, the'mitt and the bat. He never would tell him how much thi:
_,
cost.
"It's n?t the cost that counts," he'd say. "It'Lthe value that you 1
on it your~elf."

t!laF.

,

j
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Piggy didn.'t ever know 'what his Dad meant when he said things
like that. He didn't like to let the kids think he didn't knowhow much
things cost, 50 he just put a price on it himself.
"Three-~fty," he told joe, adding the fifty cents to make it sound
real.
~
"Geel" ]oe had the mitt on, and he was flexing the fingers. "Threefifty! Geel""
He turn~d to Piggy.,
"Let me try it. a while, will~ya?" Here, you, use mine, an' let me try.
this good 01' Joe Gordon."
,
He took a battered and scratched glove from his hip pocket and
threw it to Piggy. When Piggy put it on, he could feel the padding
coming loose inside.
"Where's all the fellers?" .
Harry took a thick watch from' the front of his overalls.
"I donno," he said., "It's time they-as comiii'."
He put the watch back.
"Well, come on," he 'said. uLet's knock a few. The \yhittier guys'll
be comin' up pretty soon."
_
Joe threw them to Harry, who knocked grounders with Piggy's
new bat. Piggy would shag th~ ones they missed, then he would throw
the balJ back, to J6e. He didn't do badly, though. He didn't miss many.
He hoped Harry was watching. Maybe, even if all the ~ids came, Harry
would let him start.
The rest of the team showed up one by one. Then, after a while,
there was a shout down by the front steps, and they saw the Whittier
team stringing through the gate. They had their bats slung over their
shoulders, with mitts and ma~ks strung along some of them. They wore
white shirts with WHITTIER written in blue letters across the front.
This was something new, and Piggy could see they were proud of it.
They swaggered across the diamond, and threw their bats down along
the first base Urrea
Harry walked up to Rogue Belden, their captain.
"Hi-ya, Rogue," h~ called. CCWhere'd ye get t.he new shirts?"
"Ye Ii~e 'em?" Rogue said, throwi~g out his broad chest. "Purty
nifty, huh?"
"Oh, they're not much," Harry said. e'I seen some just like 'em~
. down at Sears',,"
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"Yeh?" Rogue said. "Well, what if ye did? I don't see you Lafayett,
guys wearin'!none."
~ .
Harry caped his team in, and the Whittier boys went into the fiel.
and began tfrowing the ball about. Harry. was holding a little scor,
book, and h looked about, then called out a name. He was makil):
out the batting order. Piggy didn't expect his name to be called unti
n~ar the end, even if Harry did let him play. He stood back near th
rim where ~ group of neighborhood kids were watching. Piggy knel
that Harry would let him play if he could. Sometimes Piggy was
pretty goodfibatter. If th.e other team had a pitcher that didn't thr01
them too fa t, sometimes Piggy would get hold of one. If he could gt
his weight b hind it, he could knock the ball farther than anyone on th
team. If th~ pitcher was able to throw fast ones across, though, h
couldn't see 'the ball, and he usually struck out.
. "Piggy, you start ~t third."
Piggy felt the perspiration come out in the palms of his hands. H
clenched his fingers and looked about at the neighborhood kids the
surrounded;him. He didn't want them to know how he felt.
Lafayett was the home team, so they -had their ~rrst outs. Pig~
took his pI e at the left of the diamond, feeling good and importan
There werer't as many balls knocked down ~oward third, and he kne
that this was why Harry had put him there. He got along all righ
throwing tJje ball around, but when the first Whittier batter got rea(
to come to tlte plate, he felt his knees go weak and rubbery. His stoma(
.burned. He wished he had his own mitt, but Joe hadn't offered to retul
it, so he ke It joe's old once. There was no pocket in it, and the finge
were limp nd frayed.
The ki on the sidelilnes had got together and formed a cheerir
squad, and as the first maJn stepped up to the home plate, they' beg2
their cheer.
>

up the River,
Down the lake!
Whittier's got
The belly-ache!
That
another thing Harry had done. ~e had got the ki
together an taught the~ how to cheer, just like it was. done at the hil
school gam s, and up at the co~lege. Piggy thought their cheers we
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better, even than the ones the high school had., He had made one of
them up, and he hoped the kids would -use it now. It went like this:

,

.y

Chop 'em hard!
Chop 'em good!
Chop 'em up ~
To kindling woodlI

Then he didn't have any more time to think about it.. The first
batter hit the first
. ball, knocked it rolling to'Harry .at short-stop. Harry
picked it up and slammed it to first.
One out! The kids on the side cheered, and Piggy felt better. Two
more now and Lafayette would be up at bat.
The second man knocked a 'pop-f~ul. 1t came down right near the
pitcher's box,.,and Joe should have got it, but .Harry waved him away.
He ran in and stood under it until it came down, plop into his' glove.
He banged it towa:rd first, and the infielders threw it around. Piggy
caught it, then dropped it, picked it up and threw it to Joe on the
mound.
.
"Hang on to them, Piggy!" Harry called half-reprovingly.
Piggy had just got himself feeling good. There was only one more
man to get out. Now; miss~ng the hard throw from Harry, it was like
his insides were tied up in a knot again. He gritted his teeth ,and
leaned, £orward~his han4s' on his knees; then he straightened and
, pounded his mitt with his fist. The reason he'd missed that throw, he
told himself, was, because there 'was no padding in Joe's glove. Harry
had thrown the ball like a bullet, and. it had burnt his hand. HisJingers
had refused to close over it, and the ball, had bounded out on the
ground.
"Ball four!"
. Joe walked this man. Piggy could hear Harry's voice in his ear, but
he didn't look at him. He was straining in toward home plate. On the
first throw' to the next man, Rogue Belden, the Whittier r:li'hner, stole
second. Harry had told the catcher to let them.run, not to-:try to peg it
down. They'd lost too many men that way. On a good ove~-throw, a
man could make it from second clear home. But Piggy knew that if- the
runner tried to' steal again, they would peg it ,third. His nervousness
increased as Joe began his stretch, just like the pitchers in the Valley
League did. ' \
'
"Piggy!"
.~
~

I
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He kneJ the man must be trying to steal. He saw the ball streakin
toward hi~-Ifrom the catcher. It struck his mitt. He held on, but h
turned too stow to catch the runner. It was as though he had forgotte
for a mom:f.t.. Whe~ he turned, ~e boy was s~nding on the pile (
rocks that
rked thud base, teetenng to ,hold hIS balance.
,
.
.
.
"S'matte , Tubby?" he grinned.
Piggy fl~shed. He threw the ball back to Joe, who stood scowlit1
in the pitch~r's box. Harry walked up to him.
'
"That's rll r.ight," he said. "You held him on third. -He didn
" c o r e . ,
s
But Pig~ knew he should have tagged the runner. He'd had plen
of time. Hce took off his glove and rubbed the bright red spot in d
center of hi~ palm. He glanced toward home plate. Rogue Belclen w
standing, l~ I ning on his bat and laughing.
.
"Come n, Rogue! A homer!" the Whittier kids were yellin
"Paste it 0 t, Rogue!"
Piggy ·tted his teeth., He wished he had his own mitt. Joe didr
need it. Hardly any balls were knocked to the pite;her. He'd tell Jc
After this i+ning, he'd tell Joe he wanted to use his own mitt.
"Strike CI>ne."
"That's the way, Joe. That's the boy," Piggy heard Harry calli]
at his left.
He sho ted liimself.
"Burn i to him, Joe," he called, spitting in his glove antl wiping
with his fis the way Harry did. He wished he could call time-out
wipe his glJsses off, but he didn't dare. He knew. what the kids WOll
say. It was bad enough being called Piggy, because he was fat, but
would have been worse if they.called him Specs.
.
Rogue t one ball pass, then he got hold of the next one and belt
it foul, wa off to the left. Three balls and two strikes. Piggy cou
hear Harty shouting, but he didn't shout any more. He tried to conc(
trate on th batter, but he kept remembering a story he had read late
Second-bas Simpson, it was called, and it was a book by Wallace Lal\1
Hoyt. He ad read a lot of books by Wallace LaMar Hoyt. He
.membered some of them, Hal/back Harry, Fullback Fullmer. '1'11
were all ab ut sports, and! about someone who knocked a home-run,
who made a touchdown in the last minute of the game. Sometin
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Piggy had thought that he would do something like that some day.
He imagined things l,ike that all the time.
"Strike three!""
Rogue cut.at the ball, missing it cleanly.. Harry let out a yell and
threw his glove in the air. He ran into the center of the diamond and
thumped Joe on the back.
"Attaboy, Joe. You're doing fine, Joe," he shouted.
Joe straightened up and smiled and he walked off the field. Piggy
was still thinking about asking him for his mitt, but he couldn't now,
because the whole tea~ came up and told Joe how fine he was doing~
Piggy w~.lked over too.
"Nice going, Joe," he said.
He c<;luldn't keep his eyes off the new Joe Gordon mitt that Joe had
thrust over his wrists, though. He wanted to ask about it, but he didn't.
Somehow, it wasn't the sam~ in here on the sidelines as it was out in
the field~ He wasn't nervous any ,more. He only wished that he could
Ii'
have mjlde a clean catch of that ba~l and tagged the runner on third.
Then he would have been the one who was getting the praise. He could
,
have gone up and asked Joe for the mitt.
"Se~ h;.er~," he would have said. "That last throw was pretty hard
on my haJ;lds with this old mitt. I almost didn't grab on to it. Let me
take my own mitt, will you'?" .
And Joe would have had to 40 it, because of the fine play that Piggy
had just made~ But he hadn't made it, and he tried to console himself.
. Pretty soon, he thought, it'll be my turn at bat. Maybe I can really get
hold of a good one._ Maybe I can knock it clean down over the gate and
into the road. Th~ bases will be full. All the kids on the sidelines will
be cheePing. I'll' step up, and I'll take a swing at the first one that
comes over.
.
Hecould almost hear it connect, with a solid ripeness. Whang!
Harry came up to him.
"Hey, Piggy. What-ya doin'?"
Piggy looked up and blinked.
"What?"
"What-ya pullin' faces for?"
Piggy hadn't knoWn what he was doing. It was like wa1<.ingfrom a
dream. fie'd had that home-run almost in his hands. He flushed.
II·
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Harry edge~ up dose to him and began kicking his toes in the diJ
"Say, Pi~gy-"
"Yeah?" I
"I hate ~ do this, but it looks like it's gonna be a purty.dose garr
I guess I befter let Rod p~y third' next inning."
Piggy ditln't trust himself to look up.
"Sure," ~e said hoarsely.
Harry sighed, relieved. He looked at Piggy.
"I'll tell ~ou what," he said.
"What?'~

"You catjl keep the scorebook."
He wha~ked Piggy on the back with genuine enthusiasm...
"You're [the best score-keeper we got anyway," he said, as thoul
wishing he'd thought of this sooner. "You know, Piggy, I can't tn
nobody to ~eep the score the way you can. You go. over and tell 'em
told you to feep score."
,
"G'wan, i' he shouted. "Who told you ye could pitch, anyway?"
Piggy wtched him adlljliringly. Harry was some boy, all right. He:
be in the bi leagues somed.aYe Joe, too. Joe would make some-a the
big league itchers like Red Ruffing and Whit Wyatt look like d.
"e" one of Ithese days, he thought. He saw Joe looking at him. I
~~
"Youcah go on using my mitt," he called.."I'm gonmi keep score
Joe grin~ed and held up his arm. He still had the mitt hung on I
I

.

~;ust sJke out 01' Rogue Belde~ once more," Piggy called, forci
a smile. "Stlrike him out again, and you can use it all season."
Joe wav~d and turned back to the game. Piggy walked slowly
toward the ~oy who was keeping score.
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My dear, there is disparity
Between the 'problems that we sense
In cont~xtof experience'
And the abstracted forms we pose
When we explain what they m!ly be.
, This is a theine obscured in prose,
And much abused in poetry.
You are the problem I propose,
The text I would expound and glose:I call you, for convenience, love.
By definition you're a cause
Inferred by necessary lawsYou are so to the saints above.
But in this shadowy lower life
. I sleep with a terrestial wife
And earthly children I beget.
Love is a fiction I must use,
. A privilege I may abuse,
And someti,mes something I forget.
Now, in the heavenly other place
Love is, in the'etemal mind,
The luminous form whose shade she is,
'A ghost discarnate, thought defined.
She was so in my early bliss;
She is so while I comprehend
32 9
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The forms my senses apprehend;
And in the end she will be so.
Her whom my hands embrace I kiss;
Her whom my mind infers I know.
The one exists in' time and space
And as she was she will not be;
,The other is in her own grace
And is She is eternally.

r

Plato, you shall not plague my life!
I ~arried a terrestial wife.
And Hume, she is not mere sensation
In sequence of observed relation!
She has two form~(Ah, thank you, Duns!)
I know her in both ways at once.
I knew her, yes, before I knew her,
And by both means I must construe her,
And none .among you shall undo her.
I

EPIGRAMS

I

~.
.
II know not what I am. I think I know
¥uch of the cil1cumstance in which I flow. .
~ut knowledge is not power. I am that flow
(])f history and of percept which I know.

~.

Deep summer, and time pauses. Sorrow wastes
a new sorrow. While time heals time hastes.
~.
.

+0

he dry soul rages. The unfeeling feel
ith the dry vehemence of the unreal.
o I in the Idea of your arms, unwon I
m, as the real in the unreal, undone.
Things hasten to their end. If life and love
~eem slow, it is their end we're ignorant of.
I
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5·
What visage is this? in what fears arrayed?
This ghost I conjured though that ghost was laid?
The vision of a visi<;>n, still unstayed
By my voicel still by its o~d fears dismayedl

.,.

J.V.CUNNINGHAM

TWO

POEMS

EXHIBITION

(For Wassily Kandinsky) ,
All loves and aspirations of
A thousand inspired men
, Are hu~g upon the walls above
The little cards of who and when.
Ten lovely women slightly veiled
And many men lain naked,
White flying geese, and Trotsky jailed,
Madame Poots and Spring Awaked.
And there before the dreams all framed,
The whispering flesh walks sideways by,
.Travailing in t~e spirit)amed
To find the shade where th°eir dreams lie.
The light is weaved by shuttling look,
Warping the walls from frame to frame
And wefting down to the clenched guide book:
Or Nymph or Peach; the look's the same.
Christ Crucified and Napoleon-Dead,
Atrophied Apple, Birds in the Snow,
Or Lady in Green or Lady in RedStill hungry they come. And hungry they go.
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Here in thisspaciol;ls cloister
That apes the free-world we once knew
I might forget the insidious matter
Webbed in tne exiled thew
I
I

But for the dream of ambient hair
, Of gold or black, and rounded bosom:
A garden of delicate graces where
I
i My turgent love might blossom.
I
"
, It is April. The air is dense
With jasmine. The season's charities
Indifferent fall upon the sense
Swelling the rank asperities
Of tJIe soul. The geranium is dead
That, througp the cold, awaited spring.
Its speck of rot the sun first spread
Then forced the bloom, a barren thing.
From beyond the blue althea hedge
I A patient looks with predilection,
Magnificent in her· sortilege
: Of tulips and affection.
Secret notes in attitude and glance
She hides in pockets of the wind
Dreaming: through the arabesque of chance
They may receptive eyes prescind.
But I not grasp this dull attainable.
Desire and o1i>ject side by side?
A yo~thful dream, an aged fable,
Self-deceptioJll for-a ruthless pride.
The incunabula of this love
Would rock and falter on a crutch,
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"

Hideous with the knowledge of
The tomb-and cold and dank to touch.
j~

•

'.

t:"

o brave anatomies clean and white
~

And thrilled with life unto the bon~- \
Whete no intimacies of fancy might
Corrode upon an alien zone
As: spreading their bright filaments
Towards adventure and the ecstacy,
They flaccid fall-and impotentA green-slimed jar's anthology.
This cold corrosIon of the flesh
Is as much escapable
As the heart's hot restlessness
For things irreconcilable.
Ayl as the brittle insect wings
Are shaped anemones beneath the glass,
Against the arrant guise of things
The soul is forced to loneliness.
HARRIS

DOW,NEY

~'

SHATTERED CITY
,

-

Evening is alone-the sun has gone:
AJaggard sky wades through the smoking city;
Cement spouts its ruptured veins; withdrawn
Is life upon the pavement of lost pity.

.
Hunks of bitten buildings, spat on streets,
Retard the dragging feet of restitution;
Crawling rags humanity secretes,
Lie writhing in the, midst of dread pollution.
IRENE
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"A RENTED PLANETARIUM
Look up, look up, the speaker said}
at Mother Earth amidst the spheres,
who has IlIOt stumbled, but instead
walks the Islow centuries of years,
keeps to her own judicious path
between the darkness of the void
and the round pool of molten wrath "
where she, and we, might be destroyed,
and in unmeasured time and space,
at the right moment, never fails
to occupy Ithe proper place!
Down her para~ola she sails,
and wheels her mountains and her seas
out of the :shadow into light,
bringing with metronomic ease
the break of day, the fall of night.
\Ve see the solar solitaries
move witH' a leisured impetus.
Unseen, our mother-planet carries
the burden of frenetic us.
. . . And as his polished lenses grope}
sifting the flakes of nebulae}
the Martiatz at his 'telescope
suddenly cqlls a colleague: See,
I

see, this is ~e one I meant,
spotted witp green-gold, white and blue;
notice the [eaf-shaped continent,
the well-marked polar ice-caps too;,
with air and water, warmth and room
developing lits latent powers,'
we have good reason to assume
life is abuntlant there, and flowers.
CLARk

MILL

1
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+--

TWO

NOCTURNES

.

1

Some hour I am awake time seems to pause
Sighing lightly as a sleeper breathes
And turns to grope toward a yet deeper sleep:
Only my self is watchful at this hushed
Interval between two inhalations,
Alone, fearing ~he secret dark, lost:
Then if a bell chimes life begins to move,
And self goes forth 'to bless all things that love
Asleep and knowing not of their sweet change.

..

,

11

.

Thepied fields have surrendered to gray; .
The woods surround them, sullen cliffs of black.
Bushes encumber them, like monoliths,
And moonlight powders them all as thick as rust.
The wigon might have ~ade this wagon track
As well a year ago as half a day:
The wagoner who jolted home this way
Have stumbled into his own stubborn clay:
The wheelwright, like his wheels, have rolled in dus~.
Here'are the shriveled faces of barns and house.
From sagging rafters rotten shingles hang
At aqgles, like old teeth in an idiot's mouth.
The,.gaping moon regards this lunacy.
,

Who plants his feet in the warm earth at noon
Gets ;his quick answer: nostrils choke with loam.But venture on this ancient crust at night,
, You will find a stranger staring in re~urn,
Goin.g alone, under a cold moon.
How A
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from TME STERILE DUST
SAW-TEETH

The wind clapped music-cycles,
Roundabopt
Went about catching wind.
Unnatural Ithunder
Sho~k the sunken stair.
Gypsum-pqwc;ler
'Drifted int;b snow.
Unnatural !hunger
Lusted at the soup-holes,
Watching a windowful of lightning.
Beyond the jagged smashed pane,
The cracked lightning
Gibbered with unnatural wonder.
The salted eyes dribbled,
,
And childIien sucked for soup-nipples.
I

The lightn~ng's ragged fingernail
Rasped on drumhead-parchment,
Cackling static news.
. The radio's dry voice was torn
By Hitler's mouthscrawl.
A mortar's tocky bell
'Clanged out toxic powders.
I

But I recall a line of Heine,
uAuf die Berge will ich steigen"A smooth nooning speech Round as tongue can tell.
•
MAP-READING
I

Bang the sash.
Sliut out the foQIish shuddering owl.
I
Sliut out the ~gs of clammy leaves.
~e have blood ~o dream, and dreams of blood,
Ahd how withorlt the hood of hate
I .

.

I
I

~
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.'
Tomorrow kill our sworn quarry
And pop his two white sight-buds.
It must: be done,
And th~mind takes rapid hold
Of pity ~d the mother-smile
,
Sweet-smelling. babie~, and the marriage-mangerYet tomorrow-kill I
Shut ou~ the shuddering owl.
I

.

1 wonder now if the very name of war
Contracts the ears,
Points the eyes,
Sharps the fingers,'
Calms the heart.
We kill at dim personifications,
-Too Soon true,
More hateful than our love.
Tonight pin.ch off a bit of bread
For your dry mouth.
Shut·out the foolish owl.
,

,

P!tOHIBITION

The fire-infested west
Takes a henna-rinse.
Local..colored libraries
Take 'the generous glow
Where not long since.
The last puritan massively shook his beard.

.
The world's bewildering volumeNow:a schoolboy'§ ~tlas.
Now three-dimensional men,
Carefully understating,
W~nder when.
When! Ah, to unfente the range
Where storming cattJe
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IKick Up douds!Long-buried battle.
ICurb only the belted barons
:Wearing spider-signs and fasces.
Curb only the 'firebrands, firehands,
Silting the spilrited earth with spark.and ashes.
JAMES

I

FRANKLIN

CCRUMBLING OF THE
Long torrents the gras~ waves,
Touched as with life.
Live your years as minutes,
For no wind has the night.
lNight holds the knife.

LEW]

ROCK

Smiling, a hard-faced man,
Crumbling Of The Rock, hot breathes
IUpon live thiIilgs blooming and unbloomed.
IGive your fragrance "
To the pulseless roofs if must,
For none can escape the withering.
~he greatest ocean will precipitate dust.

...

...

...

...

I

~o man felt me coming,

jAnd God is a sightless man
]Who must be told.
~ have. slipped in
Fhere there is no space.

~

..

ld

deathless man, Crumbling Of The Rock,
"
heds sand upon my ~pturned face,
JAnd this that is feature
i
•
]WIll come to be a moundJEye hollows, mouth filled in,
~d the specially-mumbled of a once voice
]will be heard as time passing.
I
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FOR THE OPENING OF THE
WILLIAM DINSMORE BRIGGS ROOM·
. StanfordUniversity
May 7, 1942
Because our Bei~g grows in mind,
And evil in imperfect thought,
And passion running undefined
May ruin what the masters taught; .
.
~

Within the edge. of war we meet
.To dedicate this room to one
Who made his wisdom more co~plete
Than any save the great have done:
That in this room, men yet may reach,
By labor and' wit's sullen shock,
The final certitude of speech
Which Hell itself cannot unlock.
YVOR

WINTERS

A room equipped for reading and for social gatherings for graduate
students in English, in memory of th~ late head of the Stanford English
department..)
' . oil:

POEM
Call in the oxen and bed the lambs,
Blowout the light on the stable door;
Come is the night, and the moon is throwing
. 'uddles of cream on the kitchen floor.

Pau~e'in the doorway to ~troke the puppy,
Saygoodnight,·to the nearest star.
Home are the dreatn'i that roamed the meadows,
Gathering fay-flowers near and far.
I

.

Loosen the buttons on your apron. . . .
(~ho is to know it's the flesh you shed?)
J{iss all the sleeping little faces,
Blowout the candle; deep is t!te hed.'
•

ISOBEL
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SONNET
S ould I retreat within the house of years
SBending my life to save a little time,
Nersing with WIfinkled care the creeping fears
T rat shun the lamp and toward no window climb
~oU'ld this

be me, or, useful, a disguiseA Ipretext cunning made to substitute
Fqr ardor, the courageous and unwise,
TPo eloquent to suffer and be mute?

.

A Icharacter-that creature with a shapeInstrument of action, needs a frame;
House, ship-at-sea, landscape,
The scene described to vision dull or lame.
But Times an island in the sea of space
And spirits kindred meet there face to face.
WINTHROP
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WAR'S YEAR _
Tha.t was the time the white-throated 'sparrow
Moving north in seasonal migration
Stopped in the lilacs calling softly,
Of birds, what ,is their'nation?
Now they have gone with the thrush and warbler.
Summer has gone, and the fall.
That one spring day, not soon forgotten,
We heard
. the nations call.

~.

We had opened the doorfor the bird's low_singing,
To mark its flight down the lane,
When behind us the words of the message thundered,
Innocent lovers are slain.

.

The li1ac~ are gone with the rose and the daisy.
The seasonal flowers have faded
With the passing of pe~ce, with the falling of nations
~d the cry of peoples invaded.

..
Now we have gone again to the doorway
With the birds ,and the flowers still there,
That moment of peace now Past returning
And a chill of fear on the air.
RAYMOND
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Thu.s
Germany,
by W. W. Coole and M. F. Potter; fo
word bY~Hamilton Fish Armstrong. New York: Harper and Brol
ers, 194 . $3.5 0 .
The Roots f National Socialism, by Rohan D'D. Butler. New YOI
E. P. Dtttton and Company, 1942. $3.00.
<i)Metapoliticf: From the Romantics to Hitler, by Peter Viereck. Nc
Y;ork: Affred A. Knop~, 1941. $3.00.
These b~oks are accounts of Nazi ideas found in Germany befc
1933 and, ~or the most part before 1914. Coole and Potter's Th
Speaks Ger'rany is an assortment ~f brief quotations from Germans
the past sev ral centuries, quotations calculated; in their uncomprom
ing illibera .sm, to shock men of good will, yet purporting to be repl
sentat~ve of erman cultuJie as a whole. Rohan D'D Butler's The Roc
of National ocialism is a well-written history of the anti-liberal thoug
of German}f (1783-1933) in its relation to the social, but much me
to the political, background; Butler is a Fellow of All Souls, and I
book is embellish,ed by a dry, donnish w~t. Vierec~'s Metapolitics is II
urbane, less erudite, and less competent; but it is neither so pornpOl
so insular, nor so tendenci.ous. For the first time in English, as far al
am aware, \fiereck expounds the views of typical and influential "prol
Nazis": Father Jahn, the first Storm Trooper, and Richard Wagnl
the Fuhrer'~ Fuhrer. Instead of emulating Francis Hackett's. rodomc
tade on Me n Kampf, Viereck gives an excellent summary of the idt
of the egre 'ous Alfred Rosenberg, Hitler's chief ideologist, author
the fullest pologies for Nazism, shadow-author of Mein Kampf itse
and now reported "ruler" of the Ukraine.
All thre~ books have aln end in view beyond correcting the prej
dices of th~ political philosophers by calling attention to write
neglected id England and America, whose work is as in8uential as it
342
t
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dangerous~

They pass judgmenJ: on Germany as. a whole; and one of.
them seems to call for her, annihilation. .
\
This is Coole and Potter's Thus Speaks Germany, and here is the
authors' version of the 19 19 settlement (pp. 357-358): .
~-

" The Western world so 'thoroughly believed in the sudden
trans(ormation of the soul of Germany that it did all it could to
help the Germans forget their defeat and make a quick recovery
... [but] ... when the camouflage of a "democratic" Republic
ceased to be necessary, Germany disclosed her former features....
Note (1) the lie of "did all it could;" (2) the fascist assumption that
German democracy was only an artificial superstructure hiding ~he
"real" Germany; t (3) the curious and fantastic hypothesis of a "soul of
Germany," an Jdea of Rosenberg's; (4) the Spenglerian pomposity and
the crosspatch pontificality of the_Iangu~ge.
Butler is much more civilized. Embarrassed by his own' hatred of
Germany, he 'couches 'his argument in the language of a masochistic
•
litotes. For instance note the last sentences of the book (p. 299) :
. . . one is inclined to wonder whether that darkness which the
Germans h~ve so ardently invoked has not indeed proved very
fruitful. . . . And one wonders whether that people will see the
.
light again.
Why does Uutler pretend to speak more in sorrow than in anger? A
cheap rhetorical t device. If his bitter and uncompromising indictment
?f Germany where even half-true,. a man would have no business "wondering/' much less being "inclined to wonder," whether German
thought has been fruitful. Butler's irony is spurious, for a true irony
implies a recognition that truth is not simple and that the universe is_
not painted in blacks and w~ites. Such a "two-valued orientation," to
use Korzybski's phrase, would find a more natural vent in invective, as
Hitler knows. I dwell on Butler's rhetoric because it has persuaded
some reviewers that the book is dispassionate. "Scrupulously restrained,
honest, and scientific, it carries a potent impact," says one. But in two
long and.. important reviews (Dublin Review and Horiz.on) Franz
Borkenau, the eminent German liberal, has revealed the utter unfairness of Butler's garbled quotations, his careful suppressions and his,
stupid non-se...quiturs.
Actu'ally, ~Peter Viereck, for all ,his slapdas4 manner, is much more
honest and even more nearly dispassionate. His book gains for being
,f
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mitten in ajcountry n\lt ye. t at war; and perhaps there is always mo
hatred of Girmany in the land of Butler, Coole, and Potter.
Viereck starts by citing Goethe and Yeats in meanings utterly I
mote from the authors' i,nt~ntions.. He is a journalist, and he s~eks tI
picturesque bven to the !eJ4tent of interpreting the rise of Nazism as
result of "robanticism" anp the frustration of a few Greenwich Villal
phonies. T at Viereck's analysis is not always as simple as it sounds
shown by th fact that he has discoIl}fited some of his reviewers by simp
- citation of-h's original text. Generalize about Viereck's interpretatic
(as I have j st done) and.ljle will produce a passage contradicting yOl
generalizati~n. This d~s not .m~an .that he is profound; where Coo
·and Potter are crude, VIereck IS ambIguous.
The basic faults or limitations of all these men are, first, their uttl
dependence upon high-order abstractions such as national souls; secon
their enslavement to the facile antithesis and the "two-valued orient
tion." A c1racteristic result is Butler's complete failure to mentic
Germany's agnificent anti-fascists from Marx on; a sentence from
recent articl in the anti-fascist Freies Deutschland is.suggestive: "u
die Nazis zu hassen muss man ein Deutscher sein." Furthermore, Bu
ler gives the impression that fascism is not important outside German
This error i~;part of an even more important one common among Ii
erals (thou h not among communists): the idea that democracy
traditional d that tyranny is a return to some· long-outgrown dal
.age. The n.ive idea that all history has been a "'preparation for .u
liberal prof~ssor is flattering to him but weakening to his fello'
because ·it leads to an underestimation of the enemy's strength. Eve]
item in Hitler's
pr()gram is hatefully traditional. It is we with our hop
I
for the common man who lave only. the future and not the past on 1>1
side.
Men like Butler and Viereck think that we are fighting for Socratl
and Jesus. The struggle, they tell us, is of mighty opposites: barbarisl
versus civili~tion, East versus West, paganism versus Christianity, he
versus heaveh, Germany v~sus the world. Just because Hitler's charl
tans are dres~d in the rags I and tatters of historicism, pragmatism, reI
. tivism, and ~e like, these philosophies-the backbone of modern prl
gressive thqught-are declared fascistic. "Whoever," says Vierec
(p. 313), "tlieves that tbe end justifies the means is a barbarian il
vader of W
and Christian civilization." What then does he Sl
I

i,

[tem

I
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to the invasion of Finland or Madagascar? To wage war at all for good
ends must b~ t~ invade Western and Christian civilization. One reviewer says that Butler convinced him that the essential tenets of antifascism are (1) the spiritual basis of human life and (2) the absolute
value of the indiVidual. Alfthis is much closer to the Neo-Thomism of
President Hutchins than to the main varieties of modern progressive
philosophy such as American pragmatism or Soviet communism.
The terms In which Butler and VierecIs conduct their discussion
drive them to utter unreality so' that one wonders what 'is the validity
of this-sort of book anyway. What is the argument? Holdedin speaks
of national revival, Hitler speaks of national revival; therefore Hitler
is a romantic and Holderlin a proto-Nazi. I suggest two objections to
this: first, that Holderlin is insulted and dragged in the mire; second,
that Hitler is Battered and 'accepted too much at his own valuation.
Natu~ally Hitler would like to think himself in the main channel of
German thought. But 'Breches characterization of the Fii4rer. is much
more accurate: der blutige Dummkopf. '
These
books on the "German soul" advance a sort of
counterfascist theology that has little appeal ,outside the smaIi circles tn which
their authors move. If the roots of the trouble lie so deep in national
souls as isassumerl, then how can there be a solgtion without the total
annihilation of Germany-which the world would not tolerate and
which Stalin (for instance) does pot, according to his own statement,
desire? If good is identified with the West and with Christianity, then
perhaps the Japanese "soul''' will also prove incorrigible. India, too, is
. not a western democracy, nor is it in any sense Christian. Butler hints
that Germany is barbarous because it was never Romanized, but neither
was most of the rest of the world.
These books and the ideas they set foit~ are the weapons and
strategy of the last war in ideology as well as in action; they are wraith,s
of bygone actualities, -especially of national wars and jealousies. We
, shall not have a twentieth-eentury ide,ology until it is recognized that
our struggles-are not basically national at all and that we and our allies
are not fighting for spirituality or even for any national "souL"
ERIC

RUSSELL

(

BENTLEY

I; .
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Hawai' J by Erna Fergusson. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 194
$3·5°·

OUT

At a ti e when our Pacific outpost is shrouded in a veil of cense
ship, it is i teresting and rewarding to examine the excellent prew.
picture of t e islands whim Erna Fergusson presents, in OUT Hawaii
particularly in view of the fact that Hawaii's experiment in living In:
offer, as the ,author points out, valuable suggestions in the formulatic
of a lasting eace.
"
OUT Hatpaii is conceived in such a form as to meet the requiremen
and pique the curiosity of the a\rerage reader. Neither a textbook f4
the specialist nor a handbook for the tourist, this well-illustrated volun
presupposes on the part of the reader little knowledge of our territori
possession. .
.
Miss Fe~gusson is too canny to leap into the midst of her subjec
She conten~ herself at the outset in sharing with her re~ders c;asu,
facts about the islands and impressions obtained from her expert all
sympathetic Iprobings of persons from every walk of life~ Then, after
judicial weighing of written and oral evidence,.she lays the cornerstor
of her reco,truction of past-Captain Cook Hawaii in making the asse
tion that" ew England fathered modern Hawaii and its mother w:
Polynesian" and that it is imposs~ble to understand Hawaii without fir
appreciatin.g- the qualities of these two races which have shared hono
throughout her recent history.
, Having ~stablished this sure foundation, she proceeds to point 01
that, unlike other countries, Hawaii was conquered, not by force (
the Gospel and the schoolb.ook; that the· missionarie
arms, but
arriving at moment when the Christian faith was eagerly seized upo
as a substitu e for the crumbling system of tabu, "made a literate pOpl
lation out.o the Stone Age people" and "steadied the little kingdOl
"through fift~ years of COy.etous conflict between powerful nations,
Miss Fergusson succeedS in conveying a clear impression of the SUi
c~ssive stager in this extraordinary transition-a transition .which in
SIngle centuIT embraced what ~a:ny parts of the world reqUIred at lea:
three hundred years to achieve. She does this by presenting in tum tlJ
, portraits of tour remarkable women: Kaahumanu, the queen who ha
the courage Ito break the dread tabu; the "Missionary Mot~er," \Vb
paved the ~ay for a beneficient paternalism; Queen Emma, who~
impec(;able court was the counterpart of Queen Victoria's; andPrincei
I
I
I
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Kaiulani, whose tragic plea for the dying monarchy makes touching
reading in this hour of blitzkreig. The charming portraits of'_these
four women, eac~ so individual arid so representative of her time, give
us an intimate insight into the sweep of history.
In building up her picture of present-day Hawaii,. Miss Fergusson
does not confine herself to. Honolulu and the island of Oahu. Taking
us to"the other islands,''' she seizes upon the essential characteristics of
each, telling us, .among other things, about the lIawaiian paniolo who
indulges his: love for finery in the gaudy shirt and gay neckerchief of the
Espaiioles, whence derives his name and much of his technique.
A highlight in Miss Fergusson's travels is her investigation of the
hula. There are numerous varieties, she discovered: the hula staged for
tourists; the ancient sacred ,hula, suppressed by the missionaries and
doomed by the overthrow of the native gods.; the distinctly profane
\ longshoreman's hula from which the "Mainland" versions stem; the
hula as performed at social gatherings;· and that which the Hawaiian
natives d;ance for their own enjoyment-a version delectably described
in a priceless chapter titled "New Year's Luau at Kahakuloa." It was
at Kahakuloa that the author became aware of the hula as.a fluid, living
form of art. . .
.I'
Miss Fergusson. savors her astute observations with a sparkling sense
of humor. ;As to her conclusions, the war suspends judgment. But one
hopes with her that in the postwar search for a worldwide formula for .
peace, Hawaii will be able to present laboratory proof that, on a small
scale at least, peoples of different racial and cultural background can be
~used into that workable whole whichconstitute~'the ideal of democracy.
."

THOMAS

NICKERSON

Hernan Cortes,. Conqueror of Mexico; by Salvador,de Madariaga. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1941. $4.00.
.l

Liberators mid Heroes of Mexico ,and Central America, by Marion F.
L.ansing. Boston: L. C. Page &: Company, 1941. $3.00.
Of books on Hernan Co!"tes and the Conquest of Mexico, there have
been a.large number. The theme is a ·dramatic one. It ind\ldes those
stirring qualities of love and romance; rise from nonentity to a position
of leadership by sheer pers0t:lal courage, shrewdness, and strength;· dis-
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covery of un~nown lands and peoples; military conquest against appall
ing odds; an4 the addition ito the Spanish empire of Mexico, one of it
richest and most precious jlewels.
Such was; the fortune of Cortes. From his day to the present, therl
is perhaps no chapter in history more remarkable. It is small wondel
therefore, that numerous writers have tried to tell this story, and tha
•
I
-we have suc~ accounts as W. H. Prescott's classic Conquest of Mexia]
as brilliant story now !is when it~was written nearly a hundred year
ago, or that 41 man of the reputation of Salvador de_Madariaga should
today, give uls a new interpretation af this same'event.
. Briefly, <jorres. born in ~pain in 1487, was seized with a desire to g>
adventuring I during those stirring days follolV,ing the discovery 0
America an1 the water-r?ute to India, and succeeded in coming tc
"the Indies' in 1504. There, on the .Island ,of Santa Domingo, hl
became a pl~nter and minor official, but gave little indication. of thl
qualities that were later tq place him on a pinnacle of success, whid
rivaled only the accomplishments of Christopher Columbus.
But the "fVorl4 was expanding. From the litt~e group of Spanisl
islands in ~ West Indies: and the Caribbean area, all that was thel
known of thq New World, Spanish expeditions penetrated to the north
ern coast of South America~ to the shores of Central America. and acros
its narrow isthmus, and, m~st important of all, to Yucatan and Mexice
with their distinctive native civilizations. Two captains from Cuba, OJ
orders of its governor, had ventured into the Gulf of Mexico, and thel
Cortes, in 15~9, was sent to tempt su~cess where they had failed. He die
so, but here ie may only refer to the highlights of his conquest: how hi
obtained the interpreters, Aguilar and Dona Marina; made an alliancl
with Cempo )la; founded Vera Cruz; "burned" (sank) his ships; in
vaded and c~nquered Tlaxcala with less than five hundred men an(
sixteen hors,s; o~erwh~lmed treacherous Cholula; entered M~xico Cit~
and made a (Captive of Its ruler, Montezuma; captured Narvaez and hi
army of nind hundred men. and eighty hor~s with a force of about twe
hundred and fifty; was driven out of Mexico on the "noche triste;'
reconquered! the city and entire surrounding area with less than onl
thousand Sp~ish soldiers; ~nd how he was recognized by the Empero:
and acclaim~d throughout ~pain.
Madariaga relates the w):lole dramatic story, but the reader will mis
in his pages many of the aIltecdotes told by others. Yet he treads alway

1
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on firm ground. Rarely does he stray from such contemporary chronicles as the Historia Verdadera of Bernal Diaz del Castillo, the Cr6nica
de la Nueva Espana of Francisco Cervantes de Salazar, or other contemporary evidence. The author has little space fc;>r the amor01.~s escapades
of Cortes, dwelt on at length by some, but grasps the wider significance
•
of the entire conquest with clearness and force: He understands Cortes
and the men of his time far better than many ~ He realizes that the
sixteenth 'century was different from the nineteenth. He senses the
greatness ;:tnd weakness of Cortes. Madariaga's account of Cortes will
endure as .~ keen, factuat well-written, psychological approach to the
Conquest of M e x i c o . .
.
In contrast to Madariaga's volume, which measures up to the critic's
taste in, scholarship, Liberators and Heroes of Mexico and Central
America, by Marion F. Lansing, is designated for different audience.
It is written for the general public. In a series of short chapter~ he
tells the story of Hi~lgo, Morelos, Iturbide, Morazan, Benit<? Juarez,
Barrios, an<l half a dozen other heroes of these countries. Each essay is
a unit, a l~ttle gem from the history of that particular country. H, the
people of the United States understood these and other heroes of the.
Latin American nations be~ter and if they realized that these men are
real heroes in their own country, the cause of the Good Neighbor policy
wou~d be vastly enhanced.
GEORGE P. HAMMOND

a

,

.

South A,inlfrica and Hemisphere _Defense, by J. Fred Rippy. Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1941. $1.50.
Inter-American Solidarit"", by Herminio Portell Vila et al. Chicago:
'The University of Chicago Press, 1941. $1.50.
.
The A. B. C~ of Latin America,.by Frank Henius. Philadelphia: David
McKaY,Company, 1942. $1.50._
These three modest volumes are a pleasant relief from the mass
of current literature ~n Latin America: travel notes by. our messengers
of good will, interesting but! superficial accounts by itinerant journal- .
ists turned statesmen ~or t~e' occasion, pon~erous. professional dissertations based on secondary authorities, all written with an eye 'to
the coordinator's budget, the -best seller list, or the promotion committee, as the case may be.
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Dr. Rippy's little volume contains the Waltc;.r Lynwood Flemi:
Lectures i~ Southern History, delivered by"'-1iifil' at Louisiana SGl
University ~n 1941. These four lectures reflect the author's' customa
careful scholarship, and his analysis of the United States-Latin Ame
can relatio+s is sound and readable. It is only when Dr. Rippy fe4
that he has Isomething to sell in the way of an inter-American progra
that his efforts become rather strained. Thus in the first lecture, a c
tailed discu ion of the foreign policy of the United States becomes,
quote the a thor, "the EVGlution of the American System," an Arne:
can system which it is stated has existed for more than a centul
There may be an American system, but Latin Americans will pro
ably not ac ept references to Simon Bolivar, the Panama Congress
1826, a~d fast clashes with Britain over contraband poliCies as e,
dence of ~e antiquity 01£ our present-day foreign policy. 'Why n
offer the GQod Neighbor Policy as a pure act of repentance? In his d:
cussion of fpture commercial relations and investment possibilities;:
South Ame~ica, Dr. ltippyi is not on certain ground. Mr. Hull's recipr
"cal trade tr«taty program is surely not a prop for any concept of herr
spheric ~elffufficiency. which the author appare~tl! b~lieves to be
most satlsfa~tory solutIon qf these problems, ~.nd It IS dIfficult to see JU
in what manner the financing of South ~~ica by our governmen
instead of lhy private investors, is 'any great improvement. It seen
obvious th1; while under a system of free enterprise only a few COIl
mercial dis utes become the subject of diplomatic intervention. und,
the present system of government financing, every default by a Lati
American country will necessarily involve a diplomatic incident. Tl
author's the is in these lectures leads him to the verge of hemispher:
isolation. 0 e must bear the fact in mind, however, that most of or
Latin Arne .can experts, including those in our government servio
are ~nding it necessary to 6t their views into the terms of the Atlanti
Charter, an~ a broader concept of world organization than that en
bodied in the term "Pan-Americanism."
.
Inter-American Solidarity consists of seven lectures delivered at th
University of Chicago in 1941 under the Norman Wait Harris Ml
morial FouJlldation. These lectures cover the entire field of inte:
American r~ati~ns. including an excellent discussion by Major Georg
Fielding Elipt on the "Strategy of Hemispheric Defense" and othe
.lectures on ~rade and finalilcial problems,. raw materials, cultur~l rele
tions, and pkn-Americanism. Several of the authors are Latin Amer:

y
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cans who present the point of view of their countries. Senor Ortega~s
lecture on <:ultural relations ought to be sufficient to persuade our most
ardent good will messengers that culture is' something that cannot
be bought and sold by folio. Practically all the lectures with the e~
ception of Major Eliot's stress ~he detachment of the Western Hemi~
sphere, although Dr. Rippy in ~is lecture on Pan-Americanism somewhat regretfully concedes that the Western Hemipshere is a part of
the world and that, the conquest of the British Isles by a ~ilitary
aggressor would menace the American nations. The volume ~ontains
a lecture by Professor Scott of McGill University on "Canada and
Hemispheric Solidarity:' This is interesting because .most of our experts on inter-American affairs, including the authors of this volume
apart from Profes~or Scott, seem to overlook the_fact that Canada is a
part of the Western Hemisphere, although she" is unquestionably, as
Professor Sco~t states, "its largest, and sec9nd most powerful state." It
would be well for those having our program of inter-American relations in charge not to overlook the importance of our northern neighbor and the part that Canada, free as she is from those criticisms which
beset the past poHcies of the United States, may 'play in bringing about
'
hemispheric "solidarity.··
The A. B. C. of Latin America is a compilation of factual informa. tion, commercial, governmental, and otherwise, from each of> the republics of Latin America.· This work appears to have been carefully
done a'nd within limits a publication of this kind undoubtedly will
serve a useful purpose. It is not.a volume which one reads through, but
rather a useful manual for consultation.
•

.

,

I
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LEV E N

The Unpublished ~etters of Adolphe F. Bandelier, concerning the
, Writing and Publicatio!" of The Delight Makers, with an introduction by Paul Radin. EI Paso, Texas: C:;lrl Hertzog, 1942. $2.50.
In 1929 Mrs. Fanny Bandelier gave Paul Radin a small packet of
letters written by her husband to Thomas Allibone Janvier and his
wife betWeen March 12', 1888, and May, 1892. Radin and the New
York bookseller and importer, Charles P. Everitt, eventually asked Carl
Hertzog and Tom Lea, the El Paso printer and artist noted for their
interest in' rare Southwest items, to publish the letters for them. An
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almost eede chain of triails and mishaps, for' both Radin and the pi
lishers, att¢nding the making of the book ~re now belied by its perf
tion, with ILea's portrait frontispiece of Bandelier, Hertzog's flawl,
printing arid design, and their fine facsimile of one of the letters. Th(
misfortune~ were a story in themselves sufficient to make both art
and printet declare that the ghost of an irate Bandelier must be haUl
ing the prfject of Paul Radin for his introductory remarks about t
scientist b~ing "a· befuddled romantic." If so, the ghost of that (
perfectioniSt phjustly pursued a printer of·requal probity, for- onl~
fine craftsman working for the love of the job would have seen the bo
through the complete re-printing and resulting financial loss whi
Hertzog erldured to make a book worthy of telling the story of anoU
fine book. I
All that is an inside s~ory, but it is fitting preface to this account
Bandelier'~ own struggle with the novel. In March, 1888, writing
Janvier, a rhiladelphia j~urnalist who had spent IIlost of 1881-1887
Colorado alnd New Mexicb, Bandelier first diffidently mentions his boe
"... now don't be too much prejudiced against that poor 'romance'
mine, bu~read it first," and asks some questions about preparin~
manuscrip for pUb~ica~o?, Appare?tly, ~anvier was loath" then a
later, to
e the SCIentIst s venture Into lIterature very senously a
·must have' suggested concentration on scientific tracts, for in Septe
her, 1888, Band~lier defends the project on the grounds that the rom:
tic Indian ~'fraud" of Cooper or the Aztec "myth" of Prescott must
destroyed ~ literature as well as in science.'
'
In mady letters Bandelier speaks of his difficulty in translating 1
German of his first draft and repeatedly belittles his own literary pOll
before J~vier's greater skill. In January, 1889, he writes with grl
relief that tthe book is completed, asks Janvier's help in submitting
to publis~rs, and expresses his entire willingness to alter anythi
save the npth of his pi~ture; not one "IOTA" of that will he sacrifi
Janvier ev.dently made' faithful though unsuccessful attempts to fine
'publisher; 'buthe would not say what he thought of the book, now tl
tatively titlled The Koshare; and Bandelier, jokingly thr~atening h
with "a st<j>ne knife and ·hatchet of my forefathers" if he doesn't 81
"making ~n of my novel," begs. for frank comment which Janv
never, app~rently, expressed. (In his introduction Mr. Radin, I belie
misreads the letter of June 20, 1889, wherein Bandelier speaks of "(
l
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approbation," obviously not that 9f Janvier but of the publishers, s\nce
Bandelier still pleads for_his friend's criticism.)
Bandelier is heartened even ?y Scribner's refusal because their
rejection is based on limited appeal rather than, on literary incompetence which he so feared. Finally, the manuscript remains for several
months with 'C~arles Eliot Norton, whose influence may have, helped
toward publication, though on November 24, '1889, Bande.lier has
almost given up The Koshare. Then there is a gap in the correspondence until Jalnu.ary 31, 1891, when he reports favorable reviews of
The Delight Makers.
Aside from this story of the book, th~ biographical glimpses in the
letters are interesting. This is the time o~ Bandelier's bitter disillusionment wi~h the Hemenway eKpedition, and with 'the Southwest-Ult is
strange how everything related to tJ1is country turns melancholy at
once," even with the United States where for forty years he has had
"nothing but sorrow and disappointments." There are a few uncomplimentary asides,'"about the unreliability of Davis (in E1 Gringo) , Helen
Hunt Jackson's ignorance of the California Indians, J. Walter Fewkes'
"villainous intrigues." Charles F. Lummis's "bumptiousness," both personal a1?-d liter~ry.
But the g~I\uine modesty of Bandelier, the glow of his friendship
.and admiration for the more')acile Janvier, his utter unawareness of
the unique merit of his book contribute the most endearing personal
touch. Janvier produced an archaeological novel, too, a light, racy
affair possibly inspired by his friend's efforts. On October 13, 1889,
Bandelier says, "am curious to read that novel of yours," generously
admitting that a Mexican setting has more appeal than one of the
Southwest. O~ January 31, 1889,-he writes to Mrs. Janvier of The
Delight Makers, "If I were able to write as Tom writes, I might have
made a good book out of it.... The Aztec Treasure House [1890] is a
very remarkable book." However he adds gently, "he ought to study
the Indian mor.e ... penetrate his inner life. . .. From Mexico and with
the Indian as he is there now, a new literature could almost be started.
I have enough to do with the New Me~can aborigine." But Janvier
was to go potboiling a merry way from the Aztecs through Provence and
the Sargasso Sea and back to Mexico only casually; and Bandelier'was
soon off to the better days of his Bolivian and Peruvian research, neither
of them, in their honest friendship apparently to perceive the irony of
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these letters between the humble novice who made literature oul
scientific truth and the admired and faintly condescending mentor,
took his r~aders on a George. A. Henty expedition through The A,
Treasure ¥owe.
I

KATHERINE

SIMO

I

Navajo Crkation Myth, The Story of Emergence, by Hasteen Klah;
cordedlby Mary C. Wheelwright. Navajo Religion Series, Vol
Santa lfe: Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art, 1942. $10.00.
Knowltdge. of Southwestern ethnology is considerably enhanced
the appea~ance of Navajo Creation Myth. This is the first of a I
jected series of publicatimns on America's most populous Indian tri
Both profJssional and .lay readers will anticipate with pleasure sul
quent conributions.
.
.
.
. .
The
of the volume IS broader than the title would Indic
The bulk .f the work dealing with the legend of emergence is of
treme inte. est psychologically and culturally. It illustrates the imp
ance of the personality f~ctor in myth rendition which was forceft
brought tq the attentiom of anthropologists by Dr. Morris Edw
Opler in Three Types af Variation and Their Relation to Cullt
Change in~angUage, CuUure, and Personality.
KIah, iss Wheelwright's informant, was one of the noted tr~
vestitesof I e Navajo reservation. While Navajo Creation Myth folIc
the conventional myth p4ttern of previous versions recorded from 1
people, th~ neurotic background of the raconteur is clearly discerni
in certain &ubstitutions and changes of emphasis. The most notabl€:
these digr~sions is the attributing of the central rol~ in creation c
emergence;to be'gocidi, the transvestite deity of the Navajo. A mil
character tinaer normal (Conditions, KIah's account raises his status
that approaching a high Igod. In this way the informant was able
rationalize :his own eccentric behavior. The case is an extremely in1
esting one. It is an actuat example of cultural dynamics and illustrat
of the latitude which the (\:ultural pattern allows for the accommodati
of the unusual individual~
Other notable features of the volume are a section of Navajo SOl
from various ceremonials, hitherto unpublished material on Nav:
masked pe~ormers, and an account of the Blessing Way Chant. 'I
latter is prdfusely illustrated with reproductions of the pollen paintiJ
used in that ritual.
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Two points may be mentioned in criticism: Readers will deplore
the excessive use of native terms which make reading difficult~ Moreover, these terms are recorded in an unaccepted system. Folklorists
will complain that the myth has been over-edited.
The book is an attractive one. The Rydal Press is to be complimented on its ptinting. The binding, by Hazel Dreis, is artistic and
well done. Grea,t credit is due the Dunewald P,iinting Company for
their realistic reproduction of the color illustrations of the pollen
paintings.
W • W • H ILL

Short Grass Country, by Stanley Vestal. New York: Duell, Sloan and
Pearce, 1941. $3.00.
14 History of Oklahoma, by Grant Foreman. Norman: University of
1942. $'3.50.
'
Oklahoma Press,
,
The Road to Di~appearanceJ by Angie Debo. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1941. $3.50.
"Fasten one end of a logchain,to the top of a fence-post. If the wind
does not blow th~ chain straight out, the breeze is moderate.". '
ThisquotatiQn, as well as anything, illustrates the quality of Stanley
V;estal's Short G~ass Country. The third volume of~the American Folkways series, Short Grass Country is an admi]'able companion to its predecessors, Haniel- Long's Pinon Co~ntry and Edwin Corle's Desert
Country. It is a good deal of everything and not much of anything in
particular, ~n engaging patchwork of folklore"history, humor, sociology,
and weather reports that somehow manages to catch the flavor of the
region which Vestal describes as bounded "by the Ozark Hill-billies to
the east, by the Spanish-American sheep-herders to the west, by the
cornhuskers in Nebraska on the north, and on the south by the brushpoppers of Texas."
The country of which Vestal Writes is a "land of buffalo hunts and
county-seat wars; of roundups, rodeos, and barbecues; of cattle, wheat,
and oil; of prairie fires, tornadoes, cloudbursts, northers, and -dust
storms; of barHed wire, windmills, and branding irons; of boots and
saddles, warbonnets, and steel hel:tpets; . . . of dugouts, soddies, bunkhouses and skysCJi3.pers; of ghost towns and boom towns; of Okies and
squawmen, ciboleros and rustlers, and vigilantes; of sidewinders, and
coyotes and roadrunners; of homed toads and prairie dogs, of good
women and bad men."
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Short Grass Country contains a great deal of information on tOI
as widely separated as tipis and menus; .a good many stories, tall (
otherwise, illustrating t~ plainsman's capacity for overstatement; (
an excellent, although iqcidental, analysis of the relationships betwl
the characferistics of the1land and those of the people who inhabit
Behind th~ lightness of the book is a solid knowledge of the region (
a profounc,l admiration fQr the courage of its people who battled Indi
and blizzalrds, dust storms and floods, droughts and depressions; (
were still rble to say at the end, "Well, the wind ble~ the dirt a,"
But we haren't lost everything. We still got the mortgage."
The people of Vestal's bOQk are the people who made Oklahol
a people ~hose complete story is told by Grant Foreman in his s,d
arly histor~ of that state., Having come into Oklahoma with the Da'
Commissi@n near the beginning of the present century, Mr. Foren
had an exaellent opportunity to observe the events leading up to OJ
homa's aqmission to statehood in 1907 and To study the relad
between tpe government of the United States and those of the F
Civilized Tribes who for: seventy-five years maintained an orderly ~i
ization in Ithe Indian Telrritory. In 358 closely packed pages, he gi'
with consitlerable detail, lhe turbulent story of Oklahoma from the.ti
of the LoJisiana Purchak until the present when the state has alre:
begun to Ibse many of those characteristics which made it unique. "1
history of ro otJ:1er state:' "Mr. Foreman states i'n his introduction, "
rived froD]l more fundamentally distinctive natural forces, conditic
trends, alfd developments-bewildering questions of public policy, d
cult problF.ms of reconcilling the operation of the laws of nature '"
Indian ri&~ts, private greed, and national honor-than the state t
was refuse~ admission to the Union until she had half as many peo
as were iIi the Thirteen Original Colonies at the close of the R(;
lution." I
Out ofl the complicat€d and difficult material of Oklahoma's hist<
Mr. Fore*an has made a smooth-moving book whose wealth of "de
is deceptiye in its easy flow. It is not an easy book to read, nor a I
- ticularly tertaining one; but it is both comprehensive and thorOl
and will ecome one of the principal sources to which students of
remon wi I refer.
"
.
Miss :Qebo'.s The Road to Disappearance might 'be said to be
enlargemt'nt upon a parU of Foreman's history of Oklahoma. For
Foreman. ealt with the entire panorama 'of Oklahoma history, 1\

i'
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Debp has focilsed upon one of the Five Civilized Tribes, the Creeks,
and particularly upon their history since the Civil War, and has given
us their entire story from the time of their first encounter with the
whites on their tribal lands east of the Mississippi until their loss' of
independent political identity during the first decade of the twentieth
century.
It is not a pl~asant story that Miss Debo has to tell'lit could never
be pleasant to trace the descent of a proud and integrated people from
national independence to the st~tus of a scattered and disintegrating
minority shqrn of their instit~tional patterns and forced into the
acceptance of'an alien culture-nor is it one that reflects credit -upon
our national policies towards minority groups within our borders. But
it is a story that needed to be told, and Miss Debo has done a fine job,In
the telling of the whole story: the forcible wrenching of the Creeks from
their eastern lands; ~heir ill-planned, harr~wing exodus to the west;
in their
the partial reQuilding of theit political and social institutions
new home; and their final engulfment, by the westward-spreading wave
of white settlers.
,
The Creek ~ation no longer exists. But in the words of· Pleasant
Porter, one of ~he last of their national leaders: "The vitality of our race
still persists. We have. not lived for naught. We are the original discoverers of this continent, and the conquerors of it from the animal
kingdom, -and on it first taught, the arts of peace and war, anq. first
- planted ~he institutions of virtue, truth, and liberty: ... The race that
has rendered this service to the other nations of mankind cannot utterly
perish."
j;

.

~

LYLE
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SA U !'l D E R S

Kin~s

Tombstone) by C. L. Sonnichsen. Caldwell, Idaho: The
Caxton Printers, 1942. $3.00.
Longhorn Cowboy) byJames H.fCook, edited and with an introduction
by Howard R. Driggs. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons; 1942. $2.00. '
Death Valley and Scotty) by Clarence ,P. Milligan. Los Angeles: The
Ward Ritchie Press, 1942. $2.50.
Law West of the Pecos) by ~verett Lloyd. San Antonio: The Naylor Co.,
1941. $2.00.
'
It is good occasionally to gossip over the back fence of time about
the juicy happenings of other days. It is particularly gt>d when the
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gossiper chances to b~ Billy King, erstwhile barkeep, gambler,
deputy sheriff, and the happenings are those which took place in TI
stone, Arizona, in the r~istering eighties.
In its heyday there was nothing dead about Tombstone excel
occasional citizen who talked too much and too soon and shot too
and too late. From T(!)ugh Nut Street to Dutch Annie's and be)
Tombstone was a lively and lusty town whose flavor is admirably
served in Mr. Sonnichsen's gusty narrative. From the opening I
where a toughie. from Bisbee who brought a wildcat on a leash it
Tombstone saloon was put to flight by a live rattlesnake casually dJ
from the pocket of an unperturbed local barfly, the book comes to
- and the fascinated reader is plunged into the social whirl of "the wi(
est town in the United States." Sordid and vicious anq bawdy wen
lives of the knights and ladies of Tombstone, but their vice was temF
by a ribald and gargantuan humor, and their bawdiness coulc
attributed, by one charitably inclined, to nothing more than an irr,
ible impulse to good clean lust. Whatever the balance of their f;
and virtues, the Dutch Kid, Fatty Ryan, Billy Stiles, Lizette the Fl
Nymph, Crazy Horse Lil, Nosey Kate, Madame Moustache, et al '
an interest~ng crew and Mr. Sonnichsen. has made of them and 1
community a vastly entertaining book.
While the good people of Tombstone were scattering fragmen
the Ten Commandments over the .Arizona landscape, James H.·(
was growing up as a "brush popper" and "cow waddie" on the
Texas plains.. In Longhorn Cowboy he tells, with a simplicity
approaches understatement, th.e details of cowboy life'in the days oj
Chisholm Trail, a life that was dangerous and lonely and hard,
which "lacking in excesses and frills, tended to make men." It isa 1
story that Cook has to tell and one which gains appreciably throug!
excellent editing of Howard R. Driggs, who has managed to keep
uninhibited vitality of Cook's own words and at the same time to rell
the repetJ.ttons and grammatical errors which have spoiled many (J
books of this type.
Death Valley and Scotty might have been a better book if Mill
had had someone like Driggs to edit it before pubHcation. For
Milligan's book is as lush as Cook's is simple, and one's attentjon i~
frequently diverted from the mountains of Death Valley to mount
of adjectives with here and there a cliche leaping from pinnacle to (
It is a pity that Mr. Milligan could not have resisted his over-fond
I
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for words like cromlech, reyenant, gonfalons, and behemoth; that he
did not decide to write either a book of fact or a book of fantasy and
then stick to his decision; that he did not tell more,about bo~ Death
Valley and Scotty. For one has the feeling that Mr. Milligan could
write an excellent book about Death Valley if he tried. Death Valley
and Scotty, however, is not it.
Judge Roy ]~ean perhaps deserves a better biographer than he found
in Everett Lloyd. Law West of the Pecos deals with the stuff of which
legends are made, but the book suffers from poor organization' and
indifferent· writing..,The stories of Judge Bean are good stories, J>ut
when they are !old three times in a ~undred and t~enty pages-as~re
'- the accounts of Bean's fining a corpse forty dollars for carrying a concealed weapon and of his fondness for shortchanging customers at his
bar-even the best stories' gr~w a little tiresome. It may be, as lloyd
claims, that the real Judge Roy Bean was the'type of person who will
occupy a permanent place in the folklore of the Southwest, but the Roy
Bean who fills the pages of Law West of the Pecos is only an egocentric
and ca~,tankerous old man addicted to petty graft and pompous blustering, whom it would be kinder to forget.
Each of the books here considered is important in that it recorcb~
however well or indifferently, a bit of the color and flavor-of an era that
, 'now'lives only in the mindS' of a few "last leaves" like Billy King and
James Cook anel Scotty. No one who wishes to know the.old West can
afford to ignore Jthem.
{;;

i
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LYLE

SAUNDERS

The Spanish-A meric.an Song and Game Book, compiled by workers of
the Writers Program, Music Program and Art Program of the Work
Projects Administratio~ in the State of New Mexico. New York:
A. S. Bar~es Co. $2.00.
I

This book contains material which has long been needed in the
folk world. To the various W.P.A. Programs goes a vote of thanks for
. collecting and bringing it together in book form.
.
As is often the case where there is much collaboration, however, a
certain 'evident lack of ~neness in purpose keeps cropping up.. Perhaps the most apparent fault is the failure to make the transition of
feeling from~pailish to English. Granted that an explanation ~s made
4-: in the introductlQn as to the translations: "The songs have been trans-

I

,.
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lated freely into English so they can be sung more easily; therefore:
English for the stanzas will be found to differ in some instances f
the Spanish." Nevertheless, it is disconcerting to find the direction
games again and again translated so freely that the meaning or imp
tion of the game loses its original form. The same (and to a gn
degree) is true of certain words used in the stanzas which could 1
perhaps, been better left""untranslated. For example, &11 sense of
,folk meaning of the word "posole" (food for Christmas and' Spl
occasions-hominy, pigs' feet, etc.) is lost when inanely translate
"soup"! A familiarvdish, why tran~late it any more" than one Wl
attempt
translate "chile," "tamal" or "tortilla"? The idea bein
preservel the folk meaning (and surely that was the idea), freel
should have encouraged that preservation and not its destructio~.
This exagg~rated freedom of translation a~n hits one in the
when in such a game as Puno Punete the phrase "date en la fre
" becomes "touch your wrist." From a virile game (we recall hitting
selves so hard on the forehead that we had to finish the game "by
tending to fall down dead) it turns into a panty-waist business of "t<
your wrist" I Mexican children in our day would have laughed an~
out of the room who had thought of sacrificing a punch on the j
head for a touch on the wrist just for the sake of a jingle.
Perh~ps those responsible for making the language transition Cl
not sense 'the feeling behind the Spanish version. Yet in spite of
fact that this ineffectual attempt often badly bungles the autht
meaning, the original quality of the games usually shows through.
We did not mind the grammatically incorrect language for w
an explanation was offered, but we did mind the changing of 80m
the "incorrectness" into more polite versions.. Thus a "mata Sf
which definitely was related to animal excrement in other epoch
made to appear "meca ceca" and translated "here and there:' ~
purification is painful. One tries much harder not to laugh, whi<
the purpose of the game, if the punishment is eating a dead dog or
excrement of a cow-imaginary as it may be-than if all one has to <
a Disneyed "pay a price before my eyes."
The book itself is very:attractive and of practical size for use bot
playing the music or following directions.
We feel that more than ordinary credit should go to Gisella Lot
and Undine Gutierrez for their part in illustrating the book. '

'0
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usual charm and feeling characteristic of these artists make up for the
frequent -blanks where apparently illustrations should have been inserted but were no~, thus giving the book a hurried-job appearance that
is to b~ regretted, since the whole effort is very worth while and should
have received t!I~ completest consideration-both from the publisher
and those engaged in producing it.
MELA
"

SEDILLO

'

Slave Songs <Jf the Georgia Sea Islands, by Lydia Parrish. New York~
Creati.ve Age Press, Inc., 1942 • $3.5Q.

For seventy years we were preoccupied with considerations of the
white man's domination over the black man, strength versus weakness.
'In the last decade t~ere has peen a sensible reversal of viewpQint: The
southerner can best be understood only in the dark of his association
with the Negro. It is protectively worth while, then, to familiarize ourselves with the arti~tic expression~ of Alfrican psychology.
Mrs. Parrish, though not a social propagandist, is aware of the deeprooted race consciousness of the.black man, and appreciative of his cultural heritage, to the preservation of which she has devoted twenty-five
years of servite. Descended from Salem Qllakers, she early conditioned
her ear to the songs of runaway slaves. She is well equipped to present
. to us related Songs of the Georgia Sea Islanders whose co.nfidence she
has won. For "Janey Jackson" or "Milly Polecat" is as jealous of her
racial tradition as the New Mexican Indian, and as secretive. The songs
of the Negro are basically his own, the product of his needs and superstitions. He . has
. contributed more to musical literature than he has
borrowed, and efforts to discredit the origin of his talents and contribu'tions imply an intolerable arrogance on the part of the white man.
Rather, it should be the wllit~ man's privilege. to preserve the African
song-forms of emotional release instead of attacking them at their
dandelion ropts.- Boomerang$ have been kI,lown to be' unpleasan~.
"RockahMh Moomba," "Knee-bone i Call You Knee-bone Bend,"
"Stickit Ball a Hack," "Can't Hide Sinner," "Pay Me My Money Down"
-such characteristic titles symbolize play, religion, and work. American
experiences of every character undergo a peculiar chemical changel in
their passage through African consciousness. The primitive truth wnich
we associate .with the 'fol~ong emerges, felt rather than consciously
planned.
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Slave songs of the Georgia Sea Islands have their echoes in (
sections. "No Hidin' Place" with its "Ab'm goin' t' run t' the rod
a hidin' place ... Fox got a hole in the groun'/ Bi~d got a nest it
air/ There's nare one thing got a hidin' place/ But these sinnen
none" was a favorite at the Zeta Tau Alpha house in Berkeley, ~
fornia, in 1914. It had the, following form, however, sung by a
from Kentucky: "A sinner sat at the gates of hell/ The gates gave
and in he fell/ Go down Moses/ I went to the rock to hide my face/
rock cried out"No hidin' place,! Go down Moses."
The music of these songs, solo and chorus. and percussion, is 1
scribed.by Creighton Churchill and Robert MacGuinsey. The tas
indicating a non-European idiom is a difficult one, in the end a (
promise. But there has been no recourse to mere arrangement.
musicians have erred mechanically, perhaps, in their efforts to pres
conventional key signatures. The reader's psychology is thereby co
tioned, and the effect of Pentatonic-Major and Pentatonic-Aeo
modes blurred. The major scale minus its fourth and seventh deg
is in reality an independent, unrelated agent.
The book is beautifully illustrated and up to .standards set by
Creative Age Pres~. An ~xcellent introduction by Olin Downes c
justified prestige.
.

,1

RUTH

HAN!'

The Copper Pot, by Oliver La Farge. Boston: Houghton Miffiin C
pany, 1942. $2.50 •
~

The Copper Pot is a skillful novel, a good novel, in no sense a g
novel. The canvas is small but alive and sensuous. The reader gets
excitement of going 1?ehind the closed doors of the New Orleans Fre
Quarter, of glimpsing the lives in the rooms edged by the lacy i
galleries. The plot is slight. The conflict is the age-old conflict of
young-man-artist avoiding easy financial security to the right and
"over the brink" to the left. The author has his hero Tom Hartsh
achieve-not. without excursions to left and right-the hard, reward
road of honest work and hones} love. Painting what the world will 1
that he may paint what he believes in-art feeding art-seems to be
answer. Finally if the artist is the real thing, the real pictures (one i
a copper pot 0t:! a balcony) win honorable mentions, prizes, and sa
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The theme is old. The time and place and slant of characterization
fresh. During the two years before Pearl Harbor, the time of the story,
the rumble of distant wars coming ever nearer makes work and love
both more and less important to artists and writers. It is signtficant that
the art colony is in New Orleans,U... S. A~~not Italy, not Paris now.
Mr. La Farge knows New Orleans from his own Witing days in the
French Quarter. His permanent address is now Santa Fe. The New
England and Harvard background of the hero are partially autobigraphical, JOO.
The men in the novel are convincing and clearly distinguishable.
Tom and his best friend Pete, the writer, are a little too alike, and the
continuous drinking is a bore and reminiscent of the novels of ,the
twenties. "Have a Martini." "No, I hav~ just had three beers," etc.,
etc. The women are unreal. Jenny and Frances merge until you forg~t
which name belongs to which. Estelle is merely a symbol of the easy
wealth and social smoothness Tom finds him~lf pulled toward. Rita,
of the house of the copper pot, is no more believable than a Kress store \
imitation of a Dresden figurine. La Farge has never been able to show
what makes wom~n tick. Even Slim Girl of the Pulitzer Prize winner, ("
Laughing Bo." is a romanticist's dream.
,
It is easy to pick flaws with a La Farge novel, the plotting and the
characterization. It is as a pure artist that he is superb. He makes you
sense places, interiors, exteriors of houses, colors, lights,. shadows, and
the cooling ririns. While you read the book you live in New Orleans.
And there is always the pleasure of the exact word, the perfectly turned
phrase that few can~achieve so well. If you love New Orleans and can't
gojust now, or if you can, read The Copper Pot.
"
I

MABEL MAJOR

Venetian Adventurer: Marco Polo, by Henry H., Hart. Palo Alto, California: Stanford University Press, 1942. $3'.50.

'.

The pageantry' of the West, 'the fever and glitter of European history, fade into dim insubstan~ial things as the adventure of Marco Polo
spreads its unimaginable but true tapestry before one's eyes. It is a
miraculous story, and the quiet unemphatic narration of it merely
accentuates its miracle.
For the travels of Marco Polo into the land of the Tartars, his
twenty-five years 'as an honored guest of Kublai Khan, his long, incredPublished by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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ible return to his native Venice, all this was a jO\Jrney not alone il
new climate, but a journey into a new world. One is staggered a
facts. There is more blood here than one can understand; there is 1
allure here than one can well bear.
The grandfather of Kublai Khan was Genghis Khan. Since his
there has been no comparable 'slaughter, no comparable devasta
let air-borne bombs say what they will. Genghis- Khan capturec
Persian city of Termed, and left it a city of one million and a
corpses. At Nishapur not even domestic animals, cats, or dOgs ,
spared. A mountain of skulls smoked into the sky. When he die
1227 he ruled the largest empire in the world, no man a larger be
or since, and left over eighteen million human corpses in Asia aIm
a memorial. The Mongol flood washed the walls of Prague and 104
toward a supine Europe.
Before Kublai Khan in 1270 stood Marco::Polo of Venice, "a ye
bachelor of very great and noble aspect." He had completed the
chapter of the longest, the most wearisome, and the most remark
journey "ever made and recorded by any man in all the world's histe
So writes Dr. Hart,· and 'his book proves every word of this and III
Not for twenty-five years did Marco Polo return to Europe, and ""
he once more saw the lions of St. Mark in 1295, he was an old
new man, a man who had lived a fuller life than any human being {
more can possibly know, wag the world on as it may.
He had-take it just at random-governed a province of Ch
known Burma well, been ambassador to tribes and principalities, be
the omnipotent gold seals of the Khan into regions unknown by Eut
to this day; he had discovered what group of women is the most bea
ful in the world; he had learned the real reason for the binding of
feet of Chinese women; he perhaps was the first European to kJ
spaghetti and ice cream; he had seen petroleum, paper money, print
the lands of Java, Sumatra, and India; he had described animals 1
only later history was to verify, deserts and valleys and~populaces 1
mankind only centuries later was to admit; he had gazed toward Ja:
and in misplacing it influenced the later Columbus-he had seen:
done whatever marvels there are in the world. His story, so mattet
fact told by him, so matter-of-fact and so intelligently retold by Dr. H
is a masterpiece of observation, experience, fortitude, and wisdom;
There is dissatisfaction in this book. After reading it, one mo
about in his daily tasks. He does not whistle while he works., He he
•

_

·2
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the muted clang of Cathayan bells, and his eyes see the gates of distant
wonder.
W. D. J A COB S
"
A Witness
Tree, ~y Robert Frost. :New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1912. $2.00.
.
Out of the Jewel, by Rolfe Humphries. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1942. $2.50.
An American Anthology, edited by Tom Boggs. Prairie City, Ill.: The
Press of James A. Decker, ;1942. $2.00.
Sonnets and Lyrics, by Winthrop Palmer. ,Portland, Me.: Falmouth
Publishing House, 1941. $2.00.
The Ballad\.of ,Three, Sons, by Winthrop Palmer. 'New York: Gotham
. Bookmart Press, 1941. No price indicated.
.
A Drunken Boat, by Jean-Arthur Rimbaud; translated by Clark Mills.
. Ithaca, N. Y.: Voyages" 1942. $1.00.
•Wexican Summer, by· Helen Gerry. New York: The Fine Editions
Pr~ss, 1941. $2.00.
'
Mill Talk and Other Poems, by Leslie Nelson Je~nin~s. New York:
The Fine Editions Press, 1'942. $2.00.
Boy at Dusk, by Ralph Friedrich. N ~w York: The Fine Editions I)ress,
1941. $2.00.
-Sing for Your Supper, by Sylvi Edith Mackey. Yello~ Springs. Ohio:
.The Antioch Pres~ 1942. $1.50.
Man Who -Pe{l in Love with God, by John Quinn. Boston: Bruce
Humphries, 1942. $2.00.
Smoking Flax, by Odell Francis. West Los Angeles: Wagon and Star
. '
Publishers, 1941. $1.50.
Bright Singing Hour, by Dion O'Donno!. West Los Angeles: Wagqn
•
.+
and Star PublIshers, 1942~ $1.00.
,<

-

.

I

With A Witness Tree Robert Frost presents his seventh book of
poems, his' first in six years~ And immediately one may say that the
book is not very much different from the former ones. Here again are
a group of lyrics, some short narratives, and some long lyrics in what
the publishers call F.rost's "characteristic' and highly personal quality of
wisdom."
, !
-
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None-of this can be quarreled with. Frost does not have the ability
that Yeats had-the ability to deepen and strengthen his craftsmanship
as he grew older. If there is any change in Frost's work, it is that this
last collection seems thinner than others, not in bulk, but in riding a
spare horse with determination, even petulance. The personal
"wisdom" the publishers speak of, somehow in the poems becomes real
and importantly said. The cry against Frost's reactionary attitudes
which went up at tile publication of A Further Range has not been repeated for this volume; yet the attitudes are much the same. It is unfortunate that anyone, including the publishers, should emphasize this
.side of Frost, for the poems indicated are not his most permanent contribution, though many are substantial poems. The real gold is in the
lyrics, represented best in this collection by "I Could Give All to Time."
No one can deny that Frost is a 'great minor poet, ~nd this volume, as
did each of the others, adds one or two really fine poems to his credit.
Rolfe Humphries is frankly a minor poet. He prefaces his collection
with this quotation: "A minor art needs to be hard, condensed, and
durable." What the term hard can mean other than condensed} I do not
know; but if those two terms are virtually the-same, Humphries generally satisfies the requirements for a good minor poetry. The collectiol)
is by no means even in execution: I found that the first section struck a
ge~erally fine level which was not equaled, except in spots, in subsequent sections. But his ability shows in a large number of styles and
kinds of perception, an interesting test for any minor poetry. ~~ 'is at
his best in a poem occasioned by some apparently slight situation, such
as hearing a waltz, as in "Valse Triste," or reading a legend, as in
"Theseus." These poems and many others like them, but ~n varying
occasions, are fine indeed. If he' misses the mark he has set up for himself, even in his best poems it is in lack of condensation in the sense of
the image and the symbol of many ramifications found in much traditional English poetry.
An American Anthology is at least the fifth or sixth collection Tom
Boggs has edited, and, so far as I know them, it is his best. Here ,appear
still his faults as an anthologist: a very personal 'taste which is often
faulty toward the "easy" and the experimental lyric; a continual thrusting forward of some favorites (sometimes with Wte same po~ms used
before) who are by no means the best poets in the books. But in An
American Anthology his virtues show more importantly than" formerly:
a wider range of taste; a willingness to give the. better poets generally

{
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more space. Here are, sizeable. chunks from Kenneth Fearit:tg and
-Wallace Stevens, two fine poems by YvorWinters, individual poems of
quality by a number of other people. Bog~s limited himself to poems
which had not previously apHeared in other anthologies except a few
from Boggs' own earlier collections. He presents, then, little known
poems, and there is.much of value in the book.
Of Win.throp, PalmeF's two books, I like 'better the collection of
sonnets andt'jlyrics. The Ballad qf Three Sons is an allegorical story of
the three sons who are."The proud, the fierceand the malcontent." The
writing is interesting, at times accomplished, but too often turgid. In
the other book I admire the sonnets particularly. In them Mrs. Palmer.
demonstrates that she is a craftsman; she writes with a good sense of
what she is doing. A device she·uses throughout the sonnets is the juxtaposition of a general or. abstract word with an image, ~ device often
found in older English poetry and which she often turns off very well.
The method has limitations, however, and as Mrs. Palmer gets command of more ambitious devices we may expect even better poems of
her.
The R~mbaud translation by Clark Mills is printed in a limited
edition, presented attractively. The translation seems accomplished
and well done. Quite of another sort, however, is Helen Gerry's
Mexican Summer. Miss Gerry is adept at getting the surface impressions, but her rang~ does not go below such surface manifestations; and
generally her verse composition is inept, as in "Miasma," with four of
.the first twelve lines ending with prepositions.
Of the 'six first books of poems here noticed, the best is easily Mill "
Talk and Other Poems by Leslie Nelson Jennings. "Mr. Jennings has T
been publishing poetry for more than'two decades, and it is surprising'
to find this his first book collection. He is a mature poet, often Writing
very well. He is a minor poet and invites comparison with Rolfe
three of Mr. Jennings'POems come up to the best'
Humphries: two
standard Of Mr. HJlmphries, but 4e does not have Humphries' breadth'
of theme and material nor his diverse technical accomplishment.
Boy at Dusk by Ralph Friedrich is the more ,typical first book. The
accomplishments are real and make for a few -interesting, good poems.
But the accomplishments are not many, nor are they' brilliant. The
metrical comp9sition'is generally wooden. The. poems most of the time
cry for a defiriite ifJlage, sens0rt impact, and psychological depth. As
Mr. Frie~ich adds these to his ability, he very likely will produce some
J

or
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important :work. Sing for Your Supper by Sylvi Edith Mackey is the
opposite, a mixture of free verse and prose, a group of isolated images
put together with a casual thread of idea moving from "Plowing"
through "Harvest." One cannot quarrel with the ideas, even some of
'the individual passages; but in all, the work suffers from lack of tha~
texture in poetry which we sometimes identify as "control" or "depth of
percep~ion:' Something similar could be said 'of John Quinn's Man
Who Fell in Love with God. The book deals with the love of man for
man and son for father, and in a variety of verse ·stYles. Many perceptions are strongly worded, and in the more formal sections there is
forced on the poet a tighter composition which indicates that Mr. Quinn
has considerable ability.
,;
The work of Odell Francis in Smoking Flax and of Dion O'Donnol
in Bright Singing Hour may be compared with Mr. Friedrich's book,
since they also use formal patterns. One may say that the. aceomplishments of these two poets are less real than those of Mr. Friedrich,r'yet
still import~nt and solid; and that the same needs for a functional use of
metrics and for a sharper image are felt in the work of both poets.
ALAN

SWALLOW

Public Schools and British Opinion Since r860, by Edward C. Mack.
New York: Col.umbia University Press, 1941.·$3.75.
,

The French Revolution won some measure of human rights for
mankind, but this monumental, unswerving study shows that the fun:da-:
mental premises of democracy never penetraten into the English public
school. Unless real changes occur, here is the burial ground of British
liberalism. The gravestone will read: "Here lies Democracy, killed by
Public School Snobbism. Rest in Disdain:'

w. D. J.
Rodeo, the Sport of the Cow Country, by Max Kegley. New York: Hastings House, 1942. $1.0C)..
Excellent action photographs, held together 'by a minimum of text,
make this sixty-four page book' a choice addition to the guest room
library. S~im through the brief account of the rise of rodeo as a major
spectator sport, and you'll find yourself in the midst of horses with their
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss3/1
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feet off the ground and men with their
horseflesh, this is your dish.

sea~

off the hOJ:ses. If you like
L. S.

J;exaS Childhood, by Evelyn Miller Crowell. Dallas: Ktileidograph
Press, 1941. $1.50.
-;.Rose-~olored reminiscences of life on a Texas plantation, complete

with' a "big house" and "darkies standing at a respectful distance, grinning and giggling and ~,_ .:lg for their presents." Not recommended
for anyone who doesn't st~:1 relish the Bobbsey Twins.
"
L. S.

, Twentiet~ Century Indians, photographs and text by Frances Booke
MacGregor; with a foreword by Clark Wissler. New York: G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1941. $3.00~
"Givep. the opportunity to raise his standard of living and to regain
his national pride, the Indian will not only enrich his own life but that
of Anieri~a as well." Thus Mrs. MacGregor sums up her \brief but
excellent .statement of the history and 'present status of the American
Illdian. Supet"b documentary ph~tographs offer convincing proof of
Mrs. MacGregor's thesis.
L. S. '

1

-'

'J

Three Southwest Plays~ with an introduction by J<?hn Rosenfield.
Dallas:, Southwest Review, 1942. $2.50.

.

,

An historical drama, a sprightly comedy, and 'a dramatic treatment
of a race relations theme attest the versatility and maturity of the Little
Theater ih Texas. Considered separa~ely, the three plays-"We Are
Beseiged:', "Where the Dear Antelope Play," and "Jute"-are good;
,bound together with John R~senfield's introductory comments, they
mirror not only the Texas amateur theater but Southwestern life as well. '

6

L. S.

.

Spanish Colonial Furniture, by A. D. Williams. Milwaukee: The Bruce
Publishing Company; 1941. $3.00.
for wood carvers, this 'book gives illustrations, working
A req~1site
,.
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drawings and specificat:iot:ls, bills of material for fifty-seven authentic,
attractive adaptations of Spanish furniture. Process instructions, fruit
of the author's teaching experience, are excellen~ly clear. The wide
variety of models, particularly good in bookcases, typical Spanish chests
and cabinets, is well within amateur range even though professional
in design and appearance.
K. s.

The Pueblos: A Camera Chronicle, by Laura Gilpin. New York: Hastings House, 1942~ $3.00.
Tourist bait or learned society publications dealing with the Pueblos
are usually unserviceable for the average Southwest enthusiast. Here is .
'-;omething better, a perfect union of photographic art and reliable
scholarship achieved through twenty years of exploration of the. Southwest and acquaintance with its scientists, which is vivid, concise Pueblo
~
history.
K. S.

A Spanish Tudor: The Life of "Bloody Mary," by H. F. M. Prescott.
New York and London: Columbia University Press and Constable
and Company, Ltd., 1941. $5.00.
John Richard Green, if not Lytton Strachey, would have been proud
of this book. With vividness born of concrete scholarship and pungent
style, a seemingly impenetrable mass of documentary evidence has been
fused into a sympathetic, accurate account of England's mQst tragic _
queen. The voice of Tudor England tells the story, ambassad~r~ lord,
ana. commoner alike detailing Mary's way to dusty death.
f

K. S.
Shakespeare's Audience, by Alfr~d Harbage. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1941. $2.25.
Chapter, verse, and statistics combine to prove that Shakespeare's
audience was.not "the very scum, rascallitie, and baggage of the people,"
as some prejudiced contemporaries have persuaded our most distinhttps://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss3/1
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guished ~holars, but rather like our OWl) moviegoers or the "grocer
and his wife." Revision of previous conceptions is demanded by this
accurate, convincing study.
'
K. S.

The Raven and Other Poems, by Edgar Allan Poe; reproduced in facsimile from the Lorimer Graham copy of the edition of 1845 with
author's corrections and an introduction by Thomas Ollive Mabbott. (Publication No. 56 of the Facsimile Text Society.) N:ew
York: Columbia University Press for The Facsimile' Text Soc~ety,
1942. $1.80.
Poe's own corections and additions to this 1845 edition give increased interest to "Lenore," "The Conqueror Worm," "The Haunted
Palace," and "The Raven," which some think needed more than it got.
This' evidence of Poe's working habits plus an introduction tracing
various issues of this volume merits minute examination from the
specialists.
I
K. S.
. ,t
Honorable Enemy, Qy Ernest O. Hauser. New York: Duell, Sloan ,and
,Pearce, 1941. $2.50.
An important primer, if not a'!profound analysis, this swift, journalistic survey presents japan's johti, Doe, living, working, fighting, worshipping the Son of Heaven. 'Blighted liberals, military, political, and
economic dictators, in fact the.whole japanese ruling pattern, are
sketched for a general public which had better study carefully the 'special twists of this feudal, Insular civilization that we have to fight.
K. S.
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A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE'
OF THE SOUTHWEST
Lyle Saunders
here are mainly those bo?ks and periodicals published b€
tween April 1 and June 30. A few items om~tted from the May issu
are included here for the sake of completeness.
As usual an asterisk before any book title indicates a review in thi
issue of the QUARTERLY REVIEW; a dagger marks those titles conterr
plated for review at a future date. The letter (F) designates fiction
(J) denotes books written for juveniles.
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Aniol, Claude M. San Antonio, City of Missions. New York, Hastings House, 1942. $1.2!
·Baker, Mrs. Karle Wilson. Star of the Wilderness; a Novel. New York, Coward-McCam
1942. $2·75· (F).
Bradley, Ann, and Sharp, Lawrence .A., eds. Echoes of the Southland. Literature of th
south and southwest. 2V. Austin, Steck Co., 1942. $2.00.
.
Brown, Dee. Wave High the Banner; a Novel Based on the Life of Davy Crockett. Phila
~
delphia, Macra~-Smith, 1942. $2.00. (F).
tCarroll, H. Bailey, ~and Haggard, J. Villasana. Three New' Mexico Chronicles. Quivir:
Society, Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1942. $10.00.
Chabot, Frederick C. Corpus Christi and Lipantitlan; a Story of the Army of Texa
Volunteers, I842. San Antonio, the Author, 1942. $2.00.
Co~tock' Mrs. Harriet Theresa. Windy Corners. New York, Doubleday, 1942. $2.00. (F)
• Coo James H. Longhorn Cowboy, edited by Howard R. Driggs. New York, Putnam
19 . $2.00.
Dale, Edward Everett. Cow Country. Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1942
$2·75·
Dobie, Jam Frank, and others. Texian Stomping Grounds. Austin, Texas Folklor,
.
Society, ublication No. 17, 1942: $2.50.
Emrich, Dunbm. Casey Jones and Other Ballads of the Mining West. Denver, the AuthOl
1942. $ .50 •
.
Eyre, Alice. Torture at Midnight. New York, House of Field, Inc., 1942.$2.00. (F).
Falk, Orson. Thunder Birds. New York, Random House, 1942. $2.00. (F).
Friend, Oscar J. The Long Noose. New York, Gateway Books, 1942. $2.00. (F).
Garst, Shannon. When the West Was Young. Douglas, Wyoming, Douglas Enterprisl
Co., 1942. $2.50. (F).
Grey, Zane. Majesty's Rancho. New York, Harper, 1942. $2.00 (F).
I
Grinstead, Jesse Edward. Hellfire Range. New York, Dodge, 1942· $2.00. (F).
Hafen, Le Roy R., ed., Overland Routes to the Gold Fields, I8;~, from Contemporar;
Diaries. Glendale, A. H. Clark, 1942. $6.00.
'
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tKantor, MacKinlay. Gentle Annie, a Western Novel. New York, Coward-McCann, 1942.
$2.00: (F).
,
_
Mersfelder, Louis Calhoun. Cowboy-Fisherman-Hunter. Kansas City, Brown, White,
Lowell Press, 1942. $2.50.
_
Mumey, Nolie. Hist9ry of the Early Settlements of Denver, z599-z860. Glendale, A. H.
Clark, 1942. $6.00.
-New Mexico Writers', Music, and Art Projects. The Spanish-American Song and Game
Book. New York, A. S. Barnes, 1942. $2.00.
.
Peterson, Elmer T. Forward to the Land. N9rman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1942.
$2·75·
Priest, Loring Benson. Uncle Sam's Stepchildren: the Reformation, of United States
Indian Policy. New Brunswick, Rutgers University Press, 1942· $3.75.
Reed, S. G. A History of the Texas Railroads and of Transportation Conditions Under
Spain, Mexico, the Republic, and the State. Houston, St. Clair Publishing Co., 1942.
$3.50 •
"
Snedden, Gen~vra Sisson. Docas, Indian of Santa, Clara. Boston, D. C. Heath&: Co.,
1942. $ ·99· U):·
.
-Sonnichsen, Ct L. Billy King's Tombstone; the Private Life of an Arizona Boom Town.
Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers, 1942. $3.00.
Steele, Rufus. Mustangs of ,the Mesas; a Saga of the Wild Horse. Westwood Hills, California, Mrs. Rufus Steele, 1942. $2.50.
."
Steen, Ralph W. 20th Centu.ry Texas. Austin, Steck Co., 1942. $3.00.
tTalayesva, Don .c. S.un Chief; the Autobiography of a Hopi Indian, edited by Leo W.
Simmons. New Haven, Institute of 'Human Relations, Yale University, 1942. $4.25.
Turner, Mary' Honeyman. Ten Eyck. These High Plains. Amarillo, the Author, 1942.
$2.50 •
,
,. - ,
tWaters, Frank. The Man Who Killed the Deer. New York, Farrar and Rinehart, 1942.
,
$2.50 • (F).
.WPA Writers' Program~ State of Texas.' Randolph Field; a History and Guide. New
York, Devin-Adair, 1942. $2.00.
,

l

PERIOD,ICAL

MATERIAL

NON-TECHNICAL
Abbott, Clifton. "Father Kino, Ell1pire Builder of the Old Southwest." Travel, May, 1942.
Popularized account of life and work of Euselio Francisco Kino.
Anonymous. "Arizona's Newest Natural Wonder." Ariiona Highways, May,. 1942. FordTWA meteorite' expedition.
.
--"The Arts, of the Pueblos:' Design, April, 1942. Very brief discussion.
--"The Environs of Santa Fe:' Design, April, 1942. Short description.
--"Galvan Visits United States as Artist-in-Residence at University of New Mexico:'
Art Digest, April 1, 1942.
. • 1,,_
--"Indian Homemakers Make Mattresses:' Extension Service Review, April~ 1942. Results of extension mattress program among Arizona Indians.
,,'
--"Indians! Indians! Indians!" Santa Fe Magazine, April, 1942. Jemez Indian dancers
on a tour selling war bonds and stamps.
"
--"Inter-Tribal Indian Ceremonial at Gallup:' Design, April, 1942. Half-pagedescrip'
tion.
.
.
- - '"MeSa Verde, an Ancient Apartment in the Cliffs of Colorado:' Design, April, 1942.
Brief desqiption.
,
--"Rapid Growth of Navajo Tribe Becomes, an Economic Problem." Hobbies, February.
1942.
'.,'
--"Santa Fe Jemez Indians Tour the East in; War Bond and Stamp Drive:' Santa Fe
Magazine, June, 1942.
_
-"Thunder in the Skies; a Portrait of Old Glory P.reparing for War. Arizona Flying
'
Fields." Arizona Highways, June, 1942.
-"Viva la Fiesta!" Arizona Highwa~, April, 1942. Prospects for La Fiesta de las Flores
at Nogales, May 3-10.
.
Arizona Writers' Project. "John Vukcevich, the Story of an American:' Arizona Highways, May and June, 1942. Life story of a Globe, Arizona, miner and business man.
-"Sons of the Captain." Arizona Highways, April, 1942. Yuma Indians.
Barker, S. Omar.. "Circle Sampler." New Mexico, May, 1942. A circular tour from Las
Cruces to Silver City and return.
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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Beal, Mary. "Marigolds in Desert Sands." The Desert Magazine, May, 1942.
Bloom, Lansing B. "Martin Amador and Mesilla Valley History," New Mexico Historical
. Review. A~Iril, 1942.
--"The Rev. Hiram Walter Read, Baptist Missionary to New Mexico:' New Mexico
Historical. eview, April, 1942..
Bomb Sight. Weekly publication of soldiers at Albuquerque Air Base.
Capps, Ethel S. "When Hollywood Comes to the Desert." The Desert Magazine, July,
1942. Movie making on location in Arizona.
Carroll, H. Bailey. "Texas County Histories:' Southwestern Historical Quarterly, April,
1942. Bibliography, continued from January issue.
'
Cassidy, Ina Sizer. "Painter of Old Houses:' New Mexico, June, 1942. Regina Tatum Cooke.
Chapman, KeDIJeth M. "The Laboratory of Anthropology at Santa Fe." Design, April,
1942. Halftpage mention ,of the work of the laboratory.
Clawson, Marior;' "What's in Store for the Western Third." Land Policy Review, June,
, 1942. Plan for future of western third of the United States.
'
Cosulich, Berni e. "The Vulture:' Arizona Highways, May, 1942. The story of Henry
WickenbUl1,g's mine.
Cunningham, BEnCh,e. "A Little Leche, Please." The Rio Grande Writer, Spring, 1942.
Dialogues ending to reveal Sp",nish-American personality.
Daugherty, F." lIege on Horseback; Polo Is a Year-round Fixture at the University of
Arizona:' tr:ollier's, May 23, 1942.,
.
,
Davidson, Col. r.ilson T. "A Comanche Prisoner in 1841." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, Apri , 1942. Experiences of an eleven-year-old boy kidnaped by Indians.
De Golyer, E. • "Compleat Collector: New Mexicana." Saturday Review of Literature,
May 16, 19~2. Bibliographica.
'
D~on, Maynard~'Navajo Lando" Arizona Highways, May, 1942. Drawings and description
of land and the people..
'
Dobie, J. Frankl "Coyote Traits and Trails:' Arizona Highways, May, 1942. Coyote intelligence.
Dodge, Natt ~. rSaguaroo" Arizona Highways, May, 1942. Habitat and description.
Donnell, F. S. "The ~nfederate Territory of Arizona as Compiled from Official Sources."
New Mexido Historical Review, April, 1942.
Douglas, Frederic H. "Indian Art in die Southwest:' Design, Apr.l, 1942. List of collections.
Dubuc, Frances IFisher. "The Southwestern Arboretum." Arizona Highways, April, 1942.
An experimental plant reser-vation on Picket Post Mountain.
Eaves, Royce. "teli-Thlakai." The Rio Grande Writer, Spring, 1942. Navajo amusements.
Economic News~or ew Mexico Farmers. Monthly publication of New" Mexico State Col.
lege, Exte ion Service, giving price and market information.
.
Egerton, Kearn • "Adobe Renaissance:' The Rio Grande Writer, Spring, 1942. Use of
'
adobe in modern architecture.
~pinosa, Aurelib M. "Miscellaneous Materials from the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico."
Philologica Quarterly, January, 1942. Folklore material; part in Indian languages.
Espinosa, J. M uel. "Velez de Escalante's Authorship of the So-Called 'Anonymous'
manuscript in A. G. N. Historia, Tomo 2." Hispanic American Historical Review,
May, 1942. Further information on authorship of a document used by Bancroft in
his History of Arizona and New Mexico.
Ferguson, Pete. 'Phoenix South Mountain Park." Arizona Highways, April, 1942. Story
of largest Djlunicipal park in U. S.
Feth, J. "All Kirlds of Ways to Dig; Suction Method Used at Sandia Cave, New Mexico."
Compresse Air Magazine, March, 1942.
.
Fitzpatrick, Goo e. "Tireless Vacation." New Mexico, June, 1942.
Forbes, Gerald. ' A Modern Golden Fleece:' Southwestern Social Science Quarterly, June,
1942. Specu ation in Southwestern oil stocks.
Freudenberger,' elen. "The Oklahoma A. & M. College." Phi Kappa Phi Journal, May,
1942. Gene al deScription.
Germann, Fra
E. "The Second Las Cruces Meeting of the Southwestern Division.
(A.A.A.s.) cience, May 29, 1942. Description of proceedings; list of new officers.
Gill, I;.ake S. "D ath in the Desert." Natu"al History, June, 1942. Cacti dying in Arizona.
Greaves, Gordon "Mr. Peanut Goes to War:' New Mexico, May, 1942. Effect of war on
Portales Valley crop.
N,
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Hall, E. T. "Navajo Weaving." Recreation, February, 1942.
Halloran, Arthur F. "The Western Roo Fox in Southern New Mexico." Journal of
. Mammalogy, May, 1942. Capture of an isolated specimen in Dona Ana County.
Harrington, M. R. Indians of the Plains: Southwestern Museum Leaflets, No. 15. 1942.
Over-all d~cription of their ,culture.
.
Hawley; Florence M. "Navajo Night:' New Mexico, JUly, 1942. Description of a night
spent with a Navajo group.
Henderson, Rantlall. "We Camped by Turquoise Waters." The Desert Magazine, June,
1942. Trip to Havasupai Indian village in northern Ariz:ana.
.
Hildwein, H. L. "Translating Promise ~nto Production:' Extension Service Review, April,
1942. New Mexico Food for Freedom program.
.
,
Hilton, John. "Workshop of Ancient Arrow-Makers:' rhe'Desert Magazine, June, J.942.
Obsidian field in Nevada.
'
Hunt, W. Ben. "Whittling~a Jackknife Technique:' Industrial Arts and 'Vocatfonal Edu.
cation, May, 1942. Contains information on carving Katchina dolls.
Indians at Work. Monthly publication of Office of Indian Affairs giving. news of Southwestern Indians.
indian Education. Fortnightly field letter of the Education Division, U. S. Office of Indian
Affairs.
,
Jarrow, Myles A. "How Mass Transportation is Conducted in Dallas." "Mass Transportation, May, 1 9 4 2 . '
" .
Kay, Eleanor. "Gathering bf the Tribes:' New Mexico, July, 1942. Gallup ceremonial.
---"The War Priest's Magic:' New Mexico, June, 1942. Zuiii.
Kelly, Charles. "Gold Hunters Are Like That." The Desert Magazine, July, 1942. Rescqe
, of a starving prospector along Colorado River in southern Utah.
Kutnewsky, FremQnt.. "Navajo Rugs Hold Unique Place in American Handicraft Industry."
Rayon, Janu,ary, 1942.
.
--"Ship Ahoy, (Cowboy!" New Mexico, July, 1942. Naval training at University of New
Mexico.
--"Wings for Latin America." New Mexico, June, 1942. Student flying program, University of New MexiCo.
'
Kutnewsky, Fremont, and Holbrook, Carey. "Navajo, Rugs:' Compressed Air Magazine,
February, 1942.
.
'
Leroux, Loretta. "A Pueblo Day School:' Childhood Education, April, 1942. Everyday
life in San Juan Indian Day School, Chamita, New Mexico.
Mcinerny, L. "Cheat the Scrap Pile:' Bus Transportation, June, 1942. How San Antonio
Public Service Co. reclaims bus parts.
.
Mitchell,.John D. "Big Antelope Placer:' The Desert Magazine, May, 1942. Another lost
_
mine story.
.
Montgomery, E. W. "All Out in Phoenix:' The Clearing House, April, 1942. Wartime pro, gram and activities of Phoenix I:Iigh School.
Muench, Joyce Rockwell, and Brewer, Jimmi~. "The Lily of the Southwest." Arizona
Highways, April, 1942. The story of Yucca 'and the Yucca moth.
Nasatir, A. P. "Jacques Clamorgan: Colonial Promoter of the Northern Border of New
Spain." New Mexico Historical Review, April, 1942.
New Mexico Miner and Prospector. MorthlY publication of New Mexico Miners and
Prospectors Association with news 0 miners an'd mining.
New Mexico Progress. Monthly publicati n giving, in current issue, news of New Mexico
.
School for the Deaf.
New Mexico State Tourist Bureau., Battlefields of the Conquistadores. Santa 'Fe, the
Bureau, 1942..
New Mexico Tax Bulletin. Publication of New Mexico Taxpayer's Association with items
of interest to taxpayers.
'
Nininger, H. H. '~Visitor from a Distant Planet." The Desert Magazine, July, 1942.
Meteorites iJ;t Barringer Crater. in northern Arizona.
.
Nordyke, Lewis T. "The Westerner'~ Crowning Glory." Reader's Digest, July, 1942. Story
of J. B. Stetson and the Stetson hat.
Pratt, Helen. "R.,ttlensake Skins. Are My Hobby." The Desert Magazine, July, 1942. Information on how to catch the snakes and tan their hides.
Rusinow, Irving. A. Camera Report on El Cerrito, a Typical Spanish-American Community in New Mexico!, U.S.D.A., Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Miscellanequs Publication No. 479. Washington, January, 1942.
o
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Saturday Revi . of Literature. Entire edition of May 16, 1942 devoted to "The Southwest:
a cultural inventory."
Scott, Earl W. "Re-tread for the Salmon Can." New Mexico, June, 1942. Fishing.
Shelton, Charlef. "Transforming a Desert Into a Playground:' Travel,. May, 1942. AccomPlish~ents of National Park Service at Lake Mead.
South, Marshal "Desert Refuge." The Desert Magazine, May, June, and July, 1942. More
about life on Ghost Mountain.
.
Southwestern usician. Bi-monthly. publication with news of music and musicians.
Spicer, Edward III. "The Yaqui, Arizona's Indian Refugees:' Arizoi4 Highways, April, 1942.
Customs ~nd recent history of Mexican Indian migrants.· ,
Straley, W. "Indians Told It with Pictures:' Hobbies, June, 1942.i Sueltenfuss, Catoline. "Attitudes of Early Pioneers in Texas:' The American-German Review, Jun~, 1942.
.
Terrell, Sylvia. 'Burros." The Rio Grande Writer, Spring, 1942.
Thrapp, Dan. Polk and Posey on the Warpath." The Desert Magazine, May, 1942. Ute
uprising gainst the government in 1914.
Tyre, Carl A. I'Practical Pan Americanism." Modern Language Journal, February, 1942.
Distinctiv~ features of Pan American student exchange scholarships initiated recently at New Mexico State College.
Van Valkenbe~g, Richard. "Mission to Ch'ooI'i'i:' The Desert Magazine, July, 1942.
Navajo medicine on EI Gobernador, a peak in northern New Mexico.
Vocational Ne~s. Monthly publicatien of New Mexico Department of Vocational Educa..
tion, Sant1l Fe.
Vokes, H. E. "1;'he Goosenecks of the San Juan." Natural History, May, 1942. Why a river
meanders·i
--"The Sto~y of Shiprock." Natural History, April, 1942. Geological explanation of
how ShiP~OCk was formed.
~. Watson, Ruth. "He Thanks Taos for His Fame." The Desert Magazin.e, June, 1942. E.
Martin H nnings, painter.
Wendland, Me:flin. "Staurolite, Starbright..." New Mexico, June, 1942. Hunting staurolite crystals in New Mexico.
West, Richard S. "Rain Dance." The Rio Grande Writer, Spring, 1942.
White, Willi:1 C. "Pecos Bill and the WiUful Coyote:' Story, July-August, 1942. Tall tale.
Wilcox, Inez H "Valley of Eden:' New Mexico, July, 1942Wilder, Mitch
. . I II A. "Santos and Bultos in New Mexico." Design, April, 1942. Brief
d escnpt10n.
TECHNICAL

Adams, W. W:.:I Geyer, L. E., and Parry, M. G. Coal Mine Accidents in the United States,
1939. U.;)JoD.I., Bureau of Mines, Bulletin No. 444. Washington, 1942. Includes
statistics tior Southwestern states.
Allen, Ruth Al The 'Great Southwest Strike. University of Texas Publication No. 4214.
Austin, April 8, 1942. Martin Irons and the Gould strike of 1886.
Anonymous. "~9.42 Fish and Game Laws." FieltJ, and Stream, May, 1942. All essential
informaticpri7 arranged by states.
--"Playground and Community Recreation Statistics for 1941." Recreation, June, 1942.
Includes ~at:!istics for Southwestern cities and towns.
. •
--"Prevalem:e ~f Disease: United States." Weekly summary by states and cities. In
Public H~alth Reports, weekly publication of U. S. Public Health Service.
--"Revision [of Devonic Stratigraphy of Arizona:' Pan American Geologist, April, 1942.
Arizona Agricultur.al Experiment Station. The Cost of Production of Eggs and Pullets in
Southern I Arizona. Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 183,
Tucson, .April, 1942.
--Fifty-seco~d Annual Report, for the Year Ending June 30, 1941. Arizona Agricultural Exp~riment Station, Tucson, 1942.
--The Prod,uctive Capacity of Semi-Arid Soils and the Present Emergency. Arizona
Agricultutal Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 182, Tucson, March, 1942.
Atwood, Eleanbr Patricia. "The Crazy Snake Rebellions: a Study in the Breakdown of
Tribal Gcl»vernment:' Vassar Journal of Undergraduate Studies, May, 1942. Indian
uprisings lin Oklahoma in 1909. '
Paddock, Robett H. "Some Characteristics of Motor Vehicle Travel:' Public Roads, April,
1942. Stat~stical data on road use covering (among others) the South~estern states.
I
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Bailey, Flora L. rNavaho Motor Habits." American Anthropologist, April-June, 1942.
Various typeS of motions described and analyzed.
"
Baker, Charles L. ,"Problems of Southwesfern Geology." Pan American Geologist, April,
1942•
Bates, Robert L. '~Lateral- Gradation in the Seven Rivers Formation, Rocky Arroyo, 'Eddy
County, New Mexico." Bulletin of American Association of Petroleum Geologists,
January, 1942.
.
Bean, Louis H. Crop Yields- and Weather. U.s.D.A., Bureau of Agricultural Economics
. and U.S.D.C., Weather Bureau, cooperating, Miscellaneous Publication No. 471,
Washington, February, 1942. Statistics .for Southwestern states.
Berg, Lloyd, and Brown, Warner. "Psychology -in Western High Schools." Psychological
Bulletin, April, 1942. Study of high, school offerings in psychology, including material
on teachers, textbooks, methods.
Bollman, Thelma A. "Relation of College-Entrance Requirements an<l the Secondary
School Curriculum." The School Review, April, 1942. Statistics based on replies of
237 Texas secondary school administrators to questionnaires.
Borden, Joseph L. "Develop.ments in Oklahoma, 1941." Bulletin of American Association
of Petroleum Geologists, June, 1942.
Borell, A. E. "Water for Wildlife in the Southwest." Soil Conservation, April, 1942. Ways,
of providing it inexpensively.
Bridges, J. <;>. lle§eeding Practices for New MexICO Ranges. New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 291. State College, April, 1942.
Bryan, Kirk. "Pre-Columbian Agriculture in the Southwest as Conditioned by Periods of
AUuviation." Proceedings of the eighth American Scientific Congress. V.2. U. S. Department of State, Washington, 1942.
Bulletin of American Association of Petroleum Geologists, April, 1942. Entire issue devoted to West Texas-New Mexico syIrlposium.
,
Chambers, William T. "The Redlands of central Eastern Texas." The Texas Geographic
Magazine, Autumn, 1942.
Crafts, Edward C. How to Graze Blue Grama on Southwestern Ranges. U.S.D.A., Leaflet
'
No. 215, Washingtpn, 1942.
De Muth, Edward C.,' and Heath, Richard. "The Carlsbad School Building Program."
American School Board Journal, April, 1942. Design and construction of new school
plant at Carlsbad, N. M.
Dice, Lee R. "Ecological Distribution "of Peromyscus and Neotoma in parts of Southern
. '
New Mexico." Ecology, April, 1942.
Dondelinger, N. W., and Tatum, R~ M.· ..Preliminary Survey of Sites in Las Animas
_
, County, Colorado." Southwestern Lore, June, 1942.
Dott, Robert H. Geology of Oklahoma Ground Water Supplies. Oklahoma Geological
.
Survey, Mineral Report, No. 11, Norman, 1942.
Fries, Carl, Jr., Schaller, Waldemar T., and Glass~ Jewell J. "Bixbyite and Pseudobrookite
from the Tin Bearing Rhyolite of the Black Range, New Mexico." The American
Mineralogist, April, 1942.
'
Fuhriman, W. U., Culter, H. H., and Thomas, W. P. .Economic Analysis of the Weber
Central Dairy Association. Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 801.
Logan, May, 1942.
Hack, John T. "The 'Changing Physical Environment of the Hopi Indians of Arizona."
Papers of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard
univ.ersity, v.35, NO.1, 1942. DescriptiOn(f Hopi environment and its influence on
Hopi culture,.
'
-"Prehistoric Coal Mining in the, Jeddito Valley, Arizona...• Papers of the Peabody
Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University, ,v.S5, NO.2,
1942. Uses of coal by ancient Pueblo dwellers and techniques of mining.
Harris, Karl, and Hawkins, R. S. Irrigation Requirements of Cotton on Clay Loam Soils in
the Salt River Valley. Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin,' No. 181,
March, 1942.
Harris, R. K. "The Gilkey Hill Pottery. Site." The Record, May, 1942.
Henry, L. A., and others. "Southwestern Chettlical Resources and Trends." Chemical and
Metallurgical Engineering, June, 1942.' A complete report.
Hibben, Frank,C. "Pleistocene Stratification in the Sandia Cave, New Mexico." Proceedings of the ei~pth American Scientific Congress, V.2. :Washington, U. S. Dept. of State,
1942·
. 1
I

.

~
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Hochmuth, H. R;, and others. Sheep Migration in the Intermountain Region. U.s.D.
Circula~ No. 624. Washington, 1942.
Hurst, C. T~."Completion of Work in Tabeguache Cave." Southwestern Lore, June, 19,j
Hutton, Ed 'e Ruth. "A Spanish-Social Studies Course for Spanish-Speaking Students
the So thwest:' Modern Language Journal, March, 1942. Outline of the aims of SUI
a course.
Interstate
merce Commission, Bureau of Statistics. Statistics of Class I Motor CamE
for the Year Ending December 31, -1940. Statement No. 4216. Washington, n.d. I
eludes uthwestern states.
Judkins, C. J Trade and Professional Associations of the United States. U.s.D.C., Bure~
of For 'gn and Domestic Commerce, Industrial Series, NO.3. Washington, 194
Lists th se of Southwestern states.
King, Rober E. "Resume of Geology of the South Permian Basin, Texas and New Me.
ico." B lletin of the Geological Society of America, April I, 1942'.
Knipe, Doro y A. "A Date from Chaco Yuma West, Southern Arizona:' Tree Ri7
Bulleti , January, 1942.
.
. Knox, J. H., and Watkins, W. E. The Use of Phosphorus and Calcium Supplements fl
Ra11ge ivestock in New Mexico.· New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Statio:
Bulletirl 287, February, 1942.
Lang, Walt~ B. "Basal Beds of Salado Formation in Fletcher Potash Core Test Ne:
Carlsbad, New Mexico:' Bulletin of American Association of Petroleum Geologisl
Janua~ 1942.
~
.
~h, Leonar4 L. A Preliminary Report on the Monument Ruins in San Juan Count
Utah. University of Colorado Studies, Series C, V.l, No: 3, Boulder, May, 1942.
Leighton, Alexander and Dorothea C. "Some Types of Uneasiness and Fear in a NavaIJ
Indian ICommunity:' American Anthropologist, April-June, 1942. CauseS of an
reasons for fear and uneasiness ~nalyzed and evaluated.
McCann, Franklin T. The Growth of the Tourist Court in the United States, and 1
~
Relatio1'jShip to the Urban DeTlelopment of Albuquerque, New Mexico. Deniso
Univers~ty Bulletin No. 42, No. 2 Gournal of the Scientific Laboratories, v.37)
Granvill~, Ohio, April, 1942.
•
McGregor, Jo-lln C" "Dates from Kinnikinnick Pueblo." Tree Ring Bulletin, January, 1M:
-"Dates ftom Wupatki Pueblo:' Tree Ring Bulletin, January, 1942.
M,.ckin, J. GI. "A New Species of Phyllopod Crustacean from the Southwestern ShOl
Grass P~airies:' Proceedings of the United States Na,tional Museum. v.92, No. ~J13l

-,

Marti~: S~'Recent Mogollon Discoveries:' Scientific Monthly, April, 1942.
Milam, Paul .--"'Industrialization of the Southwest:' Southwestern Social Scienc/t Qual
terly,
rch, 1942. Analysis of present state of industrialization and estimate c:
future t~ends~
.
_
Miller, John L. "Dates from Fort Grant Pueblo, Southern Arizona:' Tree Ring Bulleti'/:
January,11942.
.
Mountin, Jos~ph W., and Flook, Evelyn. "Distribution of Health Services in the Stru(
ture of $tate Government. V. Sanitation by State Agencies:' Public Health Report!.
June 12,\1942. "IV. Veneral Disease Control by State Agencies!' Public Healtn R~
POTts, April 17, 1942. Both include statistical information for Southwestern states.
Murray, Merlill G., and Doan, Mason C. "Employment and Wages Under Old-Age anI
. Survivo~ Insurance, 1940." Social Security Bulletin, May, 1942. Statistics for South
western 'states.
New Mexico'l~istorical Records Survey. ,Inventory of, the County Archives of Lunl
County, New Mexico. No. 15. Albuquerque, mimeographed, April, 1942.
North Texas GeologicAl Society. "Developments in North and West Central Texas, '1941.'
Bulletin lAmerican Association of Petroleum Geologists, April, 1942.
Oklahoma Bukiness Bulletin. Monthly summary of business conditions in Oklahoma am
adjoining states, published by University of Oklahoma.
Opler, Morris!. Edward: "Examples of Ceremonial Interchanges Among Southwesten
Tribes:' rrhe Masterkey, May, 1942. Two case history examples.
Peach, W. Ne~n. "The Bank Deposit Insurance of Texas:' Southwestern SocialSciencl
Quarter~, June, 1942.
.
Pettet, Zellm R. Irrigation of Agricultural Lands, New Mexico. U.s.D.!., Bureau of the
Census, ashington, 1942.
_
Ramaley. F
. '. Vegetation of the San Luis Valley in Sou!hern Colorado. University oj
Colorado Studies, Series D, v. I, No. 4. March. 1942. -
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Renaud, E. B. Indian Sto.ne Enclosures ~of Colorado and New Mexico. University of Den.
ver, Archaeological Series, 2nd paper, Denver, 1942.
Roberts, Frank H. H., Jr. "Recent EvideI;1ce Relating to an Early Indian Occupation in
North America:' Proceedings of the eighth American Scientific Congress.. v. 2.
U. S. Dept. of State, Washington, 1942. Deals largely with evidence from the
Southwest.
Rogers, Charles M. "A Practical Physical Education Building:' American School Board
Journal, June, J942. Amarillo, Texas.
Rosenquist, Carl M., and Browder, Walter Gordon, Family Mobility in Dallas, Texas,
I92J-I9J8. Un~versity of Texas Publication No. 4209. Austin, March, 1942. A statistical study with only incidental interPretation of reasons behind mobility.
Shafer, George H. Rice Sands in Polk and Adjoining Counties, With Notes on Volcanic
Ash and Bentonitic Cla1s. University of Texas, Bureau of ,Economic Geology, Mineral
Resources Survey, Circular No. 41 • .t\.ustin, 1942. Mimeographed.
Smith, Howard M., Marshall, R. M., and Mowery, I. C. Soil Suroey, Maverick County,
Texas. U.s.D.A., Bureau of Plant Industry, Series 1936, No. 10. Washington, January,
1942·'
_ .
Social Security Board, Bureau of Employment Security, Reports and Analysis Division.
"Operations of Employment Security Program:'- Social Security Bulletin, May, 1942.
Job seeker. registration, placements, compensation recipients, state uneJD.ployment
compensation funds available, and otheJi statistics by states.
Social Security Board, Bureau' of Public Assistance. "Public and Private Nd. in 116 Urban
Areas, Calendar Year 1941:' Social Security Bulletin, May, 1942. Includes statistics for
some Southwestern cities.
--"Statistics for the United States," Social Security Bulletin, May, 1942. By states for
,
March, 1942. Includes food stamp, general relief, old age assistance, aid to the blind,
,
and aid to dependent children J»rograms.
Southwestern SociaIScience Association. "2srd Annual ~ting~ Program, Minutes, and
Reports:' Southwestern Social Science Quarterly, Ju~e, 1942.
'
Springer, Gertrude. :'Child Welfare in the States:' Suroe'Y, April, 1942. Includes' infdrma_ tion on status of child welfare serVices in Arizona and Oklahoma.
Standing, T. G. "Some Recent Changes in Agriculture, with Particular Reference to the
Southwest," Southwestern Social Science Quarterly, March, 1942. Population, tech. nological change, land tenure, level of living.
Tetreau, E. D. Arizona Farm Leases. Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 179. Tucson, February, 1942.
True, C. Allen, and Hammond, Wm. J. "The War and the Cattle Industry of the Southwest:' Southwestern Sodal Science Quarterly, June, 1942.·
.
United States Department of Agriculture. Farm Mortgage Credit Facilities in the United
Stat~s. U.s.D.A., Miscellaneous Publication No. 478. ,Washington, 1942. Includes in'_
,~
formation on Southwestern states.
--Selected froblems in the Law of Water Rights in the West. U.S.D.A., Miscellaneous
P.ublicatlon No. 418. Washington, 1942.
•
United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service. Guayule: a List of
References. Soh Conservation Bibliography, NO.4. Washington, April, 1942.
--Hydrologic Data, Blacklands Experimental Watershed, Waco, Texas. Hydrologic
,
Bulletin NO.2. Washington, 1942.
United States Department of Commer¢, Weather Bureau. Climatological Data. Washing.ton, February, 1942. Comparative da~ on New Mexico weather in February.. '
-Monthly Weather Review, March, I942. Weather Bureau, No. 13!)1. Washington,
1942. Includes Southwestern station reports.
United States Department of Labor, Children's Bureau. Children in the COUTts. Juvenile
Court Statistics and Federal Juvenile Of/enders, Two Year Period 'Ending June 30,
I9J9. Bureau Publication No. 280. Washington, 1942. Statistics for Southwestern
states.
;
.
United States Publ.c Health Service. I94,,2 Directory of Venereal Disease Clinics. U.s.P.H.s.
'
Washington, 1942. Includes Southwestern states.
Vallon,Edwm E. uChild Labor in Arizona Cotton Fields:" The Child, April, 1942. Results
of investigation by staff of Children's Bureau, U. S. Department of LabOr.
West Texas Geological Society Committee. "West Texas anq Southeastern New .Mexico
Developments" in 1941:' Bulletin American Association Of Petroleum Geologists, June,
1942. Activity in petroleum geology for the year.
-'
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LOS PAISANOS
Saludo a odo Los Paisanos:
In a re> ent personally' co'naucted Los Paisanos poll concerning th
literary ac ivities of local writers, only one author answered my ear-t<
ear questi1nnaire with a "What is the use of writing now?" Regardle~
of the haJrdOUS business of finding a publisher willing to gamble 0:
future bo k sales, and in spite of the terrific emotional impact engene
ered by e ch day's war news, all of .them, with the exception of th
Texan, ar~ fini'shing the book that has been in: the offing, or planning
new one with a confident approach to our present tight-rope-walkin:
existence ~nd to the ultimate worth of personal achievement.
Consid~r f9r a moment Alan Swallow, poet.:.publisher, and instrm
tor in En~ish at the University of New Mexico. Dr. Swallow has jus
recently e<1lited three books which will appear this summer from th
publishin~ house of James A. Decker, Prairie Ci~y, Illinois.. Americal
Writing, zp42, the first of the three, will be published soon. It is aJ
anthology pf short stories and poems which appeared in the non-com
men~ial m~gazines of 1941 and will include also a yearbook of thpsi
magazi~es.i The volume will contain more than fifty poems and seveJ
short storiJs, including one story and several poems selected from THJ
NEW MEX~CO QUARTERLY REVIEW. The anthology is the first of aJ
annual selJction which Dr. SwaiIow will edit.
Three IYoung Poets, to appear soon also, includes work of threl
poets, Th~as McGrath of New York City, William Peterson of Glen
dale, Calif<prnia, and James Franklin Lewis of Batesville, Arkansas.
The ~ird book, Three Lyric Poets, presents the work of threl
Southern foets selected with an introduction by Dr. Swallow. Thl
authors are Tom H. McNeal, head of the English department at Eas
Texas Stat~ Teachers College, Alice ~oser of New Orleans, and ByrOI
Herbert
ece of Blairsville, Georgia. In addition to this work, Dr
Swallow h s also signed a contract for a first book of his own poem
which will appear late in the fall under the title The Rememberel
Land.
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Conrad Richter, whom Albuquerque proudly claims because he
and his wife and daughter Harvena lived here for a number of years
(Harvena gra4uated fr~m the University of New Mexico in 1938), was
awarded the annual gold medal for literary achievement by the Society
for the Libraries of New York Upiversity at the society's annual m~et
ing, May 20. The New York Times literary supplement of June 7
carried a. one-third page announcement of the decision of the judges,
Harry Hansen, Edward; Weeks, and Pearl Buck. Mr. Richter is the
author of three distinguished books: Early American (1936), The Sea
of Grass (1937) ,'and Trees (1940). He has just finished a novel, which
will probably be publi~hed in the fall. It-too,is a piece of Americana.
Dorothy and Nils Hogner, whose recent -The Animal Book is considere_d their best, are now Dusily engaged on another juvenile to be
called Stories of the Bible) which the Oxford Press will issue. According to' an eye-witness, Nils' illustrations for the forthcoming Olle are
"perfectly beautiful." They will spend the summer in their Greenwich
apartment instead of at their summer studio. in Litchfield becauSe Nils
is finishing a government consignment of murals, and because both of
them have signed up for the duration as air wardens of their precin~t.
Kyle Crichton, dramatic, screen, and stage critic for Collier's Magazine) spent the Fourth of July week-end in Albuquerque en route to
'New York £.rom Hollywood. During his shor't visit he sawall of his
friends, from Elfego Baca to Mrs. Clara Fergusson, but most of his
time was spe~t with Mr. E. Shaffer, editor of the Albuque,rque Tribune)
whose hundreds of friends and admirqrs throughout New Mexico bope
for an eat1~ re~overy fr~m his present illness ~n St. Joseph's Ho~pital.
The only slde-hght obtained from Kyle regarding the play on which he
has been working for some t_~me was a broad grin.
Erna Fergusson, "Our Southwest's" distinguished author and lecturer, says that she has had a "not too busy summer," but it seems to me
that she has been very busy, Writing, lecturing, and attending to civic
duties. The manuscript of her forthcoming book ""ill be in the hands '
of her publishers on scheduled tiqle, early fall. In addition to a variety
of interesting maps, one of t,lie mdst charming feat1;lres of the book will
be a set of illustrations of ceramic figurines which Erna fell in love with
during her intensive study of,Chile last year and which she had ~
artist pose and photograph agains.t typical backgrounds such as fiestaS
and wine-harvests.
Miss Fergusson was the
honorary chairman of the Albuquerque·
. :
.~

~
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June MuJic Festival given under the direction of the distinguishf
pianist, l\1aurice Dumesnil of ~ ew York City. Six of the chamb~
music concerts were· given at ,the Los Poblanos ranch home of Mr. all
Mrs. Albert Simms, and the remaining two at Carlisle Gymnasium (J
the University campus. Paul Horgan, who grew up in Albuquerqu
opened th¢ first broadcast of lhe event.... Paul's most recent stor
"A Try fot the Island," which appeared"in the June issue of Harper'
is a chaptet from a novel which·he is now completing-a study of adole
cence presented from a subjective point of view.
Mar~FOley, former editor of Story who has taken over the lat
Edward 0' rien's job of selecting the best short stories of each 'tear, he:
asked pe ission to include Boyce Eakin's story Prairies in the 1942 vo
ume of Be1t'Short Stories. Mr. Eakin's story appeared in the Augus!
1941, issu~1 of. the .QUARTERLY REVIEW. Originally from Con;'lecticw
Boyce Eakk lIved In Taos for several years.
.
Mabel'fMajor, of Texas Christian University, former president 0
the Texas folklore Society, and collaborator With Dr. T. M. Pearce an.
Rebecca Smith on Southwest Heritage, is a charming addition to tb
University lof New Mexico's summer school faculty. Miss Major ha
supplied tble following very interesting supplement to "Los Paisanos'
concerninglTexas writers.
Hasta la proxima vez.
JULIA KELEHEI
NOT E1S ON T E X A S BOO K SAN D W R I T E R S
The most important fiction out of Texas on the spring book list i~
Karle Wils 'n Baker's Star of the Wilderness, a first-ra~e historical novel
of the years just before San Jacinto. History is there and accurate, but
it does not get in the way of the story. This second novel of Texas'
foremost p t is an entire success. The first one, Family Style, was not
qUIte.
John ~I and Alan Lomax's collection of ballads, Our Singing
Coun~ry, is a co~siderable addition to the b.ody of folklore. It is a
handsome acmI1Ian book of 190 songs and WIth headnotes by the contributors an~ delightful interspersed essays on ballad hunting by John
Lomax. Musical scores, as prepared by Ruth Seeger, are given for all of
the songs. I '
..
Frank Dobie is entertaining the soldiers ip~e large Texas army
camps with \Mexican legends and yarns. The ~~ction "Life Goes to a
•

I
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Partf' of Life Magazine for June 1 was practically devoted to showing
him in action. The photographs were made at th~ annual meeting of
the Texas Folklore Society at Texas'State College for Womenin May.
George Sessions Perry, whose Hold Autumn in Your Hand;w~s the
1941 Texas Institute 9f Letters, Book Award novel, is at San Antonio
writi~g stories and articles of the Texas air training fields. See nearly
any issue of current magazines for ~is work. '
Alfred A. l<.nopf has announced the June 29 publication of A Talent
for Murder, by Anna Mary Wells;formerly of Dallas and the English
department of Texas Christian University, now Mrs. Theodore Smitt
of Detroit. This murder mystety is another evidence of Miss Wells'
versatility. For several years she has be~n'Writing stories for the New
'Yorker, the American Mercury, and the Family Circle.
The Sunday, June 14, New Yqrk Times ran a story on creative arts
at Texas Christian University with special attention' to the very substantial, poetry S ( : h o l a r s h i p . '
For other Texas writers see May 16 "Southwestern Issue" of the
Sat·urday Review of Literature. It is~nea~ly all Texan, too much Texan
to be fair to the whole region., It was edited by John McGinnis of the
Southwest Review and the "Book Section" of the Dallas News.
MABEL MAJOR
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'ROCKY MOUNTAIN REVIEW
In current and coming numbers:

Short Stories-Vardis Fisher, Robert Lowry, Francis C.
( olffing and others.,
.
Criticism and Articles-Wallace Stegner, Albert Guerard, Jr.,
Warren Beck and others.
Poetry-Barbara Gibbs, Norman Macleod, Ellis Foote and
others.
Book Reviews-Staff members and others.
STAFF:
Editors ....Ray B. West, Jr., George Snel1, Grant H. Redford
I Poetry Editor
Brewster Ghiselin
•Ass,pciate Editors
~
Wallace Stegner, Weldon Kees,
Alan Swallow

Rates:1

$1.00

per year;

$1.50

for two years; Sample copy,
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!

ROCKY MOUNTAIN REVIEW

Box 5, B. A. C.
Cedar City, Utah
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